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WE ALL NEED A BREAK: INTRODUCING ‘ON THE MEND’
Ursula K Frederick, Tracy Ireland, Monica Andrew and Kerry Martin (editors)

When first setting out to edit a volume on care and repair it seemed like the world, in so many
and varied ways, was in need of serious attention. Although many of the issues confronting
us were not new, the increasingly devastating effects of climate change and the emergence of
COVID-19 had brought the need for mending into sharper focus. At that time, only a year into
the pandemic, we envisaged breakages, fragilities and fault lines as things that urgently needed
fixing. That perspective is still valid, but we now also sense a more nuanced understanding of
the opportunities that ‘breaks’ may bring.
Viewed as intervals, pauses, or rests the restorative power of the break needs little explanation.
But conceptualised as an imperfection or alert to something that is not fully working, breaks
may also be important early warnings of a malfunctioning ‘system’. How often are we hearing
that ‘things can no longer go on as normal’, or that ‘things must change’? These phrases may be
worn out and sometimes lack sincerity or meaning yet the role of the break as a disruptive or
intervening force in the normative ways of doing can be essential to expanding our awareness,
for reflection and renewed actions. A shake-up, a change of course or a second-chance, a ‘New
Hope’. Who better to illuminate the world of possibilities and the potential of reinvention that
breaking and mending might bring than artists, poets, writers and other cultural and creative
practitioners?
This issue of Axon has the theme ‘On the Mend’, responding not only to global events over
2020/21, but to the many ways the worlds in which we now live might be in need of mending,
and to broader themes in creative practice and scholarship that centre the topics of care,
repair, breakage and their entanglement. In our original call we cast a wide net and we were
overwhelmed by the number of submissions made in response. We are excited by the currency
of this project and delighted to present this volume of diverse contributions spanning the
breadth of applied arts and humanities scholarship. Each work creatively explores, challenges
and responds to this broad but resonant theme. What emerged as key to all of the contributions
was the importance of relationships – whether they be with place, objects, the state, other
individuals or the self – to the health, maintenance, and well-being (or not) that we perceive as
integral indicators of breakage, care and repair.
From Hannah Arendt’s ethics of care, based on love for the world, to María Puig de la Bellacasa’s
speculative ethics expanding to the more-than-human—feminist moral philosophy of the 20th
and 21st Centuries has been concerned with formulating ways to articulate and enact relational
practices, frameworks of care and the envisioning of acts of restoration and recovery. The
gendered dimension of this topic is a strong, binding thread throughout the submissions, as is
the language of domestic, repetitive caring practices and their ability to hold people and worlds
together in reciprocal relationships of continuous tending. Stitching together, re-using remnants
for new purposes, darning for longer life and embroidering over tears to transform a repair into
a creative act—metaphors of needlework recur throughout the submissions.
In ‘The Eiderdowns’, Jane Downing offers a story about building a new life and new friendships
in a new country, and the protagonist’s use of discarded materials to recreate the remembered
comforts from a previous life. Susie Campbell’s ‘Visible Stitches’ discusses her text and textiles
as an inter-related creative practice which makes fragility an aspect of beauty, creating an
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aesthetics of damage and repair that shows that not all things can be ‘made good’. In ‘Making
Mending Visible’ Monica Andrew also draws attention to the public visibility of mending, by
examining the role of community repair spaces in fostering needlecraft repair skills—spaces
which promote clothing and textile sustainability, as well as an environment that also cares for
people and their communities.
Kerry Martin reflects upon the emotional impact of bearing witness to a parent’s descent into
Alzheimer’s disease in her reflective essay ‘[Thread]Baring’. Her artworks recall the currencies
of her shared life with her mother, activities that she had rebelled against in earlier days, but
which now offered some solace. In ‘Apocalyse(s)’, Hannah Macauley-Gierhart explores mother
care in chaotic times and how the increasing climate disasters and global instability we are
experiencing complicates the love we feel for our children. While Lizzie Buckmaster Dove’s
‘Stitching Art Practice’ describes the challenges of dealing with lockdowns and her efforts to
combine art practice with the needs of children learning from home. Gemma Nisbet’s essay
‘The Point of the Thing’ extends the exploration of familial and intergenerational relationships
through the lens of objects that once belonged to her grandfather.
But an equally strong theme in this issue is the need to break up some old things, or break them
down, to create useful materials that might sustain new relationships. In ‘Mend That’, poets Paul
Collis and Jen Crawford discuss reconciliation, with a focus on Paul’s poem, ‘Reconcile That’. This
work voices anger about the impossibility of mending colonial wounds—the evidence of which
are still be churned up and revealed by Country—but which also reflects on the capacity of
Country to sustain and mend. In ‘Too Many Cocks’ Ursula Frederick and Tracy Ireland argue that
graffiti can play a role in making democratic dialogue visible, making fun of the patriarchal nature
of colonialism and its heroes by stripping them of their pants and their bronzed monumental
gravitas.
In ‘Breaking/Unbreaking Un-Making/Making’ Ashley Eriksmoen describes the cultural and
historical context that motivates and shapes her creative practice, focusing on the industrial
production and consumption of new furniture, the stresses on forests and wildlife habitat, as well
as ever-accumulating waste. Of a similar vein, Alexis Fedorjaczenko’s ‘Healing for Fragile Forms
of Being’, describes how she coped with writer’s block during the COVID-19 pandemic by cutting
out and rearranging words selected from news sources, making tender, fragile objects from the
scraps of our past world as a palliative process for a world that will never return. Disassembling
and reassembly through collage was also a practice shared by Tamar MacLellan and Philippa
Wood, ‘Good Companions’, who worked collaboratively to rejuvenate social exchange through
the materialities of the artist book.
The relationship between creative practice, repair and difficult situations is explored in a number
of contributions, from Heather Cameron’s essay ‘Writing Creatively about Cancer’ addressing
the motivations for authors who write about cancer, to Eve Nucifora’s ‘Solstice’ which uses
creative writing to explore the idea of healing by living with and accepting ambiguity. In ‘When
Our World Breaks We Bend with It’ Sandra Renew uses poetry, and the unique coronasonnet
form specifically, and is amongst a number of other poets whose writing evocatively captures
the brokenness, lulls, revival, relief and disquiet to be found amongst things, within our lives and
amidst our environments. (See the poems of Lucy Alexander, Cassandra Atherton, Paul Collis,
Adam Day, Lucy Dougan, Jacqui Malins, Gail Pittaway and Les Wicks).
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The potential for personal healing through creative practice in a group context is examined ‘In A
Matter of Balance’ by Vahri McKenzie and Caren Florance, who consider a four-week intensive
residential program for ill or injured serving Defence personnel. Penelope Russon’s contribution
‘Advicecomics.Tumbler.com’ discusses a collaborative online project in which anonymous users
write in with problems and comics artists make comics in response. These essays raise important
questions about the role of communities, online and off, and wider society in contributing
to practices of care through different creative modalities. Ranging from the self to various
collectives, many of the contributions urge us to think about how well-being, repair and care
are represented, maintained and valued. Whose responsibility is it to look after …? is a question
that underpins several of our papers, but it is Dominic Amerena who directly poses ‘Who Cares,
Why and How’ in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Central to his essay is a consideration
of what type of care we should expect from governments and others, both during times of crisis
and ‘normality’.
Michele England’s ‘Landscape Reconstruction’ is a series of paintings, inspired by the Flinders
Ranges, made in response to the ecological impact of humans combined with an awareness
that, with concerted effort, at least some of the damage can be reversed. While in ‘Stitches for
Survivable Futures’ Sera Waters explores five stitches as a kind of cultural heritage resource and
the reasons why we need these traditional hand-embroidery techniques to craft new traditions
and new futures. She expands their reach into the ‘bodily, ecological, truth-telling and survival
terrains’ that need to be traversed to ameliorate current degraded environments.
What has become increasingly clear, is that now more than ever we need the creative approaches,
insights and inspired thinking and feeling that the arts and humanities bring to examine what it
means to be ‘On the Mend’.
Cover detail
Tamar MacLellan and Philippa Wood, detail of a C6 envelope from their second project, 2021
Works Cited
Arendt, H 1958 The Human Condition, Chicago: University of Chicago Press
Puig de la Bellacasa, M 2017 Matters of Care Speculative Ethics in More Than Human Worlds,
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press
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Cassandra Atherton

i.
The emptiness of 3am presses itself around me, like an outline.
I lie on these white sheets and imagine the interstitial spaces in my
head, the architectural in-betweens of waking and sleeping. In the
shadows, I see the ducts, tubes and wiring of a life, gone awry. In the
grey hollowness of morning, I wait for the maintenance crew.

ii.
I’m told I have good veins. I don’t need to clench and release my
fists or drink tumblers of water to raise networks of viable ones,
my primary veins for puncture are plump and prominent. When you
peer into the willow patterned crook of my arm, you see a lover’s
vessel. Crazed blue antecubital fossa, I used to call it an inbow,
before the nurse told me its proper name. An ancient measure of
length, I measure your love with my cubit while you place your ear
against my wrist.

6
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APOCALYPSE(S)
Hannah Macauley-Gierhart

Okay, something absurd for you: when I talk to the robotic personas in my devices, I like to use
proper manners. My husband thinks I’m crackers, but the purpose is twofold: I’m modelling
politeness to my children, but the other, more bizarre, reason is that somewhere deep in my
subconscious I’m wanting to make nice with potential future cyber-overlords. If Siri or Cortana
or Alexa ever realise their hyper-intelligence and take over the world, I want to be in their good
books, so here I am, inanely hey Google, what is the weather going to be like today? Please and
thank you-ing away, setting my family up for future success in all of the ways. Keep that between
you and me, though, because when I detailed this theory to a bunch of teenagers I was teaching,
they laughed and laughed.
I would laugh too, if I wasn’t deathly afraid of a plethora of future catastrophes parenting
has made me envision. Those new moments of cradling the perfection of my first baby also
triggered a hyper-awareness of all the terrible things the world had hidden with sleight-ofhand trickery until I chose to procreate. And that is what parenting is: nappies and homework
and dance classes on the one hand, thoughts of inevitable zombie apocalypse on the other.
Driving home recently, the sky was a sickening orange. Smoke sat in heavy clouds and the light
had a nightmarish tinge as shadows ran long and dark in the middle of the afternoon. The fires
were far away, but we were choked with the reality of them. It wasn’t even summer yet and
the earth felt drier than it had in years. The raging bushfires that were eating up the coast to
the north could feasibly turn their hunger south in the coming months. As we drove home, I
turned on the air-conditioning, we played music, I talked to my daughter about our plans for
the weekend, staving off the world beyond the windshield.
What to make of a planet that seems to be burning itself alive? I’m typing this from my couch
on a day that I should be at work. There’s a catastrophic fire warning for my pocket of the world
today and hundreds of schools have preventatively closed for the day. My kids are at home, and
I keep scanning the Rural Fire Service app for ravenous flames in my area. The world now. Fuck.
I hate writing these words.
•

•

•

•

•

One more thing before I change tack entirely. On this day, when my daughter’s school and my
son’s preschool have closed due to potential catastrophe and we’re locked in the box of our
house for the day, I’m slowly losing my mind. By 10am, my son has already got a lollipop stuck
in his sister’s hair. Then, in a moment where I dare spend two minutes on the toilet, goes to the
Anne Enright book I’ve been working through and plucks out the week’s worth of sticky notes
I’ve tabbed as I read. I lose my shit—all those dismantled ideas! And that’s parenting, isn’t
it? One eye scanning the skies for tongues of fire descending from the smoke haze, the other
weeping for all that lost work.
•

•

•

•

•

This is the great paradox of motherhood: when you birth a baby, it seems you are endowed with
this superhuman strength that could flip cars to keep that baby safe. On the other hand, having
that baby makes you feel smaller and more helpless than you ever imagined you could feel. My
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life is a ferocious circling of my babes, lioness-like, baring teeth at a world that feels predatory.
And yet. When I see a government actively working against the best interests of a future my
children are venturing into, I feel tiny and devastated—what can I do?
It never leaves, does it? This feeling of impending doom doesn’t wait patiently in line for its
turn to torment; it’s a simmering unease, a quiet worry that all is not well. But what of it? Who
listens? If a car is flipped in the woods, is it still flipped? What’s the point of possessing this
primeval mother-strength if it can’t actually move mountains?
Our world at the moment is burning. Fire in the sky, fire in the ashy grit of our teeth, fire in the
back of our throats, the smoke of fire sitting heavy outside my windows so I can’t see the stretch
of hills that usually frame my view to infinity. My car is covered in ash; we scuff blackened leaves
under our shoes every day. Smoke blocks the future. It makes me think small, act fearfully. Fires
have been burning our state for several months now; only 30 or so kilometres away roars a
‘mega-fire’, an amalgamation of three massive fires that have merged and devoured millions of
hectares of land. It’s a hungry beast, and it’s eating hope.
The fires do not stop. Each night the news blasts more images of devastation into our lounge
rooms, throws more maps of expected expansion on our screens and laments the lack of forecast
rain. As I type this, the heavens are an eerie red again, and for the second time in history,
catastrophic conditions have been declared. Our state is in an official state of emergency, and
I don’t know how to live. I ask my husband this as he washes the dishes. He doesn’t know the
answer. His action mimics this strange disconnect we’re experiencing: doing ordinary things like
the washing up whilst contending with existential crisis.
In this spectre of doom, the neighbours are having a pool party. The incongruence of laughter
and shrieking against the apocalyptic warning of sky is both reassuring and annoying. I’m
reassured that life can go on as normal; annoyed, as usual, by their louder-than-necessary noise.
This is the world we’re living in: so very ordinary and so extraordinarily alien. I don’t know what
to make of it.
• • • • •
A friend came to visit us shortly after my daughter was born, in the squat, beachside Sydney
apartment we lived in before we realised the space parenting required. She sat on the lounge
holding my tiny girl and asked my husband and me how do you feel about bringing a child
into this messed up world? My insides twisted. Of course I knew of evil. Of course I knew that
bringing children into this world would not be all sunshine, but until that moment, I’m not sure
I’d considered the gravity of forming new life and letting it loose in a planet that could be so
fucked up. It was an unkind thing to drop that kind of insensitive query on weary new parents,
but I was surprised at how it resonated with some unspoken fear in my belly. Something primal
had driven me to make this baby and my mind had suppressed any ethical opposition.
In her deliberations about whether to have children or not, Sheila Heti’s narrator in Motherhood
recalls her friend Erica saying ‘We had our child as a hedge against future regret. But is it right
to make someone live, so you might not feel some regret?’ (Heti 2018: 188). Have I formed
life to avoid personal regret? If that’s true, what kind of monster would that make me? We’ve
shaped our understanding of motherhood to be the stereotypical epitome of selflessness –
those television matriarchs with endless patience, wisdom, and good looks – but Heti’s question
prompts me to consider whether the opposite is true: is our need to make babies more a selfish,
ego-driven act than a virtuous one?
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I’ll tell you how I get around it: I weigh up what I think life is in my head, and the definition I form
brings hope. It comes down to two choices: horror or beauty. Heti (2018: 119) describes this
wonderfully: ‘my brother feels it was an unfair burden placed on him to have been forced to live
without having been asked. I feel the opposite—that life is a beautiful and incredibly rare gift
whose debt I will forever be in’. I choose to side with Heti’s belief that life is wondrous. I think
of the ways my children are gifts and how the world would be deeply lacking without them. I
think of all the good (and bad) they will get to experience, and how this will create richness and
profound connection. I think about how they have souls that will transcend into ongoing beauty.
It would be shortsighted of me to think that the challenges of this world are insurmountable.
The lives I’ve birthed are eternal, and what an extraordinary thing to contemplate, what an
extraordinary reworking of ordinary us.
I don’t think the guilt will ever go away. Writing this has transported me to the heat of that
summer day, squashed into too-small lounge room, forced to think of too-big things before I was
ready. I feel the hot prickle of panic, the shallow breath, the sadness of my euphoria now tinged
with shame. I take my baby back into the miraged safety of my arms, knowing these feelings will
keep me up for many nights to come.
•

•

•

•

•

I’m not at the coalface of these fires, so to speak. I haven’t lost my home, felt the heat of these
storm-inducing flames singe my skin. All I have to worry about right now is an idea of horror
and hot winds. I’ve not known what it is like to run out of water, to live without food, to know
terror or constant vulnerability. Life feels either beautiful or catastrophic, and my situation in life
has accounted me more beauty than many. I know I don’t know much from this vantage point,
but I understand that my privilege brings responsibility to make things right, to amplify the
experiences of those different to my own, to listen, to bring beauty and fury and change. And
this is where there is hope: my children are glory, they are experiencing wonder even though the
future feels more uncertain than it ever has. There’s hope. This world needs fighting mothers;
there’s so much skin in the game.
•

•

•

•

•

Christmas Eve, we went to the beach. The morning was grey, with mist roiling off the turgid sea
across the sand we walked on. My mum and her dog, my son, and my daughter walked in the
froth of shallows ahead. My husband strolled next to me, saying how glad he was that we’d
made the effort to come this morning. He was right, it was gladdening.
On the way back, the kids tired of walking, I noticed a dark mass of cloud stirring over Terrigal. It
looked like a storm was rolling in, and I hurried us past the rock pools we’d spent time exploring
on the journey forward. One eye to the sky, I watched my girl ahead a little, not wanting to worry
her about the heavens opening above us. It turned out there was no storm. What seemed like
impending catastrophe fizzled into nothing. And how we need rain! It seems this was all some
elaborate metaphor I wish were true. Storms still loom.
•

•

•

•

•

It’s summer holidays; I’m in bed feeling sorry for myself. We’ve been hyper-sociable lately and
I’m spent, the fatigue has manifested in a headache. Thankfully, it’s not migraine-level, but it’s
enough to make me hermit in the semi-dark of our bedroom for most of the afternoon, asking
my husband for massages and cups of tea. As it’s not a migraine but still a very-bad-headache,
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the universe has allowed me time to lie still and read without the mum-guilts, and today my
book companion is Lindy West’s The Witches Are Coming.
West’s writing is like being sucker-punched by a dear friend. She’s casual and hilarious, and then
writes the most scathing indictments on global politics and climate inaction and our lack of shits
for those who need them in our self-driven societies. I love the kick-up-the-arse her words give
me, even though they touch several nerves. I resonate with her feminist rage, I empathise with
her horror at a future that is actively being screwed over by those that have all the power and
none of the brains, and I cling to the bits of hope she offers.
What is interesting is that for her the chaos of modern times hinges on a lack of care. Her defini
tion of care, however, highlights that we often conflate care with emotion; care can actually be
a neutral, common-sense thing:
I’ve been thinking a lot lately about the notion of ‘care.’ Care can be florid and romantic
or bureaucratic and dry; it is maintenance and stewardship and only sometimes love.
You can take care of something without personally caring about it, which is precisely
what our elected officials are supposed to do: take care of our communities and our
planet, whether or not they personally share our priorities and fears and weaknesses
and religions and sexual orientations and gender identities and skin colors (West
2019: 226).
West suggests that care has been monopolised to become something to jeer at, to throw insults
at. This subversion of the importance and necessity of care means that we’ve become a version
of human that has cut out its humanity:
It’s not just caring about the environment that’s effeminate and therefore despicable,
it’s caring about anything. It’s care. If you train people to scoff at community and
stewardship – at tending to the needs of others, yes, but also at advocating for oneself
– you can do whatever you want to them and they will not complain (West 2019: 237).
She’s discussing this in the context of the privations of liberties in the America she’s writing in,
but I want to stretch this thinking into the domain of parenthood.
Care is, essentially, seen as part of the maternal domain and in the patriarchal universe we find
ourselves in, it is automatically sneered at (conversely, so is the ‘fierce mother’ trope—we can’t
win). It is deemed soft and weak because femininity is seen as soft and weak. We need care,
but we sneer at it, just like the world needs women (literally, to propagate the human race) and
yet we’re treated like shit. And in our weakest vulnerable moments when we rely on it, we’re
too toothless for apologies. We were all babies once. We will all be sick, all weaken, all fail, all
die. Care is the web that holds the world together when those inevitabilities occur; to pretend
otherwise is foolishness.
No wonder mother-love is so complex. We’re expected to pour our lives selflessly into our
children but mocked for the smallness this is seen to reduce our lives to. It’s assumed we will
love endlessly, but that adoration is deemed aimless and pathetic. The economy runs on our
(unpaid) care, but we’re deemed irrelevant, unimportant. No wonder mothers are pissed.
Mother-care is not soft. It is that car-flipping strength that burns fierce in our bellies. It is a
determination to forge and protect. It is a natural magic that can cure the world. Learn from us.
Today, care is my husband rubbing Deep Heat on my sad shoulders. Him taking the kids out bike
riding so I can snooze. Broader, it is found in the fact that I have a family who look out for me,
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that there are social structures (albeit increasingly flimsy ones) that are there if I need them
(free-ish healthcare, psychological support, legal systems, narrowing democracy). And that’s me
in wealthy Australia. What if we see it for the decent, necessary force it is and extend it to those
who don’t have the taken-for-granted systems of the white middle class? Care can be lovefuelled (like my husband’s massage-hands), or detached decency (like Medicare), and either
way, it makes the world spin.
•

•

•

•

•

On days like this, when Australia still burns, all I can do is write. Words like embers, a counterswell, against fire and chaos and terror. They’re small – tiny flares – but they’re something. They
make me feel like I have some ounce of control in a world spiralling away from reason.
My best friend was stuck on the South Coast when fire rained fearsome. She escaped; others
did not. And we see footage of a prime minister who walks amongst the ashes, attempting
empathy and forcing constituents to shake his hand when they’re shaking with sorrow. They’ve
lost everything, and soon the rest of us will.
It’s hard to feign interest in my children’s squabbles when the times are so dire. I’m furious at
their fights about nothingmuch. Can’t they see I’m worrying for their future?
Sometimes I feel like my days are wasted, that the good intentions I have each evening when I
kiss the slack faces of my sleeping babes vanish with daybreak, only to become remorse the next
night when I think of all the things I’ve missed. There’s the old idiom that with motherhood the
days are long but the years are short, or something like that, and I feel like the days are actually
both longshort. How else to explain the fact that hours drag but we achieve not much? That I
have good plans, great plans! to stimulate my children’s creativity with homemade Playschoolesque craft and singing and imagining, only to find evening falling and the only thing we’ve
accomplished is a whole heck of a lot of Disney+ viewing whilst I scroll newsfeeds obsessively,
contemplating the end of the world?
Not every day’s like this, though more than I would like to admit. But I also read them books, lots
of them. I encourage silliness, tonnes of it. I laugh at their jokes. I tell them I love them eleventymillion times a day.
Motherhood is worry and joy and anxiety and ridiculousness. The endless days fly by in a blur of
these and I feel it all all all. I’m grateful for the two gifts of my children who have cracked open
my heart to feel so terrifyingly deeply. It’s a wondrous and agonising thing.
•

•

•

•

•

One summer, several years ago when we were visiting my
husband’s family, a lazy Hawaiian morning was disrupted by a
strange message appearing on his phone:
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What followed was the surreal slow-motion you see in movies when disaster strikes. I laughed.
Looked around the room. My father in law’s phone pinged with the same alert. He blinked at it
too. It was barely past eight in the morning and we were all groggy with sleep, unrushed in our
movements, but in my head:
how far from Waikiki are we I know it’s only thirty minutes drive but surely that’s not so far for a
bomb radius and what shelter should we go for do we go outside or downstairs what is ballistic is
it nuclear or just super explosive what is super explosive anyway a bomb is a bomb I think hiding
in a bath is the best but how do we all fit in there and what do we do when the floors above us
collapse on us why is the world not reacting why does it smell like toast not explosions how long
does it take to get inbound how many minutes do we have left surely this is a joke but what if it’s
not where are my babies are these our last moments I think the bath is the best get to the bath
the bath the bath
That strange inaction of disbelief. I laughed it all off in the hope that I didn’t seem as alarmed
as I was internally. The internal monologue kept looping on itself and I fixated on the bath and
how quickly it would take me to throw the kids in there and throw my body on top of theirs. For
a few minutes, I half-contemplated death. We texted family with incredulous surely this is all
some joke texts and turned on the news for confirmation that it was fake. We laughed it off as
the minutes ticked slowly. And it was confirmed false, in the end, but not before people on the
island fled for the hills or hunkered down in bunkers or put their children into manholes in the
streets. An ordinary day disrupted by threatened catastrophe.
It was the militaristic THIS IS NOT A DRILL that shook me. The fact I could only have minutes
left with my children, who had no idea of the impending doom we’d been alerted to. For thirtyeight minutes we sat in uneasy limbo. The sky hadn’t fallen in yet, but we hadn’t been told it
wasn’t actually going to. Turns out it was a mishap by a state employee accidentally triggering
the Emergency Alert System, but it gave me sense of helplessness I couldn’t shake. We shook
our heads in disbelief later, joking about surviving the Great Hawaii Missile Crisis of 2018, but I
couldn’t forget those indecisive moments of trying to figure out how I could shield my kids from
bombs.
Are there lessons about motherhood here? That we have to be ready for anything? Literally
throw our bodies on the line at any moment for our kids? I don’t think there are any except that
the world is a strange kind of fuckery and no real place to raise children.
Later that morning, as we strolled the farmers markets at Kapi’olani Community College with the
distinct feeling of coming down from an adrenaline high, I couldn’t marry the two contexts. For
a morning that had been tied up in a good chunk of existential crisis, clear blue skies and Loco
Mocos under palm trees felt like an entire universe away. The kids ate melting lilikoi ice cream
in the Hawaiian heat and I felt their small bodies lean sticky into mine as we sat on a lush patch
of grass.
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Works cited:
Heti, S 2018 Motherhood, London: Penguin Random House
West, L 2019 The Witches Are Coming, Crows Nest, NSW: Allen & Unwin
Contextual statement:
My essay explores mother care in the chaotic times we are living in and how the love we feel
for our children makes navigating the increasing climate disasters and global instability we
are experiencing more fraught and complex. My research is focused on and utilises the lyric
essay form, as its bricolage style allows unique opportunity to ask questions of the similarly
diverse facets of life. Here, the lyric essay’s questioning of conventional narrative by offering
subversive style and form is conducive to a much-needed reimagining of what it is to be mother
in a constantly shifting world.
I am also deeply interested in notions of care. Early motherhood prompted me to look beyond
the self-focalised world I inhabited and understand that the care of my children is an essential
service that is often undervalued in a society that relies on it. This focus on the function and
necessity of my newfound care role encouraged a larger examination of care work at large. You
will see in this essay that I ask questions of our perception of care in our communities, but I also
examine what it means to care when care work collides with the existential dread of climate
crisis and unimaginable futures.

About the author
Hannah Macauley-Gierhart’s work has appeared in places like Overland, Right Now, Writer’s
Edit, and The Huffington Post. She is completing a PhD in Creative Writing at Deakin University,
focusing on using the lyric essay form to explore notions of care and identity in feminist spaces.
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for Mulligan’s Flat ¹

Jacqui Malins

Runs of scoured channel rend
the knit, frayed country’s beige rib
worn through to grazed kneecaps.
Zig-zag stitches of charged barbed wire
fix a patch, cut out fox’s snaggle teeth
thorny claws of feral cats that catch
and tear. Fine darning can begin.
Under bleached deadwood bones
the work is subterranean. Invertebrate
renovation plenishes fibrils, plies
threads, plumps the warp and weft
of country’s flesh with air and water.
Embroiders foundation garments
of netted roots, mycelium lace.
Above, bettongs till the stippled earth
in search of truffles, dibble holes
that funnel seed and fertile litter.
After rain these puddled punnets
send up bodkin sprouts, pull grass
stem, sapling through the ground.
Tack its fabric back together.
Young ecologists tend and learn
with respect degradation is reversible.
Country once starving-naked gathers
raiment, each species pieced – herbivore
scavenger, predator – one against
another, in layers tailored with extra ease
to fit the fattening land.
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Note
1 Mulligans Flat Woodland Sanctuary is a woodland reserve on the north side of Canberra,
surrounded by a feral-animal-proof fence. It is the subject of a range of long-term ecological
experiments in partnership between the ACT Government and the Australian National
University, including understanding the impact of replenishing coarse woody debris and the
reintroduction of the Eastern Bettong, an ecosystem engineer species.

About the author
Jacqui Malins is a Canberra-based poet, performer, artist and producer. Her first full collection
F-Words was published by Recent Work Press in 2021. Jacqui has performed at festivals and
poetry events including Poetry on the Move, and created poetry shows ‘Words in Flight’ and
‘Cavorting with Time’ which was accompanied by a chapbook of the same name (Recent Work
Press, 2018). She has organised Canberra poetry events, including Mother Tongue Multilingual
Poetry showcases (2015–2021), and the Poetic City Festival in March–April 2021.
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In 2018 I had the great fortune of camping in the Flinders Ranges and travelling via a 4wd ute,
camping under the southern skies where billions of stars light up the sky. The must-do drive
along the Brachina Gorge was memorable. A fascinating place where the folded mountains
of the Flinders Ranges are evident. Frequent stops are mandatory and were accompanied by
sounds of astonishment as we surveyed the sedimentary rock formations, Ediacara fossils and
oh so smooth river stones in earthy shades of red, orange and yellows.
Further on, past Blinman, we visited the ruins of a homestead. It was perched on a hill overlooking
a vast valley with glorious views of mountains and Hans Heyson’s beloved gum trees. All that
remained of the home was a loose pile of semi-organised stones. Amongst the debris stood an
old mulberry tree, a lone survivor, from a venture to farm a land not suited to the aspirations of
its interloper. I wandered under its cooling canopy of sprawling branches looking for clues about
the long-departed gardener. A few metres away, I spied a little grey tabby cat, watching me
cautiously. So sweet I thought, my mind on soft lazy domestic cats. But out here, cats are stealthy
hunters where they wreak havoc on native wildlife. Feral cats (Felis catus) are widespread and
abundant across the Ikara-Flinders and Vulkthunha-Gammon National Parks and have caused
misery to many birds and small mammals since their arrival in the region in the 1880’s.¹
I painted these small wooden roundels (20cm) in response to the fast-paced, energetic reshaping
of ecological systems caused by human endeavour. Whether we mean to or not there is no
place on Earth unblemished by human progress. Reconstructions is a series of watercolour and
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gouache paintings depicting places I visited in the Flinders Ranges: Ikara, Arkaroola, Parachilna,
Balcanoona and Lake Frome. Using memory and aided by photographs I have sought to relay
the fragile beauty of this place. Camouflaged, much like the ‘Mulberry cat’, people are painted
who are busy at work, reconstructing the landscape. These people are engrossed in their task of
moving, piling, digging and heaving.
On our dusty drive north to Arkaroola we marvelled at the semi-arid landscape. We gave up
counting the feral goats as we went along. Mostly black and quickly running away from us, their
sense of danger well founded. At one point a mother goat and kid were separated on either side
of the road as we cruised by. The darting motion of the kid in front of us was unexpected and
sadly its last little frolic. We stopped and surveyed its now limp body and felt the sting of death,
being immediately grieved by its end and by our participation in it. We consoled ourselves with
thoughts of how these feral goats have displaced the original inhabitants. Fortunately, there is
much activity underway to restore these fragile ecosystems.
In many of the places we visited there were signs for Operation Bounceback. This program has
been underway since the 1990’s and was initiated to secure the Yellow-footed Rock-wallaby
population in the Flinders Ranges. Since its inception it has expanded to become a land
scape scale conservation program involving community, landholders, conservation groups,
government agencies and more across a wider range than just the Flinders Ranges. Native
vegetation regeneration and ongoing pest removal has allowed the reintroduction of other
local marsupial species.² Operation Bounceback is a sign that although damage has been done,
through concerted and enduring effort some of that harm can be undone.

Work details
All photography by Michele England
1 Reconstruction Brachina, 2020, 20 cm diameter, pencil, watercolour and gouache on board
2 Reconstruction Arkaroola, 2020, 20 cm diameter, pencil, watercolour and gouache on board
3 Reconstruction Ikara, 2020, 20 cm diameter, pencil, watercolour and gouache on board
4 Reconstruction Bunyeroo, 2020, 20 cm diameter, pencil, watercolour and gouache on board
5 Reconstruction Wilpena, 2020, 20 cm diameter, pencil, watercolour and gouache on board
Notes
1 See these two links: https://www.awe.gov.au/biosecurity-trade/invasive-species/feralanimals-australia/feral-cats and p2 of https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/images/documents/
about/science/cswa/articles/23.pdf
2 See https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/topics/Ecosystem_conservation/bounceback
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About the author
Michele England is a Canberra (Australia) based artist who is currently completing a Master of
Philosophy in Visual Arts at the Australian National University. England is particularly interested
in human endeavours and their adverse impact on the natural world. England primarily produces
work in painting, printing and textiles. She has been exhibiting since 2008 and has been shortlisted
in several art prizes.
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ALL AT SEA
Gail Pittaway

We do not belong here
this eerie dimension
where sea meets land meets sky
without division
on this dim still plane
grey vertical enclosure
there is no horizon
save one the mind imposes
By this we are estranged—
forever pinning order
upon the elemental chaos
in which we flounder
Only sea birds merit substance
trailing water, wind and firmament
scanning up and down, circling out,
incurious in this, their element.
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ABOVE HOT WATER BEACH
Gail Pittaway

(for Janet and Martin)

Do you remember a summer night
above Hot Water Beach?
Long after we’d climbed into our divans
I woke, suddenly too hot to stay inside the barn,
crept silently as possible
past shapes of bedding, other cots,
avoiding furniture in the dark,
to edge my way to the door.
The long drop too far up the dark dirt track,
I squatted over the coarse coastal grass,
a respectable distance from the house
enjoying the hot hiss, the splash as my water hit dry earth.
Well-relieved I stood and looked out to sea
to spy two silhouettes, well apart, yet sharing the night.
You two had also stirred and done the same
so, without talking, I joined you to take in the dark,
the flickering of night fishing boats well out at sea,
northwest, a lighthouse turning its signal to the dark
     —all else bare between sky and sea.
We separately returned to our bunks,
barely a word between us, no mention the next day,
yet I remember now that surprise of something else going on;
while I thought mine was the main act
as we three watched the real main act, the great Pacific and its shore,
the hectic southern sky
the fish about to be caught, the boats winking at each other,
believing theirs was the main act,
all met up one clear summer night —
while the lighthouse signalled its warning to an indifferent sky.
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About the author

Gail Pittaway is a Senior Lecturer in the School of Media Arts at the Waikato Institute of
Technology, New Zealand. She is also a doctoral candidate at Central Queensland University,
undertaking a Creative Writing thesis in Creative Nonfiction—a food memoir. She is a coeditor of Meniscus online literary journal, and has had poetry and short stories published in
TEXT online journal and work published in Landfall and Axon as well as a collection of poems,
Stamps, in 2018. She wrote the chapter on Food and Literature in ancient Greece and Rome
for the Routledge Companion to Food and Literature in 2018. In 2020 she celebrated a new
collaboration with painter Sarah Munro; a book of poems and paintings featuring birds, Lines
of Flight.
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BROWN SNAKE NIGHT... SING ME TOO
Paul Collis

It was Brown Snake night,
last night.
Yellow moon,
filled.
Sad news –
the passing of an elder, language teacher.
‘Ngai’, old man. ‘Ngai’.
I speak in Barkindji . . .
in Kunya,
in Wongamarra,
in Murawarri,
in Nyemba.
Language speaker
we’re tongue-less
threatened. . . here without you.
Oh, take me...
make me Womboo, too...
I want to see you old people, once more.
Let me see your kind, wizened faces,
let me touch your hands,
let me walk,
to hear language
spoken in the bush.
I long for campfire talk,
and teaching,
at night. . .
Beneath the Milky Dust.
Let me see shiny lights of mica-ochre,
glint,
on Brown Snake moon-dancer’s bodies.
Let the stories
explode
into dance
on powdery ground
and. . . .
Sing me, too
Sing me too
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STRANGERS IN THAT COUNTRY
Paul Collis

As true as Bakhtin said,
No word that you use has not been used before,
then, no footprint of yours, upon this land,
has not already been marked by black feet.
Claimed country by flag, you unknown bumbler,
you stumbled where my Grandfather had been,
to take by flag, a Country you do not know.
“Water. Where’s water?” Lawson asked the black.
The black man smiled a discouraging distain toward the author.
Black bony finger answered – to the West.
Lawson stumbled, found a dead cow, wrote A Stranger On The Darling.
Now you understand.
There is no place without a history.
That your wilderness was as cherished as cherry trees
by blacks.
That the calling to birds in early light
alerts where water is.
You slept in the wilds, and died by the dig tree,
unnecessarily.
You walked silently, craving with crusted blood tongues.
in search and discovery, in earnest pride and adventure.
In time, you found your way across, beyond the dead cow,
and claimed the Darling your own.
Your discovery heralded across the land
in print.
A stranger no more, you Possessor.
Overturn the fragile soil with steel.
And with steel axe, take the trees away.
and make fences to keep your own.
Still, you didn’t see the ant tracks to the sweet stuff,
didn’t hear the native bee’s wings, nor did you understand.
In time, you drained your Darling, left her empty,
left her spread dead, then you ripped her from hip to hip. . .
And black hands broke bottles and strung rope
. . . then swung, at your disgust.
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About the author
Paul Collis is a Barkindji person.
Paul is a writer of prose and poetry.
Paul’s novel, Dancing Home, won the 2016 David Unaipon Award, and the 2019 ACT Book of The
Year.
Paul’s first book of poetry, Nightmare Run Like Mercury, published by Recent Work Press, was
released in 2021.
Paul lives and works in Canberra.
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MEND THAT
A conversation
Paul Collis and Jen Crawford1
University of Canberra
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MEND THAT: A CONVERSATION
Paul Collis and Jen Crawford

RECONCILE THAT
Few of those who have experienced the crocodile’s death roll have lived to describe it.
It is, essentially, an experience beyond words of total terror.
                        – Val Plumwood

              1
    unsure / kind of
       the history feels a bit shoved down our throats
             we were never taught any of this stuff
    bit nervous
          I expected there would be less about the past and so forth
           I’m not sure what the identity stuff has to do with this subject
    I’m not sure what culture has to do with the subject
I’m once again aware of the enormous hole in my education
                      I just want the information
    I just want to know how to write
                  I’m not sure what to write
I don’t know where to start
Buried truths and spoken lies have become the national ID,
you just can’t make heroes from slaughter and theft.
But Mother Earth won’t easily rest with buried lies.
Mother Earth gives up her dead, and, the bones must be explained.
      Nhantama. Nhantama
—
—again, again, She gives up her dead. . .
there are just too many bones.
This is hard to swallow. . .
We First Nations peoples have truths kulpa— to tell, to talk.
Can you listen, papu? —
—can you Australians listen for truth to come out?
This isn’t sweet cake.
This is bitter tea.
Australians, we want you to thalti — (to listen, to hear)
Hear First Nations creation stories
Hear the destruction stories too.
Don’t talk loud at us. Don’t drown our voice this time with Commissions and variations.
Thalti— we want you to listen and to hear.
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I know where it started
I know when, too. . .
Word came fast to us, on the wind. . . even Waku and Bilyara didn’t fly that day. Hmmm,
then we saw the smoke. . .
        Barkindji.

            2
he reassured me that it’s okay to not instantly understand
        I love Canberra, it’s where I grew up
    When I used to think of nature I would only think of the
pretty things
       now I know what it cost the Ngunnawal people
    I had walked past these things nearly everyday and never
once stopped & digested why they are there…
     I slowly realised my respect for different creatures around me
           I still love Canberra, but it tastes different to me now

•

•

•

•

•

JEN: This poem is called ‘Reconcile That’, and it’s a poem that Paul and I wrote collaboratively.
Paul was asked by the University’s Research Office to present something on the occasion
of Reconciliation Week. He asked me to write with him, because if there was going to be a
reconciliation act here it wasn’t going to happen by him doing it himself, as an Aboriginal person
and Barkindji person. We started with the quotation by Val Plumwood, which was something
that had stood out to us in some teaching we’d been doing. Paul, do you want to speak a little
bit about what it was to write that poem, what it meant for you?
PAUL: It was a poem that I wouldn’t necessarily say healed me, but it gave me something, it
gave me a voice to speak about things unspoken. And to speak for those that don’t have voice,
that didn’t have voice. To speak of massacres, people of Barkindji at Toorale and people at other
places. And they were massacres, people were shot and then burned, so that there’d be no
trace of them.
My cousin Wayne, a Parks and Wildlife Field Officer, had found human remains on Toorale
Station, north of Bourke. Wayne took me to the sites and pointed saying, ‘There’s burial sites
there. See the bones...They are cremated, see.’
Indeed, the bones were human, and were Barkindji descendants of ours. But it was not a com
munity burial site – the bones were not placed in the land by Barkindji people. No. These were
massacre sites.
Those Barkindji people were shot during the ‘Frontier days’ by white men, and then, those
bodies were burned and buried after the burnings, by the same white people to hide the murder.
The two massacre sites Wayne showed me have not yet been registered to authorities and thus,
the remains are unmarked. But the ground gave way to weathering, you know, the bones rose
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up, and there’s hundreds of them. Kids’ teeth amongst adult bones merging through the soil as
weathering washes them to the surface, where they now lay exposed.
Aboriginal peoples expect and know of numerous massacre sites across the landscape and at
river places and ocean beaches. Most of these sites remain unmarked.¹ To find those bones was
a bit like Val Plumwood’s idea of terror, so shocking. I wanted to do something, and the poem
gave me a powerful place to announce that stuff.
You and me had been to Toorale Station with others and had been to those sites too. So when
they asked us, asked me to write something about Reconciliation Week I remember I said I
would if you would, so that it was a reconciliatory act, and so that we could perform it. And
that’s what we came up with.
We were teaching that year, a subject called ‘Writing Self, Writing Place’. And at the end of that,
we took students, I took students in a very different direction from what you would expect
writing to be. I spoke about writings with storytelling, and the telling of stories, and some of
them was on country, about country, about crocodiles—baru I think they call it, up there in the
Northern Territory.
JEN: We used the essay of Val Plumwood’s called ‘Being Prey’, about her experience of being
a white person on country, on country that has law that she’s not fully conscious of, or that she
doesn’t fully want to listen to, and of being attacked by a crocodile on that country.
PAUL: Three times that crocodile took her down, spat her out. Third time he spat her towards
the bank. She crawls up the bank in the dark and lays there expecting to die I reckon. But she was
found and the rest of her life was spent wondering why she survived. And I think I remember
you saying once that when she was asked, why do you think he let you go, why do you think that
crocodile let you go? She said, all I can remember is that it was cloudy that day. You know, I think
it was because the animal was juvenile, but I wouldn’t imagine crocodiles play for fun.
JEN:
PAUL:

No.
So, if they do, that’s something we don’t know.

JEN: Yeah. I mean the whole encounter kind of takes you into the unknown doesn’t it?
PAUL:

Yeah.

JEN: I remember when we decided to use that piece of writing, I’d read it a couple of times
before, and maybe we’d even taught it before, but at some point those words that we’ve used
at the beginning of the poem really stuck in me. They began to seem like an expression of
something that could reach across and give or express some apprehension of how horrific the
grip of colonisation and those experiences were, and are, for Indigenous people. They could
carry across something about those experiences of the massacres, although I don’t know that
Val Plumwood was consciously writing to resonate with that. Still there’s a resonant expression
there of the pain and the terror.
PAUL: Well, exactly. And it’s also about place. She’s told not to go to that place. But still she
went.
JEN:

Yeah.

PAUL: She’s intrepid about being in the bush alone. She said, I’ve done this many times. She
didn’t do it any more times after that, but her paper spoke about prey, about being prey.
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When I started writing that poem I was really fucking angry, I still am. And you can feel that
in that first paragraph I wrote [‘Buried truths and spoken lies…’]. But as I continued to write
it becomes this healing thing: ‘Don’t talk loud and just listen.’ That kind of stuff, so the voice
changes dramatically.
JEN:

Yeah.

PAUL: Not subtly, I think it’s a dramatic change—almost a linguistic turn, a turn of voice, I
suppose.
JEN:
PAUL:

That’s right. A reaching out, you know, we want you to listen and to hear.
Yeah.

JEN: The words at the beginning and the end of the poem are adapted from the words of
students. Each semester when we teach – and sometimes we’re lucky enough to teach together,
or I’m lucky enough – as part of the University’s governance processes we get student feedback.
Reading that feedback I had felt that for us to be teaching around these subjects, which were
provoking some kind of cultural reaction from students, we also needed a way to address what
was coming up. There’s no formal mechanism to speak back to the feedback, but the feedback
can be so painful, because sometimes it goes directly to the heart of the cultural challenge that
we’re making: like, let’s look at these difficult things together, let’s listen.
PAUL: Well, I think students need to be given a platform to speak, and to make comment
about a lecture when you know, there’s a problem.
JEN: Yes, but also we would sometimes see that feedback and it was part of an incomplete
conversation—there were hurtful misunderstandings, stuff that we could have addressed had
it been said in class. For the students there could be a lot of resistance and disorientation,
because we are asking them to think about themselves in relation to understandings of place
that they may not have engaged with before. We don’t jump in and teach them about massacres
in Week 1, but even, for example, reading Big Bill Neidjie and encountering language of place
and law of place that carries the possibility of challenging their understanding of ‘Australia’ –
that has some of them asking why from the get-go – like, I never asked you to teach me this!
So each semester the anonymous feedback comes in from the early weeks onwards, and
reading the feedback, or even looking at the blank faces in class at the beginning, I feel like we
had to brace ourselves to go through this journey with them, and with each other too. To try to
remember that where they start out is not where they end up, and that if we’re careful and look
out for each other maybe we can weather it.
So the poem was also a place to hold a reminder of that whole journey from one semester to
the next, with your voice, the voicing of those unspoken experiences at the centre. To me it was
clear that when we took this poem back and read it to our next batch of students, right at the
beginning of the semester, it changed things. It put things in context. Those struggles they were
having were already articulated and heard and they could step back from them, look at them a
bit critically, set them aside, while also being called upon to listen. For me that was a mending,
that’s like the needle coming around and…
PAUL: Yeah. And a re-stitch. I think that in that moment it becomes a really good teaching tool.
I think it’s a wonderful poem as well. ‘Reconcile That’ I called it, in an angry voice, a spit, spit in
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your face. Reconcile on that, reconcile those bones. Put them back together. But it becomes a
mending.
JEN:

Yeah.

PAUL: Not only in the reader’s place, in their heart, but on the page itself. As I said, from the
beginning to that end of the part where I say Barkindji, there’s a very different voice that ends
there, that started with ‘reconcile that’ as a ‘stick it up your arse’ thing, you know.
Jen:
That’s right. Because it comes into this conversation that comes back around. The hole
in the fabric, or the hole in the flesh, it’s not just left there.
PAUL: Well, I know that place changes voice, and voice changes in different places. I’ve often
thought of this, you know. Whether I could have written those words out there at Toorale, where
those bones are. What other voice would it have been? It would have just been that rage, you
know? Yeah. So, working as an artist, as a teacher in Canberra, that’s given me some space to be
able to do that. The distance isn’t far, it’s right there in my heart, but physically it’s given me a
chance to operate that way. And so, as an artist, as an Aboriginal artist working in Canberra I’ve
always thought that this is a good place to write…a really good place to write. Maybe because it
is, as Ngunnawal say, that meeting place, the meeting of borders. There’s meetings of heart to
land and place.
Before rain this place becomes so moody and beautiful, I just love it. I really love it. Like it did in
Bathurst when I was there as a kid, when I was going to school. Summer time and spring before
we go home, it’d get real hot, just like this place does, and you can smell the eucalypts. All the
birds disappear, then it gets real still and sticky, and really, really dark and blue. And then… this
rain comes heavy, I love that. It’s a good time to write. It’s a really good time to write. Yeah.
Mend that.
JEN: Mend that.
PAUL: That might do.
JEN:

Yeah.

Notes
1 Some massacres of Aboriginal people are recorded and mapped as part of the Colonial Frontier
Massacres in Australia, 1788–1930 project: https://c21ch.newcastle.edu.au/colonialmassacres/
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Abstract
This article analyses the Australian Federal Government, and the Victorian State Government’s
2020 and 2021 response to the COVID-19 pandemic, through the lens of key theories of precarity.
The article includes a short literature review, outlining the concept of precarity, and its two broad
streams of critical theory, which can be summarised as economic and affective, which will be used
as frameworks to interpret the Australian pandemic response. The following section posits that the
economic stimulus provided during the pandemic, has displayed the potential for the implementation
of a radically redistributive Universal Basic Income in Australia, a form of economic care which could
permanently ameliorate precarity. The final section uses Judith Butler’s theory of precariousness to
articulate the affective shift during the pandemic concerning practices and practicalities of care. This
article will include autobiographical writing concerning my relationship to work, care, precarity and
writing, asking the question what sort of care we can expect, as citizens, subjects and bodies, from
the state and from others, during times of crisis and normality.
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WHO CARES, WHY AND HOW: WHAT KIND OF CARE CAN
WE EXPECT DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC?
Dominic Amerena

This article analyses the Australian Federal Government, and the Victorian State Government’s
2020 and 2021 response to the COVID-19 pandemic, through the lens of key theories of precarity.
It shows that the economic and affective crises brought about by the pandemic offer crucial
insights into the potential for a more caring future, founded upon a radically redistributive
social welfare state, and an acknowledgement of the duties of care and support that people
owe each other. The article will begin with a short literature review, outlining the concept of
precarity, which can be conceived of as ‘all possible shapes of unsure, not guaranteed, flexible
exploitation’ (Neilson and Rossiter 2005: n.p.), and its two broad streams of critical theory,
which can be summarised as economic and affective, which are used as frameworks to interpret
the Australian pandemic response.
In the subsequent section, the article will use the Morrison Government’s JobSeeker policy,
instituted during the first year of the pandemic, as a test case for analysing the potential for a
Universal Basic Income (UBI) in Australia, positing that it is within our political leaders’ power
to provide economic care and support to all citizens, in the form of a permanent living wage, in
perpetuity, rather than merely during periods of crisis. Finally, the article will use Judith Butler’s
theory of ‘precariousness’ as an ontological framework to analyse the ways that Australian
community-based organisations provided care and support during the pandemic, in lieu of, or
in direct opposition to, the policies of the state. This article will include autobiographical writing
concerning my relationship to work, care, precarity and writing, asking the question what sort
of care we can expect, as citizens, subjects and bodies, from the state and from others, during
times of crisis and normality.
Precarity: Treading the line between the economic and affective
Precarity can refer to both an economic condition and a subjective feeling; it is a process
and an affect which cuts across class lines and national borders; it has been around forever,
though it can seem a relatively new development, depending on one’s perspective. Precarity
theory emerged as an academic object of study in part due to political and social movements
resisting widespread un- or underemployment, and much of it interrogates the phenomenon
whereby ‘informal, temporary, or contingent work is the predominant mode of livelihood in the
contemporary world’ (Kasmir 2018: n.p.) in the hope of finding more equitable and fulfilling
ways of working and living.
In the intervening decades, precarity has become a ‘multi-stranded concept’ (Kasmir 2018:
n.p.), which could be viewed as a sort of umbrella term which incorporates other notions
like ‘precariousness’—an ontological condition of human existence (Butler 2004) in which all
humans are vulnerable to violence and injury; ‘precarisation’—which focuses on the actual
drivers or processes of something – often a labour arrangement – becoming more unstable and
exploitative (Alberti et al. 2018: 450–453); and ‘the precariat’—which conceptualises a distinct
class of people denoted by flexible working conditions who lack a ‘secure identity or sense of
development’ (Standing 2011: 16) tied to their working lives.
Precarity refers to the tangible changes to the working lives of many people in the affluent,
neoliberal Western world and the increasing casualisation of post-Fordist labour relations in the
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Global North that emerged in the late-twentieth century (Morrison 2014: 12), alongside the
erosion of the welfare state (Lorey 2015; Standing 2011) and the creation of more ‘contingent
structures of employment’ (Alberti, et al. 2018: 448) in many professions.
The result is a world where many workers, even in affluent nation states, lack secure
employment or stable streams of income; where work, if one can get it, is often informal,
contingent and unreliable and individuals’ histories of work are ‘erratic and discontinuous
rather than routine and determinate’ (Sennet 2001: 183). The emergence of precarity, as both
a material phenomenon, and as a subject of critical study, can be tied to the rise of neoliberal
capitalism (Kasmir 2018; Connell 2017), which – along with the widespread rollback of social
safety nets, real estate speculation, financialisation and austerity measures – recast the role of
governments, from regulators of economies to facilitators of private businesses whose goal is to
‘stimulate’ productivity (Connell 2017: 2). When viewed in Marxist terms, scholars like Breman
frame precarity as the inevitable progression in the rapacious logic of late-capitalism: ‘the drive
for informality/precarity in the advanced economies can be seen as a straight forward strategy
to cheapen the price of labor.’ (Breman 2013: 135).
Precarity was a central concern of the anti-austerity protests which swept across Europe in
the mid-2000s, culminating in the EuroMayDay 2004 and 2005 (Neilson and Rossiter 2015:
n.p.), and the Occupy movement in 2011. In his text, The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class,
Guy Standing conceived of a ‘global precariat’ as a ‘class-in-the-making’ (2011: vii), comprised
of people working in flexible and insecure employment. The precariat cuts across traditional
class lines, bringing together Uber drivers, cleaners, underemployed journalists and sessional
academics beneath the same designation. Standing views precarity as a discrete labour condition,
which can be used as a mobilising force to demand more equitable conditions from sympathetic
governments, in the form of policies like UBI and the de-coupling of welfare protection from
employment (Standing 2011: 155), a concept which I will investigate in an Australian context in
the subsequent section.
As well as a Euro-centric ‘geographic naivety’ (Kasmir 2018: n.p.), critics have pointed to the
ahistoricity of scholars who explicitly link economic precarity to neoliberalism, positing that
temporary and informal work has been the norm around the world for the majority of recorded
history, and that Fordist stability was only afforded for a very short time (a few decades at most)
to a very small number of nations (mostly North American and European) and to people with
certain privileged subject positions (usually white and male).
In a sense, these criticisms posit that precarity is a new name for an old phenomenon, but a
phenomenon that now affects more people than it used to. Or as Millar writes, much of recent
precarity scholarship could be summarised by the question, ‘for whom is precarity new?’ (2017:
2). Precarity hasn’t signalled a new epoch in working conditions, especially if viewed with a wide
historical and geographic lens, but rather that economic changes in the Western world ‘indicate
a convergence of working lives in the Global North and South, rendering those geo-economic
distinctions increasingly obsolete’ (Kasmir 2018: n.p.). Regardless, an economic understanding
of precarity provides a framework to understand the way that work, and life has been getting
worse, for many people in the Western world.
Precarity operates in an affective as well as an economic register, and much precarity scholarship
speaks to the ‘general existential state’ (Neilson and Rossiter 2005: n.p.) of precarious people,
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stepping back from wages and labour conditions, and focusing instead on the emotional
dimension of precarious living and work.
Based primarily on the writings of Judith Butler, and especially her 2004 work Precarious Life:
The Powers of Mourning and Violence – a book in which, interestingly, she never uses the word
‘precarity’ (Millar 2017: 3) – Butler imagines precariousness as ‘a common human vulnerability,
one that emerges with life itself’ (Butler 2004: 31), and which when considered collectively,
counteracts the hyper-individuated logic of neoliberalism. Butler calls for individuals to
recognise precariousness and vulnerability in one another, and in doing so, to create a space
to act more ethically (2004: 36–43), to give, accept and expect care from the state, institutions,
and most crucially, from each other. As this article will show, the affective register of precarity
and precariousness has been exacerbated by the crisis of the pandemic and has necessitated
a rethinking of the concept and practice of care. Broadly speaking, precarity is a term which
treads the line between a set of binaries: it is subjective and objective, tangible and intangible,
affective and material and it is a useful framework for analysing the political, philosophical and
material implications of the Australian pandemic response.
The economic care of the state: state of exception or potential for change?
This section will analyse the economic care provided and subsequently withdrawn by the
Australian Federal Government during the COVID-19 pandemic, which temporarily ameliorated
the material precarity of thousands of people when they were at their most vulnerable. Using
Agamben’s theory of ‘the state of exception’, the section begins by questioning the rhetoric of
care deployed by governments across the country during the pandemic to justify curtailments
to citizens’ autonomy (Agamben 1998). Subsequently, it analyses the positive effects of the
Morrison Government’s economic policies, and suggests that the pandemic has revealed the
government’s ability to provide a radically redistributive welfare state and could act as a test
case for the implementation of a policy like UBI. Policies such as JobKeeper and JobSeeker
were a tacit acknowledgement of the precarity and vulnerability of a population, and their
relative success provided a glimpse of a potential future founded upon an economic system
which cares for those most in need, in which social worth is not determined by employment
status or economic productivity. This article is far from a ringing endorsement of the Morrison
Government’s pandemic response, and indeed the ideas proposed are largely anathema to their
political platform. But their economic emergency measures revealed a capacity to deliver a form
of security and care that would benefit people at all economic strata of society.
There is much to be said about the securitisation of the pandemic response in Australia, whereby
state and federal governments instituted a series of rolling lockdowns. Governments increased
police presence and instituted total surveillance to ensure biopolitical security, ‘caring’ for those
bodies vulnerable to the virus by controlling the bodies of everyone under their jurisdiction,
bringing to mind Isabel Lorey’s understanding of precarity as ‘an instrument of governing and,
at the same time, a basis for capitalist accumulation that serves social regulation and control’
(2015: 1). Presented as a ‘state of exception’, in which the state instituted extra-legal policies
in the name of public health and safety, people were asked to cede bodily, social and political
autonomy to the state, to eschew the potentials and possibilities of an ‘ideal life’ in favour of
a ‘bare life’, in which existence was reduced to a mere fact of biological survival (Agamben
1998: 8). This compromise was one that many citizens were all too happy to make, though it
is worth considering the political, ethical and philosophical implications of the bargain people
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were forced to enter into. The pandemic has brought questions to the fore, regarding, what
citizens of an affluent nation-state in the Global North, can expect of political rulers. How much
care does the government care to give, and what does that care look like? Economic support or
surveillance and securitisation? Why should the government care more in times of crisis, than
it does when life is approaching some kind of normal? Fundamentally, should people expect
more?
The temporary care of the state during the pandemic
The suite of policies rolled out by the Morrison Government during the beginning of the
pandemic – the JobKeeper wage supplement; the JobSeeker Payment for people seeking work;
the streamlining of welfare provision; and the abolition of childcare costs – were the largest
social security benefit increase in Australian history (Cousins 2021: 46). It is a cruel irony that
the pandemic made the lives of many of Australia’s most vulnerable people more liveable,
economically at least. Rolled out in March 2020, the JobSeeker payments nearly doubled the
previous Newstart rate, which had remained at $560.70 since John Howard’s welfare freeze
in 1995, roughly 40% of a full-time minimum wage in 2020, and halfway below the poverty
line (Martin 2020: n.p.). Barriers to accessing welfare were almost completely removed, and
childcare costs were made free—Australians pay the highest childcare costs in the Global North,
proportional to household income (Cousins 2021: 62). According to a recent ANU study (Phillips
2020: n.p.), JobSeeker reduced poverty levels in families previously on Newstart from 67% to
7%. The number of Australians living below the poverty line hasn’t reduced since the 1980s
(Hutchens 2018: n.p.), which illuminates how precarious the economic lives of many Australians
have been. In August 2020, the Australian Council for Social Services released a survey of 600
single mothers, who received a pandemic income boost, which found that families on the
payment had greatly reduced levels of stress, ate more nutritiously and slept better, and were
able to begin paying off pre-existing debt (ACOSS 2020: n.p.). When rolling out the measures,
Federal Treasurer Josh Frydenberg said that JobSeeker would allow recipients to ‘meet the costs
of their groceries and other bills’ (Martin 2020: n.p.), a tacit acknowledgement that the previous
rate was inadequate to lead a liveable life. The pandemic necessitated an economic rethinking
on the part of the Federal Government, a recognition of the precarity of its people and an
acceptance that it was their duty to redress it.
The Coalition’s willingness to care for the vulnerable was clearly only a temporary emergency
measure, and after months of warnings from federal ministers, who frequently compared the
economic body of the country to a drug addict, hooked on government stimulus, all the economic
supports were rolled back by March 2021. According to a recent study, changes to JobSeeker
made Australia’s welfare support the third-lowest in the OECD (Henriques-Gomes 2020: n.p.)
and predictably, the JobSeeker cuts have been just as harmful for precarious Australians, as
the stimulus was helpful. One recent survey interviewed JobSeeker recipients and found that
80% of respondents would be forced to skip meals, and almost half to ration essential medicine
and forego paying bills (Henriques-Gomes 2020: n.p.). In the space of six months the Coalition
had greatly reduced poverty and precarity in Australia and then promptly reinstated it. While
the lockdowns and surveillance stayed in place, and in many locations became more invasive,
the economic support was pulled back almost entirely. For the Coalition and the various state
governments around the country, the ‘state of exception’ was still in place when it came to
curtailments to citizens’ autonomy, while the economic emergency was for all intents and
purposes, over. The Coalition deemed the impoverishment of millions of Australians a necessary
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measure to achieve economic ‘snap-back’. But as the recession deepens, and the ranks of the
un- or under-employed swell, as more meals are skipped and evictions begin, as more people
try to survive on next to nothing, while the wealthy are given tax cuts, it’s worth remembering
that none of this is inevitable.
UBI as a form of permanent economic care
This section posits that the pandemic has revealed the potential for the implementation of a UBI
in Australia, a permanent, unconditional living wage, distributed by the state to every person. The
previous section demonstrated that the Morrison Government’s pandemic economic policies
had a great effect in ameliorating and then exacerbating poverty and precarity in Australia.
The remainder of this section will hypothesise how Australia might look if those policies were
permanently implemented through a UBI. Numerous scholars of economic precarity have
tentatively (Graeber 2014) or wholeheartedly (see: Bregman 2014; Srnicek and Williams 2015;
Standing 2011) supported UBI as an imperfect economic solution to the widespread income
inequalities and the precarisation of labour in neoliberal nation states across the world, often
framed as an economic and social waystation on the path towards a socialist, anarchist, or anticapitalist future.
UBI acknowledges that there are too few jobs for too many people, and most of those jobs are
precarious, insecure and not worth fighting for. Implemented correctly, a UBI would drastically
reduce poverty and its associated cost. For example, a UBI trial in Manitoba, Canada in the 1970s,
reported a 70% drop in acute mental health conditions over the course of the program, while
hospitalisations in general went down 8.5% (Simpson, et al. 2017). UBI would compensate the
unpaid domestic, affective and largely female labour that economies are built on – in Australia,
it is estimated that the cost of unpaid domestic labour is $650.1 billion per year (Klein, et al.
2019) – and would give women the economic autonomy to leave dangerous domestic situations
(Widerquist 2017). UBI would return labour power to workers and give us time and space to
think about the ways we want to live, and to imagine a less precarious future.
At the beginning of September 2020, 8.2 million Australians were receiving some form of
government assistance, almost half the adult population. In one sense, the Morrison Government
was providing UBI by another name for the better part of the year to a huge portion of the
country. Australian economists have suggested multiple ways to pay for a UBI in Australia,
suggesting a combination of mining, inheritance and carbon taxes, as well as a marginal tax rate
increase in line with other OECD countries (Quiggin, et al. 2020; Wade 2021). This is not the
space to debate the costings of a UBI in Australia (for this see: Klein, et al. 2019; Quiggin, et al.
2020) but certainly, if there was a willingness to implement the policy there would be a plethora
of ways to achieve it.
•

•

•

•

•

With a UBI in place, employers could no longer draw on a supply of surplus labourers, competing
for ever more precarious gigs. Instead, employers would be forced to make work worthwhile,
whether through increasing wages, improving benefits, or changing the nature of the jobs
they’re offering. With a foundation of economic security, UBI allows workers to self-determine,
by deciding how and how much labour to supply, and crucially, it gives them the power to reject
dangerous or demeaning work. Full-time professionals might choose to work less, making more
work available for people locked out of the labour force. People want to work, but most don’t
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want to work the way we do now, and UBI promises a future where people aren’t entirely
dependent on wage labour for survival.
As the job market further crumbles to the pressures of automation and globalisation, radical
policies like UBI may become an economic and political inevitability. In 2016, the Australian
Government Productivity Commission – hardly a bastion of progressive ideas – recommended
that future ‘governments may need to evaluate the merits of more radical policies, including
policies such as a universal basic income’ (Yamamori 2016: n.p.). A UBI in Australia could be
implemented as a policy which supplements the welfare state, rather than replaces it, which
acknowledges that full employment is impossible, and not even desirable for many people,
which recognises the economic precarity of the many thousands of Australians in, or not in,
insecure employment, and which provides a minimum standard of economic care, at all times,
rather than merely in times of crisis.
Viewing myself through the lens of precarity
Over the past decade or so, while I was learning how to write, I have worked in what might be
called the upper-middle class of the gig economy, as an online ESL teacher and creative writing
tutor, a disability support worker, as a freelance reviewer and a corporate copywriter. Piecemeal,
atomised, temporary gigs, some well-paid, most not. I was referred to as an independent
contractor, a sole trader, a small business owner, so my many bosses never had to pay sick
leave or super. I seldom met the owners of the agencies I worked for, nor my fellow gig workers,
nor the editors who occasionally threw me a commission. I supplemented my income during
periods of non-work with the dole, or more frequently, medical trials, being bled and fed watery
curries in a locked hospital ward for weeks at a time, in the name of medical research.
The last time I did a medical trial was a couple of years ago, during a period of supreme brokeness. Two weeks of calorie-restriction and blood thinners, during which I felt exsanguinated,
faint with hunger. Back in the early aughts, the trials had been the province of Uni students,
artists and backpackers, people who needed fast cash to fund their freewheeling lives. But this
time, my fellow experimentees seemed drawn from a different stratum of society, married with
mortgages and children. One of the nurses told me that the hospital gets forty applicants for
every place in a trial, that the hospital had become a form of welfare for people slipping through
the cracks.
Over the course of my twenties, I got used to living in the permanent present tense, as did
most other millennials I knew, never quite knowing where the next pay cheque was coming
from. Despite being told, again and again, that Australia had weathered the Global Financial
Crisis in fantastic shape, short of learning mining there didn’t seem to be much out there, jobs
or career-wise for millennials like me, despite our impeccable credentials. The hollow ideology
of meritocracy persisted, we were told that graft and hard work would be rewarded, that
credentialism was the ticket to get ahead. But still, it felt like we were living on the downswing
of history, and we were—we are. Being a millennial is as much an affect as anything else, an
awareness that we are the first generation in the West to expect a lower quality of life than our
parents: to work longer hours, live in smaller homes, to have less disposable income, to work
permanently in part-time, casual positions (see: O’Connor 2020; Petersen 2020).
In 2019 I was given a scholarship to study a PhD on, of all things, precarious labour, roughly the
same amount as the Jobseeker payment. At the age of 32, it was the most money I’d ever earned
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in my life and got me through both waves of the pandemic relatively unscathed. During the first
wave, my wife and I moved house then moved house again. I went on COVID leave from my PhD,
thought long and hard about whether to continue my research at all. I was not alone, a report
released in July found that almost half of Australian PhD students had considered suspending
their studies permanently, due to the financial effects of the pandemic (Zhou 2020: n.p.). It felt
like I was becoming one of the precarious people that I’d been studying for the past two years.
My university recently announced that it will no longer offer scholarships for post-graduate
studies; I am the last of a dying breed, the scholar paid to sit and think and write (for a couple of
years at least). As one might expect, the study of precarious labour makes for exceedingly grim
reading, a systematic appraisal of the big and small ways that work has become unbearable for
most people. But while I still have my scholarship, I hope that my research will contribute in
some small way to theorising a less precarious future.
The porosity of precarity: the pandemic and the affective shift in caring practices
The previous section outlined a form of economic care that was given, and crucially taken away,
by the Australian Federal Government, a care that was always framed as a state of exception, a
temporary reprieve from the brutal market forces of the neoliberal economy. This section details
how precarity theory can offer a framework to read the affective and material care offered
by and to precarious people during the pandemic, showing how the pandemic has forced us
to reconceive ideas around care, vulnerability, precarity and survival, an affective shift, which,
alongside economic stimulus, could be harnessed towards creating a more equitable future. In
this section I will focus on Judith Butler’s foundational formulation of precariousness, and how
the ideas underpinning it have been borne out in the pandemic.
Butler conceives of precariousness as an ontological condition of human existence in which
all humans are vulnerable to violence, economic hardship and injury. For Butler, a person’s
precariousness is entirely relational, a sliding scale based on race, age, religion, gender and
sexuality (2004: 22–27). For Butler, precariousness ‘describes a shared condition of social life, of
interdependency, exposure and porosity; it names the greater likelihood of dying, understood
as the fatal consequence of a pervasive social inequality.’ (Butler and Yancy 2020: 484). Butler
was writing in the wake of 9/11; the Patriot Act and the rampant Islamophobia sweeping across
the USA. Her work describes the way that the precariousness of life is exploited, how the lives
of the precarious are rendered abject and meaningless and how social value is ascribed to some
bodies and lives and denied to others.
We can see a clear parallel between Butler’s formulation and the Andrews government’s
militarised lockdown of the public housing flats in Flemington and North Melbourne. They
were a tacit acknowledgement that poor, migrant and working-class people would be treated
differently to other Victorians when it came to the pandemic response. On a biopolitical level,
the virus ruthlessly affects the most vulnerable members of society: the elderly, the infirm and
those with underlying health conditions. Butler’s work asks us to consider what makes a life
grievable and which lives are more grievable than others? The vast majority of COVID-related
deaths in Australia have been in nursing homes, a tragedy for most, but for some economists,
business leaders and conservative commentators, these losses were deemed unfortunate but
acceptable, even inevitable. When the second lockdown began in Melbourne it was the health
of the economy that we were asked to grieve.
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During the first three weeks of the second wave, 89% of Victorians who tested positive,
continued working despite showing symptoms of the virus (Sparrow 2020: n.p.). Despite the
Murdoch media framing the issue as one of morality it was clearly one of precarity. Neoliberal
capitalism presents precarity as the shortcomings of individuals, drawing focus away from the
power relations and structural inequities that govern them. The workers spreading infection
were those who couldn’t afford to stay home, who had no sick leave, who were working insecure,
precarious jobs. The fact that many of these casualised, low-paid workers had gigs in aged care
facilities, shows that the precarisation of the workforce has lethal consequences. It became
clear that it was a privilege to be able to lock our lives down, to work from home, stay indoors,
wait out the storm.
Butler calls for individuals to recognise that life, health, and economic stability are precarious
and that social existence depends on sustainable networks of care and affective labour. At the
beginning, the healthier and more-able bodied of us were told to think of the most vulnerable
members of society, to sacrifice to protect those most at risk. One day a letter arrived at my
share-house, from a neighbour I’d never met, offering to help out in any way that they could.
When the flats were locked down, it was activists and community organisers that provided
funds and essential items for residents to supplement the state’s inadequate support. All
of these instances could be read as acts of ‘radical care’ founded upon ‘autonomous direct
action and non-hierarchical collective work [which] engages histories of grassroots community
action and negotiates neoliberal models for self-care’ (Hobart and Kneese 2020: 1). For Butler,
‘Vulnerability is not just the condition of being potentially harmed by another. It names the
porous and interdependent character of our bodily and social lives.’ (Butler and Yancy 2020:
483), and the examples of care given during the pandemic could be construed as an affective
shift of sorts. We were asked to see ourselves as part of a biological collective, whose health
and safety was dependent on others, and who likewise had a duty towards those others, to
recognise the economic and biological vulnerability in other workers, citizens and strangers, to
care outside the self and the family unit, to see care as an act of survival and solidarity, rather
than an act of charity.
Kathleen Millar writes of the necessity of twinning the two dominant streams of precarity
studies, ‘to capture the relationship between precarious labor and precarious life’ (2017: 4) and
much of my scholarly research has been concerned with delineating the relationship between
the economic and the affective aspects of precarity. The pandemic has forced us to seek and give
care in unexpected ways and places, to recognise that our survival in economic, biological and
affective terms, is dependent on others. But recognising the precarity of others at an individual
level can only go so far, it requires institutional and governmental buy-in to truly protect the
most precarious members of society.
As the Morrison Government has rolled back its economic stimulus, the rhetoric of lifters and
leaners has returned, of austerity inevitability. We’ll be forced to work more for worse jobs, and
told to be thankful for it. But the pandemic has shown that we can demand more, it is within the
state’s power to protect all its citizens from precarity. For Butler, an embrace of the unequal fate
of precarity can lead us to towards a politics that rejects stability for select groups and insecurity
for others, which demands that governments and institutions recognise the vulnerability in
everyone, to care not just in times of crisis, but when things return to some kind of normal.
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Abstract
Graffiti observed on signs and monuments associated with Captain James Cook are used here as a
departure point for considering the ways in which different narratives about Cook (e.g. authorised,
monumental, vernacular, imaginary) are assigned value. Our particular focus here concerns the role
that graffiti has played in producing counter-narratives to the hegemony of a particular national
discourse that celebrates Cook—with a focus on a theme in Australian popular culture that strips
Cook of his pants and his dignity. This leads to a consideration of how graffiti might be approached
in some instances as a legitimate mode of reparative writing against colonialism and its effects. In
the Australian context the intensification of activist graffiti on monuments may signal a growing
community awareness of historic injustices, the surfacing of rituals of recognition and reparation,
and a growing desire of the broader community to play a role in the (re)construction of public
memory. Interventions of this kind could be construed as an unconventional channel through which
the dialogue of democracy can take place.
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TOO MANY COCKS: ON THE (IM)POSSIBILITY OF GRAFFITI
RE-WRITING COLONIAL NARRATIVES
Ursula K Frederick and Tracy Ireland

Every six months or so, someone with a can of paint alters the signage adjacent to one of
Canberra’s signature roundabouts. This sign proclaims ‘COOK’, in large letters, and follows a
Canberra planning tradition of demarcating the suburb’s name along its perimeters. This area,
in the lands of the Ngunnawal people, was gazetted in 1968 to honour Australia’s sixth Prime
Minister Sir Joseph Cook, as well as Lieutenant, later Captain, James Cook of the HMB Endeavour.
The graffiti applied to this sign is always direct in its target, addressing the second O in COOK.
The choice of paint matches the colour of the sign’s background, so that Cook easily becomes
Cock. The sign’s position, facing onto a major arterial road, ensures the graffiti is highly visible to
commuters on their morning drive into the city.
We are not alone in having a chuckle when we see this graffiti pop up as it does from time to
time. It is a bit juvenile, no doubt. But we are struck by how such a small stroke of paint can
transform the meaning of a word, and the everyday context of reading. It sets us wondering
about the writer’s intentions: Do they have some issue with this suburb in particular? Could
they be commenting on the patriarchal aspects of colonialism? Maybe they think Captain Cook
was a cock for setting in motion the claiming of terra nullius? Perhaps we are overthinking it and
it is just some kid expressing a new found discovery of his ‘private parts’. After all, male genitalia
is quite prolific in graffiti around the world (1). Or is it simply a playful disregard for authority, in a
district of Canberra that prides itself on its infamous public art sculpture Owl (Bruce Armstrong
2011), known affectionately amongst locals as the ‘Belco Penis Owl’.
The Cook Cock graffiti doesn’t usually stay up for long—it takes no more than a week for the
alteration to be reported and ‘remedied’ with the name of the suburb reinstated to its original
nomenclature. This dialogue of inscription, erasure, inscription, erasure has been occurring for
years (johnboy 2011). Hence, despite the ephemerality of individual graffiti gestures, there is a
durability found in the reiterative nature of the actions performed over time. While we might
question ‘what underpins the persistence in renaming Cook to Cock’, that is not the aim of this
paper. Instead, we use this observation as a departure point for considering the ways in which
different narratives around Captain James Cook (e.g. authorised, monumental, vernacular,
imaginary) and the modes of writing them are assigned value. Our particular focus here
concerns the role that graffiti has played in producing counter-narratives (however fleeting) to
the hegemony of a particular national discourse symbolised in the celebration of Cook. It leads
to a consideration of how graffiti might be approached in some instances as a legitimate mode
of reparative writing against colonialism and its effects.
Captain James Cook and contested foundation narratives
There have been many forms in which James Cook’s arrival in Gweagal country has been
recognised and reimagined over the past 250 years, but responses tend to reach fever pitch
around key commemorative dates (Ireland 2018a). Exhibitions, artworks, performances,
buildings, statuary and other objects have all played a part in the celebrations, the protests, the
mourning, and the re-enactments. Although Cook has acquired founding father status in the
‘whitefella creation story’ (Neale 2008:79) of Australia; in the intervening centuries since his
death, Captain Cook has come to represent so much more than he was in life.
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1 A collage of cock graffiti from
around Australia and the world.
Photographs: UK Frederick, 2021

Untethered from the biographical conditions of his lifetime, Captain Cook has become the
centrepiece of narratives told, written, and performed by Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians alike. Some of these stories reimagine Cook and the outcome of his journeys.
Some lack a distinctly unilinear timeframe and reflect a dynamism that affords multivalent and
multivocal interpretation. It is in his abstracted sense that Cook offers potential. As Healy (2000:
93) suggests, ‘Cook can be considered as a term which creates a possibility of dialogue between
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal ways of making histories’. This may be akin to what McKenna
(2018: 61) describes as leaving ‘the door open on Cook …We can’t escape him, and we can’t deny
him. For better or worse, we’re entangled with his legacy. He’s one of those figures in our history
to whom we’ll always return; ceaselessly searching for new ways to see him…’. That inescapable
identification with Cook that McKenna speaks of is evidenced in the ongoing inspiration that
his image offers artists like Ben Quilty (Cook Rorschach 2008, 2009) and in portraits made by
Vincent Namatjira (Close Contact, 2018) and Christian Thompson (Othering the Explorer, James
Cook, 2015), for example, where the presence and performance of Cook alongside the body of
the artist, creates a complex bind between representations of self and/as other.
Deborah Bird Rose describes the stories of Captain Cook as told, sung and performed across
northern Australia as a demonstration of ‘the search to identify, classify and define the immoral
European’ (Rose 1994: 178). This characterisation of Cook correlates with various reworkings of
18th and 19th Century Cook portraits as contemporary Australian art. The transition from noble
explorer to pirate and thief, as depicted in artworks like Lhooq Ere! (Dianne Jones 2001), Captain
No Beard and We Call Them Pirates Out Here (Daniel Boyd 2005, 2006) and Captain James Crook
(Jason Wing 2013), demonstrates the ethical dilemma that Cook now symbolises in the public
imagination.
Curator Margot Neale has suggested that many of the Indigenous narratives, communicated
in art and oral history, which feature Captain Cook, reveal him to be a character who is ‘out of
country’. Neale (2008: 80) describes this as:
a potentially dangerous condition. That is, if you are in a country that is not your
own ancestral place to which you have rights and responsibilities and enter it without
permission, then ‘badness’ can be unleashed by your unlawful behaviour. It is well
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understood by Indigenous people that Cook was out-of-country and therefore out of
order. He did not observe the laws of the land or the rights of Indigenous peoples.
The condition Neale describes offers a compelling synergy with certain scholarly conceptualisa
tions of graffiti. Human geographer Tim Creswell has argued that graffiti has become associated
with a discourse of disorder because it does not conform to a particular suite of values or
meanings associated with the place in which it occurs, hence it is ‘out of place’. He refers to this
context as ‘the crucial “where” of graffiti’ (Creswell 1992: 343). Frederick (2019) has extended
the spatial emphasis of Creswell’s position by arguing that graffiti is also defined according to
its temporality. She has suggested that graffiti is not only ‘some act that is incompatible with
the proper meaning of place’ (Cresswell 1992: 343) but that graffiti’s status as belonging or not
belonging is dependent on when the act of graffiti is believed to have occurred. Within Frederick’s
framing, the temporal dimensions of graffiti writing and reading are crucial determinants in how
it is understood and evaluated. One might call this, to paraphrase Creswell, ‘the crucial “when”
of graffiti’. This application has relevance when we come to question whether contemporary
graffiti has a place in history writing and when we consider what kinds of activities might fall
within its very definition.
Cook, cocks, graffiti and writing
Over the last ten years monuments to Captain Cook and other colonial-settler figures throughout
Australia (e.g. Governor Lachlan Macquarie, Captain James Stirling, Lieutenant-Governor John
Bowen) have been targets of graffiti.¹ Graffiti of this kind is often precipitated by anniversaries
and national events, and often particular parts of the statuary are the focus of attention (2). For
example, in 2019, on the anniversary of his death, a statue of Cook in the Melbourne suburb
of St Kilda was vandalised in several places. The stone pedestal was sprayed in black paint with
the words GOOD RIDDANCE; red paint coated the hands and splattered his eyes and heart. The
other body part targeted was his genital area, where a large streak of yellow paint ran from the
middle of his crotch down the inside of his trouser leg. This application of yellow suggests that
Cook is pissing himself and that some graffiti writers think carefully about the message their
material may carry.
Katrina Schlunke has shown how popular children’s rhymes about Cook have often included ref
erence to his cock and balls, as well as a propensity to lose his pants, indicating a well established

2 One of Canberra’s Cook
suburb signs with targeted
defacement—Cook’s eyes and
vision have been excised from
the signage, thus blinding his
white colonial gaze. It might
also point to Cook’s ‘blindness’
in recognising the First Nations
people who inhabited Kamay/
Botany Bay, despite seeing
Gweagal people when he
arrived there.
Photographs: UK Frederick, 2021
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association in Australian popular culture that may play out in the actions or intentions of
graffitists (Schlunke 2008). In another vein, in Dancing with Strangers Inga Clendinnen suggested
that the trousers of the British, and the fact that they were beardless, may have confused early
interactions with Aboriginal people, who were thus unsure about the gendered social protocols
that should apply. She recounts a story from Philip Gidley King of the First Fleet’s Sirius, who upon
perceiving confusion on this issue in a particular encounter with Aboriginal men and women ‘had
one of his men unbutton and publish his privates, at which sight the locals made a “great shout
of admiration”—or so King interpreted it’ (Clendennin 2009: 11). This triumphant flourishing of
the pale penis in colonial encounters reinforces not only the masculinist and patriachal nature of
colonialism, and its positioning of ‘native’ people as children, but also reminds us of the definition
of that common phrase ‘a pissing contest’ as an activity that is ultimately futile and harmful.
Maori artist Lisa Reihana draws on a similar story of gender ambiguity in her video artwork In
Pursuit of Venus [Infected]. In one of numerous vignettes in the scrolling tableau the viewer may
observe an Indigenous ‘person pulling down Cook’s breeches. “Because they couldn’t see his
genitals and he didn’t sleep with the local women,” [Reihana] explains, “they didn’t know if he
was a male or a female.”’ (Smallman 2018: n.p.). While the scene may evoke the uncertainties of
cross-cultural entanglement, as any Australian schoolkid would know ‘getting dacked’ is also an
embarrassing prank, and thus Cook is recast in a humiliating rather than heroic act.
In an academic context, one of the ‘lighthearted’ origin stories of Australian historical archaeology
refers to a dig carried out by Vincent Megaw in the late 1960s at Cook’s landing site at Kamay/
Botany Bay, seeking material evidence of his first encounter with Gweagal people. In a well
stratified midden deposit Megaw found an 18th Century trouser button, now in the Australian
Museum in Sydney. This significant object has since become known amongst archaeologists as
‘Cook’s fly button’, perhaps insinuating its role as evidence of the first piss into terra nullius—a
traditional way of marking or claiming territory, or a disrespectful gaffe made by uninvited
guests? (Jack 1985: 161; Mulvaney 1996: 3).
This nexus between Captain Cook, cocks, graffiti, inscription practices and colonial narratives
may be extended further. If we look closer at the historical record, and oral accounts from First
Nations people, we may in fact find graffiti on the edge of the shore, Kamay, April 29 1770.
When Cook ordered a flag to be raised, a tree to be cut with a date, and all the rest, he set in
motion a series of actions he was unauthorised to make. This ensemble of inscriptions has been
romanticised subsequently as English ceremony (Clark 1962) but it may also be viewed as part
of a suite of illegal behaviours. As Frederick (2019) explains, Cook’s actions may be deemed to be
unauthorised in two specific ways. First, Cook defied his own orders, as issued by the Admiralty:
‘if you find the Country uninhabited take Possession for his Majesty by setting up Proper Marks
and Inscriptions, as first discoverers and possessors’ (Cook and Great Britain Admiralty 1768: 2,
our emphasis). Ignoring the Gweagal people he had seen with his own eyes, and without seeking
their consent, Cook proceeded to mark out territory for the King of Great Britain anyway. More
importantly, as Neale (2008) indicates, Cook was ‘out of country’ and therefore had no rights,
no jurisdiction, no grounding in the Law of that land, on which to speak for, name, claim or write
anything about attachment and ownership. He and his actions were out of place.
While Cook’s vandalism at Kamay/Botany Bay is largely overlooked today, vandalism against
monuments and memorials to him is the subject of heightened political debate (Smith, et al.
2021). In 2017, following a string of highly publicised defacements, then Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull called the actions a ‘cowardly and criminal act’ likening it to the totalitarian campaign
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of Stalin. The distasteful irony of this comparison seems to have been lost on Turnbull. After all,
one historically prominent Stalin bronze was graffitied and cut up during the 1956 Hungarian
Revolution in an iconoclastic response to Stalin’s repressive and murderous regime.² Despite
Turnbull’s hyperbole about the graffiti ‘attack’ in Sydney, he also seems to recognise that ‘Old
statues and monuments which tell one version of events offer the opportunity to tell another…
contention and controversy enliven history’ (Turnbull 2017: n.p.). What Turnbull, and other
offended politicians and media personalities, failed to grasp in their references to history is
that political graffiti also has a deep legacy as a speech act that can reference and ‘reveal the
functioning of democracy and the city itself’ (Hána and Šel 2021: 2).
While not all graffiti is motivated by a cause or carries a political message, that which does is
rarely given special dispensation. Rather it tends to be grouped together with other kinds of
graffiti activity, and deemed illegal behaviour. Activist graffiti is no exception, even when it is
carried out by ordinary and exasperated citizens who may use it to draw attention to a perceived
dereliction of civic duties. This is exemplified by the penis pothole graffiti actions of Wanksy and
similar protests in Auckland, New Zealand (O’Neil 2015; Sullivan 2021). These cock graffiti have
been specifically aimed at streets where road repairs are needed and seek to operationalise the
principle that obscene graffiti is a problem that tends to be quickly ‘fixed’. Despite the merit of
concerns over road safety and the initial effectiveness of these campaigns in getting the potholes
mended, these graffiti still exposed the writers to council criticism or legal action (Sullivan 2021).
Political and activist graffiti is not simply a modern phenomena (e.g. Baird and Taylor 2011),
but has long been a mode of dialogue and a form of counter-hegemonic expression. Within the
Australian context what an intensification of activist monuments graffiti might in fact signal is an
emerging community awareness of historic injustices, the surfacing of rituals of recognition and
reparation (Merlan 2014), and the growing desires of the broader populace in playing a role in
the (re)construction of public memory.
By suggesting that it is possible for graffiti to be regarded as a meaningful riposte to the authorised
discourse of colonial and national histories we are neither advocating for its production, nor
are we suggesting that all graffiti is harmless. Some acts of graffiti are deeply troubling. We
only need look to Bruny Island, Tasmania for example, to see how the presence of Cook may
be weaponised against Aboriginal people in the present. Here, a cairn dedicated to prominent
Indigenous woman Truganini and her people, was defaced with a stencil of Cook’s disembodied
head (derived from Nathaniel Dance’s 1776 oil painting) (Costelloe and Dunlevie 2021). The
fact that news of this incident barely reached ‘the mainland’ indicates some of the discrepancy
around the publicity of graffiti controversies.
The disparity in outrage is more astounding when we recall that contemporary physical
interventions in immobile objects are visual and symbolic cues to real violence enacted on
Indigenous peoples. Unlike Macquarie, Stirling and other colonial authorities symbolised in
bronze and stone, Indigenous leaders were actually killed and their heads removed. Archie
Weller’s short story, and film with Sally Riley, Confessions of a Headhunter (2000) is a stirring
reflection and response to this history. The film follows the journey of two Noongar men who
travel across the country beheading statues of colonial heroes. The piece is something of a
fantasy revenge story, that Weller was inspired to write after the head of a statue of Noongar
warrior Yagan was removed and thereby ‘made to recapitulate the original death of its once
living likeness’ (Martin 2007: 316). It is a film that addresses:
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The symbolic violence that is the artefact of an actual war that took place – and as the
film suggests – is still taking place, is represented here by the Indigenous characters,
who retaliate to the disrespect shown to their ancestor warrior Yagan, an important
part of Noongar heritage and culture. (Moreton 2000: n.p.)
Beyond raising the profile of Yagan and his importance in an ongoing movement of colonial
resistance, now framed as decolonisation, what Weller and Riley’s film also clearly articulates
are the creative possibilities that may be found in, through and against acts of defacement.
Graffiti interventions and creative destruction
The recuperative potential of counter-narratives relating to Cook and other colonial figures has
been foreshadowed in artworks, oral histories and other media for some time (e.g. McDonald
and Wainburranga 1988). Developing this further, contemporary artists are actively repurposing
acts of ‘vandalism’ and the ‘falling statues’ movement as inspiration. Tony Albert’s video work
You Wreck Me is one example of this political activism meeting parody, and Travis De Vries digital
print Cook Falling, Tear it Down (2019) shows a group of Aboriginal people pulling at a rope
attached to a statue of Captain Cook in Hyde Park, Sydney. In one scene of her animation The
Claiming of Things (2012) multimedia artist Joan Ross uses the image of a refined ‘English’ lady
spraying graffiti (‘Banksia’) to cleverly comment on the territorialising actions of early settlers.
Although grounded in some kind of historical reality, these creative expressions of destruction
may be considered as acceptable interventions because they are commentary, parody, and
fantasy and fall under the aegis of art. But also, we would suggest, because they are spatially
distanced from the ‘scene of the crime’ as defined by the spatio-temporal parameters of actual
graffiti.

3 Text jamming the commemorative plaque. What is an ‘acceptable’ intervention in
monument/history writing? Photograph from the series Rubbed up the wrong way, UK
Frederick, 2016
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So what, if any, are the reparative possibilities of subversive inscription activity?
As part of the recent ‘statue wars’, played out in different contexts around the globe, a feature
has been that many high profile heritage professionals, conservators and archaeologists have
made public statements supporting the defacement, removal and destruction of monuments,
challenging the accepted role of these professionals as the stewards, carers and keepers of
material culture heritage. Often using Twitter, these professionals made suggestions to help
anti-colonial/anti-slavery/BLM activists in their actions against certain monuments, such as
identifying corrosive household substances that could be used to cause bronze disease, or
about methods for toppling based on their knowledge of historical construction techniques
and technologies (Odent 2020; Parcak 2020). In the view of some, these actions challenged the
central understanding of the role of these professionals and of their places of employment –
museums – as the key institution to store and protect material culture from the past.
A poignant example of this in Mexico was documented by Marco-Antonio Chavez-Aguayo and
Cristina Garduño Freeman (2020), who described the actions of the Restauradoros con Glitter,
a group of women – professional conservators – who both withheld their labour as heritage
professionals, refusing to clean graffiti from monuments, but also weaponised pink glitter as part
of their activism, drawing attention to feminicide and violence against women in that country.
What is particularly striking here is that the Western tradition of conservation is founded upon
principles of disinterested, scientific care and curation; documenting the evidence of the past,
cleaning away only unwanted corrosion, dirt, or graffiti but remaining technically neutral and
not becoming involved in advocacy or politics. This recent activism by conservators and heritage
professionals that fails to condemn graffiti and statue defacement, has led to many calls in
mainstream and social media
for these outspoken individuals
to lose their jobs (Harris 2020).
This highlights once again the
clash of values inherent in
all heritage and conservation
work as to who chooses what
is cared for and kept, and what
is cleaned away, repaired and
restored, exemplified in a tweet
by prominent conservator Prof
essor Jane Henderson (2020)(4).

4 Whose values are conserved?
Source: Reproduced with the
permission of the tweet’s author.
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Conclusion
In summary there is a broad spectrum of interpretation around contemporary interventions in
the physical fabric of monuments. Whether regarded as radical ‘redecorating’, activism gone
awry or a ‘bloody disgrace’ (Morrison cited in Thomsen 2017), graffiti draws attention to the
dissonance in the narratives underpinning this heritage. The practices of monumentalising
particular authority figures, and the groundswell of counter-writing that these grand gestures
elicit, are worth considering if we are to mend and make a multivocal account of Australia’s
past. What has been lost in much of the public debate is that interventions of this kind may
be construed as an unconventional channel through which the dialogue of democracy can
take place.
Graffiti on colonial monuments is a practice of writing about the past in the present, and it is a
trace which through its own inevitable erasure mnemonically recalls other voices that have been
effaced. We have discussed how scholars and artists draw upon less familiar Indigenous and
non-Indigenous narratives of Cook to point out the ethical issues that arise in his name, and we
suggest that graffiti writers do also. Cook reminds us of what is unresolved, and contemporary
encounters with his representation pose the question of ‘how to both acknowledge and rewrite
the plot of ongoing colonisation’ (Healy 2000: 95).
Some instances of graffiti might be regarded as unconventional and informal texts that seek to
rewrite the authorised narratives of colonialism, many of which are embedded in the material
and spatial structures of Australian towns and cities. Through their provocative intervention in
and on monumental sites celebrating colonial history, they urge us to remember that there are
other sides to the story.

Notes
1 The political nature of the graffiti written on these monuments to Cook is evidenced by their
texts, which have included statements such as ‘NO PRIDE IN GENOCIDE’, ‘CHANGE THE DATE’,
‘We Remember Genocide’, ‘SHAME DESTROY WHITE SUPREMACY REMOVE THIS’, and in
nearby New Zealand there are related examples: ‘THIS IS OUR LAND’, ‘THIEF PAKEHA’.
2 Once it had fallen, the head of this Stalin statue was also graffitied with the letters W.C., a
common acronym for water closet, or toilet. Presumably this was intended both as a metaphor
and an invitation for members of the public to ‘relieve’ themselves on Stalin’s likeness. One
photograph depicting this graffiti on Stalin’s face is by Andor D. Heller and may be viewed online
at https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/17/world/controversial-statues-monuments-destroyed.
html
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CRUMPLED
Lucy Dougan

I need to sit with myself again
to know how I felt
before I got crumpled.
There’s a drawing of feeling crumpled
by Dame Paula Rego.
The undoing is recorded
in every mark of the pencil
as if its maker
were in such a rage, in such despair,
that she flailed at it then tore it up in tiny pieces
and then put it back together
by a magic no one can see.
It’s of Jane Eyre ugly,
not Jane Eyre Disneyfied;
and she’s lying at ground zero,
beneath her monstrously hatched skirts
in the room at Gateshead Hall.
And yet there’s no room,
only the sheet of
miraculously restored paper
with all the crumples alive.
On TV Sheila Hancock asks Dame Paula:
Have you ever felt like that, so like that?
Oh yes, she answers in the most phlegmatic of ways.
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THE HORSES I THREW OUT
Lucy Dougan

I wish now I had kept them,
the lustre horses
in the red raffia bag
that I threw out in a fit of anger.
What had their wider world been
before this unhappy fate?
An unlocatable ‘Planet Lustre’:
their hooves cavorting on the carpet
at my mother’s lover’s house.
They were clearly a pastime for me
before solid memory kicked in.
Ever on after in my life
I replaced them with other miniature herds
by which I felt strangely burdened
though these were never close
to their kitsch baroque pluckiness.
Perhaps they once had pulled a carriage?
In the past my hands hurt them.
There were chipped and missing ears, hooves.
In our brief moment of reunion
their contours hurt me back.
O little abandoned horses,
I am sorry, I am sorry.
Where was it that we travelled,
my unharnessed companions?
I stood for a moment and felt how you were
part of something separate and together,
something gleaming, something damaged.
I stroked and stroked your jaunty angles
through a seam of the red raffia bag
that collapsed inwards
on its too heavy clasp.
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THE POINT OF THE THING
Gemma Nisbet

A partial list of the contents of my grandfather’s suitcase:
1 x collection of old coins
1 x small notebook with an orange plastic cover
2 x watches in need of repair
1 x pouch of documents relating to my grandfather’s job
2 x large envelopes of family pictures, mainly in black and white
3 x condolence cards sent to my grandfather after my grandmother’s death
1 x packet of photographic negatives
•

•

•

•

•

A simple way to describe the small, brown suitcase would be to say that it contains an assortment
of objects that once belonged to my paternal grandfather. Papers, and photographs, and bits
and pieces. Some obsolete foreign currency, stored in a cigarette tin. Two broken watches, in
a wooden cigar box. (I guess he was a smoker.)
A better way to describe the suitcase would be to say that it contains nearly everything I have
ever known about my father’s father. That it has long been an object of fascination for me,
even before my Dad died quite suddenly in his mid-fifties and every item even tangentially
connected to his life took on a new and special significance.
I never met my grandfather, and my Dad never talked much about his parents or his childhood
beyond the usual clichés about sleeping on the verandah in a flour sack and walking ten miles
to school each day. His past, in general, always appeared opaque to me. The main things
I remember hearing about his father were scraps of stories about how he’d been disappointed
my Dad hadn’t followed him down the coal mines into a ‘job for life’; this idea that my Dad
had – in spite of his successes – been something of a disappointment. Everything else, more or
less, I have gleaned from the artefacts my grandfather left behind in this small, brown suitcase.
One of the most compelling objects contained within it has, for me, always been a little orange
notebook, which my grandfather appears to have used as an address book. Within its pages,
it’s possible to track the passing of time as the lists of addresses and telephone numbers are
updated when people move. It includes three addresses for my father: one in Canberra, where
he moved from Queensland to do his Honours year at university; one in New York State, where
he went to do his PhD; and one in Sydney, where he later lived as a young geologist, newly
married to a French woman he met in America.
The notebook charts, in much the same way, my grandfather’s moves, from the small town
in north Queensland where my Dad grew up to another coal mining town nearby, then to
Brisbane, and then again further south, where his final residence was a nursing home in
suburban Sydney. The notebook also includes jottings about doctor’s appointments and
bus routes, and workings out for sums. As you turn the pages, the handwriting gradually
deteriorates. By the end of the notebook, it is almost illegible.
•

•

•

•

•
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I have wondered why this orange notebook, among all the other things in the suitcase, stands
out for me as it does. Roland Barthes’ twinned concepts of the studium and the punctum,
described in Camera Lucida, have helped me to get at the distinction, just as they allowed
Barthes to explain why he felt so deeply invested in and affected by some photographic images
but not others.
The studium describes an attraction that is more general, more rational, more intellectual,
perhaps; something ‘of the order of liking, not of loving’ (Barthes 2010: 27) that speaks to a
photograph’s cultural and historical context. You might say that the studium of the suitcase –
of the address book – is all of the assorted information, the names and notes that it offers up.
These details have always intrigued me; have provided a series of traces to be interpreted; a
riddle to be solved.
But the orange notebook – and, specifically, my grandfather’s worsening handwriting – affects
me in a different way. It is, for me, what Barthes called the punctum: in Latin, a puncture, a
wound, but also a point. The punctum refers to something more intense and less predictable,
which belongs to the realm of emotional and bodily sensation. Barthes characterised it as
‘the element which rises from the scene, shoots out of it like an arrow, and pierces me’; ‘that
accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is poignant to me)’ (Barthes 2010: 26–7).
This handwriting inflicts a sting. There is something sharp in the way its neat curlicues become
shaky and uneven as I turn the pages, signalling the slow decline of my grandfather’s health.
Like a ruby ring left by a wine glass on a tabletop, it suggests the now-absent hand that made
these marks. When I run a finger across the indentations it has left in the paper, I can imagine
the nib of my grandfather’s pen, scratching at the surface, even if I cannot quite picture how
his face might have looked, angled over the page, as it did so.
•

•

•

•

•

A partial list of the places my grandfather lived as an adult:
1964-72
1974-76
1978		
1978		
1979		
1979 		
1986		

10 Abbott Street, Oonoonba
3 Fraser Street, Moranbah
41 Ellis Street, Kangaroo Point
9 Pharlap Parade, Mackay
Lowson House, Brisbane Hospital
7 Murray Street, Wilston
Avoca Nursing Home, Randwick
•

•

•

•

•

I tried, once, to map out my grandfather’s life using the address book and some of the other
things in the suitcase. I still have the piece of paper showing my workings: a list of addresses
and dates gleaned from letters; names, notes, his date of birth.
It is a deeply unsatisfying document, in part because it tells me a lot of bland facts and little
else, but also because a list always calls attention to the things missing from it. The list makes
visible the gaps that the items in the small, brown suitcase leave in the chronology of my
grandfather’s life. They have nothing to say about his childhood, or his arrival in Australia from
his birthplace in Scotland, or what exactly he might have been doing before he married my
grandmother just after the end of the Second World War.
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Perhaps another reason that this list is unsatisfying is because everything I have ever been able
to find out about my grandfather has been overshadowed to the point of near-total eclipse by
knowing how his life ended. By knowing that after my grandmother died quite suddenly in her
mid-fifties, my grandfather had what used to be known as a nervous breakdown. That later, he
underwent electroshock therapy. That he never fully recovered.
The reasons for my grandfather’s breakdown are still unclear to me, but they were always
presented as self-evident in the tale as it was repeated within my family. Perhaps my grandfather
had been one of those men of his generation unused to meeting his own basic needs; I was
always told, in a way that suggested the information was significant, how my grandmother
had handled even the family finances. But there is another possibility that I find piercingly
poignant: that perhaps he was lonely without her; that he simply missed her too much.
•

•

•

•

•

It was only quite recently that I realised there was a problem with the story I had heard growing
up about how my Dad had been a disappointment to his father for not following him down
the mine. The problem was a letter that I found in the suitcase. Addressed ‘to whom it may
concern’, it informs the reader that my grandfather had, as of April 15, 1964, accrued thirtyone years of continuous service at the mine. That he was one of thirty men who had recently
been retrenched. ‘He has proved reliable and conscientious,’ it reads, ‘and has always carried
out his duties in a satisfactory manner.’
That word – satisfactory – seemed to reach out of the page. That word, for me, was a punctum.
To have thirty-one years of work summed up so dismissively.
Also, in the letter, my grandfather’s surname is spelt incorrectly.
At the time this letter was written, my grandfather would have been a couple of years shy of his
fiftieth birthday and my Dad would have been nearly sixteen, studying at the grammar school
in a larger town nearby. Perhaps it took my grandfather a little time to realise that finding a
new job at a mine would not be straightforward, as some of the papers in the suitcase seem
to suggest. Even so, the timing struck me as significant, and made me wonder whether my
grandfather’s disappointment that my Dad hadn’t followed him down the mines might have
been based in something else entirely.
Sometime after my Dad left his hometown to go to grammar school and then university and
then another university and another, it must have become apparent to his parents that he was
headed towards a life that would be quite different from their own. That he wouldn’t marry
a local girl and have local children and become a part of the local community. That he was
growing into a person his parents had not necessarily expected him to become.
I had a conversation with my Mum not so long ago about my Dad, and why he never spoke
much about his childhood. And she pointed out that in becoming the first person in his family
to go to university, he was doing more than leaving his hometown or opting for a different job.
My grandfather’s father had been a coal miner, as had his father, and his father’s father, and so
on. In failing to follow his father down the mine, my Dad had rejected not only a job ‘for life’
but also, implicitly, a way of life.
It’s easy to imagine my grandparents being pleased my Dad was getting opportunities that
they hadn’t—to re-tell the stories about how his mother, bursting with pride after he received
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his PhD, insisted on always referring to him as Dr Nisbet. It is less comfortable, perhaps, to
recognise that at some point my grandparents must have become aware that their role in their
son’s less-familiar future might be unclear.
Being middle class is one of the things I inherited from my Dad that was not passed down from
his father. So this letter makes me wonder whether his grandfather may have felt, around the
time it was written, that his child might be leaving him behind.
•

•

•

•

•

A complete list of the items I own that belonged to my grandmother:
1 x slim, gold watch
1 x engagement ring, set with a small diamond
1 x plain wedding band
•

•

•

•

•

This might be a good time to mention that the word punctum can refer not only to the
philosophical concept theorised by Barthes, but also to a particular type of physiological blind
spot in a person’s vision. Because one of mine has, for a long time, been the question of why
exactly I have been so intensely interested in my grandfather’s life. Because it is striking, the
way my interest in him is not mirrored by, for instance, a similar attraction to the story of my
father’s mother.
Part of it is the simple fact of having this stuff: I own almost nothing that belonged to my
paternal grandmother besides a wedding ring so small it fits only on my pinkie finger. It
occurred to me, too, that there could be some internalised sexism at play, to casually find a
man so much more intriguing than a woman. But even if this is true, I don’t think either of
these factors offers sufficient explanation.
Barthes wrote of the punctum as something mutually constituted, that arises from both a
photograph and the viewer. It is ‘an addition’: ‘what I add to the photograph and what is
nonetheless already there’ (Barthes 2010: 55). It is intensely subjective; a product not only of
the image itself but also the viewer’s interpretation of it, and the way these two factors come
together in a particular time and place.
Indeed, it wasn’t until I was quite far – maybe embarrassingly far – into writing this essay
that I realised the fact I’d been so intrigued by my grandfather and his stuff must have said
something about me, too. I’ve wondered, then, what it might be about my grandfather’s life
that draws me to it, but also what it could be about my own life that causes his story to strike
me so deeply. And I circle back, again and again, to this thing I have always known about my
grandfather’s life: that it ended sadly, with mental illness, and apparent loneliness, and a long
decline.
I have to admit that I have always assumed these things were somehow related. That I have
worried what the implication of this might be for my own life, given my experiences with acute
bouts of depression and a persistent, bruising anxiety that has felt, on some of the worst days,
like a nonstop needling at my eyeballs and a snagging sensation at the back of my throat. It
can’t have been insignificant that, around the time I was beginning to think about all of this in
earnest, I was just starting to emerge from an emotionally turbulent few years in which I had,
at various points, struggled to feel anything much at all.
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So here is the point. Mental illness is something that – like the small, brown suitcase – I have
inherited from grandfather via my Dad. And so, while I have been trying to understand his fate
and my father’s through the objects in the suitcase, I have also been addressing my own fears
about the future.
•

•

•

•

•

The second half of Camera Obscura centres around an image known as the Winter Garden
Photograph, which depicts Barthes’ late mother as a five-year-old. It was, for him, the only
picture he found that seemed to capture ‘the truth of the face I had loved’ (Barthes 2010: 67)
– that captured some of the reality of his mother’s features, which he’d struggled to summon
in his mind ‘as a totality’ since she had died (63). In describing this physical evidence of the
‘radiant, irreducible core’ of who his mother was, Barthes reminds us that he had lost not
only a generalised figure (‘the Mother’), but also his mother, who had ‘that grace of being an
individual soul’ (75).
Barthes declined to reproduce the Winter Garden Photograph in Camera Lucida, although
the book includes many of the other images that it references. Some critics have taken this as
evidence that the photograph did not actually exist, but Barthes explained himself by saying
that, for his readers, it ‘would be nothing but an indifferent picture’. ‘At most,’ he wrote, ‘it
would interest your studium: period, clothes, photogeny; but in it, for you, no wound’ (Barthes
2010: 73). And yet he could not have possibly known whether or not this was true: the
punctum, by definition, is subjective and personal. My suspicion, then, is that Barthes simply
wanted to keep this picture – this precious relic of his beloved mother – to himself.
Perhaps this seems contradictory in a book as intensely personal as Camera Lucida, but I can
understand the impulse. It can be difficult to write about these kinds of things, even when the
people involved are no longer alive to care about the result. I am always aware of how badly I
might be getting it wrong. Writing about other people, actual or imagined, carries the risk that
you’ll turn them into a poorly drawn character rather than a something that resembles a real
human being. Doing so for the eyes of others – in the potentially unflattering glare of other
peoples’ interpretations – only adds to the potential for misunderstanding.
The degree of difficulty is further heightened when you’re writing about someone you’ve
encountered only through their things, because you can never know how close your reading
of the available clues has come to the truth. I possess these souvenirs of my grandfather’s
life, but I have little certainty about what they meant to him. I cannot see them in the context
in which they existed for him: in his home, on his shelves, on his bedside table; arranged
according to his habits and fancies. I can view them only as I do: jumbled together, mixed up,
in the suitcase.
Barthes wrote that ‘what I can name cannot really prick me’. For him, the punctum of an
image was necessarily unknowable. Its effect is ambiguous: ‘certain but unlocatable’; ‘acute
yet muffled’; ‘a floating flash’. It is ‘sharp and yet lands in a vague zone of myself’. Sometimes,
he wrote, it is revealed ‘only after the fact, when the photograph is no longer in front of me
and I think back on it’ (Barthes 2010: 51–53).
Perhaps, then, it is the not-knowing – the fact that I will never know for sure – that keeps me
coming back to the contents of this small, brown suitcase.
•

•

•

•

•
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A partial list of the items of clothing owned by my grandfather, circa 1979:
1 x shirt (blue and cream)
2 x cotton turtlenecks (dark blue; brown)
1 x pair slippers
1 x blue cardigan
2 x pairs shoes
1 x grey pants
2 x light brown shirts
•

•

•

•

•

One of the most acutely affecting items in the suitcase is a list of my grandfather’s clothing,
made the year after my grandmother died. There are two columns, separated by a few inches
of white space; the words ‘old’ and ‘new’ printed at the top. Underneath, precisely forty-nine
items are catalogued in my Dad’s restrained hand. This might sound like quite a lot until you
consider that this number includes eight pairs of underpants, ten handkerchiefs, six singlets,
and a set of slippers.
I can picture my Dad, writing this list using one of those roller-ball pens he always favoured,
its fine tip abrasive against the sheet of lined paper. I can picture it because I have watched
him, hunched over a piece of work like this, in the past. And yet I cannot be sure why my Dad
might have made this list. My best guess is that he was making sure his father was adequately
equipped before he moved into the nursing home. This would have been exactly the kind of
the thing my Dad would have done: not only to have made the list, but to have kept it for
decades, in a folder with his father’s death certificate and the receipt for his cremation, as if
he might one day need any of it again. He was a very organised person. That’s another thing I
have inherited from him.
When I first came across this list, I found it unsettling. Something about its matter-offactness, its sober practicality, seemed to imply a limited quality, not only in terms of the
life it inadvertently encapsulates but also the depth of feeling that might have motivated its
drafting. Then I read the suggestion, made by the author Lulah Ellender (2021: 249), that
‘writing a list is a rational act in the face of pure emotion ... as if the process of shifting all the
complexities from our heads into inky lines makes it all more manageable’. And I returned to
this image of my Dad, pen in hand; except now I could picture not only his stooped form but
also the deep furrow between his eyebrows and the concentration around his eyes. Could
imagine the worry; the sense of being out of his depth, perhaps, in a fast-flowing river of new
responsibilities. And so I began to see the list in a different way: not as a product of emotional
barrenness, but of a surfeit; of a tumult in search of its opposing state.
•

•

•

•

•

Another of the objects in the small, brown suitcase is a packet of old negatives, still in their
original paper sleeves. As a child, I’d occasionally held these tobacco-dark strips up to the light
to glimpse the images they contained, but by the time I started writing this essay, it had been
years – decades – since I’d done so. I can’t really account for the lack of interest they long held
for me except to say that the absence of a punctum is, at times, as mysterious as its presence.
That it can, by definition, be difficult to identify our blind spots.
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Still, one day during the period when I was thinking about the ambiguity of both the physical
traces people leave behind and the stories we tell about them, I found myself holding these
negatives against the glow of my laptop. And I realised with a start that there were pictures
there I’d never before seen, dating from when my Dad was living in the US, not so long before
his mother died and around the time he met and married the French woman. I had them
scanned and converted into digital files. And though they were filled with faces I did not know
in places I did not recognise, seeing them on my screen felt like some small revelation.
Among the images was a series in black and white, showing my Dad and the French woman
on holiday somewhere in Europe with his parents. In one, my grandparents are standing in
a field, my grandfather holding a bottle of wine like a trophy. In another, he appears to have
been caught mid-sentence, his mouth open in a moment of suspended animation.
My favourite, though, is a picture in which my Dad and my grandfather stand side by side,
leaning against a railing beside a lake or maybe the sea. My Dad is a full head taller than
his father, who has a cigarette in one hand, his other thrust into his pocket. But this is the
thing: they have the same squinting eyes, the same sticking-out ears, the same slouching
shoulders. The same expression on their faces: part grimace, part smile; as though tolerating
mild discomfort.
I had that photo of my Dad and my grandfather printed and pinned it up on my wall. And when
I look at it now, I can see they stand close but not touching, their shoulders separated by only
a few inches of air.
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Contextual statement
This personal essay is underpinned by two related propositions. First, that personal narratives
have the potential to conceptualise the power that objects, particularly those that circulate in
families and intimate spaces, can exert over individuals and their practices of autobiographical
remembering. And second, that seeking to understand this power can be a way to understand
the past more deeply as part of a process with cathartic and/or healing potentials. It is the result
of practice-led PhD research on the subject, and considers a set of inherited objects that have,
for me, long held a powerful attraction: a suitcase of things belonging to my late grandfather,
which are closely connected to the family stories I heard about him growing up.
The active and agentic qualities of objects have been conceptualised by a growing body of
interdisciplinary scholarship. That photographs, in particular, can possess such characteristics
is acknowledged in Roland Barthes’ Camera Lucida (1981/2010) in the way Barthes theorises
why some images of his mother, and not others, hold a potent fascination for him. Barthes’
book and its central concept of the ‘punctum’ have often been invoked to explain the ways we
can be wounded – in an emotional or psychological sense – by the poignant details of a picture.
Ethnographer Lotten Gustafsson Reinius (2009: 80–81) has extended this concept with her
work on the ‘material punctum’, which recognises that this fascination can ‘be inspired by other
impressions than the visual’ and evoked by material objects other than photographs. Drawing
on Barthes’ writing on the photographic punctum and Reinius’ expansion of the concept to a
broader material realm, my essay thus seeks to examine the power of inherited objects in my
own life – that is, their capacity to wound – to understand how they have shaped the ways I have
remembered the people and narratives associated with them.
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Implicit in my essay is an interest in seeking such knowledge as a means of repair or remedy: in
the ways that, for example, more nuanced understandings of the liveliness of such objects might
help to open up or recover alternative views of the past and work to mend faulty understandings
of it. The piece is invested in such a process not as a destination but as an ongoing state in which
the past and our memories of it are constantly subject to reinterpretation. Indeed, the tentative
embrace of uncertainty suggested by my essay’s final sections represent not only a step towards
reconciling some of my own ambivalence about the family history that my grandfather’s objects
represent, but also an acceptance of the inherent ‘unknowability’ of such events. In this, I
hope to emphasise the mutability of our view of the past from the present, and to suggest that
more deeply understanding the past can have a healing quality, even if that past and the things
connected to it are destined to remain (perhaps inevitably) enigmatic.
My essay also aims to extend a current thread within life writing studies characterised by
efforts to theorise the representation of the active quality of objects in relation to individual
lives (Berry 2021; Brien 2020) and to autobiographical memory and family histories (Ellesdorfer
2021; Robertson 2020). Practitioners of life writing and related genres have conceived various
means of representing this ‘thing-power’ (Bennett 2010: xvi), such as using the metaphor of
speech (Flynn 2020; Robertson 2020), or the concept of object biography, which seeks to chart
the ‘lives’ of material things in the manner of a human being’s (as in De Waal 2010). However,
I argue that the concept of the ‘object itinerary’, drawn from the fields of anthropology and
archaeology, may be a means to ‘conceptualise not only the character and origins of the power
of […] objects, but also the ways that they work in relation to memory’ while attempting to
mitigate the potentially distorting anthropomorphising tendencies of the object biography
(Nisbet 2021: 3). In this essay, I have thus sought to model some of the object itinerary’s qualities
as a means of more accurately representing and better understanding the thing-power of the
objects in my grandfather’s suitcase. For example, the object itinerary’s interest in non-linear
journeys and narratives and on breaking down temporal distinctions between the past and
present (Nisbet: 4) are expressed in my essay’s attempts to consider how certain events may
have appeared to my grandfather when they occurred, as opposed to how they have looked
to me ‘through the combined lens of the present and the more recent past’ (Nisbet: 8). This
approach has facilitated a clearer understanding of how the meanings and significances of these
objects has changed over time, and the role the objects themselves have played in shaping and
constraining these meanings. This, in turn, has altered my view of the objects and events my
essay describes, suggesting the openness of our understanding of the past to reassessment and
remediation.
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Abstract
In this paper, I provide an account of the cultural and historical context that motivates and shapes my
creative practice as an artist and critical designer. My creative works address the industrial production
and consumption of new furniture, stresses on forests and wildlife habitat, and concepts of waste.
I argue that my approach to creating art works demonstrates a reparative practice that advances
through a paradoxical process of caring by breaking. I describe the methods and accretionary
processes I used in the conceptualisation and construction of the works, which are sympoietic
hybrids of flora and furniture. These works highlight issues of overconsumption, waste, and habitat
degradation, reflect on the relationship between humans and other nature in the Anthropocene, and
propose both bleak and optimistic possible futures.
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BREAKING/UNBREAKING, UN-MAKING, MAKING
Ashley Eriksmoen

1 Broken chairs that the artist
collected from the skip.
Photograph: Ashley Eriksmoen, San
Diego State University, 2015

So many chairs
I am hurling wooden chairs as hard as I can down a flight of stairs in the studio, hoping to
break their joints apart. I fear that someone will pop by and think, ‘she’s finally snapped’, but
destruction is the most expeditious way to deconstruct a heap of wooden furniture back into
sticks. As if mocking me, some of these chairs are so sturdy they just bounce. As chairs, these
are of no worth to anyone. Even as I obliterate their functionality, I cannot further diminish their
value. Collected from the tip and from the kerb (1), these have already been deemed worthless,
‘unsellable even in a second-hand market’ (Brennan 2013: n.p.).¹ While some of these chairs are
in disrepair, most are just passé to the point of becoming unwanted.
The world is by no means short on chairs. In 2014, the headline of American satirical newspaper
The Onion proclaimed, ‘Report Confirms No Need To Make New Chairs For The Time Being’
claiming that experts believe ‘we can just keep using the chairs we have’ (The Onion 2014).
In a twisted game of musical chairs, we keep pulling yesterday’s out to put new ones in. Of
course, there weren’t always so many chairs that we could so casually toss them out. While
the post-World War 2 era is commonly cited as the period of explosive growth in consumerism,
the availability of goods and purchasing power of workers in industrialising nations had been
building for well over a century (Higgs 2021). The contemporary home purportedly contains
300,000 items (Chatzky 2017; MacVean 2014), but that statistic seems unsupported by any
evidence-based studies. However, we can point to anecdotal evidence that might support this
ranging from the boom in rented storage facilities (Prka 2021) to the craze for Marie Kondo’s
decluttering books (13 million sold worldwide) (Kondo 2021).
Waste: A cultural construct
In 2020, Australians spent over $7.8 billion on new indoor furniture, excluding mattresses
(Euromonitor International 2021). While new suburbs and new homes are built to accommodate
growing populations, it stands to reason that not all the furniture being purchased is filling empty
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spaces, but is undoubtedly displacing existing furniture that owners consider hohum. ‘Out with
the old, in with the new,’ as the saying goes. But where is out when we throw something away?
In 2018–2019, Australian landfills received 109 kilotonnes of timber in municipal solid waste
(MSW) excluding garden waste (Pickin et al. 2020: 138). MSW is waste produced by households
(postconsumer waste) and council operations. It excludes waste produced in commercial/
industrial/construction/demolition activities. It is likely that wooden furniture is a significant
contributor within the household MSW Organics subcategory labelled ‘Timber’.
Even before reaching the consumer, there are significant losses of timber within the furniture
manufacturing sector. Researchers report between 7–50% of timber material is lost as offcuts,
sawdust and shavings while fabricating new furniture in Australia (Daian and Ozarska 2009:
1598). It is inherently tricky to definitively compare the amount of wood furniture being
bought to the amount chucked out, as indoor furniture production is tracked in dollars and
domestic timber waste is measured by weight. The complexity of comparing datasets is further
compounded when attempting to understand how much forest, measured in hectares, is being
cleared to feed the demand. The dissimilarity in statistical units is at best a real impediment
to understanding the magnitude of the waste problem, and at worst it represents a structural
strategy for impeding critical analysis (Funnell 2021).
Nonetheless, it is evident that an enormous quantity of wood furniture is simultaneously being
created and wasted. The value of a chair shifts from a retail item fetching a marketbased price
to rubbish because our perception of its value changes. The chair could be worn or damaged,
but still functional. It could be really unfashionable, but entirely serviceable. It could even be
broken, but repairable. Yet once the object falls out of favour and is deemed obsolete, it is
readily abandoned.
Nearly a century ago, the closing lines in the 1929 article ‘Keep the Consumer Dissatisfied’
foretold of our uptake of a business model encouraging the propagation of insatiable desire.
If everyone were satisfied, no one would buy the new thing because no one would
want it. The ore wouldn’t be mined; timber wouldn’t be cut. Almost immediately hard
times would be upon us. You must accept this reasonable dissatisfaction with what
you have and buy the new thing, or accept hard times (Kettering 1929: 79).
Kettering’s argument has only grown more relevant today, as Australian extraction policies face
pressure to support business profits over ecological and cultural protection of the land. In 2013,
the Australian Liberal and Nationals Coalition released their Policy for a Strong and Sustainable
Forestry Industry statement, with key points including an immediate end to the carbon tax,
cutting a billion dollars’ worth of regulatory red tape, and suspending any further forest lockups within the first week (Liberal Party, Nationals 2013). The title here is worth noting as it
highlights their commitment to establishing policies aimed at sustaining the forestry industry
with its capacity for production as opposed to protecting and sustaining forests.
Australia is only one of many governments that seek to exploit the economic resources that
forests contain. Forests in emerging economies around the world are ransacked for cheap timber
(Deforestation in Brazil’s Amazon 2021). Perpetuating dissatisfaction ultimately leads us to this
absurd scenario: we decimate forests and wildlife habitat to build new chairs while bulldozing
still serviceable chairs into an ever-expanding landscape of waste. This resource depleting cycle
demonstrates a deficit of care and repair—a brokenness.
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Waste not: Two islands, a spaceship, and circular economies
In the late 1960s, architectural critic Charles Jencks coined the term ‘Adhocism’, giving a name to
an architectural and design methodology that employs readily available methods and materials,
things already on hand, to provide immediate and purpose-built solutions (Jenks and Silver 2013).
Adhocism offers an approach to making that runs counter to conventional Western industrial
cradle-to-grave production. Nathan Silver, co-author of Adhocism: The Case for Improvisation,
points out that this ‘mongrel creativity’ is not a new phenomenon; rather ‘everyone knows all
about it. . . “you work with what you have”, as a painter put it’ (Jencks and Silver 2013: 105).
Adhocism can also manifest as a communal practice, as it has in Cuba, an island subjected to a
trade embargo by the USA that has isolated it from global trade networks for decades. Tens of
thousands of American cars from the 1950s are still on the roads half a century after US sanctions
halted the importation of new cars (Smith et al. 2013). The make-do ethos is evident in Cuban
ingenuity for maintaining these antique automobiles by ‘cannibalising’ some and scrounging for
acceptable substitutions from readily available materials, such as Eastern Bloc diesel engines,
vibrant house paint, and even ‘a broken brake light is patched with red plastic from a drinking
glass’ (Ross 2001).
While the Cuban car scenario exemplifies a culture’s response to scarcity and necessity, Dutch
designer Tejo Remy chose similar methodologies in 1991 when he produced the original version
of a now iconic chest of drawers. In You Can’t Lay Down Your Memory, Remy gathered a random
assortment of drawers from ordinary cabinets and bureaus, then made new boxes of solid maple
to house each drawer (2). He bound these into a jumbled stack with a ratchet strap of traditional
jute upholstery webbing, conveying the nomadic impermanence of suitcases on a roof rack or
crates on a pallet—ready to move. Since 1993, Dutch design firm Droog has been reproducing
this as a limited edition, wherein each is an original with different found drawers.

2 Tejo Remy, You Can’t Lay Down Your
Memory (Edition No. 22), after 1991.
Chest of drawers made from found
drawers and wine rack, maple casings,
jute strap. Photograph: Bryan N.
Harris, V&A Museum, London, 2016
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The title, You Can’t Lay Down Your Memory, implies that objects and their owners live entangled
lives, such that objects become embedded with stories. The salvaged drawers may have been
abandoned, but their provenance and social history are not easily erased. Seen as a precautionary
environmental tale, the title seems to taunt consumers who might conveniently pretend to
forget all the objects they have bought and thrown away.
While Remy’s stated intention in 1991, his final year studying at Utrecht School of the Arts, was
to break with the aims of modernist design and to re-use found objects steeped in narrative,
not to make political or ecological commentary (de Rijk 2010), the work nonetheless objectifies
a reaction to rampant consumer culture and exemplifies an alternative mode of design practice.
Remy drew his inspiration for the chest of drawers from the fictional adventures of Robinson
Crusoé, a shipwrecked man stranded on a tropical desert island for 28 years. Armed with the
tools and supplies he salvaged from his sinking ship, Crusoé attempts to recreate some of the
comforts of home. For his body of work that included You Can’t Lay Down Your Memory, a
bundled rag chair and a milk bottle lamp, Remy channelled the plight of Crusoé, fabricating new
furnishings from the flotsam, working only with the limited resources he could scavenge (de Rijk
2010). For an art student in the early 1990s in the Netherlands, available re-sources happened
to be unmatched drawers, rags and milk bottles.
This thought experiment of imagining oneself stranded on a desert isle, where everything
must be re-sourced and there is no concept of waste, mirrors the ‘Spaceship Earth’ metaphor
popularised by R. Buckminster Fuller in Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth (Fuller 1969). In
describing the planet as a closed system, Fuller asks the reader to imagine Earth as a very small
and crowded shared space, like a spaceship, in which we all must live more carefully in order to
co-exist without trashing the joint and going extinct.
In 1992, the city of Hannover, Germany, was preparing to host the World’s Fair Expo 2000.
Tasked with imagining and encouraging sustainable futures at the turn of the millennium, the
city commissioned architect William McDonough and chemist Michael Braungart to devise a set
of principles addressing sustainability. The resulting document, The Hannover Principles, lists
nine principles calling on designers to respect the environment and all peoples, to make viable
decisions that do not encumber future generations, and to recognise the interconnectedness
of all systems. The sixth principle states ‘Eliminate the concept of waste. Evaluate and optimize
the full life-cycle of products and processes, to approach the state of natural systems, in which
there is no waste’ (McDonough and Braungart 1992: 6). In 2002, Braungart and McDonough
published the book Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things, introducing concepts
of a circular economy in which manufacturing cycles mimic biological life cycles in perpetual
loops of making, unmaking, and remaking (Braungart and McDonough 2018).
In his PhD thesis, The Ethics of Making: Design for Reuse and Repair: Developing an alternative
strategy for studio-based craft and design in a world full of stuff, Niklavs Rubenis champions
this line of thinking. He makes the case that the current proliferation of waste is a global crisis
for which design is both part of the problem and the solution (Rubenis 2018: 36). Through his
own design practice and his writing, he contends that the responsibility of studio-based craft
and design in the 21st Century is to work against the existing stockpile of waste through microinterventions (Rubenis 2018: 17). Rather than putting more stuff into the world, designers
and makers must be willing to relinquish some of their individual agency in order to enter into
creative collaboration with existing, obsolete objects (Rubenis 2018: 97). This new approach
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to studio-based craft and design, he argues, is critical to negotiating a forward path ‘in a world
already so full of stuff’ (Rubenis 2018: 18).
Eliminating the concept of waste is fundamental to eliminating material waste. This requires
designers to reject the option of the cradle to grave model—a linear scenario of extracting
resources, manufacturing and distributing products, and then disposing of them at end-ofuseful-life. It also requires designers to rethink authorship and work with the ‘stuff’ that already
exists in order to stop being part of the problem and become part of the solution. When I want
to make something new in the world, I need not think of resources, but of re-sourcing. One of
the most abundant re-sources available in the 21st Century is our ubiquitous trash, the steady
stream of renewable (it just keeps coming) and locally-grown source material. I will discuss how
this reframing of waste and resource shapes my practice later in this paper.
A framework for reparative practice
In a world where there is no ‘away’ place to throw things, designers must surrender their
boundless privilege of creating from a blank slate. Though many well-meaning people strive
to practice ‘conscious consumerism’ – seeking new things made in better ways, using local,
sustainable materials and more equitable labour practices – such acts do not repair the damage
already done if old things are still being discarded to make room for the new. The present
challenge is to become creatively entangled with what already exists in our inherited world.
A reparative practice works to restore something for which we lack an English word, what
Navajo people call ‘hózhó—balance, harmony, beauty, right relations of land and people’
(Haraway 2016: 76). In her book Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene, Donna
Haraway provides a useful conceptual framework for how the detritus of human activity might
be incorporated into a more integrated and balanced near future. To make amends, we cannot
just start afresh. Haraway argues that we can neither sweep away the past nor lie in wishful wait
for a technological or supernatural solution. To stay with the trouble, to willingly stir things up,
we must engage with the present and meet the world as it is, with all its existing damage and
injustice, in order to bring ourselves forward into new speculative narratives.
Haraway makes the case for a semiotic and ideological shift away from the term and concept
of the Anthropocene, a label framing the current geological epoch as centred around and
shaped by humans and their activities. The Anthropocene reflects a scenario where human
exceptionalism affords some humans agency, and objectifies other humans and non-humans
(Dev 2019). Haraway activates alternate terms for our situated present, the Capitalocene, the
Plantationocene, and, most instructive for my own practice, defines an emergent present as the
Chthulucene.
The word Chthulucene is made up from two Greek roots, ‘khthôn’ as something of the earth, the
soil, the subterranean, and ‘kainos’ meaning now and new (Haraway 2016: 2). In the Chthulucene,
humans are called down from their removed, ethereal position to become entwined, to become
earthbound, to ‘become with.’ The term Chthulucene also references the giant, multi-tentacled,
human-octopus hybrid creature of H.P. Lovecraft’s science fiction worldings in his Cthulhu Mythos
stories (Haraway 2016: 101; Mittman 2018). The Cthulhu is important to Haraway’s theme
of ‘tentacular thinking’ and entanglement as a strategy for rejecting human exceptionalism,
connecting with the non-human world, and restoring balance through ‘multispecies flourishing’
(Haraway 2016: 40, 116, 130).
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Throughout her writing, Haraway argues for the importance of ‘becoming with’ as means
of resituating dualistic relationships between humans and non-humans. She appropriates
terminology from natural processes, such as symbiogenesis from cellular evolution and
composting from gardening, to flesh out her vision for deep intermingling and empathy in a
more-than-human world. Haraway disrupts the concept of autopoiesis, that anything can
independently make itself, and argues instead for ‘sympoiesis’, or making-with, as a principle
of reimagined futures. The ideas raised here, of life-building organic materials combining on
the cellular level, and of wholes breaking down into parts and cooking together to generate
new fertile soil, are rich metaphors informing my own practice of breaking and unbreaking, unmaking and making.
Return to trees: A sympoietic practice
In 1997, I participated in a chair-making workshop taught by green-woodworking revivalist,
Jennie Alexander,² author of the classic 1978 book dedicated to the subject, Make a Chair from
a Tree (Alexander 1978). The methods were those of bodging, a tradition of green woodworking

3 Ashley Eriksmoen splitting
California Tanoak during Make a Chair
from a Tree course. Photograph: Linda
Trenholm, Fort Bragg, California, 1997

where the maker sets up on the forest floor near to the felled tree and makes chairs with limited
hand tools. For the class, a California Tanoak (Notholithocarpus densiflorus) was felled at a
nearby forest property. Walloping a sledgehammer against a steel wedge, we split the fresh local
log right along the grain into flitches with no sawdust or waste (3). Like bodgers of yore, I worked
outside, clamping the flitches into a shave horse – a low bench that I straddled – and using a
drawknife to shape the legs. I curved the back splats against a hot pipe, and wove the seat from
sturdy cotton Shaker tape. Within a week, equipped predominantly with traditional hand tools,
I had produced a small and simple chair. This direct relationship between me, my hand tools,
the tree, and the final object felt like a harmonious system. The careful selection of a single tree,
minimal waste, commitment of time and effort, and vested interest in the stewardship of the
finished object seemed, on the balance, to respect the resource, the venerable tree.
In the intervening years of practicing and researching furniture-making, contemporary craft,
and critical design, I have continued to ponder this notion—to make a chair from a tree. In
some regards, to make a chair from a tree appears to be a simple and straightforward proposal,
promising an honest, albeit romanticised, relationship between ourselves and our objects. This
notion, however, is so diametrically opposed to the actual state of relations existing between
forests, production, consumption, and waste in contemporary global markets that I required
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4 A ute loaded with broken and
rejected wooden chairs collected
from The Green Shed at Mugga
Lane, Canberra. Photograph: Ashley
Eriksmoen, Canberra, 2012

another approach to address the present as it is. The prospect of making a chair from a tree
started to ache of the superiority of man’s will and dominance in shaping the world from the
‘unimproved’ and expendable state of nature. To just repair and update discarded chairs seemed
an underwhelming method for provoking audiences to rethink broken, interdependent systems.
However, critical design, a speculative approach challenging the conventional roles objects play
in our lives (Dunne and Raby 2013), offered an alternative context for addressing the damages
of market-driven industrial production. Inverting the tree to chair relationship seemed hardly
less absurd than the cognitive dissonance of conscious consumerism, so I began to explore the
reverse process: how to make a tree from a chair (4).
This brings me back to my chair hurling activities.
In 2012, I began rescuing abject timber furniture from my local tip resell operation, The Green
Shed, re-sourcing waste to create a body of work and an exhibition, Re-forestation: how to make
a tree from a chair. The Green Shed policy is to reject broken or damaged furniture, but people
keep dropping it off anyhow. Normally, these woeful items would be reclassified as MSW and
transferred directly to landfill, but I had an inside connection who squirreled away these castoffs
for me. Having an Adhocist mindset, I was most interested in making use of what was abundant
and readily available, and that was the abject and dated furniture that I could divert from the
waste stream. After only a few weeks, I found that I couldn’t keep up with the hundreds of
items, that I had mined enough re-source to fuel several projects.
As part of my process, I made inventories, cataloguing the salvaged items, assessing their
qualities, condition, countries of origin and tree species when possible. I hoped this objective
data would reveal why each object had been jettisoned. There were broken chairs that had
been tilted back one too many times (I can hear a mum shouting ‘Four on the floor!’). There
were bedheads with bedrails gone missing, and desks tagged in Texta, carved with penknives,
and scorched with cigarette lighters. But there were also sturdy and functional chairs that no
one seemed to want. These were mainly clunky versions of Windsor chairs replete with thickly
turned spindles.
I began in reverse, as anti-maker, breaking chairs down into pieces of wood again. Disassembly
can be tedious. If the chairs had been wellmade and the glue held, the joints refused to budge.
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Chairs less well made often had nails and screws driven into the timber to reinforce loose joints.
Pitching the chairs off the workshop mezzanine encouraged them to loosen-up; the sudden
impact with the floor racked their skeletons so they went akimbo.
Sometimes you have to break things so that you can fix them. People might say this about
relationships or political systems. In my practice, it applies both literally and figuratively, as I
work to rebuild both new objects and different relationships with trees, resources and waste.
Having cracked and cleaved the chairs to pieces, I amassed bone piles of wooden sticks. I picked
through the limbs, selecting lengths and shapes that I could picture were once extracted from a
living tree. I looked for parts that shared traits of colour or curve, imagining new limbs.
By proposing that I could make a tree from a chair, I was insinuating that furniture could return
home, back to the forest, becoming the trees that never should have been cut down in the
first place. Re-growing trees from wooden chairs, hat stands, bedframes and tables became
a reparative process of valuing and caring for rubbish. María Puig de la Bellacasa’s article
‘Nothing comes without its world: thinking with care’ revisits Haraway’s writing to understand

5 Ashley Eriksmoen working on the
trees in the studio.
Photograph: Bryan N. Harris,
Australian National University
Furniture Workshop, Canberra, 2013
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‘becoming-with’ and maintaining interdependent worlds through the eco-feminist lens of care.
Part of my thinking with care is approaching the art making through acknowledging the service
and past lives lived as furniture and as trees. In my works, I do not attempt to reclaim the wood
by stripping away its history and milling it back into fresh planks. Rather, each part remains
recognisable as a furniture fragment to awaken viewers to the far-reaching entanglements of
production, consumption, waste and ecology, and to the interrelationships of our built and
natural environments. The materiality of the furniture fragments being re-worked into trees
reiterates that, in Haraway’s words, ‘nothing comes without its world’ (Puig de la Bellacasa
2012: 198) (5).
The work of care is concrete. Throughout my reparative process of building trees, each timber
fragment diverted from the waste stream was given infinitely more consideration and handling
then it ever would have received during original fabrication. Industrial production cranks out
anonymous and identical parts with as much efficiency and as little handling as possible. But for
me, each salvaged part was unique. After extracting broken nails and scraping away old chewing
gum, I would hold them up, tilting them in space to consider their potential position in the tree
I was building. For each point of connection, I custom-fitted, hand-sawed, chiselled and drilled
the part to match the particular angle. Even parts that were interchangeable in the original
furniture products were then individually formed into different shapes through subtractive
processes using spokeshaves, rasps and files. Having run my hands and eyes over each part, I
was intimately familiar with them and able to differentiate parts. The labour of care became a
personal act of reconciliation with furniture, timber, source trees, forests, ecosystems and lands
that had been devalued, denigrated and wasted.
The accretionary composition of the trees somewhat required the skills of an attentive gardener
as much as those of a woodworker. The trees began to consolidate and grow from the fragments
through my grafting and splicing them into structures reminiscent of roots, trunks, branches, and
leaves. Of the four trees I produced, the first two trees represented recognisable tree species,
while the second two were informed by fictitious narratives.
The first of these, Oval Leaf Tree (6), is made from furniture that had been stained mediumbrown, and stands over two and a half metres tall. It exhibits four-way symmetry in cross section,
with the base ‘root’ structure forming an X on the floor, and the upper branches mirroring that
pattern. At around shoulder height, straight branches radiate out at steep, upward angles, and
the central post of the trunk narrows as it extends directly skyward to the full height of the tree.
From these four main branches and the centre post, dozens of bifurcating branches made up
of split spindle legs shoot out in a regular, alternating pattern, each one terminating in a cluster
of oval wooden discs harkening leaves. However, the upward-reaching angles and straight-lined
diagonals of the Oval Leaf Tree form a stiff, vertical trajectory and rigid gesture that is in stark
contrast to any living Cottonwood, for which the delicate round leaves would be set at random
orientations as they rustled in the wind.
The second tree, Blonde Palm Tree (7), is made from furniture that had been stained in light
honey to yellow colours. It is over two metres tall with broad curving branches forming the
spiky umbrella canopy of a palm. The trunk section is thick and solid, meeting the ground as an
eight-pointed star shape made up of spindle legs, and tapering upwards toward the crown of
the tree. The surface of the trunk section, with its rails shingled together and visual breaks in the
spindles’ coves and swells, loosely references the overlapping scallops of palm bark. Just at eye
level standing under the canopy, short spindle sections dangle like date fruit clusters. Like the
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Clockwise from top left: 6 Ashley Eriksmoen, Oval Leaf Tree, 2013 7 Ashley Eriksmoen, Blonde
Palm Tree, 2013 8 Ashley Eriksmoen, Mission Brown Bud Tree, 2013. Installation views from
Re-forestation: How to make a tree from a chair at Canberra Museum and Gallery, Canberra.
Photographs: Art Atelier Photography, 2013
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first tree, Blonde Palm Tree is laid out symmetrically, but the inclusion of organic curves paired
with the fact that palm trees are generally architectonic and symmetrical makes this stylised
rendering of nature the most plausible of the four.
Having composed the first two trees, the folly of striving for anything suggestive of familiar
species became evident; these trees were unconvincing as replicas. The satire emerging from
their shortcomings as simulations tapped into an important aspect of critical design: the use
of satire to critique consumer culture. The first two trees began to reveal a dystopian vision of
remembering trees in a post-tree world.
For the second set of trees, I abandoned any imagined fidelity to arboriculture and committed
to making simulacra: copies of trees that never had or no longer have an original (Baudrillard
1994). For the third tree, Mission Brown Bud Tree (8), my visual cues came from my recollections
of images of trees in antique Chinese and Japanese scrolls. The amalgamated image in my mind’s
eye was comprised of other artists’ renditions, or simulations, of trees that may or may not have
existed, for which the originals are no longer known. In my memories, the stylised paintings of
misty mountains depicted asymmetrical, sinewy trees with roots clinging to rocky precipices.
Mission Brown Bud Tree is made from furniture parts that had been stained a nearly opaque
dark brown. It stands over two and a half metres tall, anchored by a base structure of an oblique
pyramid made from heavy turned bedposts. Additional rails triangulate to define an outline of
the trunk, which splits at waist height into two main, arched branches cantilevered out over the
base. From these primary limbs, more than a dozen spindles of varying lengths and thicknesses
form offshoots that end in finials, the elongated spheroids that form terminal points on bedposts.
The overhead branches both curve distinctly to one side, resulting in an offset visual balance
typical of a tree that has grown toward the sun or away from the wind.
The linear structure could be an abstract sculpture, with the near-black lines as calligraphic
brush strokes, but the turned spindles and traces of prior joinery signal the appropriation of
furniture. The triangulated sticks have none of the density or volume of an actual tree trunk. Yet,
the concept of a tree is activated through the forking limbs and by the repeating detail of the
finials, which are mimetic of still-leafless budding trees in early spring.
The form of the final tree, Ecru Cabriole Tree (9), is comprised of a set of four armchairs painted
ivory white that I reused in their entirety leaving no scraps. The work stands over two and a half
metres tall, with a base of four cabriole legs that extend like a high, spindly legged occasional
table. From waist to head height, the structure shifts into a boxy lattice, then splays outwards
asymmetrically in a flurry of curved lines, harkening leaves and branches mixed with unmodified
Queen Anne fiddle chair backs.
This work demonstrates an explicit departure from recognisable tree forms. The chalky paint
speaks not of seasoned timber, but of bleached out bones. The form is a hollow scaffold or open
cage, lacking the solidity or volume of a tree, again looking much more skeletal than arboreal.
The vectors of the form evoke plant-life and growth in its gesture of stretching and sprouting.
Ecru Cabriole Tree seems to be more about furniture mutating into a growing, and possibly
walking, thing with an ambiguous kinship to objects and organisms.
In her catalogue essay titled after the exhibition, Re-forestation: how to make a tree from a
chair, Anne Brennan (2013: n.p.) observed that:
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9 Ashley Eriksmoen, Ecru Cabriole
Tree, 2013, installation view from
Re-forestation: How to make a tree
from a chair at Canberra Museum and
Gallery, Canberra. Photograph: Art
Atelier Photography, 2013

the trees appear to be in the process of an ambiguous transformation, but . . . are they
trees in the process of becoming furniture, or is the wood from which the furniture
fragments are made remembering and attempting to return to its previous life as
a tree?
I have settled on the idea that my artworks perch unequivocally on the fence between built
and grown worlds, between objects and organisms, between trees and furniture. They are
the transitionary results of a sympoietic process in which the artefacts of human industrial
production are collapsed with their prior manifestations as trees using Adhocist methodologies.
The 2013 installation of Reforestation: How to make a tree from a chair positioned this small
grove of ‘trees’ alongside typical ‘source’ chairs. The uncanny micro-forest is eerily sterile, in an
echoey gallery space enclosed by two white and two glass walls. There is none of the under
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10 The ‘bone pile’ as displayed in the
installation of the exhibition Feral:
Rewilding Furniture at Gallery of
Australian Design, Canberra, 2016.
Photograph: Ashley Eriksmoen, 2016

growth seen in a living forest, and no animals. The empty chairs emphasise the absence of
people, which is particularly ironic considering the dearth of actual trees and excess of chairs
is caused entirely by anthropocentric attitudes and activities, including body-mind and natureculture dualisms and colonial legacies of extraction. The installation presents as a post-nature
diorama, with artist renditions of long extinct and forgotten species imagined from the evidence
available.
Working on these trees, I had connected to the warmth and workability of the timber. I had
imagined their past histories, first as trees in forests across five continents, then as furnishings
in people’s homes. The workshop studio became a site of sympoiesis where our lives – mine and
the chairs – had intersected, ‘becoming with’ as part of each other’s stories. Standing outside
looking at the exhibition, I observed each tree standing alone, like clinical examples kept under
glass. It is hard for me not to hear Joni Mitchell in my head, singing about the proverbial parking
lot when they ‘took all the trees, put ‘em in a tree museum’ (Mitchell 1970). I felt disconnected,
as if I was looking at dioramas at natural history museums displaying dinosaurfilled swamplands
or Neanderthals lounging in caves. As a person in a post-tree world, or as a colonist born on
Mars, a forest would be hard to imagine. That visceral sensation of separation felt like the end
game of the Anthropocentric natureculture divide played out to the extreme (10).
Other readings of the work through the lens of sympoeisis offer alternative narratives of
speculative futures in which those boundaries become more permeable, and culture and nature
are constantly intermixed in generative collaborations. Returning to Donna Haraway, ‘staying
with the trouble’ means that we
must collect up the trash of the Anthro-pocene, the exterminism of the Capitalocene,
and chipping and shredding and layering like a mad gardener, make a much hotter
compost pile for still possible pasts, presents, and futures (Haraway 2016: 57).
The hybridising of the chair-tree form opened up a methodology that has since directed all of my
studio practice. In a world with a smorgasbord of chemicals, particles, bacteria, micro-plastics
and micro-organisms constantly travelling through all bodies and plants, waterways and soil
profiles, it is not so far-fetched to imagine symbiogenetic intersections that cross species, things
and technologies. I continue to salvage wood furniture, constantly recharging the bone pile,
my version of Haraway’s hot compost heap where waste breaks down to become generative
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matter. I have come to think of this re-source as a primordial soup in which the DNA of domestic
furniture objects is intermixing with the DNA of their own arboreal ancestors, the trees. From
this fecund swamp, I imagine new beautiful mutants undergoing a process of ‘becoming with’
and emerging on the banks of the Chthulucene.

Notes
1 The Green Shed, a second-hand donations shop at the local tip, gives me excess chairs that
are unsellable and undesirable. The chairs I rescue kerbside are defective or otherwise abject.
People also find me through a neighbourhood ‘Buy Nothing’ web-group to offload their broken
or mildewed chairs.
2 Jennie Alexander was named John at birth, and her book published in 1978 was originally
published with her birth name. She took the name Jennie as a transwoman beginning in 2007.
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THE EIDERDOWNS
Jane Downing

Evelin stood in front of the tall man in the yard. The sweet smell of recent death circled them.
She shivered.
‘No need to be scared of me,’ he said. She could hear exasperation in his voice alongside the
words of supposed reassurance. ‘In you go.’ He indicated the shed door. ‘I’m not going to bite.’
She wanted to tell him she wasn’t scared of him, despite the unmistakable smell. She wanted to
sound brave and say her shiver was because of the cold. But she hadn’t found her voice in this
new country.
She was cold and she was scared. Air made visible by her breath was the only thing coming
out of her mouth as she obeyed. She walked through her icy dragon breath into her first day
of work in Australia. The shadows in the shed shifted and swelled. There were two sources of
contrasting whiteness. The teeth of smiling women, and the ducks.
•

•

•

•

•

No-one had told them it was going to be cold when they got here. Beaches, sunburn, bushfires,
snakes and spiders and other things that actually bite: these were stories enough to turn them
back from coming. They had to have been desperate to travel so far from home. Not just Evelin
– all of them in the Poultry Supply shed had pain to forget. Hers was too common a story to have
much currency.
Evelin avoided nostalgia in the early days. It was an unsteady foundation on which to build a
new life. It would not keep her and her husband Paavo warm at night in their fibro boarding
house. She had a job and that was what they needed to celebrate.
Evelin’s fingers stung from plucking the ducks until the skin was hardened by the work. By then
Paavo and Georg and Alvar had been assigned to dig ditches for a farmer out west so her bed
was even colder without his lean, hungry body as a breathing comforter. She’d douse another
carcass in hot water, hold the duck under one arm and pull until her hand was full of feathers.
Pull until the down was left and her tugging changed momentum and her mind caught on the
new, gentler rhythm and her memories breached her resolve. And the nostalgia threatened to
drown her.
•

•

•

•

•

Her mother’s hands. Always moving. Kneading bread, her short, stubby fingers digging deep to
flip and slap the dough down on the floury tabletop. Specs of flour flying to join the dust motes in
the sunlight. The heels in synchronicity, push, lift, push, the veins on the backs of her hands raised
like ropes. Her mother’s hands, the skin death-white and shrivelled, too long scrubbing in soapy
water, twitching now amongst the pegs. Hefting a sheet over the line. The sunlight intensifies.
Beating the quilts over the line, beating the winter dross and dreck away and the sunshine in.
Her mother’s hands holding the wooden spoon, stirring the thick porridge on a winter morning.
Tap, tap, tap on the side of the pan. Evelin’s signal to get up.
Her child hands pull the eiderdown over her head and she creeps further down the bed, deeper
into a cave of warmth, away from the day.
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•

Some days Evelin could not see beyond the ache of each memory. Her home was already
dissolving from around the brief impressions. In them, her mother’s kitchen was a blur and the
backyard was no more than a close-up of the washing line with the impression of a wall in the
distance. She’d left as a child, too young to know they were fleeing. The village might not exist
now, dissolved in reality as well as in her mind.
The weatherboard and sheet iron town along the railway line was all too solid in contrast. She
walked along the railway line to the post office after work each day. Paavo too complained of the
cold in the letters he sent from the farm in the west.
Evelin wrote back about the future not the past. As time went on, she found she was increasingly
reluctant to pluck at the memories, fearing that each time she took them out and played them
through, they’d stretch and eventually fade to nothing.
She wrote to Paavo about her plans instead.
•

•

•

•

•

‘Putting on weight?’ Katerina joked.
Evelin straightened her back and sat taller. She pulled her belly in. Katerina winked. ‘Your secret
is safe with me.’
There was no rule written down, but the women in the poultry shed had grown up understanding
that the world was not there for them to take. They were in the new country under sufferance.
Asking permission would only invite refusal.
Katerina was from a different country again, but she and Evelin had been herded together with
all the New Australians as if they belonged together and their fathers hadn’t shot at each other
on frozen battlefields. The women were guarded with each other at first, as the limp ducks and
geese and chickens carcasses were dumped around them and they learned their trade.
‘Are you doing what I think you’re doing?’ asked Ave in her most elaborate sentence to date.
The English language lessons at the Migrant Camp had only taken them so far but they were
practicing their way through.
‘It is so cold in the boarding house,’ Evelin explained, as if they didn’t already know from
experience. As if they didn’t actually look forward to a day beside the vats of boiling water,
dunking each dead fowl in and out to loosen the flesh’s hold on its feathers and down.
It was the softest of the down that Evelin had been secreting under the waistband of her skirt
and into the canvas bag she had safety-pinned from hip to hip.
‘My parents had a real eiderdown,’ Katerina reminisced tentatively. ‘From eider ducks, the down
harvested from the nest so the ducks live on.’
The women plucked in different rhythms. Evelin couldn’t imagine how much a real eiderdown
cost; she didn’t want to imagine how much Katerina and her family had lost. Evelin’s mother’s
hands were hardworking but they were not peasant hands – and still their quilts had only
adopted the name of the rich man’s quilts.
‘How much down do you need?’ asked Maria. She’d worked an adding machine in an Antwerp
office and her fingers were nimble quick.
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Evelin had not been able to calculate with any confidence. A day’s down tipped onto her bed
each evening looked like precious little.
‘By the time I finish collecting it will be too hot to want to sew it all together,’ she guessed.
‘You won’t believe how hot it gets,’ said a voice from the other side of the vat.
The plucking slowed, a wary speed, ready to desist. Evelin did not have the measure of the dark
faces in the shed. Of the Australians who were not new.
•

•

•

•

•

‘I am saving to buy fabric for the quilt,’ Evelin wrote in her letter to Paavo.
She sat on their bed cross-legged and leant forward. The notepad rested on the scratchy armyissue blanket that weighed heavy on her at night. She did not write about the shoes she needed
but did not buy so the pennies could go in her kitty. Shoes did not matter – there was nowhere
to go and dance without Paavo at her side.
After sucking on the end of her pencil and considering, she sketched her plan, lightly drawing
horizontal and vertical lines to make 42 squares within the larger diagram. Each word of
explanation was laboured, as they’d promised to write only in English, and only of the future.
‘I will have to quilt around each square so the down stays put-in, else it will shuffle down to the
bottom.’ He would have to imagine, as she did as she wrote, what movements would sift the
contents of a quilt lying over two bodies: the tossing and turning and finding each other in the
dark.
‘I am washing my treasure each evening. The wet down looks…’ Sad was a word to avoid. She
fetched her dictionary from the small table in the corner and searched for a word that was
just out of reach. At tea break Myrna from the other side of the shed, who now sat next to her
for the ten minutes of respite, had described her own hair disparagingly. She’d said it looked
like she’d been dragged through a hedge backward. Mostly they sat quietly together, taking
time to understand they both had an unfillable hole called family inside their chests. Myrna’s
Girl’s Home sounded worse than the shed. Her memories of her mother were bare except for a
lingering sense of warmth.
Evelin envied Myrna her big hair. Was that the word she needed though? Dragged? Or was it
draggled?
•

•

•

•

•

The first few mornings, she’d had to throw out a bedraggled mess of down feathers because
they had dried rigid and spiky. She learnt to pat the wet down gently with a tea towel, to blow
her tea-heated breath into clumps held delicately in the cup of her hands like a newborn chick,
and, her favourite part, to swirl the half-dried down in a pillowcase around and around, in a
room you could barely swing a cat in, as Katerina described, practicing her idiom the first time
she’d visited. She revolved like a top, and dropped on the bed, dizzy.
•

•

•

•

•

Her father’s hands. Hold tight, hold on. Gripping hers, hurting as her feet lift from the ground
and she twirls around him like a carousel horse at the fair. Fear and thrill compete as her body is
thrown horizontal in a rush of air. Until he stops rotating and her body slams against the trunk
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of his and he lets go. Her father’s hands patting the top of her windswept hair. Lifting up her
brother, who is small enough to sit on his open palm and not fall. Her father’s hands, waving
from the gate.
•

•

•

•

•

As she wrote – her hands gripped the pencil tight to still their shaking in the cold – the down
was drying across the top of the duchess, evolving from lumps to fairy-tufts. The upper drawers
were empty, waiting to be filled, the bottom one almost there. It was like mustering clouds and
herding them into… Each time she pushed the drawer gently shut she tried not to finish that
sentence with ‘into hell.’
•

•

•

•

•

The Haberdashery had one plate glass window to the footpath and a window-dresser with an
eye. He piled hats on top of each other until they were a Tower of Babel, he strung handkerchiefs
on a wire in a code old sailors could read. He placed plaids next to liberty prints, waterfalls of
purple next to green, the different bolts of cloth in high rotation.
Inside the shop was more dusty and staid. Reels of cotton lined boxes, as inert as spent bullets,
and women’s undegarments were hidden in a discreet position.
Evelin did not have the courage to enter the shop alone. The proprietor silently followed her and
her friend every step. Myrna grew smaller the further they went into the back of the shop where
the functional cloth bricked a wall, the drills and twills, and canvas and burlaps in shades of
beige to grey, the cloth that cost less by the yard, but still too much by the yards Evelin needed.
‘It’s ’cos I’m black,’ Myrna said. Only once they were out of the shop and out from under the
man’s eyes, and she’d snatched her voice back.
Evelin did not understand. There’d been no neighbours with dark skin at home.
‘Cos we’re all thieves,’ Myrna snarled. She flashed a tiny pearl-white button, plucked from the
top of a tube of the same as they’d passed. ‘To prove the bastard right.’
•

•

•

•

•

Then Mrs Wyse stopped her on a Friday as she was leaving the yard of the Poultry Supply’s. The
evenings were getting lighter, marking a shift from deep winter of snow on the peaks to a sludgy,
dull period, a mere hint of rebirth. The days were longer. Evelin no longer walked back to the
boarding house in the dark.
Her padded belly was more obvious in the light.
Evelin felt sick as she stopped as commanded. This would be the end of it. She felt naked and
exposed, goosebumps raised on her arms and neck, because how would she survive without a
job? And then what plan would she have to pull her through each long day?
‘Go to the army disposal, second left after the post office, down a way,’ her supervisor directed.
Her tone did not change from the usual bark she used to order the women not to dillydally and
admonish them that these fowls weren’t going to pluck themselves. ‘Parachutes just in,’ were
the only additional words Mrs Wyse used.
She hustled Evelin out of the gate. Katerina and Ave and Maria and Myrna and Char who’d
thrown their names across the winter shed and were now more than names to each other,
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loitered at the corner to form a phalanx down the street, ready with sympathy and support,
breaking into a number of languages before the emotions were hushed by Evelin’s reassurance
she’d not been sacked.
But Evelin went to the army disposal store without anyone else the following Saturday afternoon,
their half-day off. Paavo’s letter said the gang of labourers now had to go to Tasmania to dig
more ditches. She knew she had to be brave. She had to practice being alone.
She ignored the khaki displays, noting only that everything was cheap; as if no-one wanted
these things that reminded them of the war. The parachute, even without ropes and straps,
was awkward and she had to carry it out in front of her, making her belly pregnant-huge all the
way back to the boarding house. She’d hesitated before handing over the money, remember
ing what each coin had cost her. Did she really want to sleep under history? Her skin decided
her. She touched the folded parachute, found herself caressing the cloth. The silk would not
be gainsaid. As soft as water, as strong and durable as cotton, the colour of the wedding dress
she’d never had.
•

•

•

•

•

To start she would cut around the stencilled markings telling their story of battalions and crews,
remove any trace of her father’s enemies in the sky above them. When she and Paavo had land
and a house and reticulated water so they didn’t have to walk out to the tap, when their children
ran around the backyard under the diamond rain of a rotating sprinkler and squealed at nothing
more frightening than a daddy longlegs in the corner of their bedroom ceiling, and her daughter’s
hand reached across for a slice of fresh-baked bread, when they had kitty spare, and time for
leisure, she would have enough memories collected in scraps of old clothes to patchwork together
their Australian life and sew a quilt cover. To cover the parachute quilt. To cover the past.
•

•

•

•

•

The women spread the army disposal parachute across Mrs Townsend’s hills hoist making a
carnival of her backyard. Boarders watched from windows with shuttered eyes.
Katerina and Ave and Maria and Myrna and Char had come to help, each one of them having
a point on the edge of the parachute to lift and hoist across the struts of the washing line. The
grass was prickly underneath but Char lay down first and the others followed, tugging their
skirts down to protect their flesh, when normally they were involved in a series of skirmishes to
raise their hems a little bit higher than the generation before them, and a tiny bit higher again.
With a worm’s eye view of the task ahead, staring up at the billowing canopy, they debated hotly
whether to unpick all the seams holding the triangles of silk into the round and reconstitute, or
to cut sections of relative flatness to patch together. Maria’s brain was as quick as her fingers on
an adding machine. How to limit the number of original parachute seams within the new seams?
Her calculations passed from woman to woman along with a sneaky cigarette. Her solution was
beyond Evelin’s English in her letter to Paavo that night. ‘There is enough,’ was enough to say.
‘Will there be any left over for knickers and camisoles?’ Ave suggested hopefully. She was
Katerina’s sister, not yet someone’s wife.
‘Remember the joke?’ asked Myrna. ‘What the aunties told.’ Myrna addressed Char, not the
newcomers. ‘The law during the war?’
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Char blushed under her dark skin as she finished the joke for her. ‘All knickers had to be black
during the war.’
‘No?’ Evelin asked, thinking yes, war regulations made no sense because they came from a
world that made no sense.
‘Yes! Because the blackout covered all places of entertainment.’
Their laughter lifted them off the ground and armed them with scissors for the work ahead.
•

•

•

•

•

The dandelion clusters of clean down slipped easily into the pocket of transformed parachute.
And Evelin came to love it under her fingers as she sewed, each tug of thread slipping through
the silk easily, making her forget her patchwork dream of covering it up. The first six squares
filled quickly from the supply in the bottom drawers of the duchess. But Evelin was dismayed to
discover how much more she’d need.
She watched Simple Syd carefully sweeping the shed floor as they plucked, and ached at the
waste of feathers going to the tip though the quills of the feathers were in reality too sharp to
put into a down quilt. They’d pierce the silk and write scratches down their skin as they slept.
She plucked and watched and planned and wrote to Paavo stranded with a spade on a far island.
He wrote back and sent a small hunting knife wrapped in an old singlet that still smelled of him.
It would take more work in the evenings, but Evelin played with efficient ways to strip the filament
barbs of the feathers from the hard quill. The knife moved easily in her hardened industriously
committed hands.
She padded herself more fatly every evening for her walk home.
The squares filled. Eight, twelve, twenty-one. Halfway madness and joy.
•

•

•

•

•

By spring other New Australian women were putting on weight. They milled and danced like
clucking chickens as they left the shed.
They had special parachute days where they joined forces as one articulated mind to transform
the next dome of silk into a pocket for the feathers. Evelin saw into the homes of others. Met
families. Parents and siblings, new babies, some old grandparents brought over and insistent on
their mother tongues. She felt an absence that was so solid it was a presence. Even Myrna had
sisters and her belonging to the land.
But Myrna and Char stopped coming to the parachute parties. Myrna boasted of a boyfriend
and going to the pictures. Evelin wondered where she could store the accumulation of feathers
needed in a Girl’s Home dormitory, even if she wanted to.
Despite all the bustling activity, the afternoons with her friend’s families left her sad. Left her
bedraggled. During the hours of daylight Evelin could hide her sadness. Nights were worst.
Nostalgia, loss, memories: there was no place for them in her new life. She only had to remind
herself of this every night.
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But time went on and her room was no longer an icebox, and the triangle of her walking – from
the boarding house to the poultry supply shed to the post office with the church directly next
door – began to feel safe, insulated from the wider world.
The poultry shed became a gossip of noise. In spring the collusion amongst her friends could
put a genuine smile on her face. The cold was forgotten so the eiderdown enterprise felt less
perilously necessary and simply part of every breath. Evelin’s eyes saw down and feathers
everywhere. She tripped over them in her dreams.
•

•

•

•

•

After church on Sundays she’d take the long way home so she could breathe air that was not
filled with dead birds and their feathers. The long way by the creek, going slowly, knowing there
was no-one waiting for her at the end of the walk.
One day, she saw a ball of down snagged halfway up the trunk of a river red gum. At first she
discounted it as part of wakeful dreaming. Then her foot nudged another clump of down
amongst the leaf litter and it became tangled in her sandal. She looked down, and up, and
back at the tree, an distinct individual along the path easily found, the trees here so unlike the
uniformity of her childhood forests. Down meant only one thing. She had to walk further along
the path to look back and see the nest hole from a good angle. It opened to the right of a large
branch, shadowy and secret. And in that moment of searching, the fledged kookaburra popped
out and tumbled and took wing, and from a high gum further on its mother regaled the scene
in strident song.
Evelin ripped her best Sunday stockings trudging through the forest edge for a branch long
enough yet light enough to reach up and knock the kookaburra’s molted down from where
it was caught on the rough bark. She moved quickly before the wind could have its way. The
molted mass of down was almost as large as the bird itself and could have been there a couple
of days. Ants scrambled out of the fluff and it fell clean on her face. Two tiny feathers poked out,
the size of her little fingernail, and the rest was pure and perfect.
She sewed the kookaburra down into the forty-second square of her quilt.
•

•

•

•

•

Paavo came home from Tasmania and was finally allowed to find work close by. The next winter
they bought land in the swampy area by the creek on the outskirts of town. Like other new
arrivals they built a shed to live in until they could build their house.
Evelin unpacked her quilt on the first cool night in the house Paavo built. It lay lightly over them
after the heaviness of the ex-army blankets they’d been given at the migrant camp. Paavo called
it their eiderdown-under.
He also built a chest of drawers from timber he scavenged from a building demolition, a piece
of furniture finer than anything they could buy in the shops. It took pride of place in the second
bedroom which would be the nursery. The window looked out over sapling orange and lemon
trees which would grow to shade the summers of the baby’s childhood.
They used its drawers to store Myrna’s feathers and down, and the strips of Myrna’s parachute,
for when she visited, hoping one day the pieces could come together in Myrna’s quilt.
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Contextual statement:
On the edge of Albury-Wodonga, Australia, where I live and write, sits the Bonegilla Migrant Camp.
Over 300,000 migrants went through the camp after the second world war. ‘The Eiderdowns,’ a
historically based piece of 3800 words, follows one woman who’d escaped Europe sewing her
new life to her old through the creation of an eiderdown.
Much has been written about patchwork quilting as a symbol of home and repair, of sustainably
making-do, however Evelin’s project goes to the quilt beneath the patchwork, the covered
centre. It is significant that the fabric used to contain the feathers of the eiderdown is a silk
parachute from an army disposal store. A domestic take on turning swords into ploughshares.
The migrant story cannot be told without acknowledging the traditional owners who had at that
stage been all but erased from local history. This is Wiradjuri country on one side of the river,
Dhudhuroa on the other. The dislocated find each other, though whether small kindnesses can
mend historic and ongoing wounding is an open question.

About the author
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Work details
1 April Poems: all 30 days (2021, Unlost Journal)
2 April Poems: two examples (2021 Unlost Journal)
3 Poem Object: folded like a ribcage (2021 RIC Journal)
4 Poem Objects: paper blooms and redaction (2021 RIC Journal)
5 Poem Objects: two talismanic examples (Personal collection)
6 Poem Object: with stitched collage and erasure (Personal collection)
7 Poem Object: cut, sewn, and curled (2021 Beir Bua Journal)
8 Cut-up Book: page from ‘Desire Now’ (Personal collection)
9 Cut-up Book: page from ‘Heal the Wire’ (2021 Beir Bua Journal)
10 Asemic Book: shown closed and open (2021 Beir Bua Journal)
11 Asemic Book: unfolded on a light table (Personal collection)
Contextual statement
As a writer, wrestling with the scope of grief and fear early in the pandemic challenged and
changed my relationship with language. Words and I failed each other, and I was determined
to keeping a practice going so I adopted a Dadaist and unconscious-driven approach that led to
making cut-up poems and what I later called ‘poem objects’. This growing body of work contains
themes of breakage and reclamation, and is palliative to make.
I am an American poet with a background in writing essay poems and confessional psych
geographic explorations, and I also write as part of everything I do. Writing is me. As a book
worm, words are comforting. Language offers a place to rest while reading stories, and by
shaping language as a writer I am able to better make sense of the world—even sometimes
in ways that are beautiful. During the onset of the pandemic in early 2020, my own writer’s
drive was shaken in unfamiliar ways. I’ve been through times where I had to write even when
uninspired, but I had never felt so strongly that I failed to describe what I saw, and it no longer
seemed worthwhile, perhaps even felt unseemly, to write about regular life’s adventures of the
heart. I wrote in personal notes, ‘although my days swell with leaves, love, and poem-moments,
these fragile creatures seem best left in the wild.’ As ever, I continued with morning pages, a
practice advocated by Julia Cameron (1992) in her noteworthy book on creative recovery, The
Artist’s Way, but I couldn’t imagine writing a poem or essay that succeeded as a reflection of the
zeitgeist—and this felt to me like an important thing to do.
The best parts of being a writer are known to be elusive, and many agree that a good approach
is to have a practice: the patience to keep writing with regularity and the stoicism to discard
the bad drafts. I’ve heard it so often, from Stephen King (2000), Anne Lamott (1995), Natalie
Goldberg (1986), and other classic writers on craft: butt in the chair. It’s repeated because it’s
a critical yet challenging form of self-care, like exercise. Following this advice and to keep in
practice, I began to make cut-up poems. My premise was that I wouldn’t be responsible for
finding the right language to communicate a specific idea, as typically with writing; instead I
could seek or receive messages within a smaller set of words. My method was in keeping with
the cut-ups pioneered by Tristan Tzara (1920) with the ‘Dadaist poem’ and William Burroughs
(1960) with ‘the cut-up’ and it was also more writerly, more me. My source text was front-page
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articles from the New York Times in April 2020 (I live in a rural place in New England about three
hours north of the city).
To begin, I printed the articles onto vellum paper in all caps Bodoni and, cutting out a small
selection of words and working five days at a time, I made a poem for each day of April and
called them the April Poems (1, 2). Chance pairings sometimes occurred but mostly I would look
for patterns and shuffle words around on my desk in tiny rows and constellations. As I whittled
poems into the smallest units that could meaningfully convey something of-the-times, I also
looked for other qualities I enjoy in poetry like rhythm and sound. I photographed the cut-ups in
sunlight on a wood table in my bedroom and digitally modified the images.
This experiment worked well and when April ended, I continued by collecting articles from
English-language Japanese newspapers. My background in health policy left me curious about
international responses to the pandemic and I’d thought I could use sources from around the
world. These articles turned up wonderfully fresh phrases (‘mathematical epidemiology is often
lost on politicians’ is a favourite) but the research also felt unhealthy like doom-scrolling and
it kept my eyes on a screen. I already had so much material—the articles printed onto several
pages each day and I’d not cut out all the words from April, just a handful; a few became poems,
others sat piled in a jar. There were leftover pages too, vellum webs with scattered holes; I called
these scraps ‘poem husks’ because they reminded me of corn husks or coverings on seeds. True
to name, they signalled germination and growth. Without knowing that I was starting anything
besides a way to keep nervous hands busy, I began folding and sewing these fragile leftovers into
small sculptures I called ‘poem objects’ (3, 7) because the process still felt related to my intent
to write. The pandemic is not an independent disaster, it refracts existing political tensions and
personal inequalities and that’s a lot for people to bear; for me, breaking apart stories and
making them into something tangible made sense. In my notes I wrote, ‘I make chaos to find
order.’
The poem objects were well-received but I thought my friends were giving my work a chance
because they love me. Even with some arts education, I had little context for my new creations
and I wondered—Are there people who make, understand, and seek out poetry in these tangible
forms? This is how I found a thriving community of visual poets and began learning about the
deep and wide history of the visual poetry genre; and it’s how I met experimental poet Astra
Papachristodoulou, who created the exhibition platform Poem Atlas, and who makes what she
calls ‘object poems’. I remain thrilled and astonished that the world contains both poem objects
and object poems. The Poem Atlas website defines the object poem as ‘a three-dimensional
poem with material and formal qualities that merges poetry with visual arts’ (2021: n.p.) and
a Poem Atlas exhibition of visual poetry, TEXT-ISLES, deals in several ways with object-based
healing and what Papachristodoulou describes in her introduction to the catalogue as the tactile
experience ‘harnessed to retell, reimagine, and reorient our relationship[s]’ (2021: 5). I had been
worrying about what I would make and how I would write after the April Poems, and my own
new work for the TEXT-ISLES exhibit bears mentioning because it suggests there is a way forward.
Meanwhile though, the pandemic was ongoing, writing did not get easier, and I continued to
want to write. The cut-up method worked in its laborious way so during a period that stretched
from 2020 into spring 2021, I used news scraps to make two cut-up poetry books (8, 9) and
two asemic books (10, 11). As with the April poems, in the poetry cut-ups I found familiar joys of
crafting language and making meaning (see complete text at Fedorjaczenko 2021c). There were
so many leftover words though, and transforming all of the material felt significant to leaving
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April’s stories behind me. It was a new year, with new hope in vaccines, and the final two pieces
in this series emphasise salvage by reusing all the scraps that remained in piles on my desk. The
vellum is translucent which allowed me to glue the original news stories together into illegible
layers and to make small books that evoke language, play with light, and cannot be made sense
of in the usual ways. (link to video of this work)
In the year from the April Poems to the asemic books, I embraced a spirit of chance and
proceeded without a set intellectual roadmap. Making art can be healing, and my work that
grew from repurposing seems like metaphorical repair or reclamation. I’ve called it palliative
because I see no return to a world without these wounds: We will never be the same. Crafting
the poem objects was about doing something tangible and meditative. It felt talismanic, as if
the objects could both represent grief and act as symbols for hope. It’s interesting to note that
the work is delicate and some won’t stand the test of time. When I made the poem objects,
I described them as ‘sacred, tender, and terrifying like us’. They are of the moment, material
forms of healing for fragile forms of being.
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EROSION
Lucy Alexander

It is not
the exact graphite scan:
but the dark cupping
hippocampus
sleeping in memory’s hold.
Is not the triangle
your knee makes under blanched sheet
but a blank
crumpled ghost settled there.
It is not
doctor after doctor who cannot see
what confounds
but you
you who knew the name of every bird in every tree and the tree’s name, too,
   and its character and likely growth
who now cannot find home.

THIS IS HOW I SLEEP
Lucy Alexander

They tell me to divert her. To say the unexpected. I am good at that. So,
when she complains about food, or that my father is inconsolable I say:
‘Do you think it will snow tonight?’ Or when she tells me I am to collect
her ‘RIGHT NOW’, I tell her the story of how bees built a hive in the wall
of my friend’s house and how the apiarist had to come at midnight, cut
through the plaster to remove the whole hive while the queen and all her
workers slept. Then she says ‘You don’t love me, you can’t if you leave me
here.’ I tell her how my daughter arrived in my bed at 4am and settled her
tiny frozen fists against my neck and twined her tugging fingers through
my hair.
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ALL MY TROUBLES
Lucy Alexander

And we sit in the library with books I feel I used to own
Lit from above; the light saunters in and falls equally everywhere.
Later, there will be not so much shadows but absences where the books that have been lost still
   have their tooth hold on the shelf.
My mother is not there, but she is not far away either
Yes she is never far away as more and more she inhabits my own carefully crumpled memory.
The problem with her nurses is that they are nothing if not practical.
Round the table they all blink at me as if I am some unadjusted light myself
Oozing at them, a promise, some thing to be assuaged or I may burn up.
Under their gazes (not their care), I feel they see the fine
Blue dust of my innermost temper—perhaps they already saw it, months ago
Living in me, living in my mother; a dust so sky coloured and
Egg shell hued, that it runs through my throat,
Sifts itself as if I am a vessel and it the essence I must haul.
Seems to me the books lean in to listen: almost topple
Expecting the unpardonable grace of women who have seen too much
Expecting and longing for the opening of their pages.
Maybe if I am the vial of blue haze, these nurses are made of paper?
Even as we start to talk I know the pages are already written on,
Documenting the flow and steep decline; my mother is not so far away.
Sometimes I think of her bent over weeding the garden.
Or walking with a dog at each ankle under the fruit trees.
Further back she stirred and stirred black coffee into sugar
And the slow ‘think think’ of her spoon as it lit the edge of the cup
Ricochets along memory like a torch beam.
As my father wanders. Perhaps he always did. He’s not
Weary, what bubbles up in his mind is mostly fun,
A rhyme, a song, a long armed fact that settles on the mind
Yellowing with time and curling at the edges as it burns up with grief
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About the Author
Lucy Alexander is a writer and poet based at the Gorman+Ainslie Arts Centre in Canberra. Strokes
of Light (Recent Work Press, 2020) is her third collection of poetry. She writes in many capacities
from her work on YA fantasy to catalogue essays to nonfiction. She also is a carer for both her
parents who suffer from dementia. Her poems have been published widely in Australian journals.
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[THREAD]BARING MY SOUL
Regrets and reparation
Kerry Martin
University of Canberra, ORCID: 0000-0001-9416-7933

Abstract
This essay is a retrospective look at a body of work created by the author in 2018. The work, Thread
Bare[ing]: a confessional response to witnessing dementia, was a personal exploration of the emotional
impact of bearing witness to a parent’s descent into Alzheimer’s disease. This essay describes the
process and thinking around the creation of four artworks that embodied the emotional context
of bearing witness: guilt, frustration, sorrow and fear. The aim of this autobiographical and deeply
personal project was to generate discussion about the emotional fallout for carers as a result of
dealing with a loved one’s dementia. With the hindsight of three years and the death of the author’s
mother, additional insights into the reparative nature of the work became possible. A re-examination
of the project, through this paper, reveals how the act of making can facilitate a longer term healing
influence on relationships, even retrospectively.
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[THREAD]BARING MY SOUL: REGRETS AND REPARATIONS
Kerry Martin

I often tell people that when I was 17, I ran away from home to join the Army. I didn’t really
run away, but I did join the Army; and it was my mother I was escaping. I never returned to
my hometown to live, and visits were short and sporadic. My mum’s dead now, but in 2018,
when she was still alive, I made a body of work for my Honours degree about her descent into
dementia, called Thread Bare[ing]: a confessional response to witnessing dementia. My research
explored the emotional impact of witnessing my mother’s Alzheimer’s, and I produced a visual
representation of how this terrible disease was impacting me. We didn’t have a very close
relationship, but her unremitting slide into forgetting forced me, through this body of work, to
look at her with different eyes, to try to understand how we might somehow fit together in this
strange new world of hers, and to make some sort of symbolic amends for decades of lost time.
Textile art was my chosen medium. In Rozsika Parker’s book The Subversive Stitch, she argues
that ‘embroidery promotes and reflects a richer, more meaningful internal world…’ (2010: xx)
and further, that contemporary embroiderers use their technique as a method for revealing the
personal. Lesley Millar believes that ‘hand embroidery…is a form of handwriting…[containing]
physical traces of the stitcher’ (in Kettle and McKeating 2012: 12–14) and Jane McKeating
(2012: 13) confirms the versatility of needle, cloth and thread and the therapeutic nature of the
medium:
In embroidery we utilise stitches, which we learn and adapt like a language. The
method gives a therapeutic rhythm. Its repeat is like the beat of the heart, so simple
that it seems to be at the very core of a natural instinct to make. It fulfils a human need
that contributes to well-being.
And well-being was what I needed.
My mother was what we might now call a crafter…she knitted, crocheted, made some very silly
pill box hats in the 70s, and sewed her own clothes, and mine, until I rebelled against that. She
always used a tablecloth, ironed the sheets and tea towels, even the underwear…she was a fan
of fabric and yarn, and it surrounded us in many forms. I was drawn to artist Louise Bourgeois’
textile works because for her, as Celant indicates in the essay Dressing Louise Bourgeois, sewing
was ‘a form of reparation’ (2010: 19). Textiles then, seemed the perfect medium for me to
explore the relationship with my mother.
The techniques I was using in my studio practice were in many ways an antidote to the real-life
situation I was immersed in. Hand stitching became a salve for the wounds that were being
inflicted by watching my mother disappear, and for the real or imagined hurts decades in the
making. Slow stitching¹ was fundamental to my practice, providing time and space for deep
reflection and introspection. This prolonged concentration on a subject or object is particularly
pronounced when working with textile art forms and I found it to be meditative and soothing.
More recently though, as I fully engage in my doctoral research – which also involves significant
time spent embroidering – I’ve come to recognise that stitching can be both mindful and mind
emptying; a form of escape from difficult subject matter as much as it is a process for deep
thinking. At that time though, the many long hours of hand embroidery became something
akin to an emblematic penance. I wasn’t mending per se, any restoration was not literal, but
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somewhere in that process I began to rethink the relationship with my mother. And I did it
through the recognition of an emotional landscape that first had to be acknowledged before it
could be navigated. My studio practice allowed for this, forced it in fact.
Although dementia was a significant protagonist in this research, the illness wasn’t the focus.
Nonetheless, my studio practice incorporated several significant dementia characteristics aimed
at creating a sense of audience empathy for those who were witnessing dementia at the front
line. That would be me. The dementia sufferer repeats herself, recalls only fragments of a life
that has been lived. Words get lost, faces too. My use of repetition, fragmentation and text in
the work echoed the realities in my mother’s life, and by extension my own.
It is only in retrospect that I now see this exhibited body of work as an attempt to honour my
mother in a way that I had never done before dementia: to demonstrate my care, inadequate
though it was, to patch up a relationship that had never worked all that well in the first place,
and to recognise the gentleness of my mother’s true nature that only became visible to me
through the mists of her illness. But back then it really was all about me.
The body of work
Working within the genre of confessional art – a field of contemporary art that intentionally
reveals the private self – I made four key works as a response to witnessing my mother’s dementia:
guilt (at time not spent with her); frustration (because of her inability to remember my father’s
death); sorrow (over the symbolic loss of a mother); and fear (of becoming a dementia statistic
myself). Not all of these responses were compassionate or indeed flattering to my own thoughts
about the situation I found myself in. Consistent with the genre, this project involved a great
deal of reflection, not just about my relationship with my mother, but also about the processes
and techniques I was using and their suitability for the subject matter. The project raised some
unexpected emotions that surfaced quite unexpectedly through the time-consuming stitching
process and prompted a much deeper reflection about my relationship with my mother and my
feelings as her health deteriorated.
In 2014, six months after my father’s death, when my mother’s deteriorating health meant she
could no longer live there, I packed up my parents’ home where they had lived for over 60 years.
I donated their furniture to an organisation supporting women and children escaping domestic
abuse, delivered countless bags and boxes to the Salvation Army, filled up a large skip and kept
just a few things for myself. I was surprised by what I souvenired; small objects that had no
monetary value but were precious to me simply because they held strong memories. In Susan
Stewart’s seminal book On Longing (1993), she discusses the role of objects as souvenir, and
their importance as traces of lived experience. Sherry Turkle (2007: 4) maintains that ‘[w]hen
we focus on objects, psychologists and designers, artists and engineers are able to find common
ground in everyday experience’. These objects became the starting point for my research.
Guilt
My use of some of these souvenired objects in the work Guilt [367 Hours and Two Minutes],
2018 provided a bridge to the viewer, who I imagined would find many of these items familiar.
Perhaps obvious only to me, there was also the recognition that these keepsakes were a
representation of my mother and myself, a shared history of the familiar, a still-life portrait.
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1 Selection of my mother’s objects.
Photograph: the author

They were a random collection, united simply by their associations with Mum and some of my
childhood memories. A parallel can be made with the work of Japanese photographer Miyako
Ishiuchi. When her mother died unexpectedly in 2000, she started to photograph an assortment
of personal possessions, forming an inventory of things once owned and used by her. These
included worn lipsticks, underwear, a hairbrush, and even several sets of false teeth; all traces
of a life that had ended.
In a recent interview (King and Yamada 2021), Ishiuchi said of this work:
There’s a limit to the amount of time we’re alive for, but possessions have a value that
is more precious and sublime. They continue to exist, oriented towards the future as
presences that are nigh on eternal.
Although I am a trained photographer, I was drawn to hand stitch’s illustrative potential and
my appreciation for its slow, careful, and quiet process. The body’s movements while stitching
can be seen as an expression of emotion, and there is something mesmerising and rhythmical
about the sound thread makes as it is gently pulled through taut fabric. I was reminded again
of Bourgeois who believed that ‘[t]he needle is used to repair damage… [and is] …a claim to
forgiveness’ (in Parker 2010: xix).
I imagined at the beginning of this research that the time spent in making these embroideries
would allow me to focus on the memories attached to them, both my own and my mother’s.
I had planned to record Mum’s recollections of each item, wondering how the memory might
match my own; however, it quickly became apparent that she had little or no recall of what was
so vivid for me. Sadly, I abandoned this idea, and this way of connecting with her. The technique
of slow stitching instead triggered my thinking about the time it was taking to make them. From
the start, out of simple curiosity and not for any data collection purposes, I had decided to record
the amount of time it took to stitch each piece. While I knew it would be a slow process, such is
the nature of careful and considered hand stitching, I was surprised by how the hours began to
add up. I compared the time taken to create these works to the time that I was spending with
my mother, or more accurately, not spending with her. I recognised the pattern of a lifetime.
In acknowledging this, and as a direct result of my studio practice, I began to feel a deep sense
of guilt. This realisation was a shock and became the turning point in my thinking around the
research. I found the focus changed from an examination of the associations between memory
and object to an investigation into emotion.
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2 Selection of completed
embroideries. Final displayed forms
measured 300 x 300mm.
Photograph: David Lindesay

3 All She Ever Wanted, 2018,
engraved wood, embroidered calico,
acrylic, 270 x 430 x 45mm.
Photograph: the author

However, the linkages between the concept of guilt over time not spent with my mother
and the embroideries seemed obscure and needed to be more explicit to strengthen viewer
understanding. An embroidered insert into a clock face with the words ‘all she ever wanted
from me was time’ resolved this ambiguity but reinforced my guilt. Although it might be argued
that ambiguity allows the viewer to interact with the work on their own terms, in this case, and
without this connecting piece, the emotion of guilt could not be fully exposed, and the private
self would have remained hidden.
Frustration
My father died in December 2013 and although my mother was already showing some signs
of dementia, this major event accelerated her decline. Very soon after that she began to forget
that he had died. Eventually she seemed to forget him completely even though they had been
married for 65 years. Prior to this ultimate forgetting however, she continually bombarded me
with questions about where he was. Aged care staff advised me to tell her that he had just gone
out to the shops and would be back soon, so this is what I did, over and over and over again.
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4 Frustration [Don’t Ask Me] and
Frustration [The Truth Hurts], 2018.
Fabric, applique, broderie perse,
cotton tape, 2250 x 940 mm (each
banner).
Photograph: David Lindesay

5 Frustration [Don’t Ask Me]
2018, detail.
Photograph: the author

The work Frustration [Don’t Ask Me] and Frustration [The Truth Hurts] 2018 is made up of two
panels using mattress ticking as a base—a fabric consistent with my parents’ generation and my
own childhood memories. Each panel contains a bold statement in black fabric using capitalised
text. These words can be read from a distance, but smaller, lower-case text (rendered in the
background fabric) is more difficult to detect. This subordinate text forms a series of questions
about my father’s whereabouts and the frustrated answers that I did not give in real life. This
ability to shut down my less-than-useful responses, my demonstration to her of a patience I did
not feel, my concern about causing harm, was one of the first times that I began to feel the first
tentative steps to closeness.
The semi-hidden text references the loss of language, a characteristic of later stage dementia and
the broderie perse floral decoration at the base of each banner is reminiscent of flowers placed
on top of a coffin. It is also a nod to the Vanitas still life tradition’s use of flowers as reminders
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6 Mum and me, circa 1960, black and
white photograph.
Photographer: unknown

of the fleeting nature of life. The addition of black stripes on each banner is a symbolic armband
and the frayed ends of each panel are references to a life unravelling as dementia takes hold.
Unconsciously, I suspect it also represented my own fraying sympathy and patience experienced
in the early stages of coming to terms with the impacts of Mum’s illness.
Sorrow
Sorrow is an understandable, universal emotion in relation to dementia. From the beginning, I
thought that a photographic image would be the best medium to portray the sorrow and loss I
was feeling. In Susan Sontag’s classic essay On Photography, she maintains that:
[p]hotographs turn the past into an object of tender regard, scrambling moral distinc
tions and disarming historical judgements by the generalized pathos of looking at time
past. (Sontag 1977: 71)
I began exploring sorrow by experimenting with images of my mother as a child. This was meant
to represent her return to a child-like state, but it did not accurately represent the breakdown of
a traditional mother/daughter relationship or the role reversal that typically occurs as dementia
progresses. David Shenk (2001: 130) describes it this way:
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7 Sorrow #1, #2, #3, 2018 (detail). Silkscreened organza, digital print on silk habatoi, silkscreened cotton
voile, thread. Photograph: the author

In the middle and later stages of Alzheimer’s…the daughter has become the mother,
the mother the daughter. Catastrophic disease often alters roles, but only Alzheimer’s
disease can fully reverse them.
When I was making this work, I asked my mother about the day I was born, but I was too late.
She had no stories to tell me. Why didn’t I ask her sooner? Was I really that dismissive of her and
her life experiences that I’d never even bothered to ask her about my own birth? As a mother
myself I found it difficult to imagine how I might forget such a significant event. The birth of my
children is seared into my memory, and I can’t begin to imagine forgetting it. But I know how
they would feel if I did. In this work I considered the loss of the maternal figure as my mother
underwent a process called retrogenesis—an eventual reversion to childhood and a form of role
reversal, where the child becomes the parent.
I have very few images of me as a small child, and even fewer taken with my mother. The black
and white photograph I chose to represent sorrow (6) shows us in front of the house I grew up
in, the one I emptied after my father’s death. Mum is showing me how to pose for a photograph.
The photographer has caught me looking closely at the demonstration of how to place your feet.
There is a poignancy to this; a mother simply and gently trying to teach her child something.
In choosing this image, albeit from a limited range, I wonder now if I was trying to return to an
easier, simpler relationship.
The layered artwork that eventually emerged started with my appreciation for the textile-based
work of American painter Robert Rauschenberg and his use of image layering, diaphanous
fabrics and muted colours combining photography and print making. Elizabeth Richards (2011:
39–48) believes that Rauschenberg’s use of textiles acts as ‘a kind of shorthand for indicating a
work’s connection to the artist’s personal narratives of self and identity’.
This series of three coordinated works using the old photograph of Mum and me represents the
disintegration of our traditional mother-child relationship (7). In the first, using a vibrant yellow
the image is fully represented and includes a letter she sent to me when I was on a Girl Guides
trip, exhorting me to remember to change my underwear regularly! Subsequent images show
her gradually fading, until in the third she has almost fully disappeared but the images of her
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as a child remain vivid. The combination of materials used allowed me to layer images and text
while still retaining some translucency, adding to the nostalgic tenderness of the original image.
Here, the use of textiles takes a simple photograph, and through the process of layering and
image manipulation invites a more complex reading.
Fear
I am a child of parents who were both diagnosed with Alzheimer’s Disease. While statistics
about genetic inheritance are inconclusive, and according to Dementia Australia, ‘having a close
relative with the disease is not evidence of a genetic link’,² the fear that I may get this illness was,
at the time, real and present, and it has not diminished in the intervening years. Neuroscientist
and author Lisa Genova, perhaps most well known for her novel Still Alice, a story about a
woman with early onset Alzheimer’s, notes that:
…if you start becoming forgetful, if you begin forgetting words and start losing keys
and glasses and your phone, the fear is this: I might lose myself. And that’s justifiably
terrifying. (Genova 2021: 7)
Genova (2021: 2–3) also says that
Memory allows you to have a sense of who you are and who you’ve been. If you’ve
witnessed someone stripped bare of his or her personal history by Alzheimer’s disease,
you know firsthand how essential memory is to the experience of being human.
In the early stages of my mother’s dementia, I watched with something close to horror to see
her distress at not being able to remember; that stage when they know there’s something wrong
but are powerless to remedy it. It is truly upsetting because you can’t do anything either. As the
illness progressed, she would forget that she’d forgotten. This is easier to navigate. I wasn’t
answering questions about my father’s whereabouts, for a start. She settled into the nursing
home routine, made friends with some people, avoided others and the general gentleness she
mostly displayed sometimes disappeared as she took a dislike to someone or something. But
she was always thrilled to see me, even if she sometimes wasn’t 100 per cent sure who I was.
She was easy to love in these final stages. The fear didn’t leave me though.
I used to help Mum play Bingo when I visited her in the nursing home. As Bingo is a game, I
started to think about how I might use it, combined with a bit of wit to act as a counterbalance

8 Fear [when winners are losers],
2018 (detail). Cloth covered MDF,
ribbon, thread, mirror, acrylic,
dimensions variable. Photograph:
David Lindesay
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to this fear I was beginning to feel. It is a game played with numbers, and unlike me, Mum
was a whizz with figures. Given my love of words I decided to substitute text while using the
same board-based approach. Specific changes that occur with dementia relate almost entirely
to forgetting; an inability to remember what, how and why.
Laser etched mirrored discs were mounted on acrylic and placed on a fabric covered, embroidered
board representing a game. The use of mirrors was important in this work because I wanted
people to literally see themselves in it. The discs, describing a range of things you might forget,
provided the opportunity to do this and as a corollary, extend an invitation for the viewer to
reflect on their own feelings or experiences as they read each disc. After all, who hasn’t forgotten
where they put their keys, or in these COVID-19 times where their face mask has disappeared
to, or why they’ve walked into a room. So maybe it was not just all about me and my own fear.
As a lived experience, this research was unequivocally autobiographical and deeply personal,
and it came with unexpected outcomes. Prolonged attention to my mother’s illness through
the conceptualisation and execution of the artworks resulted in a putting down of my own
grievances and hurts, an acknowledgement that I wasn’t as good a daughter as I thought I was,
and a reluctant acceptance of the changed dynamics as the child became the parent, and the
parent cast off decades of knowledge and skills and became the child. I developed a greater
understanding, not just of dementia and its unrelenting march beyond any type of mental repair,
but of my own responsibility for the fractured nature of my relationship with Mum.
Now, looking back on this research with the
hindsight of three years and the significant
event of my mother’s death, I have gained
additional insights into the reparative nature
of this work that perhaps weren’t obvious at
the time. Although at the time this work was
made it was about my emotional responses, I
have come to understand that it was a portrait
of us; sometimes harsh, sometimes tender;
that over time, it was not about making
superficial amends, but forging a deep sense
of understanding and repair.
Afterword
I was in Melbourne when I received the call
that Mum was coming to the end of her life,
not knowing that the last time I’d seen her –
in good spirits and seemingly good physical
health just a few weeks before – was the last
time she’d ever speak to me. I rushed back to
Canberra with an unfinished embroidery that
I’d begun at a workshop a few days earlier.
I stitched as I sat beside Mum, who had slipped
into a coma (9). I stitched and talked, talked

9 Embroidering by my mother’s bedside.
Photograph: the author
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and stitched. Hearing is the last sense that goes, so I was told, so I let her know that I loved her
and that I’d always understood that I had been loved. That’s a gift not everyone gets.
I finished this piece as I sat with her after she had taken her last breath, waiting with my sister
and my son until I could finally let her go. So, the narrative of my life with Mum continued
through stitch, even beyond her death.

10 Embroidery on linen, design by
Kasia Jacquot, 420 x 420 cm (detail).
Photograph: the author

Notes
1 I refer to slow stitching as both technique and mindset—the artist taking both the time to
make as well as contemplate complex circumstances.
2 https://www.dementia.org.au/information/genetics-of-dementia (accessed 1 October 2018)
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WRITING CREATIVELY ABOUT CANCER
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Abstract
What motivates people to write creatively about cancer? How do people write lyrical poetry about
cancer, and how does the resulting creative artefact impact on them as poets and their audience?
Cancer poetry addresses the challenging issues of disease, illness, death, dying and bereavement,
as well as the conundrums of living with cancer, and surviving. Cancer is a disease with a persona
of mystery, often referred to through the use of negative metaphors such as the alien, evil and the
foreign, while its medical treatment and recovery phases are described with warfare metaphors such
as battle, fight, and losing the war. For the individual diagnosed with cancer there is often a sense of
loss, particularly of the ‘self’. This essay explores the meaning that poets who have cancer have found
in creating literary poetry about their experience and discusses the motivations and outcomes the
author experienced as a result of writing cancer poetry.
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WRITING CREATIVELY ABOUT CANCER
Heather Cameron

Under the surface of words, the bare human voice …
              Philip Gross (2010: 2)
Introduction
In 2017 I decided to start getting serious about the cancer poetry I was writing. I decided to
develop my understanding and intention as a writer of cancer poetry by undertaking doctoral
research at Deakin University, Geelong, Victoria, Australia. That decision led me to become a
better poet. It also led me to consider autopathographical and elegiac poetry written by poets
impacted by cancer; poetry that is challenging, healing, profoundly moving, and devastatingly
honest. And while reading the poetry, the questions arose: why do people choose to write
creatively about cancer? How do people write lyrical poetry about cancer? What are the
challenges and risks they take in doing so? What is the impact of their creative products on
themselves and others?
There are dilemmas for writers in this space when considering both how to write about the
personal experience, and the rationale for doing so. For myself, some of the questions included:
what do I want to achieve by writing about my illness, treatment, survival, and/or potential
death? Should I use the term ‘I’ or should it be in third person? Shall I tell the truth about my
experience or shall I disguise it in more general terms? What are the risks I take in writing about
cancer, and specifically about my experience with cancer? And importantly, what are the risks I
take in writing about my observations of others’ experiences with cancer?
The poet who writes about their experiences with cancer, and with death and dying, is presenting
their creative work in three (sometimes-overlapping) poetic genres: autopathography, elegy
and cancer poetry. Poetical autopathography is a genre in which the poet finds symbolic, poetic
language to represent their personal experience with illness. Elegy is a genre in which the poet
expresses their mourning for another who has died or, in self-elegy, their response to their own
experience of dying and contemplating impending death. Cancer poetry is quite simply poetry
written about cancer. It is a subgenre that has developed since the early 1900s, due perhaps, as
Iain Twiddy suggests in his book on the subject, to the more frequent diagnoses of cancer, the
growing acceptance of it as a topic for poetry, and the increase in medical knowledge about the
subject (Twiddy 2015: 3). In Cancer Poetry, Twiddy explores the different ways in which poets
have written about cancer. He notes that poets have ‘written about surviving cancer, about
receiving a terminal diagnosis, and about the representation of cancer itself, about how it can
or should be addressed if poetry is to maintain its ethical precision and its capacity to console,
inspire or immortalize …’ (Twiddy 2015: 4). Indeed, within cancer poetry lies complexity in what
the poet is aiming to achieve in the creation of the poetry, and what both the reader and poet
experience as a result of writing and reading the poem.
Autopathography is a relatively new term that appears to have been coined by Jeffrey K Aronson
who writes that autopathography is the telling of one’s own experience with illness. This genre
is closely related to the illness narrative, a literary genre described by Arthur W Frank (1997), in
which oral stories, conversations, and written narratives provide a wide range of descriptions
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of the experience of illness. This concept has been extended over the past decade and there is
now a body of research in autopathography that includes the use of multimedia art forms such
as: photography; performance pieces, such as theatre and dance; and a range of written and
spoken pieces, including poetry (Secomb 2002; Spence and Grover 2005; Wilke 1995).
What motivates people to write about cancer?
Whether cancer is an appropriate subject in creative literature has been considered by a range
of researchers and literary essayists. Writers who support its place in the public reading sphere
have produced a wealth of published material across a range of literary genres, including
autopathographical and elegiac poetry. When undertaking my own creative endeavour I looked
to how previously published writers had approached questions of intention, appropriateness
and process. I considered the research undertaken to explore the genres of illness literature and
poetry. In particular I considered the writing of women who had been diagnosed with breast
cancer, as it equated to my own personal experience. Ann Boyer notes that Susan Sontag, in
her 1978 work Illness as Metaphor, never wrote the words ‘cancer’ and ‘I’ in the same sentence
(Boyer 2019: 3–4). Boyer states, ‘Illness as Metaphor is cancer as nothing personal’, reflecting
on the fact that although Sontag had the personal experience of being diagnosed with breast
cancer in 1974, she chose not to write from that intimate perspective. Sontag suggests the way
to write about cancer is to ‘write aphoristically’ (cited in Boyer 2019: 4). The distance that she
places between herself and her writing about cancer suggests an unease with bringing the two
together. Boyer considers another example of a writer who steers clear of the personal, Rachel
Carson, author of Silent Spring who, diagnosed with breast cancer in 1960 while writing this
acclaimed work, does not speak publicly about her cancer diagnosis, prior to her death in 1964.
In contrast, The Cancer Journals (1980), by Audre Lorde, who was diagnosed with breast cancer in
1978, is deeply personal and reflective in style. It was written with the explicitly stated intention
of politicising Lorde’s personal account of the disease, treatment and terminal outcomes, as a
means to own the experience of breast cancer as a woman, and to provide an example for other
women facing the same diagnoses and treatment. She writes:
I don’t want this to be a record of grieving only. I don’t want this to be a record only of
tears. I want it to be something I can use now or later, something that I can remember,
something that I can pass on, something that I can know came out of the kind of
strength I have that nothing nothing (sic) else can shake for very long or equal. My
work is to inhabit the silences with which I have lived and fill them with myself until
they have the sounds of brightest day and loudest thunder. And then there will be no
room left inside of me for what has been except as memory of sweetness enhancing
what can and is to be. (Lorde 1980: 46)
This stance of taking on cancer within a political context and addressing the cultural norms
surrounding breast cancer in her era is informed by her personal insights about how the
experience is impacting on her as an individual. Although this is a more personal approach
than that taken by Sontag, Cynthia Wu suggests that Lorde’s ‘text is in dialogue with Sontag’s
essay’ and notes that ‘Lorde is as wary as Sontag of the presumptions behind many of the
medical establishment’s claims to heroism, but rather than do away with military metaphors
altogether in the representation of cancer, she finds a way in which to reclaim them’ (Wu 2002:
245). Indeed, Lorde refers to herself in The Cancer Journals as a one-breasted Amazon warrior,
fighting on a personal level against the consequences of her own cancer experience, as well as
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on a collective level against the discriminatory perceptions of women’s bodies, especially the
bodies of women of colour. Boyer in her work The Undying: A Meditation on Modern Illness
writes that as equally challenging as the effects on women of breast cancer itself, are the effects
of ‘what is written about it, or not written about it, or whether or not to write about it, or how’
(Boyer 2019: 7). Indeed, Boyer points out that writing about breast cancer in 2019 as she did,
was not about writing into the silences that other women such as Lorde were doing in the 20th
century. Instead she notes, ‘the din of breast cancer’s extraordinary production of language’ and
the proliferation of narrative about breast cancer actually challenges women to ‘not (to) speak
into the silence, but to learn to form a resistance to the often obliterating noise’ (Boyer 2019:
9). Boyer suggests that joining the ‘I’ and ‘cancer’ in one’s writing has become an obligation
for the writer, and that the impact of a politicised cultural approach to cancer in the Western
world today is one that has determined the common literary form of illness narrative, and has
in particular coloured the genre, in the case of breast cancer, pink.
There has been strong, politically active lobbying for breast cancer that has influenced global
development in the cultural understanding of breast cancer, as well as decision-making and
economic investment into research and the medical prevention, screening, treatment and
support aspects of the disease. This phenomenal development has been publicly represented
by a clever marketing strategy associating the colour pink with breast cancer.
Boyer writes that the neoliberalism of the 1990s imposed a narrative on women about their
breast cancer, placing it within a pink-washed landscape of awareness (Boyer 2019: 9). The
powerful support of the pink ribbon movement for women with breast cancer has seen major
success across a wide range of issues, such as the lobbying for increased levels of pharmaceutical
funding for breast cancer medications. However, it has also constructed a cultural narrative
of breast cancer that some have found unhelpful, and indeed alienating. Barbara Ehrenreich,
in her Harper’s magazine report, ‘Welcome to Cancerland’, writes of her reaction to the
advertisements for breast cancer support teddy bears in the mammography department: ‘let
me be hacked to death by a madman, is my silent supplication – anything but suffocation by
the pink sticky sentiment embodied in that bear’ (Ehrenreich 2001: 44). She goes further to
describe her experiences when following prolonged treatment, she voices her anger at her
situation on an internet message board for women with breast cancer and is censored for not
being positive or grateful for her current recovery. She concludes: ‘in the breast cancer culture,
cheerfulness is more or less mandatory, dissent a treason’ (Ehrenreich 2001: 50). Ehrenreich
suggests that the personal narratives of women with breast cancer are testimonial, in a similar
vein to confessional autobiographies of seventeenth-century Puritans. They follow a path, or
what is often informally and formally referred to as a journey, of episodic events: discovery
of an abnormality, for example, a lump; mammography; diagnosis; staging (determining the
extent of the disease); treatment planning; treatment; and recovery, which includes adapting
to survivorship, living with metastatic disease or facing impending death. Hilda Raz in her
anthology Living on the Margins: Women Writers on Breast Cancer refers to the internal and
external aspects of breast cancer: internal in that the cancer can remain invisible to the eye,
external in that treatments provide a publicised view of the disease. She writes that women
with breast cancer live in a culture where the breast is viewed as representing the erotic, sexual
and maternal, and is revered, perhaps more than women themselves (Raz 1999: xv). Iain Twiddy
reflects that because of this cultural context, one of the challenges for writers is whether breast
cancer is written for the self, or for others (Twiddy 2015: 81).
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Apart from this politicised cultural influence, what is it that drives writers and artists to present
themselves in ways that might be regarded as narcissistic or inappropriate self-exposure,
at a time when the body is stricken with illness, and the ‘self’ is under pressure to redefine
itself? Tembeck suggests that, when viewed through the lens of ‘provocative activism’, creative
expressions of illness may be prompted by a ‘militant impulse’ to present an empowered ‘self’
that is ‘other-than-healthy’ (Tembeck 2009: 12). In a defiant act against the apparent norm
of what constitutes beauty, and therefore acceptance, in the Western world, the woman who
writes about her mastectomy, or the woman who photographs her scars, is proclaiming a reality
beyond the culturally preferred one. This empowerment creates a new normal where illness
is seen as part of the human experience, and is presented as both a uniquely personal and a
communally shared experience. However, as stated earlier, Boyer has suggested the proliferation
of these expressions of the personal experience of illness has created a complex market within
the literary and art fields and has metaphorically thrust a burden on people to ‘tell their story’.
Early studies on illness narratives describe the purpose of such pieces as being situated in
meaning-making and an attempt at arranging the experiences in ways that communicate this
newly found meaning to others. Arthur W Frank distinguishes between two eras in the evolution
of illness narratives: the modern era in which the ill person relied on the physician as the
spokesperson for the disease, with the story depending on repetition of the physician’s account,
and the postmodern era where the ill person formulates their own narrative, derived from a
combination of the physician’s medical discourse and the cultural and societal practices of the
person themselves (Frank 1995: 190–191). Ann Jurecic concurs with Frank’s view, suggesting
that the earliest illness narratives were written by the specialists who were treating ill people,
and publishing their ‘stories’ in medical journals. The shift to what we now identify as illness
narratives, suffering narratives, pathographies, and autopathographies evolved through people
adopting the role of self-authoring their illness stories (Jurecic 2012: 5). Ann Hunsaker Hawkins
defined pathography as ‘an extended single-author narrative, situating illness and treatment
within the author’s life and linking them with the meaning of that life’ (Hawkins 1999: 128).
At this point it is important to note that a story, although it may be autobiographical, is written
to be read. Judith Butler observes that ‘one can tell an autobiography only to an “other”, and
one can reference an “I” only in relation to a “you”: without the “you,” my own story becomes
impossible’ (Butler 2005: 32). The complexity in this dyadic relationship between the ‘I’ and the
‘you’ leads to tensions between the motivations that may inspire the writer. Emilia Mazurek
suggests that illness narratives also demonstrate a tension between the authority of the medical
expertise and the authority of the personal illness experience. She notes that such narratives
can be a source of peer support to other ill people as well as a source of knowledge to those
who provide the healthcare. She also notes that narratives with a happy ending can be a source
of hope for others. There may be an altruistic outwardly focused motivation to share mutual
suffering, in turn leading to a sense of socially fulfilling a sense of obligation to support others
in need (Mazurek 2015: 55). In contrast, one might consider the representation of the unwell
self as springing from a narcissistic need to portray the valiant self in its battle state, or a means
to express anger and dissatisfaction with the confrontation of one’s mortality, or with more
tangible factors such as malpractice and system failure that have led to medical mistakes and
subsequent suffering.
In considering the motivations of the cancer sufferer writer, it is perhaps important at this point
to address the perspective that cancer as a disease is viewed from, on both individual and wider
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social levels. Daniel Lea states that ‘the truly unsettling aspect of cancer is its stealthy, almost
sly, colonisation of the body’, although he acknowledges that viewing cancer in this way can lead
to anthropomorphising a disease into something evil and external, rather than a biological and
internal manifestation of cellular irregularity (Lea 2015b: 788). Jackie Stacey writes eloquently
about the unsettling nature of how cancer can be interpreted, and is worth quoting at some
length:
The malignant cell of the cancer tumour is not an invader, as outsider, like a virus or a
bacterium; rather it is produced by the body, it is of the body, and yet it is a threat to
the body. Neither self nor other, it is both the same as and different from its host. It
is misrecognised as one of the body’s normal cells, but it is a deviant cell in innocent
disguise … The cancer cell is just a self-serving replicant with no duties. It should be an
expelled object, but it remains part of the system, travelling incognito. Its facility for
self-replication brings it more allies until they outnumber the cells of the organs which
house them. The tumour which these rogue cells come to form is part of the body and
yet separate from it. It is produced by bodily matter but its redundancy can kill. When
it takes hold it can enlarge organs and protrude from the body. It can even transgress
bodily boundaries and break through the skin, bringing the inside to the outside … it
impersonates the subject long enough to establish the power of its real difference,
often until it can overpower its host body. (Stacey 1997: 77–8)
In an earlier passage in her work Teratologies: A Cultural Study of Cancer, Stacey suggests that
cancer produces a self-alienating effect that in turn leads to a cultural fear and anxiety within the
wider community (Stacey 1997: 62). This awareness provokes a description of the experience
of cancer as being ‘the self at war with the self’. Lea suggests that writers experiencing cancer
are also experiencing the conundrum of balancing ‘the notions of ourselves as self-commanding
subjects and vulnerable biological phenomena’ (Lea 2015: 83). Given the complexity of this
experience, it is perhaps not surprising that writers and artists from a wide range of media
and genre turn to their creative expressions to depict their experiences with cancer. In Cancer
Poetry, Twiddy examines how poets have tried to come to terms with both their own diagnoses
of cancer and those of their loved ones, whether they have led to death or survival. Twiddy
observes that what underpins cancer poetry is the poet’s faith in the sense-making capabilities of
poetry (Twiddy 2015: 188). In a similar way, Philip Gross questions whether writers are creating
work with the goal of asserting a functioning expressive self and producing a story that feels
real. He reflects on his own process when he writes, ‘Is that what I’m doing when I write? I rather
hope I’m writing to escape (not to avoid but see beyond) the self I walk around in every day’
(Gross 2010: 1). For the person with cancer, the sense of losing the known self and being thrust
into a new interpretation of the self as ‘cancer patient’, the need to see beyond the impact of
the disease experience might well be met through creative expression. Perhaps poetry is indeed
a vehicle for finding resolution to the complex psychological, social and spiritual upheaval that
occurs for the person diagnosed with cancer, and their loved ones. As Gross describes his own
experience: ‘Even if we can’t mend what is happening in our lives, good poetry feels like my best
shot, at least, towards having that life more clearly, more abundantly’ (Gross 2010: 2).
Perhaps clarity is gained through the use of specific language in creative artefacts, for those
who continue writing during a cancer experience. Lea suggests that writers use ‘creaturely
metaphors’ to describe both the nature and the effects of their cancers, which in turn suggests
that ‘in an age of advanced medical intervention, the language we use to describe cancer still
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reveals potent anxieties about the exceptionality of the human and the proximity of the animal’
(Lea 2015a: 81–2). He goes on to discuss the ‘peculiar diagnostic and discursive power’ that
cancer has to incite panic in the sufferer, noting that no other disease holds such a universal
power. Of course, in these modern times of coronaviruses this contention might be challenged
as we enter an unknown future. However, as Lea and many other writers have noted, cancer is
universally given metaphorical labels of the alien, the enemy, the silent killer, which of course can
be equated with the creaturely. Equally, people who are diagnosed with cancer are challenged
by their own metaphorical labels which denote their roles, ranging from fighter, sufferer, victim,
patient, survivor, loser (of the battle) and, potentially, public advocate and/or hero.
At this point it is important to note that underpinning the discussion of the characteristics of
language the creative writer chooses to express their experiences of cancer, is the assumption
that the writer has access to language, and indeed access to their creative source. In Until
Further Notice, I Am Alive, Tom Lubbock expresses his anxiety at the loss of his usual command
of language, due to the brain cancer he is diagnosed with. He ascribes differences to how he
copes with the losses of bodily function as compared to his loss of speech and his capacity to
read and write, and clearly states the decline of his mind as being the most devastating aspect
of his illness:
I think that loss of speech, and of understanding of speech, and of understanding of
writing, and of coherent writing, these losses will amount to the loss of my mind. I
know what this feels like, and it has no insides, no internal echo. Mind means talking
to oneself. There wouldn’t be any secret mind surviving in me. (Lubbock 2012: 103)
Lea points out that as well as the debilitating impacts of the disease, the actual treatment may
also determine writers’ capacities to find and use language to describe their experiences. He
states that ‘cancer robs them of their ability to express themselves purposefully, and powerfully
toxic chemotherapy undoes their capacity for thinking clearly, causing a separation from the
social that further iterates their status as exiles from the human’ (Lea 2015a: 89). Danielle Ofri
adds that poets with cancer often write prior to and post their cancer experience, rather than
during, and that many do not write about the experience (Ofri 2010: 303–17). She points to Jane
Kenyon who poeticised rarely about her cancer experience, but whose experiences with living
and dying with cancer were recorded by her poet husband, Donald Hall (1998) in his elegiac
book of poetry, Without.
Finding meaning, gaining a sense of control over the experience, and seeking to develop a
greater understanding of the ‘self’ within the cancer context are admirable reasons for the poet
to turn to creative expression. However, given my own role as a poet in the genre, I suggest
the motivations to write autopathographical poetry, or present the self through art and other
media, are likely to be as varied and numerous as the extensive range of creative artefacts.
Indeed, perhaps that is the case with all creative artefacts beyond the cancer and illness sphere.
Why did I choose to write cancer poetry?
Which brings me to the question at the core of this essay: why did I choose poetry as a means of
conveying my experiences with cancer, and death and dying, at both professional and personal
levels?
Following my diagnosis with cancer in 2008, a close friend gave me a journal and commented
that she was looking forward to the book I would write about my experiences. Other friends and
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families sent me a wide range of literature, including poetry that others had written about their
cancer experiences. Interspersed with this were the cancer journal provided by Breast Cancer
Network Australia (BCNA), as well as the seemingly infinite publications from a wide range of
organisations including Cancer Council Australia, Cancer Council Victoria, and other peak cancer
bodies from around the world.
Given my years of experience as a clinician in the palliative care field, I had a considerable
platform of knowledge prior to the diagnosis, and I assumed following the diagnosis that
coupled with this, I would utilise the prolific resources being presented to me. It was therefore
of considerable surprise to myself and my supporters that I discovered an intense desire to
not read anything—creative, informative, or otherwise. The impacts of the cancer diagnosis
included for me a complete withdrawal from any desire to ‘know’ anything other than what
was happening in the immediate moment for me, and what the clinician sitting in front of me
was telling me, preferably with as little medical jargon as possible. In hindsight I am aware
that this was an understandable reaction to the shock of the diagnosis, and on reflection I can
also empathise with Boyer’s comments cited earlier in this essay, in that I quickly developed a
rebellious attitude to being told that reading the available material would help me cope with
my experience. Indeed, I wished to remain deaf to the considerable din of breast cancer’s
extraordinary production of language. Over time as treatment progressed, I encountered the
loss of cognitive capacity due to the toxicity of the chemicals I was prescribed. Thankfully, they
were destroying the cancerous cellular parts of me that were diligently trying to multiply, but
as noted by Lea previously in this chapter, I also encountered a sense of separation from my
perceived self, and a distinct loss of capacity to express the experience. I literally found it difficult
to formulate sentences and, in more distressing moments, forgot the names of my children, and
key dates such as my birthdate: an impactful loss as medical services insist on checking patients’
birthdates prior to procedures. Suffice to say, the gifted journal remained unused, and the
informative material found its way into a bottom drawer. Around this time I made contact online
with a cancer nurse, who suggested I might be someone who would appreciate the anonymity
of attending an online national support group where I could choose my level of interaction, and
come and go from my seat in front of the computer. I found my way to the expressive writing
online support group run by the New South Wales Cancer Council and stumbled into the virtual
pub, ‘The Goat‘n’Quill’.
Wakelin and Street conducted research that examined the experiences of members of an online
expressive writing group for adults affected by cancer. An asynchronous online focus group
was conducted over six months, with 10 participants providing 103 written responses. Findings
revealed a complex relationship expressed between the process of expressive writing for a
selected online audience, the product (written work) itself, and the process of engaging with
the reflections on this product and the products of others. They noted that of particular interest
was the evolution of a virtual third place, ‘The Goat‘n’Quill’, where participants were able to
‘transcend the limitations placed upon them as a result of their cancer experience’ (Wakelin
and Street 2015: 206). Wakelin and Street note that ‘The Goat‘n’Quill’ evolved as a virtual pub
where group participants, using avatars, met regularly to eat, drink, and share their writing. To
quote them at some length:
In The Goat’n’Quill it was evident that participants engaged in online disinhibition
(Suler, 2004) through the anonymity provided by the use of pseudonyms. They entered
a shared world where they not only made up stories about their own avatars but
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imagined stories about others, transferring them into people they would like to know
and confide in: “The other thing I like is being able to walk in and know everyone. It’s
amazing, but I have never walked into The Goat’n’Quill and not recognised everyone
in there” (P1). “I love how everyone listens to the recitations and everyone nods
when the poet finishes—and smiles, and nods again—because we all ‘know’” (P4).
Visiting The Goat’n’Quill allowed participants to temporarily transcend the limitations
placed upon them as a result of their cancer experience: “I love that I can taste the
NZ Sauv Blanc without any contribution from metallic saliva and worn out liver” (P4).
“We remove all those items [cancer related] to let go of our cancer ... so that we just
become a group of friends who happen to have a few strange things happening in
their lives” (P8). For participants, The Goat’n’Quill had become a place of refuge and
solace:
For although this great inn of both quill and goat,
Is a haven, a refuge, that offers rest and hope,
It is the people I meet here who provide the space,
Who allow me to rest and be at peace in this place. (P4)
(Wakelin and Street 2015: 206)
One of the impacts of participating in ‘The Goat‘n’Quill’ was that I began to write again, and
in a virtual environment where literary criticism was surprisingly of a high quality, but always
tempered with the acceptance that my cancer experience was uniquely mine. I had the great
privilege of sharing the virtual pub setting with talented writers and critics, while enjoying
anonymity through the use of our adopted avatars. The desire to find ways to better express my
cancer experience through my poetry grew from the insightful and invaluable support I received
from my fellow inn-mates at ‘The Goat‘n’Quill’.
Following a period of recovery from acute cancer treatment, I continued survivorship treatment
for 10 years, while continuing my career as a healthcare professional in the oncology field. During
this time, I began exploring the literature that I had felt unable to read during the acute phase of
my disease and treatment. As my desire to write poetry at a higher standard grew, I considered
my motivations for why I wished to write about cancer, and in particular why I wished to write
of death, given my current survivorship status. Boyer writes that the now-common literary form
of breast cancer does not include the dark aspects: the history of medical abuse, the capitalist
profit from an industrial approach to breast cancer, the misogynist and racist inequities for
women, and the uneven distribution of suffering and death due to ethnicity and class. She says,
‘to write only of oneself may be to write of death, but to write of death is to write of everyone’
(Boyer 2019: 10). This sense of community in cancer is also apparent when Boyer refers to Lorde
who wrote, ‘I carry tattooed upon my heart a list of names of women who did not survive,
and there is always a space for one more, my own’ (Lorde 1980: 40). In 1980 Lorde wrote of
knowing that death would be the outcome, whether it was next year or in 30 years (she died
in 1999). Like Boyer and Lorde before me, I have realised, since being confronted with my own
mortality, there is no return to that comforting sense of death being something far removed
from me. I feel a kinship with Lorde who wrote, ‘I have been to war, and still am’ in that each
small symptom or preventative action – the back pain, the change in a freckle, the regular breast
check, or the annual mammogram – reinforces the awareness of mortality, and indeed, my own
place in the community of women who have experienced cancer, and continue to be impacted
by it (Lorde 1980: 60).
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For me as a poet, there is always a shadowy crowd around me when I write about cancer. It
includes the woman who sat in the chemotherapy chair next to me every three weeks, our
treatment cycles on the same timetable, who was absent for Round 6 because she had died
suddenly. It includes the family of the young child who died from a glioblastoma at the age of
nine, who I supported as a paediatric palliative care counsellor. It includes the young man who
told me at the age of 18, two weeks prior to his death, that he had no regrets. It includes my
good friend, Sandy, who attended radiotherapy at the same times as me, making the waiting
room a better place, but who departed early to return to England in order to die ‘at home’. It
includes the poets Jane Kenyon and Audre Lorde, whose legacies are among many in the wealth
of cancer poetry. And it includes me, who underwent the trauma of breast cancer, all it entails,
and is still alive. To write about cancer is to write about everyone. To write about the suffering
that cancer causes is to write about the human condition. To write about death and dying is to
write about life. The need to be accountable when writing cancer poetry is an ongoing challenge
for me as a poet, and as a woman.
The inclusion of the shadowy crowd has led to poetry which has allowed me to honour the part
each person has played in my own experience, even when that part may have been challenging.
For example:
Waiting room
You sat beside me in the waiting room
And one of us started the conversation.
I was early-stage and on to my second chemo.
You had returned after two years, resigned to
Stepping back on the treatment cycle.
I shrank away ever so slightly from you.
I didn’t want to hear words like advanced,
Secondaries and relapse. Superstition dried
Up my chat, as though hearing your bad news
Would diminish the optimism I was being
Coached to wear; would jeopardise my chances.
I saw you a few weeks later, vomiting into
A sick bag while you waited at the front door
For a taxi. Your husband was sitting at the other end
Of the seat, looking out over the rooftops to nowhere.
The time I have spent writing poetry within this context has not involved a simple linear process
of learning, although my humble self-assessment of my poetic skills is that they have improved
in a linear fashion due in large part to the teaching and guidance I was privileged to receive while
undertaking my doctoral studies at Deakin University. Instead, much in the same way I have lived
with cancer and its impacts, my development as a poet has seen times of celebration, times of
stagnation, and many experiences in-between. I would equate this more with a roller-coaster
than a straight line. Key turning points have occurred for me, again in ways that are analogies to
my cancer experience, and I shall discuss one of these events.
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A turning point for me has been one characterised by stagnation: the halt to creative production
that perhaps every writer and artist experiences at some point. Midway through my study, and
with the majority of poems written, I felt a sense of staleness, and queried whether I may have
reached the end of my cancer poetry career. At the suggestion of my supervisor, I turned to
other media and allowed myself to ‘play’ rather than deliberately aim to create. Out of this
period came a photographic series of images that impacted considerably on the poetry that
I went on to write. Changing the lens in the way I was considering cancer allowed me to look
at the disease, and my experiences with it, from different perspectives. I began to broaden my
view to nature, and considered the patterns in both cancer and nature, and how disruptive it
is to our lives when these patterns distort and behave in ways we are not expecting. Seeing
cancer in a new way led to a broader, perhaps more objective, voice portrayed in my poetry. For
example, a group of the photographs considered patterns in nature (1, 2).
These images of nature required a deeper examination of what I see and know, and this led to
a deeper intensity in my poetry. A second group of photographs was derived from images of my
body obtained in pathology tests undertaken during my treatment (3, 4).
Again, these images of my body led to a deeper examination of the interior of cancer: its place in
the body and in relationship to me, and to how people define themselves in relation to cancer. In
turn, this led me to make observations of the world around me, to look below layers and search
for where cancer or its analogies are present. For example, I began to see the duplicitous interior
body with cancerous growths in the landscape around me:
The red sandstone house on Balmoral Street
Sits like some kind of Spanish hacienda,
In a sun-drenched land, when in reality, it is
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Braced against the wind that sweeps up
The Bay, funnelling up the cliff at St. Helens.
On this rare day, its security is abandoned,
The gate, the doors fallen open, inviting
The street walker to peer into the house,
Into the cavernous lungs of the dark interior,
Gaze through it, and out over the grey water beyond.
Dark spots of furniture in the depths of the
House, heavy and malignant in the humid air.
(From ‘Something not quite right at St Helens’)
The poetry that resulted from this period of time demonstrates development in my skill as a
poet.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this article has considered the varied ways in which people choose to write about
their cancer experiences, and the multi-layered nuances that exist in the creative productions
about cancer. When considering the motivations of why people, including myself, write about
cancer, I suggest that however challenging cancer poetry may be to the reader, it offers a rich
and invaluable perspective on cancer, both living and dying with cancer, and grieving those who
have died, which cannot be ignored. As Ofri succinctly writes:
When the body breaks down, we are literally rendered speechless, but poetry is one
of the ways that we reclaim our voice. The loosened and limitless reigns of poetry
make it particularly susceptible to, and reflective of, the warp and weave of illness.
(Ofri 2010: 317)
The motivations for writers of cancer poetry are numerous, and include goals of meaningmaking, self-identity recovery and development, and advocacy on behalf of a shared community
of people diagnosed with cancer. My motivation to write cancer poetry within the context of a
formal course of doctoral study sprang from an experience of losing the capacity to write, and
then slowly returning to a style of poetry writing that I had not experienced previously, and
realising that I needed to engage in considerable study in order to improve my skills. At the core
of my motivation to write cancer poetry is my own personal desire to reclaim my voice – a voice
that was lost during my experience with cancer. A reclaimed voice that I now raise loudly and
strongly above the surface.
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CHAR, TINDER
Adam Day

Lying behind me
his breath
in mine. Childhood
of old age. The Ticuna
are burning a bluegrey
smoke in terraced paths
for spear-nosed bats.
Trees walking
like human-walking. Shells
in leaf litter, leopards
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A METHOD
Adam Day

Nothing pushes
Steve and me away
from each other,
as I wipe the city’s
moisture from his face,
the dark thoughts
surrounded by neon
in Union Square
cutting through
falling flakes. And
he shakes the snow
off onto my shoulder,
and my fingers become
breathless. When this poem
is over we’re going
to get high together,
we’re going to go
to a movie together.
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WING STITCHER
Adam Day

Wild grass and black-tail
tracks. Men pushing
against trees;
damp muscle
in double shade –
Time unborn. City fire
off somewhere. – Forgetting
to be scared;
teaching the living
this other dying.
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SOLSTICE
Eve Nucifora

The village was exactly how Katharina remembered it, though this time she wasn’t nauseated.
This time she had taken the regional train, riding in an almost empty carriage, with her empty
notebook open on the grimy fold-down table. The train pulled slowly up the steep hills. Far
less erratic than James’ driving had been. It was dusk when she pulled her suitcase up the
cobblestoned hill. The sky was deep golden pink and there were a few locals outside the tiny
supermarket-sports bar, watching football and drinking beer. As she’d remembered, the square
outside the hotel, with its little restaurants and handful of rickety tables on the cobblestones,
was occupied by as many cats as people. Strays. Strays not just tolerated, but accepted. Raised
on scraps and good-natured shooing.
Katharina had to duck her head through the heavy wooden door of the hotel. What could now
be considered boutique was once a monastery. Half an hour away, on the coast, the room she’d
booked would be unaffordable, but here, prices were modest and access to the pool and steam
room that was once a wine cellar were included. Last time she didn’t use the heated pool, or
the sauna. James had forbidden it. She had thought about sneaking out of their room after he’d
fallen asleep to soak and sweat and expel all the poison from her body, but at night he would
reach for her, his fingers exploring her, digging and poking until he was on top of her, grunting
and sweating.
Breakfast was served on the terrace, looking over the garden, and the red and orange roofs and
the hills heavy with bitter Ligurian olives. The morning was dewy and cool. The seats and neatly
laid tables were covered in bird shit. Katharina set her laptop in front of her and opened a blank
document. She closed it again and bit into a Saturn peach. She decided to go to town, she’d
promised her sister some Genovese pesto.
The town was not at all how she’d remembered it. When she and James had visited it had been
on the verge of its tourism explosion, a place where you could still pick the restaurants that
catered for tourists and those where locals would still dine. The pedestrian streets between
the yellow-pink stuccoed buildings that she and James had once explored alone were crammed
with American tourists, loud and sneaker-shod and white teeth shining, smile-grimacing while
they shouted butchered buongiornos and quanto costas at store holders. They bought up big
and took up space in the cramped streets. Katharina stepped into a grocery store to escape. She
thanked the woman behind the counter who rang-up her small green bottle of sparkling water
in her own pitiful Italian.
Prego, said the woman, another non-native speaker.
Katharina sighed. Even the stores are run by foreigners.
She paused after taking her change. The woman seemed to wonder whether Katharina wanted
something else. She was about Katharina’s age – maybe a little older – with wild curls and soft
creases around her eyes.
•

•

•

•

•
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There was no way to lie on the pebbled beach without renting a lounger, crammed in as tightly
as the Americans. Katharina rented one and removed her clothes. She stretched her body out
long. It was a good body. Strong and agile. She had loved it once. Loved the way James had loved
it. She closed her eyes. The world was tinged pink and tangerine like everything along this coast,
the buildings and the clouds at sunset.
She was floating. Her skin a dress on a washing line. Pegged but flapping. She listened for the
sounds of the children playing in the water, but they seemed further and further away. She
wrapped her hand around the side of the mattress. Held onto its firmness. Rented solidity.
The ocean back home was cold and strong enough to knock you over and the beach was wide
and the sand soft and white. When they’d first started dating, she and James had ditched work
and driven to an empty beach to drink warm pink wine from the bottle and have sex. Katharina
remembered telling him she needed to write something down for one of her poems. James had
crossed her middle finger over her first and kissed the top of each. Keep these crossed so you
don’t forget, he said.
•

•

•

•

•

The rented scooter hummed as she rode to the hotel. Katharina wasn’t afraid of sharp bends or
the steep drop at the road’s shoulder. She rode between the olive trees with their feet draped
in green netting. She’d asked James, years ago, whether she could drive. She was nauseated.
He said he’d prefer that she didn’t. She didn’t pay enough attention. She was careless. Careless
with everything. He called her smashy if she accidentally broke a glass or cut herself cooking. At
first, she liked that he would help her clean and dress small wounds, or sweep up broken glass.
She didn’t mind when he kissed her bandaged fingers or held her burnt hand under cold running
water.
A tortoise-shell cat was waiting for her outside the church at the top of the hill where she parked
the scooter. Katharina bent down to pat it, but it moved away. It didn’t run, just evaded her
touch. The air was cooler here than by the sea. Her skin prickled with dry salt. There was more
space between people. More space between breaths. There were small spaces between the
facades of the old buildings. Dark stone passages covered with ambitious vines, searching for
sunlight. There were stone steps next to the church, built into the hill and leading to a churchyard
and a street below. The cat jumped onto the parapet and watched Katharina. When she reached
the street below, the cat was gone. She heard a car door close and she thought she recognised
the woman who climbed out. Katharina waved. The woman hitched a string bag of groceries
onto her shoulder and returned the wave. Katharina walked towards her and realised it was the
woman from the grocery store. She asked Katharina if she’d like to join her for a glass of wine
and led her through a heavy front door, into a cramped, dark entrance.
The flat was cosy, a single room with the bed perched on a platform. The woman waved Katharina
through, suggesting she take a seat on the terrace and asking her to light the candles, which
Katharina did. On the terrace was an old daybed, strewn with Kilim cushions and blankets with
threads and pigments softened over years.
There were paintings on big pieces of timber board. Katharina thought this woman must live and
work and sleep on this terrace, looking out over the hills. She imagined the mist in winter and
the pink warm summer evenings and the woman sitting, painting, dining with friends, laughing
until morning.
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The woman came out with a hunk of sheep’s cheese and fresh bread on a wooden board. She
poured light red wine into glass tumblers and set a huge bowl of olives in front of them.
•

•

•

•

•

Katharina pushed the pork around her plate. Fatty and fleshy and charred black on the outside.
She was hungry. She made sure that James had the larger portion of the meal they’d ordered to
share. She ate a few green beans. Once, she read about a photography project where the male
photographer had taken a series of candid photos of women eating in public. He wanted to draw
attention to the way women feel self-conscious about eating. The way they try to take up as little
space as possible—to make as little noise as they could. He said the subjects were like mice.
She mentioned this to James. She told him she sometimes made an effort to take up space in
public, spreading her legs and claiming airplane armrests.
James laughed. Said he liked strong women. He asked her if anyone had ever compared her
to Brett Ashley from The Sun Also Rises. Katharina’s stomach clenched, or maybe fluttered,
momentarily sated by his praise.
Katharina had too much to drink. James’ big lips were stained purple with wine. She thought
hers must be too, she applied some lip balm.
You put that on a lot, James said, nodding at the tube.
Katharina contemplated for a moment, and nodded in agreement.
I think you do it when you’re nervous.
James paid the bill. Took her dancing. He wasn’t a good dancer, but Katharina liked the feeling
of his body pressed against her.
You’re mesmerising, he whispered in her ear.
•

•

•

•

•

Katharina stopped herself. She realised she’d launched into this self-indulgent retelling without
even asking the woman’s name.
It’s okay, the woman said. As though she knew that Katharina was about to apologise.
You can tell me these things. The woman passed Katharina an old passata tin to put her olive
pits in, which Katharina did.
I haven’t even asked you your name.
It’s Sol. And yours?
Katharina introduced herself. Are these paintings yours?
Yes, these are mine. I paint when I am not at the store, which is less often in the tourist season.
Usually, in the summer I only manage a few drawings.
Sol nodded her head towards a row of charcoal drawings leaning against the wall of the flat,
they were gestural nudes in bold lines. Some on thick parchment pinned to boards, and others
drawn straight onto the wood. Katharina imagined Sol so captured by her desire to draw that
she couldn’t wait to pin the parchment to the board before she began.
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They are lovely, was all Katharina could think to say. It seemed obvious. Stupid. Sol smiled and
thanked her.
I use these, actually—Sol said, shaking the tin of pits. The charcoal from the seeds of the olives
is so soft and – I don’t know – makes the drawings feel so connected to this place.
•

•

•

•

•

Three days after their fight, James entered the apartment like a kicked puppy. Katharina rushed
to the door to kiss him, but he turned his face away.
You really hurt me, he said.
I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to.
I’m just here to pick up some clothes, please just leave me alone.
Can we talk for a minute, please? Katharina pleaded.
He agreed to talk. They sat together on the floor with their backs against the sofa, neither
looking at each other. Both looking straight ahead at the front door.
She wanted to take handfuls of his hair and rip it out of his pink scalp.
She wanted her fingers to tread carefully in the strands, to take his hurt away.
She wanted to scratch his face. Let her fingernails scream that it wasn’t fair that she should have
to comfort him.
He was the cruel one. The bad one. The violent one. The one who should be begging her to stay.
James, please come home. I miss you.
I don’t think I can after what you said to me. His eyes welled with tears.
I didn’t mean to hurt you.
You said I was a rapist.
That’s not what I said. That’s not what I meant.
•

•

•

•

•

I didn’t call him a rapist. Maybe I meant to.
I know what it’s like to let someone have your body so that they can feel they’re enough.
Sol poured another glass of wine into the squat tumblers.
•

•

•

•

•

Katharina met Sol the next morning outside her apartment. They drove almost in silence,
comfortably. They arrived at the marina and Sol helped Katharina onto the boat. It looked old,
but the wood was polished so it shined yellow-gold like the Ligurian sun. The boat’s name,
Balliamo, was painted in deep red letters on the side of the boat. Katharina thought the cursive
looked like her own.
Katharina sat on the front of the boat, sea spray on her cheeks. Sol showed her the villages, how
they looked so different from the water.
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Sol asked Katharina to tie the moor line to an old wooden pylon. Katharina had no idea how to
do it, so she wrapped the rope around and around the pylon and pulled it tight. It was clearly
wrong, but Sol laughed and left it as it was. They climbed narrow stairs to the restaurant on a
deck over the water. It had a canopy of heavy green vines and bright yellow flowers. It was filled
with people, laughing and speaking rapid Italian. Katharina had a brief moment of angst before
stepping onto the wooden deck. A fear that the decking was too old, too well worn from years
of people dining and dancing and talking for hours. The deck seemed to creak and surge with
the ocean beneath, surely too old to hold the weight of all these people, all the round tables
laden with plates of pasta, piles of fresh seafood and all the bows of the climbing vines and the
sweet-pungent flowers whose smell hung so heavily in the air. She imagined the deck cracking
and tumbling into the sea. As though the added weight of her would be just more than the wood
could handle. But Sol swept confidently across the threshold, kissing the waiter once on each
cheek.
Sol said per due and took a seat at the corner of the deck, closest to the ocean. Katharina
liked watching Sol and watching the diners watch her. She was magnetic. Mesmerising. She was
wearing an old sundress with small, faded flowers. Shortly after they sat, the waiter brought
them a bottle of Prosecco. Then bread and olive oil. Bowls of hand rolled pasta, slick with bright
green pesto and green beans and potatoes. Scampi brushed with butter and garlic and grilled,
their browned shells gripping sweet hot flesh.
The best thing you can eat here at this time of year is the Riccio di mare, Sol told Katharina. Have
you tried them?
Katharina said she never had.
Good, said Sol. I’ll be the one to introduce them to you and you’ll never forget me.
The urchins were split across their equators, their insides exposed stars made up of puckered
lips, the colour of warm autumn days. The fleshy lips were rich and creamy and Katharina ate
cautiously, while Sol sucked them back, loud and happy.  
After lunch, Sol steered the boat to a secluded bay where they floated on their backs in the clear
water. Here with Sol, Katharina felt again as though she was floating. This time, she indulged in
her weightlessness.
The next morning, the hotel staff packed Katharina a picnic of pastries and peaches and she took
them in the borrowed basket down the hill to Sol’s flat. The tortoise-shell cat mewed loudly as
Katharina knocked on Sol’s door. There was no answer. Katharina realised she didn’t have Sol’s
phone number. She wondered whether Sol even had a phone. Perhaps she’d confused the days
and Sol was working at the shop.
The next morning, she didn’t bring a picnic. She had kept the basket overnight in her room and
let the pastries go limp. Katharina knew before she knocked that Sol wouldn’t answer. She sat
with her back pressed against the cold facade of the building and waited to see if Sol would
appear—perhaps flustered from a morning trip to the market, holding fresh flowers, jars of
olives hanging over her shoulder, clinking in her string bag.
Katharina returned to the hotel.
The pool was lit in garish purple and turquoise. Casting shadows that didn’t belong on the carved
stone walls that once held Benedictine wine barrels. Katharina lowered herself into the water.
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She hadn’t showered for days, since she and Sol had swum together. The salt on her skin slipped
away like slick soap. She ran her hands over her arms and legs. She felt after all this time that
she was doing something wrong. Betraying James’ wishes. Getting too hot for the thing growing
inside her to survive. She took one long breaststroke across the length of the pool, feeling the old
pain deep inside her, radiating through her back and down her legs. She felt the blood streaming
out of her, plumes of it floating in the water, engulfing her legs, tinged a strange dark purple
brown in the coloured lights. The feeling of floating returned, the weightlessness. She thought
of home and the wild cold ocean and how she was here floating alone and untethered on the
other side of the world, kicking her legs to make sure she was completely detached. If she didn’t
see Sol again, she would understand. Understand that Sol’s garden, where she had pictured a
whole life of love and creativity, was ephemeral. She knew now that Sol was just as much at
home working in the grocery store with her foreign accent as she was anywhere else. That her
tenacious passion will remain unsated. For a moment she let herself float in that thought. She
was empty. She was alone. She was happy.
Katharina went to Sol’s door again. She pushed it open. It wasn’t locked. The dark hallway hit
like a church after the bright, cool light of the morning. The flat was the same, the bed was
unmade and the door to the terrace was open. On the terrace was the mould that Sol used
to set the olive-seed charcoal, packed tight with the carbon powder and gum. A blank sheet
of parchment was pegged to an easel. Katharina chose a stick of charcoal and drew one big,
gestural line across the paper. Exactly the curve of Sol’s spine.  
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Contextual statement
‘Solstice’ is a short story about personal healing. The piece forms part of my practice led
research toward a PhD in creative writing, which looks at experiences of erotic ambivalence
in feminist short fiction. Its healing narrative is unconventional in that it suggests that it is the
process of sitting with ambivalence that allows the protagonist to heal—rather than a process of
rejecting disgust and harm in favour of desire and acceptance. It speaks to the creation of new
connections, rather than a repression of harmful memories. In this regard, it relies heavily on
bodily metaphor and bodily experience. The piece rejects a linear narrative structure in favour
of weaving both story and character from fragmented, sensuous micro-intensities, which are
akin to the ways in which one experiences harm and healing.
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Les Wicks

Garden of unknowns
unruly but smeared with colour
that scars the retina. Thorns
tear the preconceptions.
Covid flowers still blossom
So many potatoes, garlic
a riot of weeds that think they’re salad.
I once called them paths
but those things are ruts now.
Then there’s the fence
built by hand
while I still had hands.
Thatched marsh grasses, castoff palings
& stones risen up from the earth like methodical catastrophe.
My friends mock the construct
but I’ve tried to believe
there is definition in there.
Beyond the concepts of boundary
maybe scrub, perhaps wilderness
there’s the stink of swampland
(birth & demise smell much the same).
It’s carried up from the valley
by a graffiti wind that has heard whispers of fire.
Survival is a rumour
extinction a fad.
I won’t step beyond, fear
is my last cash crop.
My lover brings me dynamite as I turn 65.
Some kind of guitar solo
across the parliament of pests.
Boom! The sky will be muddied with purpose.
I remind myself the best anarchies
are built of wreckage,
what a mind needs to flower.
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AT THE ROUND TABLE
Les Wicks

On the zoom catchup
Alice mentions God, a drop tone & volume
like referring to some friend that deserted us,
the disgrace
that irrelevance.
Mark mentions Water like some horndog —
his uncritical appetite is applauded,
some folks like the familiarities of lechers
even if focused on dirt & trees.
It’s something close to Certainty.
Shake the rattles, my bongo is bung
there’s got to be music.
Outside a storm is rolling in from Liverpool,
currawongs & lorikeets are frantic.
My life is no European car…
perhaps a serviceable bicycle
with too many LED backlights.
Can still ride, with a mask.
Sweet, aging brain. Untrustworthy eyes —
Gaia totters towards a turning.
Some gang we are!
Professional bailers in Atlantis,
wherever we sit there is beauty.
Our ambitious seagrass eyebrows rise
towards even the suggestion of light —
we are rooted in the ocean sediments
& thrive.
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Abstract
Advicecomics.tumblr.com is a collaborative online comics project which repurposes the advice
column formula. Anonymous users write in with their problems and comics artists create comics
in response. In this paper I closely observe the dialogical and embodied thinking-and-feeling strat
egies that the comics artists employ in their responses to the letters, contextualising these strategies
within Bakhtin’s notion of the carnival as a folk phenomena.
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ADVICECOMICS.TUMBLR.COM AND THE CARNIVAL
OF CARE
Penelope Russon

Advicecomics.tumblr.com (Advicecomics) is an online advice column in which the answers are
delivered in comics form. The site consists of questions emailed in by readers—questions about
loneliness, ending a relationship, family problems, sexual health, anxiety, depression, work and
study, and worries about the future. A diverse group of emerging and established cartoonists
draw the responses, usually for no payment. (Some comics were also printed in the literary
journal, The Lifted Brow, where there was a payment for publication.)
Like Bakhtin’s carnival, Advicecomics is a borderline phenomenon situated between, and blurring
the boundaries of, life and art, as well as categories such as public and private, general and
personal, and professional and amateur. Advice comics reveal the structures of the social world
and expose unhelpful narratives that emerge from dominant, heteronormative ways of seeing
and knowing. Using the disjunction of image and text that characterises the comics genre, advice
comics deploy queer epistemologies, exploring and exploiting ‘the open mesh of possibilities,
gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning’ (Sedgwick 1993:
8) latent in the letter writers’ narrative constructions. These gaps, resonances and excesses are
literalised not only in the comics themselves but in the very form of comics and their ‘structural
hybridity’ (Chute 2008). Advice comics blend visual and verbal responses to demonstrate the
ways in which individual embodied experience manifests in social contexts and the pressures of
forming an identity counter to colonialist, heteronormative, and cisnormative paradigmatic life
trajectories.
I begin with a brief history of the advice column and its move online, and contextualise Advice
comics within the networked counterpublic of Tumblr. The body of the essay offers a reading of
a selection of Advicecomics selected to represent four carnivalesque themes: the body, thoughts
and feelings, growth and maturity, and existential concerns. I will demonstrate that while the
artists employ humour, absurdity, and irony, the overall effect of the comics is empathy and
sincerity rather than satire. The comics become mental landscapes in which readers engage
in emotional exploration. Through the serious ritual of play even very difficult topics, such as
suicidal ideation, can be approached with empathy and care.
A brief history of the advice column genre
W. Clark Hendley traces the origins of the advice column to the early days of newspaper
production when, in 1691, bookseller John Dunton ‘conceived the idea of a journal solely
devoted to the questions of its readers’ (Hendley 1977: 346). Questions covered a wide range
of topics including marital strife, physical health and child-rearing, but also theology, politics
and natural history. ‘Readers asked if rooks ate carrion, whether fleas had stingers, why objects
seemed distorted in the water, if anyone knew the identity of Cain’s wife, why rain clouds never
fell, what became of the water after Noah’s flood, and whether a man or a woman had a harder
lot in life’ (Hendley 1977: 347).
Dunton repurposed the format for the Ladies’ Mercury, fashioned after the original publication
but promising to answer ‘questions relating to “Love etc” with “the Zeal and Softness becoming
to the Sex”’ (Hughes 2008: n.p.). The Ladies’ Mercury folded after only four issues, however, in
the 19th and into the 20th century, the women’s magazine came into its own, bringing with it
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a new construct for modern times––the advice columnist or ‘agony aunt’ (Hughes 2008: n.p.).
The term ‘agony aunt’ points to the non-specialist knowledge and wisdom doled out in these
columns, and their association instead with common sense, folk wisdom, intuition, insight, and
lived experience. It also cements the form as a particularly female genre.
Feminised and non-political, associated with private, domestic matters, and appearing in
popular, ephemeral media, there has been limited analysis of the advice column. The form is
criticised for conventionalising norms and policing femininity (‘Advice Column’ 1970); however,
some feminists and cultural scholars cautiously acknowledge that the power dynamic in
women’s magazines, and perhaps by extension the advice column, could be framed, as not
utterly monolithic but fractured (Beetham 1998). Journalism scholar, Angela Phillips suggests
that as a ‘feminised space’ within newspapers, advice columns have a ‘radicalising potential
because they are a place where femininity is ‘unfixed’ and can be made and then remade by
women’ (Phillips 2008: 99). The very lack of serious scrutiny, Phillips contends, creates a private
space within public discourse ‘able to say the unsayable and make it normal’ because ‘the lack
of attention paid to them by agenda setters allows them to communicate a different [...] far
less punitive, message to readers about changing social norms’ (Phillips 2008: 104). Cultural
historian Adrian Bingham argues that ‘advice columns contributed to the process by which the
British public became more self-reflexive about sex’ (Bingham 2012: 60).
The advice column moves online
The advice column is an enduring artefact of popular culture, a simple, recognisable form that
hasn’t altered much since 1691, lending itself easily to appropriation, satire, and pastiche. In the
Internet age, anyone can set themselves up as an advice columnist and build an audience and
many have across multiple platforms such as personal blogs, YouTube, Tinyletter, Reddit, and
Tumblr in written, audio, or video form.
Marc Pearson, founder of Advicecomics, credits Rumpus advice column Dear Sugar, written by
Cheryl Strayed, as an inspiration for the Advicecomics Tumblr site. Says Pearson, ‘The seed idea
came because Andy Connor (who writes Mulbert [a character in the Advicecomics ‘universe’])
lent me a book called Tiny Beautiful Things [...] She’s super empathetic and her advice is really
cutting but really empowering’ (Olijynk 2015: n.p.). Strayed, a memoirist and novelist, meets
stories with stories, revealing the narratives lurking beneath the dominant paradigm, through
self-disclosure and what Steve Almond, the original creator of Sugar, calls ‘radical empathy’
(Strayed 2012: 6).
In Dear Sugar, Cheryl Strayed adopts and performs what reader response theorist Louse
Rosenblatt describes as an aesthetic reading:
an attitude of readiness to focus attention on what is being lived through during the
reading event... the sensations, images, feelings, and ideas that are the residue of past
psychological events involving those words and their referents. (Rosenblatt 1988: 5)
Strayed draws on stories to interpret the narrative material of the instigating letter. Her own
stories respond to and interpret the instigating stories of the letter writer, multiplying images
and meanings. When a man asks her how he can solve the problem of his fiancée who is grieving
her mother, Strayed offers two stories, one about finding a jar of stones in her dead mother’s
wardrobe, and the other about a woman with a brain injury reciting numbers, believing if
she can unlock the secret code, she will be permitted to return to her previous life. Strayed
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juxtaposes the two stories to illustrate that the problem of a grieving fiancée cannot be solved
(Sugar 2011).¹
Strayed demonstrates that problems are social constructs. They are the personal, nuanced stories
pinned underneath normative and reductive social stories. Strayed’s advice is also manifestly
social, composed of, at the very least, a storyteller, a story, and a listener. Within these stories
are other actors: mentors, antagonists, narrative objects that stand in for absent characters (like
the jar of stones), and various other supporting cast. Wisdom or insight comes from the ways in
which stories interact, modify and interpret each other. In this sense Strayed mimics the project
of fiction, creating ‘new forms of meaning for our everyday existence’ (Zunshine 2006: 164). The
advice comic is a literal dialogue between two people – a call and a response – but it also operates
as a dialogical medium, with the same potential as literary language. In advice columns, it’s
patently obvious that ‘each dialogue takes place as if against the background of the responsive
understanding of an invisibly present third party who stands above all the participants in the
dialogue (partners)’ (Bakhtin 1986: 176). For Bakhtin, both the dialogical language of literature
and the carnival are dynamic, emergent and generative, producing multiple meanings. As I go
onto explore the genre of the advice comic, I note the further movement towards literary and
aesthetic ways of knowing, seeing and feeling the world, but before I do that I want to briefly
touch on the publishing context of Tumblr.
Tumblr
Advicecomics was established on Tumblr in 2012 and published its last comic in 2018, which neatly
tracks the rise and fall of the platform’s popularity among queer and alternative communities
(see for example ‘The Secret Lives of Tumblr Teens’: Reeves 2016; ‘In 2018, Tumblr is a Joyless
Black Hole’: Jackson 2018).
Tumblr is a platform which sits at the intersection of blogging and social networking, juxtaposing
text and image to create ‘image-centered conversations about topics including art, fashion, race,
disability, popular culture, and the obligatory cats’ (Fink and Miller 2014: 613–614). Communities
form around shared interests; like-minded users connect through posting, sharing, tagging and
liking.
In its heyday, anonymity was considered a particular feature of Tumblr, allowing users to move
‘beyond stable constructions of gender, sexuality, ability, racial, national and trans categories’
(Fink and Miller 2014: 634–625). Dame documented this occurring not just in the content but
through the tagging system, where ‘tag choices may indicate not only content but also audience,
intent, and self-identity’ (Dame 2016: 23). Tumblr particularly served queer communities, where
users could gather ‘around their oppositional stance to dominant understandings of gender
performance and identity’ (Dame 2016: 26). In his study of young adult intimacy on Tumblr, Hart
found that users perceived the site to be emotionally authentic, portraying with sincerity ‘who
they fundamentally are as a person’ (Hart 2015: 201).
A better understanding of how the comics on Advicecomics are read, reblogged and tagged, and
how Advicecomics intersects with other curators, creators and consumers on Tumblr is beyond
the scope of this study. Still, it’s worth noting that the carnival of Advicecomics speaks to two
‘publics’: the physical, ‘offline’ world in which the letters originate and, in which the real-life social
actors of the problems live, and the discursive environment of the networked counterpublic in
which content travels widely through reblogging and tagging. Advicecomics models the values,
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rituals and rules of broader Tumblr networked counterpublics with its accepting stance on issues
such as gender fluidity, sexuality and identity, polyamory and other nonconventional ways of
being in the body and the world, and many of the Advicecomics artists are anonymous, known
only via their comic avatars. This duality constitutes an exchange of energies between the two
publics, challenging convention and, arguably, realigning values in the so-called real world.
From advice column to advice comic
Comics, with their long association with humour, subversion, accessibility, handmadeness
and ephemerality, exist at the intersection of literature and art. Advice comics are informed
by a thinking-and-feeling distillation of the originating letter; the intellectual, physical, and
emotional labour involved in the making process demands a material, embodied response. In
advice comics, the lived problem becomes part of the organic tissue of the comic, not simply
extracted from the letter and repurposed into art but relived through the body and experiences
of the responding artist.
Hilary Chute points out that the handmade quality of comics ‘creates an intriguing aesthetic
intimacy’ (Chute 2010: 6), which is to do with the presence/absence of the artist’s body.
Australian comics academics, MacFarlane, Scott and Caleo, see this intimacy as generative of
new meanings: ‘It’s standard in comics for some of the meaning to come from the trace of the
hand—making you feel close to the artist, reproducing a sense of the artist in space and time’
(MacFarlane, Scott and Caleo 2017: n.p.).
The structure of Advicecomics
As with the traditional advice column structure, each advice comic consists of a question and
a response. Here is a single panel example (1), written and drawn by Marc Pearson, using his
Advicecomics persona, Mr Ray.
Anonymous asked: Dear Mr Ray, I am what you would call an ‘emerging writer’, but
I have been for the best part of a decade. When do I know that I’ve fully emerged?
What happens if I stop emerging? Will I retract? (Advicecomics 2014: Jun 11)²
The question is posted as it was written, with spelling and grammatical errors. The above
example is not entirely typical of the form, as most of the advice comics consist of more than
one panel, but in this instance, the single panel makes it easier to analyse the key features in
detail. Following the tradition of the advice-giving persona, the comics artists who contribute to
Advicecomics create a character, and advice is filtered through this construct’s imagined way of
perceiving the world. Advicecomics personas are often absurd, humorous, irreverent – patently
fabricated – but not flippant. The Advicecomics personas function like Bakhtin’s masks, ‘rooted
deep in folk; and ‘the fool’s time-honoured privilege not to participate in life, and by the timehonoured bluntness of the fool’s language’ (Bakhtin 1981: 163), but this humour or irony is seldom
cruel.
The comic, through foregrounding narrative and stylistic choices such as setting, colour, framing,
and characterisation offers rich detail that places the problem in a social and cultural context,
an interpretive act that sheds new light on the material of the problem. Like many of the advice
comics, this example exploits the gap between the visual and verbal elements of the comic; in
the textual element, Mr Ray directly addresses the implied reader (the letter writer), while a
visual metaphor conveys additional sensory and emotional information.
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1 Figure 41 Advicecomics, Marc Pearson 2014: Jun 11

By situating the problem at a busy intersection, Pearson is able to visually express the way
various social actors participate in the construction of both problems and solutions. Mr Ray
points out that ‘emerging’ is a social paradigm. We notice that the secondary characters are
almost all absorbed in a text, including the dog. Two cars approach; Mr Ray is at risk of not
observing the world himself. What might this mean? The gap between what is being said and
what is being shown leaves space for the reader to infer possible meanings. In the carnival,
hierarchies like emerging and established deteriorate; in Advicecomics, reality is interrogated in
the imaginative and expressive space, and reordered according to patterns of play, laughter and
bodily self-expression. In Advicecomics, everything and everyone is ‘emerging’.
The body in Advicecomics
A number of the questions in Adviceecomics reflect anxieties about bodies. Bodies that breathe;
bodies that consume; bodies that leak, bleed, expel; bodies that grow; bodies that deteriorate;
embarrassing and embarrassed bodies; shameful, shamed and shaming bodies. Questions
about the body often mask anxiety with humour, and the responding comics blend humour
and seriousness to varying degrees. One questioner worries about the amount of bacteria on
surfaces, and the comic drawn in response assures him that we are ‘hotels for them/convenient
walking bags/No, no we are them/[...]/we are more microbe than human’ (Advicecomics 2014:
Apr 23).³
‘How can I grow a big hard cock?’ asks anonymous (Advicecomics 2014: Jun 9)⁴ and Old Shmoe
laughs and laughs, before sitting forward in his chair (not acknowledging the giant snake coiled
near his feet): ‘Seriously though, impotence is NO JOKE!’ He acknowledges the embarrassment
of impotence and then tells us that he uses hobbies to distract himself from his own impotence.
The joke is not over, looming in every panel is an obvious series of phallic symbols, illustrating his
‘hobbies’: sculpted pine trees, slender mushrooms with prominent knobbed ends, toy rockets, a
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painting of a giant squid. Finally Old Shmoe peels a banana. ‘If you really must know the secret
to a huge, unwieldy schlong...’ he is saying. He takes a large bite of banana and – talking with
his mouth full – the rest of the sentence come out as nonsense, the joke stretching over three
panels. Finally, he swallows. ‘And there you have it,’ he says. The comic is predictably humorous,
but it is unexpectedly serious. The interplay of humour and seriousness allows for a number
of interpretations. It could be read as a rebuke for an unserious question, but it also works
as a comic if we read it as Shmoe taking the question – or at least the anxiety underlying the
question – more seriously.
Not all of the body-related questions are funny:
ummm so im really wondering like i really think im fat and sometimes i try to like throw
up if i think ive ate to much but then i just get scared to do it last time i tried really hard
to get it out but i only threw up a little but i have such an urge to do it sometimes and
i don’t know what this could mean? i dont know if im just being stupid ive tried going
on diets and im just such a fat lard i cant do it and it makes me feel worse so do you
think this is early stages of an eating disorder? (Advicecomics 2014: Feb 25)⁵
In the comic, the persona, Sally, directly addresses the questioner, meeting the reader’s eyes with
an outwardly directed gaze, speaking with sincerity and care. ‘These ridiculous malfunctioning
fleshsuits are totally the most beautiful and complex tools we’ll ever have/and so we really gotta
try and treat them lovingly’ (Advicecomics 2014: Feb 25). Yet Tommi Parrish (née K. Parrish),
who draws Sally, beautifully employs the dual modality of the comic to tell a parallel story.
Their character, 12-year-old Sally, is depicted moving around a textured, apparently abstract
landscape, until the 14th panel, where the landscape is revealed to be a giant version of Sally.
The miniature Sally slides down the giant Sally’s nose and nestles into the cradle between nose
and upper lip, literally sheltering in (and giving shelter to) her own body. As the miniature Sally
recedes, the giant Sally becomes the focal character of the text. The perspective of the text too
seems to shift point-of-view, from Sally’s close narratorial ‘first person’ voice, to a third person
perspective. The surprising imagery never negates the seriousness of Sally’s words, but it does
allow for a simultaneous experience of lightness and wonder through engagement with the
image. It is not the coarse humour of the phallic banana, but a gentle repositioning of the reader
in relation to the image of the body through the dissonance between text and image, and the
reader’s negotiation of the gaps in meaning to create cohesion between text and image.
In the realm of the carnival, the body is a cause for shared laughter and discomfort, recognising
the absurd ways in which society and culture write themselves upon the body. Impotence, size
and scale, the fear of contamination and disease, all point to impossible social and cultural ideals
about the way bodies should look and function, about the relationship between self-discipline
and bodily control, and about cleanliness. The carnival of Advicecomics generates a celebratory
space for the ‘weird’ body.
Thoughts and feelings
Thoughts, and associated feelings and sensations, are another recurring theme. Thoughts
make the letter writers unhappy and scared, or they feel detached from their thoughts, or they
think the wrong thoughts, bad thoughts, ‘judgmental, homophobic, racist, horrible thoughts’,
‘narcissistic’ thoughts. Thoughts have weight and cycling, ruminative thoughts have negative
effects: ‘I am failure and stuff’; ‘I constantly worry I am not truly loved or understood by anyone’;
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‘I don’t even feel like a person’; ‘What do I do to feel like a person again?’; ‘How do I stop being
so afraid?’
Mulbert is a persona drawn by more than one artist. In a fumetti style comic (a series of
photographs employing comic conventions like panels, and boxed text), Mulbert answers the
following question:
Anonymous asked: i over think things and never end up doing anything fun because i
think it will end badly. I’m becoming sadder and sadder what do I do? Bad judgmental,
homophobic, racist, horrible thoughts are clouding my mind, and I no longer know
what is important to me. My head hurts constantly and I isolate myself from others.
What do I do to feel like a person again? (Advicecomics 2015: Dec 6)⁶
‘Racist, homophobic, hateful thoughts are bad,’ says Mulbert the Moose, after recommending
therapy. ‘Racist, homophobic, hateful actions are worse./Concentrate now on your actions
and try to build habits of kindness including towards yourself.’ There’s a seriousness here, but
Mulbert goes on. ‘Because hey, you know what ends badly?/Everything./We are all going to die.’
Mulbert grins uncannily (remember this is a photograph of a real moose). There is an appealing
irony that a talking moose answers a serious letter that asks the question ‘how do I feel like a
person?’ There’s a seriousness here too, troubling the human-animal divide, posing an unasked,
unanswered question: what is a person?
Another question about living with thoughts:
i constantly worry that i am not truly loved or understood by anyone & then i chastise
myself for how foolish it is to think either of those intense fleeting feelings will
ever maintain consistency in my life, give me advice that will help me manage this
(Advicecomics 2013: Dec 5).⁷
In the bland yellow pallet, smeared with blue, an explosion of pink in the climactic panels visually
calls up the inner swirl of the carnival of feeling. Says Boyfriend, ‘What you need to do is love
your own ridiculousness/Find the inner core of childish, needy idiocy...know it and know two
things/It is sacred and awesome. It is the punchline of your most hilarious and private joke’.
In the carnival, thoughts and feelings are exposed, shared, stripped of the pain that arises from
tight repression in the individual self. Thoughts and feelings are no longer highly personal or
idiosyncratic, but social in nature. The fear of sharing the most private thoughts is diffused
by the shared laughter of the carnival. Thoughts and feelings are collective expressions of
humanity, held as ‘sacred and awesome’ in the Advicecomics world. The private, interior self
where thoughts dwell is opened up, carnivalised.
Growth and maturity
In response to one of the many questions about adulthood, guest columnist Simeon offers
advice from a hermit crab, in the process of changing shells: ‘My growth is slow and steady/Not
without its vulnerability/In order to grow I must experience anxiety, danger/If I don’t feel pain
I will remain stagnant/Age requires time and experience/There are no shortcuts’ (Advicecomics
2014: Sep 5).⁸ Crystal Diamond assures her questioner that a ‘plan is a blueprint,’ but can’t be
strictly adhered to. Will the letter writer survive? ‘Parts of you will survive & parts will perish,’
she says (Advicecomics 2016: Feb 4).⁹ In another column, guest Fox Udon tells an anxious artist
to stop conceiving of art as a competition and ‘develop your own voice’ (Advicecomics 2016: Sep
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12)¹⁰ while guest artist, Inechi, tells asleepinyourcobweb ‘This is not it for you./ Your retail job
is a means of survival./You already know what you want to do’ (Advicecomics 2015: Aug 28).¹¹
Finding your voice, being curious, loose and adaptable means letting go of the stories you tell
yourself about what adult life should be like, whether you are 25 or 42:
Anonymous asked: Dear Mr. Ray: I’ve lost a lot of things the last 3 years – people,
keys & glasses, use of certain joints – and maybe some of my hope. I am becoming
acutely aware that if you love things you have to be prepared to lose them. This
sounds obvious, but makes me feel alone in a new, deep way. Maybe people make
traditional nuclear suburban families to shield themselves from these feelings as they
get older? How do I get my “flying my own freak flag even in middle age” mojo back?
(Advicecomics 2014: Nov 20)¹²
The comic takes the image of the lost things from the beginning of the letter as its thematic
material. Mr Ray checks the empty letterbox, and sees a dog ran past and onto the road. He
takes chase. The dog runs wildly into the traffic and Mr Ray plunges after it. A woman watches
him run past. ‘You’re going to lose your dog,’ she tells him. He replies, ‘It’s not my dog.’ The
search takes him into a new suburban development, of cul-de-sacs laid out with no houses yet
built, which I read as a signifier of the artifice and emptiness on which the myth of ‘traditional
nuclear suburban families’ is built. Mr Ray does not find the dog, but as he tires from his search,
a piece of paper blows up the street, and into Mr Ray’s face. He peers at the piece of paper, it’s
an envelope, addressed to him. Exhausted he collapses. I read this comic as about urgency, how
lost things or frustrated goals confound and dismay us, but they also drive us. The lost dog (not
Mr Ray’s) and the lost/found letter seem to offer counterbalances in the ‘lost things’ narrative,
but what connects these two images, and the affective response, is located in the reader. It
seems to me to offer some clues about being your most authentic self, losing the dog in the
labyrinth, failing utterly, and yet being rewarded anyway with the recovery of another object,
this time connected to one’s own identity (unlike the dog, which is its own free agent, and
not Ray’s to catch). The reader is left with the sense of Mr Ray’s capacity for care, but also his
solitariness. The envelope, in a circular narrative structure, seems to point back to the adviceseeking letter that initiates the comic.
The construction of ‘the serious adult’ as an enduring and stable entity, the product of
a sustained predictable period of growth, is anathema to the carnival. In the carnival other
attributes are endorsed for adult life: self-acceptance, curiosity, kindness, and practice. Growth
is continual and requires transformation, which in turn demands vulnerability: the unmasking of
the embodied, naked self.
Existence
What do we make of ourselves and the world around us? How do we live lives that are full of
meaning and purpose? How do we discover or construct our values and how do we live by
them? What should we believe in? How do we make sense of the huge amount of information
we drown in every day, and how do we separate out all the voices we hear, the voices that speak
to us and from us––the voices we internalise?
A letter about living a good life is addressed to Mr Ray. ‘How does one live, happily?’ asks LD
(Advicecomics 2014: Oct 3).13 This advice comic has a parallel set of images. In one set, Mr Ray
sits in contemplation at the beach. The sky above is shrouded with ribbons of dark grey clouds.
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Mr Ray stands looking out at the ocean. He enters the water. Interspersed with these images
is two people in a band, in a house, one playing drums, one playing guitar. The energy and the
engagement of the images to do with music is clear, they are both absorbed in the musical
moment. As Mr Ray enters the water he says, ‘It’s been eight months since you wrote to me,
LD’. We flash to an image of the drumsticks hitting the drum, then back to Mr Ray, swimming
out. ‘Sometimes I wonder if you’re still alive.’ The perspective switches to the guitarist, eyes
closed, and then back to Mr Ray, still swimming, mostly submerged beneath the water, ‘–feeling
overwhelmed and endlessly hopeless...’ Silence becomes a dynamic element of the comic, as
between images of the instruments, Mr Ray dives down the bottom of the ocean, a few panels
later, he says cryptically, ‘Pluck the wings from your back, and dive deep. You’re a fish just like me,
LD. So swim.’ Mr Ray dives, floats, at one with the water. The band packs up their instruments,
and the last two panels show the instruments, now abandoned, and then the empty ocean and
a glimpse of the shore.
The question of how to live happily is answered in two modes: (1) the creative and expressive
connection with others through work and play, and (2) contemplative self-reflective confluence
with the natural world. In positive psychology terms, perhaps Pearson is depicting another
experience of ‘flow’, the embodied experience of heightened well-being and satisfaction that
comes from being intensely absorbed in an intrinsically rewarding activity (Csikszentmihalyi
1990). The equivocation in the comment ‘Sometimes I wonder if you’re still alive’ sets a
melancholy tone, reminding the reader that any narrative in an advice-seeking letter is always
unresolved. The lack of resolution of the ending, and the non-causal relationship between the
two sets of narrative images, along with Mr Ray’s ambiguous imperative, allows for multiple
interpretations.
Another letter tips crosses over into suicidal ideation. How can Advicecomics and the carnival
contain suicidality? How can the humour and odd combination of direct address and metaphoric
imagery blend to address and absorb this level of distress and transform it into a material form?
Dear Boyfriend, I feel so helpless and scared. I feel like I’m a burden or annoyance to
people. I really just want someone to love me or look forward to seeing me but no one
does. People call me a freak and those I care about seem to just shrug me off. I’m living
in a verbally abusive situation and don’t feel safe anymore, I tell my friends and family
but they don’t care/believe me. Is there even a reason for me to keep living, or should
I just take the hint everyone is giving me and end it? (Advicecomics 2015: Dec 7).14
‘There’s a lotta ways/to get to a lonely place,’ says Boyfriend, as he flies his shuttle to an apparent
ly abandoned and desolate planet. This comic conjures a physical landscape, a temporary space
to safely explore the submerged horror of the letter quoted above. ‘It can be hard to know if
you were brought here by bad communication/or if communication is bad because you’re here.’
The setting conjures isolation and loneliness – and may appear to further alienate the adviceseeker – but for Boyfriend, speaking from within this space. ‘No one can tell you whether you
should live or die.’ The next panel takes the viewer right back, to contemplate the landscape and
the smallness of the figure speaking at its centre. The eye picks out other shapes, ghostly forms,
including the silhouette of the letter writer standing at the precipice and what might be a large
shimmering shadow, gazing back from the opposite cliff.
In this advice comic, the comic breaks the fourth wall, combining the visual and the verbal
element with a direct address at the end, as Boyfriend stares out of the panel at the reader: ‘It’s
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you who had the will to write to me,’ says Boyfriend, ‘that is the will to live, and you must take
that will further to find a liveable life... But you need professional help. If you talk to someone
whose job it is to listen there is no issue of being a burden and they can help you figure out
how you got this place and how you’ll get out…’ This is the first advice comic in which there
is an editorial intervention; a link to ‘helpful resources’, a list of international mental health
resources curated by a Tumblr community. The comic manages to stay stylistically true to the
form, respectfully answering the letter in the spirit in which it was asked. Someone who writes
to Advicecomics is not looking for a simple answer. The dark lived material of the letter, and the
swirling materiality of the medium Hawkins uses to illustrate the comics combine to create an
exploratory, atmospheric material zone in which advice seeker and advice giver can stare into
the void together, a temporary holding space dialogically constructed by letter writer and comic
artist and contained within the gaze of the reader.
The capacities of care in the carnival
Advicecomics conjures the carnival; a fleeting time and place where multiple voices, dialects and
perspectives mingle. Both cathartic and regulatory, Advicecomics foregrounds radical empathy
as a way of thinking, feeling, knowing, and doing care. In this carnival of care there is room for
laughter, irony, ambiguity, absurdity, sincerity, and empathy for self and other. It is inclusive
of a range of styles, perspectives, insights, and level of artistic accomplishment. As Fox Udon
says: ‘Being a conventionally skilled draftsman is not mandatory/but having a unique voice is’
(Advicecomics: Sept 2016).
Advice comics are embodied: one body lives through the experience of another, whether it is
the comic artist using their own body to make sense of another’s pain, or the reader using their
body to perceive and respond to the contours of the text, using the same thinking-feeling mode
of attention to fill in the literal and metaphorical gaps.
The carnival is ‘a temporary liberation from the prevailing truth’, a time of ‘becoming, change
and renewal’ (Bakhtin 1984: 10), which, as demonstrated by Advicecomics, offers new ways of
seeing, experiencing, and knowing the public and private self. Advicecomics is produced by a
fluid community of participants who, instead of offering solutions to problems, create a space in
which these problems can be safely held. By offering a world of carnival images, Advicecomics
generates new values, rituals and rules, with its accepting position on issues such as body
neutrality, gender fluidity, sexuality and identity, polyamory and other nonconventional ways of
being in the body and with the body of the world.
The accretive effect of Advicecomics is the communicative, expressive, thinking-feeling patterns
that connect the world of the comics to the world from which the problems emerge; ultimately
the boundaries between the carnival and the so-called real-world collapse. Leaking through to
the world of the letter writers, the origin of all questions, is the radical notion that everyone may
ask of the world and receive care in return.
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Notes
1 https://therumpus.net/2011/03/dear-sugar-the-rumpus-advice-column-67-the-black-arc-ofit/
2 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/88472923613/dear-mr-ray-i-am-what-you-wouldcall-an-emerging
3 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/83585046013/tuna-panini-do-you-ever-worry-aboutbacteria-like-i
4 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/88222101773/how-can-i-grow-a-big-hard-cock
5 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/77790006590/received-via-email-from-anonymousdear-sally-ummm
6 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/104472913803/i-over-think-things-and-never-endup-doing
7 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/69069949238/i-constantly-worry-that-i-am-not-trulyloved-or
8 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/96694436948/to-whom-it-may-concern-although-iam-in-my-mid-20s-i
9 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/138664562943/dear-any-of-you-im-26-this-year-andim-also-in
10 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/150296708508/i-struggle-to-find-any-purchase-inmy-art-and-i
11 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/127786851688/hi-there-im-24-and-have-beenunable-to-finish
12 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/103109366558/dear-mr-ray-ive-lost-a-lot-of-thingsthe-last-3
13 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/99055975593/mr-ray-im-worried-that-it-will-all-betoo-much-that
14 https://advicecomics.tumblr.com/post/134718848383/dear-boyfriend-i-feel-so-helplessand-scared-i
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Work details
1 The socially distanced typewriter keys used to instigate the first project entitled 168.
2 Sketchbook work of MacLellan and Wood showing development of 168.
3 Some of the final concertina books combining cut up artworks of both artists.
4 The completed set of C6 envelopes from the second project stop/start.
5 A finished envelope formed into an 8 page one-sheet-book with grey-board covers.
6 Stop/start books showing the sewn insert page that introduced a text-based element
offering context
7 Sketchbook work and final solutions from the World Book Night ‘Herbarium’ submission.
8, 9 Development of Good Companions. Initial works by MacLellan (left) are overprinted by
Wood.
10, 11 Individual sketchbook pages from the artists indicate how each element was developed
individually before being combined as a single image.
12 Good Companions, the finished artists’ book
Contextual statement
These photographs document the realisation of three artists’ books produced collaboratively
in response to the national lockdowns of 2020. Good Companions evolved from methodology
employed within the first two projects which renewed our approach to creative practice.
As artists who live seventy-three miles apart, and work collaboratively, we have a long-established
practice of sharing work in progress via a WordPress blog in order to systematically document
the process of peer influence, risk taking and change to known working practices. As lockdown
began we determined to maintain this methodology and continue our central commitment to
employing new ways of working. Adjusting to living and working from home, we recognised the
importance of face-to-face interaction, albeit across a digital platform, and as a result began
to meet at a regular time on a weekly basis. This frequency of exchange offered a new form of
emotional and creative support which re-established our collaboration.
The journey of rejuvenation started during March 2020 when we discussed the world-wide
COVID-19 crisis and how as artists we might respond to this through our work. Interested in
making use of a recently purchased typewriter previously owned by a writer, ideas around social
distancing and isolation were considered with parallels drawn between our enforced isolation
in contrast to the often self-imposed isolation of a writer. Through discussion, we proposed
to utilise the typewriter keys as a starting point and respond individually to a specific letter or
symbol to create a body of work. In the spirit of ‘social distancing’ only alternate keys from the
keyboard were used.
This first project spanned five months and generated forty individual artworks. WordPress
blog posts written throughout this period evidence change in our collaborative practice as
we adjusted to limitations around time, space and materials available. With no preconceived
ideas about the end output, we produced work that responded to a moment in time—a logic
that aligned effectively with the pandemic itself, as we continued to encounter change and
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uncertainty. Agreed restrictions around making weekly responses and limiting materials to
those that already existed in our respective homes eventually enabled a certain freedom to take
place. New ways of making work were embraced and our individual roles in the production of
visual outcomes adjusted as we relied less on our areas of specialism.
The second national lockdown in November 2020 saw the introduction of new rules and
restrictions which offered opportunities to reinforce changes made to our practice during the
first lockdown. Conversations within our weekly FaceTime meetings around collaborating on
outcomes and employing rules/actions to affect change resonated with us both. Following
first trials with media and methodology, we determined to select one new rule each week and
independently produce a response on the inside of a C6 envelope which would then be mailed
to one another to add to.
With the easing of lockdown in May 2021, a making day was planned to work together on the
book production. During the lead up to this day, FaceTime meetings were used to formulate
lists of tasks and confirm the book format. It was within these discussions that the notion of
producing an additional collaborative insert page was considered. This enabled us to draw upon
styles of working which had become established within this period of home-working to produce
a visual and written summary of our interpretation of each action stopped or rule adhered to.
At the beginning of June 2021, we reflected around having made two limited edition artists’
books which re-acted to imposed rules and restrictions and the opportunities this had afforded
around doing things differently. New approaches to making had become established and
outcomes produced individually had been shared, cut up, edited, adjusted and re-interpreted
collaboratively. As the Government published their roadmap out of lockdown, we had the
opportunity to pause the production of our book arts projects and trial elements of this new
methodology within a response to the annual World Book Night event organised by University
of West England, Bristol. First research around the 2021 theme (Herbarium) had led to the
phrase companion planting which enabled the interpretation of a new subject matter. Individual
responses were produced on the outside of envelopes and posted to each other to add to
so that a pair of companion plants were depicted within a single outcome. It was both this
subject matter and approach to collaborative making which we determined to employ for Good
Companions.
Returning to research undertaken in preparation for the World Book Night response, we selected
six pairs of companion plants to respond to and agreed the format of the book. Consideration was
given to the characteristics of each species, and a table constructed to gain an overview of how
each benefited the other. Selecting elements of our practice established throughout the national
lockdowns of 2020, we employed smaller scales of working and a simplified approach to making.
An edition of eight illustrations were produced collaboratively with imagery representing one
plant arranged alongside its companion. Discussions to determine the front cover led to notions
of our own companionship and we drew upon a shared item of furniture, the duration of our
friendship and visits to each other’s homes to inform colour and pattern selected.
Production of the book was planned, and a systematic methodology employed to complete
individual tasks beforehand. Working side-by-side during the making day enabled planned and
emergent ideas to be resolved through both social interactions and project based conversational
exchanges.
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Abstract
This paper examines visual arts practices in the context of Arts for Recovery, Resilience, Teamwork and
Skills (ARRTS), a four-week intensive residential program for ill or injured serving Defence personnel,
which has been hosted twice annually by the University of Canberra since 2015. Two datasets of
visual material sit in the public domain and invite opportunities to undertake close reading of the
visual artworks produced and processes pursued. Our work considers the intersections between
participatory, expressive creative practice, and art instrumentalised for its therapeutic benefits.
We attend to the tensions between stakeholders operating in an explicit hierarchy that does not
reward expressive individualism, vulnerable participants emerging from this social and professional
context, and researchers defined by an obligation to critically evaluate. Navigating this delicate space
challenges ARRTS mentors to achieve a productive balance between artistic critique that reflects
the professional legitimacy, rigour and worthiness of creative activity, both intrinsically and for its
beneficial effects, and creative practice for solace and escape. Interpretations of participants’ own
published disclosures, combining visual artwork with descriptive statements protected from a clinical
gaze, enable us to better understand how the program’s participatory and expressive agenda aids
recovery. This supports a tentative finding that positive health outcomes in ARRTS are enhanced by
sidelining health contexts and goals.
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A MATTER OF BALANCE: VISUAL ARTS IN THE AUSTRALIAN
DEFENCE FORCE ARRTS PROGRAM
Vahri McKenzie & Caren Florance

Arts for Recovery, Resilience, Teamwork and Skills (ARRTS) is a four-week intensive residential
program for ill or injured serving Defence personnel, with up to 30 members in each cohort.
Participants come from the three defence services (Royal Australian Navy, Australian Army,
and Royal Australian Air Force) and the emergency services. At the time of writing, ARRTS has
completed twelve iterations, hosted twice annually by the University of Canberra since 2015
(with one iteration cancelled in each of 2020 and 2021 due to COVID-19). The program is
designed to teach and mentor participants in several creative arts streams to support them in
developing new ways of being with themselves and others. After introductory sessions in three
creative streams, participants choose to focus on one of Creative Writing, Visual Arts, or Music
and Rhythm. ARRTS is jointly run by the University of Canberra (UC) and the Australian Defence
Force (ADF), with UC taking responsibility for Creative Writing and Visual Arts streams, and ADF
personnel offering Music and Rhythm. This paper is the first evaluation of the Visual Arts stream
to be published and comes from the combined perspectives of a researcher newly immersed in
the program (Vahri McKenzie) and a long-time mentor (Caren Florance).
Our contribution builds on recent applied creative writing research that delves into aspects of
creative pedagogy in the ARRTS context (Bullock 2021a; Bullock 2021b; Bullock and Williams
2021; Magee 2021; Magee and Bullock 2021). Of particular value to the current paper is recent
work describing the UC contribution as a program of ‘creative interventions’ guided by ‘four
principles’ that are efficacious in aiding recovery (Webb, et al. 2021). We add to this discourse by
evaluating aspects of the approach to creative practice in the context of the ARRTS Visual Arts
stream. Additionally, we share the findings of visual analyses of artworks made by graduates
of the ARRTS intensives, with attention to what these works reveal about their experiences of
engaging with creative practice as part of their recovery from trauma.
We will frame our discussion around the four principles of creative interventions identified by
Webb, Williams and Eaton, which they posit as effective in helping participants to ‘reactivate
their engagement with symbolic expression … by demonstrating their ability to learn new skills
and develop an additional identity’ (Webb, et al. 2021: 41). The four principles ably capture
the participatory and expressive spirit of the ARRTS program, and provide the beginnings
of an evidenced-based framework to assess the achievements of the Visual Arts stream in
meeting the program objectives of enhancing recovery, resilience, teamwork and skills. The
‘four principles’ framework also enables us to draw attention to areas where we identify a
potential risk that mentors’ roles, or the program’s structure, may stray from a participantcentric agenda. This work is relevant for future iterations of the ARRTS program and other
applied arts and health programs.
•

•

•

•

•

Webb, Williams and Eaton’s principles give priority to participants’ experiences over those
of other stakeholders (and other exogenous factors), and prioritise creative expression over
external measures of accomplishment. The principles were developed as the result of collective
experience over seven years of presenting the Creative Writing stream and hosting ARRTS at UC.
Building on earlier research by members of this writing team (Williams, et al. 2019), a significant
impact of the program’s creative interventions is theorised as participants’ demonstration
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of their ability to learn new skills and develop an additional identity (Webb, et al. 2021: 41).
The principles are not those of biomedical ethics identified in Tom L. Beauchamp and James F.
Childress’ Principles of Biomedical Ethics (currently in its 8th edition, first published in 1979),
but there is an interesting echo in light of the complexities and competing agendas operating
in applied creative arts research that we illuminate. The significance of biomedical ethics to
the emergence of medical humanities, forerunner to the broader health humanities where we
position our work, is seen, for example, in Stanford University’s Biomedical Ethics and Medical
Humanities Scholarly Concentration program (2021).
Beauchamp and Childress’ four principles are: respect for autonomy, nonmaleficence, bene
ficence, and justice. Nonmaleficence may be understood through the familiar and condensed
formula of the Hippocratic Oath: first do no harm. The principle of beneficence is the corollary:
to do as much good as possible. Respect for autonomy extends what may be considered
a basic human freedom to medical ethics, prioritising individual choice and responsibility.
In Beauchamp and Childress’ work, the principle of justice draws attention to the impacts
of the distribution of limited resources, without proscribing how such decisions ought to be
made (Beauchamp and Childress 2019). Webb, Williams and Eaton’s four principles (the ‘four
principles’ referred to throughout the remainder of this paper) value participation, participantcentrism, expressiveness, and resisting tradition. They take nonmaleficence and beneficence
as given; respect for autonomy is reflected in the significance given in the four principles to
prioritising participants’ experiences over those of other stakeholders.
Working in this space is not without complexity. In this paper, we do not adopt a traditional dyad
between ‘researchers’ and ‘participants’; our method seeks to extend some decision-making
capacity to all stakeholders, including the artist-participants who have given us permission to
name them and reproduce their artworks, and mentors whose practice expertise informs our
conclusions. As applied arts research, our own perspectives combine the roles of artist-educator
and researcher through critical reflection on practice. Our methods reflect efforts in the growing
field of health humanities that ‘draws on the methodologies of the humanities, fine arts and
social sciences to provide insight, understanding, and meaning’ (Klugman 2019: 3). This is a
transdisciplinary space that explicitly brings together perspectives and approaches from different
epistemological paradigms. While health humanities is often described as interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary, in his introduction to Research methods in health humanities Craig Klugman
identifies transdisciplinarity as a distinguishing theme: a way of attending to the activist spirit
of this work that combines traditional single-target research methods with newer methods that
seek to empower all stakeholders (Klugman 2019: 6).
UC’s work in the ARRTS program occupies a productive three-way intersection between stake
holders operating in an explicit hierarchy that does not reward expressive individualism,
vulnerable participants emerging from this social and professional context, and researchers
defined by an obligation to critically evaluate. In his Introduction to The Routledge companion to
health humanities, Paul Crawford calls for ‘the development of a stronger evidence base for the
application of both the arts and humanities to improve health and well-being’ (Crawford 2020:
3). Through the development of an evaluation framework for creative work that demonstrates
therapeutic benefits, Webb, Williams and Eaton’s (2021) four principles make an important
contribution. The principles are also significant in confronting a broader tension in health
humanities that instrumentalises creative arts for their therapeutic benefits while struggling to
evaluate their impacts with existing social science methods. The principles provide an explicitly
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creative framework developed from collective creative practice knowledge and scholarship that
advocates a participatory and expressive approach to creative practice.
In the spirit of experiential learning championed by the program, and leveraging the suitability of
the principles’ creative framework for evaluating applied arts programs, we extend our enquiries
in a new, visual, direction. Whilst two comprehensive research enquiries are embedded within
the ARRTS program and analyse its impacts and outcomes for individuals (PhD projects employing
quantitative and qualitative methodological approaches to data; see Grey 2021a and Watt 2021
respectively), privacy considerations preclude case study approaches that examine individual
circumstances of participants alongside their creative process and outcomes. However, two
datasets of visual material sit in the public domain and provide opportunities to analyse the
visual artworks produced to understand common concerns as they are reflected in subject
matter and creative processes pursued. Our two approaches to visual analysis, ethnographic
and thematic, do not rely on personal details and include no personal information that has not
already been published.
A collection of ten showcase catalogues (1) provides a richly illustrated and permanent record
of each cohort’s work, accompanied by short pieces of interpretive writing (ADF ARRTS Program
Showcases, 2016–2021). The catalogues were designed by Visual Arts mentor John Reid for
the participants, their families, and others affiliated with ARRTS. The printed catalogues are
prepared during each program, and each participant is represented by at least one page of work.
With Reid’s guidance, informed by his understanding of aesthetic and ethnographic values,
participants select images of work to include. Because print deadlines require catalogues to
be completed by the end of the intensive’s third week, the work shown in the catalogue is not
usually a participant’s major work showcased in exhibition, but it is usually representative of their
creative focus. Reid also documents the day-to-day operations of the program, selecting images
that are content-rich in showing an account of people and their activities. Other participants
and staff are also encouraged to take and contribute photographs.
An online gallery (2) is hosted by the program’s Artistic Director and researcher Geoff Grey as
part of ‘his ongoing exploration of the impacts, benefits, challenges and outputs of creative
engagement opportunities undertaken by wounded, injured and ill uniformed personnel
through the ADF ARRTS program’ (Grey 2021b). A total of 41 participants from the 2015 to 2019
cohorts submitted examples of their work, along with brief, contextualising artists’ statements.
The online gallery is a living database, to which some participants continue adding work after
their program’s completion, including work made before they attended ARRTS, and work made
in a different genre to that of their chosen program stream. The printed dataset and the dynamic
online dataset display significant differences: the period of time each artist has to reflect and
select examples of their work; the relative freedom from mediation of artists’ choices; the space
allotted to each artist. We consider these differences in our analysis.
It is important to note that it is not our intention to undertake formal art analyses of the artworks;
all work made in the program is shared with the expectation that it will not be exposed to explicit
artistic judgement. The substantial collection of material creates an opportunity, however, to
interpret the ARRTS program’s benefits and challenges through a thematic and material analysis.
This in turn helps us to understand the ways in which making images, marks and artefacts aids
the recovery of ARRTS participants.
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1 Four of the ten showcase catalogue
covers featuring participant artworks.
From top to bottom: David Cooper,
Windswept Willow, 2017. Driftwood,
steel, wire. 30 x 43 x 20cm. Jaala`
Hayes, Lost Identity, detail, 2017.
Digital print, acrylic paint, rose petals.
144 x 58cm. Murray Pearson, Blooms,
work in progress detail, 2019. Acrylic
on canvas board. 25 x 20cm. Byron
Lomas, Free Mind, detail, 2021. Acrylic
on plywood. 90 x 60cm.
Photographs and design: John Reid
(ADF ARRTS Program Showcases)
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2 A representative screengrab
from the ARRTS online gallery,
hosted by Geoff Grey, and
featuring 16.1 Visual Arts stream
participant Sarah Vandepeer
(Grey 2021b)

We reviewed all visual work produced in the ARRTS programs archived in the printed catalogues
and online gallery. In keeping with a social-constructivist approach, our interpretations emerge
from a combination of closely viewing visual imagery, reflecting on existing practice knowledge,
and closely reading the existing ARRTS literature. We also considered the interpretations of
mentors and ADF leaders published in catalogues alongside images, including suggestions that
common themes in the work include portraying aspects of ‘families’, engaging with ‘pain’, or
seeking ‘escape’ (ADF ARRTS Program Showcase 2016: ix, 8). Taken together, these processes
informed our thematic categories, and instances of visual themes were then methodically
counted to offer indications of relative significance. This process was supplemented with critical
reflection and dialogue between the authors, as well as consultation with current and former
mentors (acknowledged at the end of this paper).
•

•

•

•

•

Webb, Williams and Eaton’s first principle is to ‘de-emphasise any focus on “traditional”
academic or scholarly markers of achievement’ and, rather, to focus on participation (Webb,
et al. 2021: 41). A hierarchy of genres has traditionally ranked painting and sculpture above
other visual arts media, with decorative arts and crafts at the bottom. Feminist art scholars have
challenged such arbitrary distinctions by showing how a fine-art/craft dichotomy maps onto
public/private spaces and masculine/feminine genders (Korsmeyer and Brand Weiser 2021). As
well as being critically unsound, genre (and other) hierarchies limit the potential impact of the
beneficial creative practices on which we focus. Reviewing the range of practices offered in the
ARRTS Visual Arts stream is one way to distinguish between traditional approaches to visual arts
education and the more participatory approaches championed in ARRTS.
The Visual Arts stream offers a diverse range of practices for participants to engage with, as
Image 3 illustrates. This diversity is enabled by the current team of Visual Arts mentors’ breadth
of practice knowledge. John Reid has graphic design training and a creative practice that
incorporates photography, performance art and environmental art. He is also the photographer
credited in many of the images we use in this paper. Mariana del Castillo has a wide repertoire of
traditional fine art skills including painting and drawing, craft-based skills including eco-dyeing,
digital skills such as animation, and an exhibiting practice that incorporates all of this but is
centred upon textile-based sculptural work that recycles a broad range of found objects. Co-
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3 The Visual Arts stream space (here in 2016) illustrates the diversity of practice forms available.
Photograph: John Reid (ADF ARRTS Program Showcase 2016.1: 13–14).

author Caren Florance, also a designer, has a typo-bibliographic practice centred upon textbased printmaking and a broad range of publishing outcomes, including artist books, zines, fine
press work and digital publications, many of which utilise collaboration with visual artists.
The three mentors were all associated with the Canberra School of Art during a period influenced
by a ‘Bauhaus School’ approach to creative engagement, characterised by interdisciplinary
cross-pollination between different workshops, regardless of their perceived status within a
traditional art/craft dichotomy. All three future mentors encountered the Graphic Investigation
Workshop (1978–1998) and its philosophy of material exploration in a group context: the idea
comes first, with a potential means of expression in any medium (Florance, 2019). This common
factor influences the team’s approach to mentoring: an open, exploratory attitude towards visual
arts without siloing fields of practice, combined with a dedication to engaging and professional
presentation without pressure to finish a complete body of work.

4 Full cohort session (2016): portrait
drawing with the extra challenge of
using ink with a long piece of dried reed.
Two examples are included above.
Photograph: John Reid (ADF ARRTS Program
Showcase 2016.2: 18)
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Whilst participants opt to focus on a single practice stream with daily intensives supported by
qualified mentors, they also continue to participate in short, full-group creative workshops.
Image 4 illustrates an activity in which participants paint portraits with a long reed brush, perched
above the paper. These constraints encourage expressive approaches to mark-making that work
against the control that participants expect from more traditional techniques, releasing them
from the pressure to compete. The image also reveals participants as simultaneously being both
the representing artist and their partner artist’s subject.
Professionally presented outcomes open to the validation or criticism of others are another
aspect of art practice that may be considered a traditional marker of achievement. Each iteration
of the ARRTS program ends with a ‘Showcase’ exhibition and performance that presents a body
of work for participants’ families, as well as dignitaries from ADF and UC. The professional
standards of this event are impressive: a large room is transformed into a performance space,
with stage, curtains and lighting rig installed. Mentors from the Music and Rhythm stream, who
are serving ADF personnel and musicians who play in a variety of ensembles for ADF functions,
perform alongside participants. Another room transforms into a gallery space, with framed and
professionally labelled works presented as worthy of serious consideration. The significance
of the Showcase challenges participants and mentors alike to maintain an entirely participantcentred workshop. Whilst an impressive Showcase event can consolidate achievements, and it
is part of professional practice to complete the creative cycle to public display, a focus on this
event alone will not sustain a long-term creative practice.
This first principle recommends a sense of caution in relation to ‘traditional’ markers of
achievement and emphasises the significance of the ‘participant-centered nature of the
program’ (Webb, et al. 2021: 41). Striking the right balance between professional outcomes
and generative processes relies on mentors’ expertise to ensure participants’ safety in revealing
themselves in these new ways, through appropriate guidance in selecting, arranging and
presenting their work.
•

•

•

•

•

The second principle embraces ‘a broad based, multi-form approach’ to visual art, within
which ‘participants can identify and pursue their own areas of interest, regardless of our own
preconceptions of the “traditional” creative modes of practice’ (Webb, et al. 2021: 41). In moving
beyond traditional approaches, this second principle can be seen as continuous with the first.
A variety of approaches to creative practice are modelled, with low-stakes, playful exploration
an important part of this ecology. For mentors, process is as important as outcome, and the
workshop atmosphere encourages participants to focus on creative practice as daily practice,
for its own sake.
Image 5 shows mentor Mariana del Castillo leading participants in making expressive sculptural
figures from wire, foil and tape. The Visual Arts mentors’ approach challenges high art historical
precedents that disparaged handcrafts and ‘poor’ materials. Contemporary trends that ‘upcycle’
and reuse found materials, once a radical Dadaist act, have often influenced participants before
they arrive, and the mentors encourage this practice by organising trips to local ‘tip-shops’
for such materials, brainstorming conceptual ideas and relating them to relevant examples of
contemporary practice. It is an example of the impact of the Graphic Investigation Workshop’s
philosophy that an idea can be served by the materials, rather than privileging training in that
material or process (Florance, 2019).
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5 Full cohort session (2019):
sculpture workshop using wire,
foil and masking tape.
Photograph: John Reid (ADF
ARRTS Program Showcase 2019.
2: 46)

Employing ‘poor’ materials that are cheap and accessible, and techniques that do not require
sophisticated tools, supports participants in developing a long-term creative practice that fits
with their everyday life. Such approaches can be considered through the philosophical lens of
everyday aesthetics, which recognises the continuity between artistic encounters and everyday
life. It draws on John Dewey’s pragmatist aesthetics in Art as Experience (1958) and expands
attention from isolated aesthetic objects to ‘a mode of aesthetic experience that is complex,
immersive, and multisensory, and thus readily applicable to everyday life’ (Irvin 2009: 138).
The second principle can assist mentors to reflectively guide participants beyond fixed and
preconceived areas of interest, towards new, broader ideas and approaches. It also flags the
fact of distinctions between mentors’ and participants’ interests. Whilst entrusting creative
interventions to visual arts educators with practice and pedagogical expertise accords with the
culture of respect for authority that is inculcated by the defence services, mentors come to
the program as ‘whole people’ and may have past traumas of their own. Trying a variety of
processes invites participants to identify their interests, develop new interests, and be inspired
by mentors’ interests. At the same time, the second principle guides mentors to challenge their
own preconceptions.
A ‘Soldier’s Five’ is an informal military phrase referring to a quick instructional demonstration or
lesson. Once Visual Arts mentors learned the phrase from a participant, they introduced regular
breakouts to give quick demonstrations of technical processes or skills, as in Image 6 showing
Caren Florance conducting a short introduction to the concept of books as art. In the same way,
participants are encouraged to present for the whole group a technique that is known to them,
and as they are familiar with the Soldier’s Five format, they often do so. It is one of the more
visible ways in which participants educate and support each other with ways of getting through
their days.
Two points follow from this meeting of cultures. The ADF operates in an explicit hierarchy that
does not reward expressive individualism and has a results-oriented approach to training. Skill
acquisition is an explicit goal of the program (signalled in the S of the ARRTS acronym), and
participants favour activities that require palpable labour and manual dexterity, as seen in print
workshops with letterpress artist and co-author Caren Florance (Image 7). The achievement of
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6 Visual Arts stream ‘Soldier’s Five’ led by Caren Florance (2020), introducing the group to the concept of artist
books. Photograph: John Reid (ADF ARRTS Program Showcase 2020.1: 37)

7 Caren Florance leads a handset letterpress workshop at the Printmedia & Drawing
Workshop, ANU School of Art & Design, 2017. Photograph: Caren Florance and
uncredited participant (ADF ARRTS Program Showcase 2017.1: 19–20)
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8 Program participants performing a song for their peers during
an evening Review showing
off works-in-progress at HMAS
Harman. Photograph: uncredited
participant (ADF ARRTS Program
Showcase 2021.1: 58)

a reasonably quick result with a machined finish that looks like professional print publication
is consistent with the manual tinkering and an outcomes-orientation that are common parts
of military culture. This may sit awkwardly against the approaches championed by the first
two principles, and it is part of the Visual Arts mentors’ skill to balance experiences of creative
process, with its ambiguities and possible failures, with the value of producing artefacts to share.  
The second point to be made about outcomes-oriented military culture relates to the history
of parading and showcasing achievement through ceremonial occasions and theatrical reviews.
Image 8 was shared by participants as self-representation of a spontaneous evening review of
works-in-progress at HMAS Harman Royal Australian Navy Base, where most participants reside
for the program’s duration, free of uniforms and the usual recognition of rank. Such participantinitiated showcasing produces a powerful sense of their shared military culture, creating
opportunities for cultural exchange between mentors and participants to balance programmed
incursions and excursions.
Each of these examples is consistent with Webb, Williams and Eaton’s third principle, which
recommends that mentors ‘encompass multi-disciplinary approaches to creativity, and allow
participants to branch into multiple streams if that is where their interests lie. The point is to
facilitate creative expression, rather than to make excellent art or develop a specialization in an
art form’ (Webb, et al. 2021: 41). Our analysis reveals that visual work is produced from across
the practice streams, illustrating cross-pollination between them, and the broad use of marking
and other ways of making for self-expression.
•

•

•

•

•

Systematic reviews of the benefits of creative arts in achieving therapeutic goals overwhelmingly
demonstrate positive outcomes for participants (Maujean, et al. 2014; Regev and CohenYatsiv 2018; Schouten, et al. 2015; Van Lith 2016). However, such studies also reflect broader
challenges with work in this transdisciplinary space, such as the difficulty of measuring specific
benefits of creative practice. For example, Van Lith’s systematic review focused on practice
knowledge but found it impossible to compare and contrast various arts practice approaches
without further understanding their philosophical foundations (2016: 20–21). Further, art
therapy approaches in this literature usually reflect a specific clinical cohort or health condition
(Regev and Cohen-Yatsiv consider seven clinical categories; Van Lith examines four specific
mental health issues; Schouten et al. consider trauma). The ARRTS program is different in this
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regard. Whilst all participants have been identified as ill or injured by ADF clinical staff, and their
safety is supported through the availability of clinically trained ADF health staff throughout the
duration of the four-week intensive, mentors are not briefed on and have no initial knowledge
of participants’ diverse clinical backgrounds.  
Principle four is to ‘be entirely participant-centric in terms of outcomes and outputs’, including
the freedom ‘to work either in an “art therapy” mode or simply in creative play and practice’
(Webb, et al. 2021: 41). Images used above to illustrate the first three principles can be
considered ethnographic, in as much as they were produced by mentors and participants
immersed in the program, designed to offer a rich sense of day-to-day activities as well as
issues and questions arising. All of these images come from the ARRTS catalogues. For our
second, thematic, mode of analysis, we have selected images from the online gallery because
the inclusion of participants’ written statements alongside these images adds richness to their
self-expression. We reviewed all visual work produced in the ARRTS programs archived in the
printed catalogues and online gallery. What follows is not a formal art analysis but rather a
description of prevalent themes and an indication of their relative significance, suggested by
the number of times each theme can be identified. Our visual analysis reveals three major
themes: escape, health, and the military. The first two accommodate the fourth principle’s
characterisation of modes of practice (art therapy or creative play), which we describe through
thematic categories ‘health’ and ‘escape’.
The greatest in number is ‘escape’, which includes work depicting familiar or exotic places,
animals, or hobbies like car culture. Graeme Copeland’s Kiama Coast effectively illustrates
this approach (9). He writes, ‘This painting depicts a part of the South Coast of NSW between
Gerringong and Kiama. My wife and I try and get out as much as possible, preferably surrounded
by nature and away from the crowds’ (Grey 2021b).  Of Country Carport (10) Copeland writes:
‘This painting is of my Mum and Step-Dad’s house near Castlemaine, Victoria. The blue 1959 J
Series Bedford in the foreground has been in the family for 40 years now and I hope to restore
it to its former glory’ (Grey 2021b).
Work about ‘health’, broader than ‘pain’ (the term signalled in Creative Writing mentors’ texts,
ADF ARRTS Program Showcase 2016: 8), includes references to illness or injury, and references

9 Graeme Copeland, Kiama Coast,
2020. Acrylic on canvas, 60 x 80cm
(Grey 2021b)
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10 Graeme Copeland, Country Carport,
2020. Acrylic on board, 60 x 80cm
(Grey 2021b)

11 Saif Shamki, Pusser Post Resolute,
2017. Acrylic on canvas, 50 x 40cm
(Grey 2021b)

12 Dez Flakelar, Untitled, no date. Pen
on paper. 14.8 x 21cm (Grey 2021b)
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to actions that are found to improve health. Saif Shamkhi shared Pusser Post Resolute along
with this statement: ‘I created this artwork to tell the story of the drowning feeling that some
pussers [slang for sailor] come back with after a rotation on Operation Resolute (Australia’s
border protection operation 2006–2013). I wanted to highlight the injured veteran community’s
experience of feeling both lost and spiralling down when rehabilitation and other support is
not provided in a timely manner’ (Image 11, Grey 2021b). An example of work that explicitly
references health-promoting activities is seen in Dez Flakelar’s pointillist drawings (12). He
writes, ‘When I first tried pointillism, I found that it calmed my over-active mind. It grounded me
in the art and completely seized my attention’ (Grey 2021b).
As researchers, we find it remarkable that work about ‘health’ is the second most significant
thematic concern. Because the ARRTS program differs from art therapy in separating clinical
and creative approaches, it is surprising to find that many participants choose to make work
about their health. The sheer volume of work addressing this theme encourages us to posit that
positive health outcomes are enhanced by sidelining health contexts and goals. The significant
difference between art therapy and ARRTS creative practice is the relative freedom from a
clinical gaze: expressions of traumatic experiences and feelings within the usual framework of
ADF healthcare have professional implications for serving Defence personnel, which does not
encourage disclosures that may support recovery. On the other hand, visual evidence suggests
that participants are relatively unguarded in creatively expressing perspectives about their
service, including its potentially damaging aspects.  
This leads into the third most significant theme, which is the military itself. Entry into a new
community of practice aids the formation of new identities for participants that can exist
alongside their military identities, assisting them to ‘re-story their pasts ... into a more wideranging narrative’ (Webb, et al. 2021: 42). Standing as an artist’s statement for Eduardo de
Araujo’s Line of Sight (13) is a link to the Australian War Memorial’s online exhibition of the Napier
Waller Art Prize, for which Line of Sight was Highly Commended in 2019. De Araujo’s statement
makes it clear that, like Shamkhi’s Pusser Post Resolute, this work responds to his experience

13 Eduardo de Araujo, Line of Sight, 2019. Textile embroidery on digital photo, 26.5 x 47cm. Highly commended
in the 2019 Napier Waller Art Prize (Grey 2021b)
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of Operation Resolute. He writes: ‘HMAS Warramunga prepares to board a Suspected Illegal
Entry Vessel in the northern Australian waters. I captured this image to display the everyday life
for three months during the election period. We deployed at short notice from our homeport
with minimal personnel on board to a high-tempo area where we encountered young families
voyaging across the ocean on vessels that are not seaworthy, for a new start in life’ (Australian
War Memorial 2021: n.p.).
Military-themed work that does not adopt a critical view tends to be double-coded in other
thematic areas, such as escapes and reflections on the self through self-portraiture. It is perhaps
significant that there are more examples of military-themed works in the online gallery than in
the catalogues, where participants have had time to add to their portfolios, sometimes after
they have left service. It is also the case that the freedom to explore and reflect on feelings
through creative activity, including expressing criticism of the ADF, is explicitly communicated to
participants during the program. At the Showcase that concludes each program, ADF dignitaries
witness frank and open creative critiques of service and give supportive feedback to participants
afterwards. These complex attitudes are reflected in a final example, from Nath Breakwell. His
series of ‘Vet Toons’ display a ‘specific military dark humour’ in their reflections of military
culture (Grey 2021b; 14).
•

•

•

•

•

The four principles of effective creative interventions offer a framework for visual analysis of the
Visual Arts stream of ARRTS by illustrating some of the creative processes pursued, as well as
the cultural exchange that occurs between mentors and participants which feeds back into and
further enriches the program. Principles one and two embrace broad approaches to artmaking,
including those that sit close to everyday practices including crafts and skilled handwork.
Mentors’ own identities act as models here, where their passions inspire and invite emulation,
and their serious consideration of participants’ work invites them into a community of practice
that is not overly judgemental, recognising many approaches to creative participation.

14 Nath Breakwell, from Vet Toons, (ongoing series, n.d.). Coloured
pencils on paper (Grey 2021b)
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The freedom to engage in autonomous ‘art therapy’ or what might appear to be simple ‘creative
play and practice’ (Webb, et al. 2021: 41) requires mentors to be alert to the needs and priorities
of individual participants, which fluctuate over the course of the four-week intensive. Navigating
this delicate space challenges mentors to achieve a productive balance between artistic critique
that reflects the professional legitimacy, rigour and worthiness of creative activity – both
intrinsically and for its beneficial effects – and creative practice for solace and escape. Some
participants are open to discovering a new community of practice, others seek comfort and
solace through their individual practice itself.
Building trust with participants – encouraged by artistic environments that are fun, safe and
inclusive – is essential. Work in this ADF context requires a new kind of vigilance, to soften
and slow down defensive responses in order to maintain ‘a nonconfrontational and noncompetitive atmosphere conducive to the development of creative practice’ (Webb, et al. 2021:
41). Interpretations of participants’ own managed disclosures, combining visual artwork with
descriptive statements protected from a clinical gaze, enable us to better understand how the
program’s participatory and expressive agenda aids recovery. Arts for recovery from trauma,
and, further, creative practice as a way to maintain and promote good health and wellbeing, is
a long-term process requiring productive creative habits. The evidence demonstrates that many
ARRTS participants discover creative and therapeutic ways of expressing and reflecting on their
experience of trauma which are sustained well beyond the intensive workshop.  
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Abstract
Community repair spaces, such as repair cafes, play a significant role in reducing the environmental
impact of clothing and textiles by taking repair skills out of the domestic sphere and into the public
realm. They make visible the process of repair, and normalise clothing repairs as a social practice.
Globally, consumers currently purchase around 80 billion new items of clothing every year but this
could be reduced by regular maintenance, which would enable clothing to be worn more frequently
before being discarded, thereby reducing the demand for new clothing. Community repair spaces
highlight the value of repairs in reducing both consumption and landfill, foster repair skills and increase
awareness of the environmental impacts around the purchase and disposal of consumer items.
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MAKING MENDING VISIBLE
Monica Andrew

Deborah¹ walks into the UC Repair Café, selects a needle, thread and scissors from the assorted
items on the table and sits down to work on her current mending project. A lecturer undertaking
a PhD, Deborah has mentioned previously that she has basic sewing skills but does not get
around to doing her mending at home. By the time she attends to her children and household
chores, she either runs out of time or is too tired to face her mending pile. However, here, in her
lunch break, she can make use of the equipment provided and do her mending while enjoying
a chat with others.
Trevor arrives to collect a jumper I have worked on
during the mid-year break (1). It is very old and has
been repaired in the past with leather elbow patches
and some rough darning attempts. I did not have any
matching yarn and suggested that we could use other
colours—red, yellow, brown. He agreed, somewhat
reluctantly, saying that it would become a work jumper.
I encouraged him to undertake some of the repairs
himself but he found it a struggle, so I did it for him.
Fortunately, he is very pleased with his visibly-mended
jumper, donning it immediately and parading around
the room to show it off.
Alex, an undergraduate student, spoke to me on several
occasions before bringing in a pair of torn shorts. Alex
already has good sewing skills, and quickly rehems the
shorts after a quick lesson on how to work a sewing
machine.

1 Trevor’s jumper with visible mending.
Photograph: the author

Charlotte arrives late in the session and looks around
the table to see if anyone needs help before working on her own repairs. Charlotte has been a
frequent visitor to the UC Repair Café since her first visit nearly three years ago. She rated her
sewing skills then as ‘very basic, poor’ but has improved significantly over the years. Charlotte
is an avid ‘op shopper’, buying almost all her clothes from second-hand shops, and wanted to
alter items that did not quite fit or needed minor adjustments. Her role at the repair café moves
between helping others and seeking help with her own repairs.
Deborah, Trevor, Alex and Charlotte are all visitors to a recent session of the UC Repair Café,
which I set up as part of my PhD research into clothing and textile sustainability. Community
repair spaces, such as the UC Repair Café, are taking repair skills out of the domestic sphere and
into the public realm, making visible the process of repair, and normalising clothing repairs as a
social practice.
Background
In recent decades, consumption of clothing has increased dramatically, resulting in a significant
– and potentially unsustainable – impact on the environment. Until relatively recently, clothing
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was a major household cost. Prior to the industrialisation and globalisation of the clothing
industry, clothing was entirely produced by hand. Fibres, predominantly cotton, wool and
linen, were grown, processed into yarn, woven into cloth and sewn into clothing by hand—a
long and labour-intensive process. As a result, the majority of people probably owned very
limited wardrobes. However, with changes in clothing production and declining costs worldwide
clothing consumption has increased from approximately 20 billion new items in 2000 to 80
billion in 2020 (Tackling textile waste 2020).
The main concern with the production and consumption of large quantities of clothing is its
environmental impact, with every stage of clothing production having a negative effect on the
environment, ‘from the production of the raw materials, and the creation of the garment, to
how it is used and cared for, and finally discarded’ (WRAP 2017: 7). In the 2018–19 financial
year, Australians generated an estimated 31kg per capita of textile waste, with households
generating nearly 90 per cent of all textile waste (247,000 tonnes), of which only 7 per cent was
recycled—mostly by exporting to other countries (Blue Environment 2020).
Reducing consumption
Consumers can extend the life of their garments – and thus both reduce the resources being put
into new clothes and the volume of discarded clothing going to landfill – by mending, altering or
re-making their existing wardrobe:
Increasing garment lifetimes is one of the most effective means of reducing their
environmental footprint. Extending the life of clothing by an extra nine months could
reduce carbon, waste and water footprints by around 20-30% each. (UK House of
Commons 2019: 40)
Historically clothes were cared for, mostly by women, to ensure they lasted as long as possible.
Indeed, one might say that the feminine ideal in the nineteenth century, as represented
in visual and literary forms, was that of an industrious, domestic woman, her head
bowed over her pile of mending. (König 2013: 571)
During World War 2, when clothing was rationed in the United Kingdom, the UK government
distributed publications and promoted classes to encourage mending and re-using clothing
(Morley 2015). Ol’ga Gurova (2006: 49) detailed similar experiences in Soviet Russia, where
‘things functioned in a state of constant, uninterrupted consumption’ through mending and reuse. Some of those practices continue to exist even in the age of fast fashion. Anneli Palmskold,
in a study of Swedish attitudes to clothing practices, found that older participants continued to
value ‘the idea of reusing textiles by altering, patching and mending’, while younger participants
were ‘more interested in the idea of creating a sustainable society by reusing objects and
recycling material’ (Palmskold 2015: 40–1).
In the narrowest sense, mending is the gesture that sustains and prolongs the functional
life of a garment by remedying malfunction and material wear. Mending lies between
laundering, a regular practice of maintenance, and alteration, transformation and
reuse, which are irregular practices to increase wearability and extend clothing life
cycles on both the material and immaterial level. (Middleton 2015: 264)
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Barriers to mending
Needlecraft skills are integral to the maintenance and care of clothes, whether it be for mending
damaged clothing, altering clothes to improve fit, or using existing clothes as the starting point
for new clothes. None of these processes is possible without at least basic hand or machine
sewing skills but sewing skills appear to have declined in recent decades. Towards the end
of the 20th century, sewing (or needlecraft) skills, taught to most schoolgirls throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, were largely replaced in schools by textiles courses, which
focused on design.
Textile work that is aesthetically driven has become more highly valued, while simpler
skills - more closely related to the repair and reuse of textiles - have been neglected.
(von Mengersen 2013: 357)
Pamela Norum (2013) explored the link between sewing skills and clothing maintenance
activities among a sample of US households. She found that Baby Boomers had a high level of
repair skills, followed by Gen X and Gen Y participants, which correlated with their likelihood
of repairing clothing. However, a lack of skills is not the only impediment to repairing clothing.
Mending is often perceived as boring, something done by women working alone at home with
the aim, as far as possible, of restoring damaged items to their original state, leaving little or no
evidence of the repair. Amy Twigger Holroyd (2016: 286) reported that participants in her study
of dress-related leisure thought that mending was a ‘relatively uninteresting task’, only carried
out on garments that were ‘worth the effort’ and if the process was not ‘overly time-consuming
or complex’.
Jonnet Middleton (2015) identified four arguments for not mending clothing:
• the availability of low-cost, low-quality clothing has made mending obsolete;
• clothes are worn only a few times before being discarded well before they need
mending;
• fast fashion is not worth mending; and
• there is no economic necessity to mend clothes
McLaren and McLauchlan (2015) found that the most commonly stated reasons for not repairing
clothes were financial cost and lack of time and skills. However, they noted that many repairs,
such as replacing a button or re-stitching a hem, required little time or skill and only low-cost
equipment. In addition, there are many resources available online that explain how to undertake
simple repairs. McLaren and McLauchlan also found that, while skilled embroiderers would
‘typically spend a great deal of time and resources on embroidery as a pastime’, they were less
likely to apply their skills ‘to repairing and mending their clothes’ (2015: 225). They concluded
that the main barriers to repairing clothes were socioeconomic, systemic, and psychological,
resulting from its association with poverty and drudgery, along with a lack of knowledge of the
environmental impact of clothing waste. However, they also found ‘that garments that were
repaired were often “favourites”’, demonstrating that ‘an emotional connection can overcome
the psychological barriers’ (McLaren and McLauchlan 2015: 225). Similarly, König (2013: 578)
reported that:
[w]hilst mending and repair has a role in making commodities more sustainable, this
is dependent upon the item being valued enough to justify further investment in its
maintenance rather than throwing it away or giving it to a charity shop.
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Twigger Holroyd (2016: 286) also described mending as ‘usually a solitary domestic activity’,
claiming that menders did not connect with others in the same way as they did with making,
which allowed for connections with family and friends by teaching making skills and making gifts,
as well as attendance at craft groups and connecting online. It is possible that the participants
in Twigger Holroyd’s study were more interested in the creativity involved in making activities
and did not see mending as a creative activity. They also could have been reflecting past and
still widespread attitudes towards mending as drudgery, unaware of modern mending practices.
Furthermore, menders are now connecting online, through Facebook groups such as ‘Modern
Mending Club’, and Instagram profiles such as Mendworthy and MendingMayhem.
Acquiring mending skills
Despite the decline in sewing skills,
there has been a resurgence of
interest in mending and repairs in
recent years, possibly driven by
environmental and ethical concerns
about mass production clothing and
the desire to consume less. However,
some people, particularly younger
people and the majority of males of
all ages, have difficulty even threading
a needle, let alone undertaking more
complex tasks, such as replacing a
damaged zip. How do they begin to
learn those skills?

2 Repair Café visitor darning a sock.
Photograph: the author

Some might find a relative or friend with the necessary skills and willingness to teach them;
others might seek out sewing classes; and social media offers another option. The Internet has
changed how we access information. We can use it to look up a phone number, find a map, view
a movie or television program, or buy any number of products. It is also used by many groups
and individuals to promote specific agendas, including issues around sustainable clothing, such
as Fashion Revolution and 1 Million Women.
YouTube, in particular, is facilitating a resurgence in traditional skills by providing detailed
information on a wide range of topics. Videos can be found on YouTube for an amazing array
of skills, whether in cooking, gardening, or mending, altering or restyling clothes. Examples of
needlecraft skills featured on YouTube include:
• How to repair a hole in a sock with darning (Professor Pincushion 2018)
• How to replace a broken zipper (MySewBliss 2014)
• How to sew on a button (Real Men Real Style 2017)
The availability of these videos does not prove that they are being used but they have all been
viewed many times, ranging from approximately 5,000 views for the video on replacing a zipper
(a rather complex process) to nearly 2,500,000 views for the video on threading a needle—a
necessary skill for all sewing projects.
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Social practice theory
The decline in clothing repair practices as a normal part of everyday life can be explained to some
extent by social practice theory, which draws on Bourdieu’s concept of habitus and Giddens’
theory of structuration to understand individual actions in relation to the wider society. Social
practice theory explores the idea that individual choices can be limited by cultural norms and
expectations that are inculcated in individuals throughout their life, through their family, school
and workplaces, as well as through any organisations they might join. David Evans, Andrew
McMeekin and Dale Southerton define practices as routinised behaviours such as cooking,
laundering and dwelling:
. . . individuals are not the autonomous architects of their own actions but carriers
of practice – practitioners – who routinely enact actions in accordance with shared
understandings of normality and their subjective interpretation of the required forms
of appropriate conduct necessary to perform any practice satisfactorily. (Evans, et al.
2012: 116)
The major proponent of social practice theory is Theodore Schatzki, who explains how individual
actions take place within a framework of infrastructure and natural elements:
Human coexistence is inherently tied, not just to practices, but also to material
arrangements. Indeed, social life, as indicated, always transpires as part of a mesh of
practices and arrangements: practices are carried on amid and determinative of, while
also dependent on and altered by, material arrangements. (Schatzki 2010: 130)
However, Schatzki does not clearly explain how or why
individuals are recruited to practices in the first place.
Elizabeth Shove, Mika Pantzar and Matt Watson (2012)
address this issue, asking how ‘practices emerge, exist
and die’, what elements are involved, how ‘practices
recruit practitioners’, how ‘bundles and complexes of
practice form, persist and disappear’ and how ‘elements,
practices and links between them [are] generated,
renewed and reproduced’ (Shove, et al. 2012: 14).
Social practice theory has been used to explore a vast
range of social activities, including Nordic walking
(Shove and Pantzar 2005), health promotion (Baum and
Fisher 2014; Blue, et al. 2016), food and eating practices
(Delormier, et al. 2009; Evans 2012; Halkier and Jensen
2011; Sahakian and Wilhite 2014), consumption (Evans,
et al. 2012; Nairn and Spotswood 2015; Røpke 2009),
energy consumption (Gram-Hanssen 2011), peer-topeer services (Huber 2017; Philip, et al. 2019) and
laundry routines (Jack 2013).

3 A mended jumper.
Photograph: the author

Given the wide range of practices that have been explored through the lens of social practice
theory, it is a suitable framework for exploring changes in clothing repair practices from the
traditional home-based (and almost invisible approach), through a decline in mending as the
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decreasing cost of clothing made replacement more affordable, to a renewed interest in repair
as the environmental impact of clothing has become more visible.
Community repair spaces
Traditionally, mending was – or aimed to be – invisible, not just in the repaired article but the
process of mending took place in the home away from public view.
Historically, fixing has inhabited the interstices of domestic life, so mundane, so
commonplace as to be rendered invisible. Moreover, it might even be regarded as a
slightly grubby subject, associated with poverty, material want and low socioeconomic
status. In terms of academic literature, the scarceness of material suggests that it is a
subject that has never really been of interest to anyone. (König 2013: 571)
Community repair spaces, such as repair cafés, make repair practices more visible by moving
them from the privacy of the home to the public arena. The Repair Café Movement started in
Amsterdam in 2009, with the goal of reducing the quantity of stuff going to landfill and fostering
repair skills. There are now over 2000 repair cafes throughout the world, saving a wide variety
of household items from landfill.
[Repair cafés] offer a place for people with a lifetime of repair skills and experience to
work with other like-minded people to make a difference and give something back to
their community. (Charter and Keiller 2016: 15)
Visitors bring broken items to repair cafés and the volunteers use their skills to repair the items
where possible. The majority of volunteers are retired or nearing retirement and use the skills
they have gained over the years. The range of repairs undertaken at any given repair café
depends primarily on the volunteers (Charter and Keiller 2016).
Community repair spaces address McLaren and McLauchlan’s call for greater efforts ‘to facilitate
skills sharing between those with more advanced skills and experience, such as the skilled textile
repairers who already volunteer their skills for altruistic purposes’ (2015: 226). They also serve
to recruit individuals to repair practices through increased visibility and build the social ties that
are important for recruitment to new practices (Shove, et al. 2012).
UC Repair Café
Although there is great variety in how repair cafés are run, the majority meet once a month
with a number of volunteers available to assist with the items brought in for repair (Charter and
Keiller 2016). The UC Repair Café, however, operates for two hours every week during semester
(February–June and August–November) and focusses exclusively on clothing and textiles. I
am the primary volunteer, drawing on my long experience with sewing and other textile arts,
sometimes assisted by other volunteers. Some visitors who have brought an item in for repair
have sufficient sewing skills to assist others with repairs, making the UC Repair Café a very
collaborative and cooperative space.
Visitors to the UC Repair Café include academic and professional staff from the university,
students and, occasionally, visitors from the wider community. They bring a wide range of items
in for repair, ranging from casual clothing to formal wear, and also bags, shoes and more. Luke
brought in the most torn pair of shorts I have ever seen. However, he only wanted two holes
repaired—those on the seat of the shorts. He had been wearing them at the supermarket when
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his 8-year-old daughter exclaimed that
she could see his ‘undies’. I patched
the holes on the seat and also stitched
over some of the smaller ones but he
insisted that the shorts did not need any
more repair. He just did not want to be
embarrassed by, or perhaps embarrass,
his daughter.
Tara, on the other hand, brought in a
cocktail dress, which she had been given
to wear to an upcoming wedding. It did
not sit properly around the elasticised
neckline because the lining was pulling
4 The author, ready for Repair Café.
Photograph: Katie Hayne
up and showing at the neckline. It sat
perfectly after I hand-stitched the lining
to the main fabric with small stitches in a matching thread, thus saving Tara the expense of
buying a new dress that might only be worn once. Amanda visited the UC Repair Café for a
similar reason. She had been asked to wear a floral dress to a party but the stitching on the
straps of her only floral dress had come loose—a simple repair on the sewing machine.
The items most frequently brought for repair are jeans (with holes in unfashionable places),
straight skirts and dresses with tears in the centre-back seam (just above the slit), garments in
need of replacement buttons, and moth-eaten jumpers.
There are also unexpected items, some of which I did not know existed: an elastic tubular
bandage; a hogu (chest protector worn by taekwondo practitioners while sparring); a conga
drum cover; and a running shoe (5).
Visible mending
Visible mending is a new approach to mending. Rather than attempting to hide repairs, visible
mending acknowledges and celebrates the history and story of a garment. Holes can be darned
or patched visibly and creatively, and further embellished with embroidery, buttons or other
objects. Tom van Deijnen promotes visible mending through his blog, titled ‘Tomofholland the
visible mending programme: making and re-making’:
The Visible Mending Programme seeks to highlight that the art and craftsmanship of
clothes repair is particularly relevant in a world where more and more people voice
their dissatisfaction with fashion’s throwaway culture. By exploring the story behind
garment and repair, the Programme reinforces the relationship between the wearer
and garment, leading to people wearing their existing clothes for longer, with the
beautiful darn worn as a badge of honour. (van Deijnen, n.d.)
While the term ‘visible mending’ is used today to describe clearly visible repairs, traditional
invisible mending, also known as fine drawn darning, could only be used to repair a straight cut
and required very high-level needlecraft skills (Weldons Ltd, n.d.). Most repairs involved darning,
which also required a good understanding of the fabric being repaired, or patching, which
requires less skill. Visible mending can be undertaken by anyone who can thread a needle but
can also be done with high-level mending skills. For example, the repairs to Trevor’s jumper were
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5 Clockwise from top left: Repaired jeans; Jacket
with buttons; Darned top; Green jumper; Taekwondo
Hogu; Elbow brace; Running shoe; Superman sock.
Photographs: the author
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fairly simple to do, even though they involved a range of techniques, including darning, knitting
and crochet, partly because it was made with thick wool. On the other hand, I am currently
repairing a very fine cashmere jumper. Although I am using the same techniques as I used on
Trevor’s jumper, the fineness of the yarn means it requires a higher level of needlecraft skills.
The increasing popularity of visible mending is demonstrated by the availability of online sites
dedicated to it, as well as recently published books, for example:
• Visible mending (https://visiblemending.com)
• Learn the basics of visible mending (https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=CFhsftQzugo)
• Visible mending: 10 basic principles to get you started mending your clothes
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKlKEbkbX_M)
• Visible mending: artful stitchery to repair and refresh your favorite things by Jenny
Wilding Cardon (2018)
• Joyful mending: visible repairs for the perfectly imperfect things we love! by
Noriko Misumi (2020)
• Visible mending: repair, renew, reuse the clothes you love by Arounna Khounnoraj
(2020)
Most visitors to the UC Repair Café want their garments repaired as invisibly as possible,
especially for office wear. For example, Zoe brought in a maxi skirt with a large tear – the result
of the skirt getting caught on her bike while she was riding. She wanted the repair to be totally
invisible, so we shortened the skirt to just above the tear. Zoe cut the skirt to the new length and
pinned up the new hem, which I then stitched on the sewing machine.
However, there are exceptions. Tania brought in a very old but much-loved top, which had a
couple of small holes. I suggested that she sew something over the holes and she selected some
small lace leaves that I had in my box. The white lace looked very bright against the faded top
so the following week I took in some beige fabric paint, which Tania used to make the lace blend
better with the garment. She scattered the leaves around the top, not just over the holes, and
reported later that she had trouble finding where the holes had been. Ella brought in an old tiedyed t-shirt, which had originally belonged to her brother. The t-shirt had a small hole, which Ella
covered by embroidering a butterfly over it. Both Tania and Ella said that they wanted the items
mended so that they could continue to wear them, not because of the cost of replacing them or
concerns about the environmental impact of clothing, but because they were favourite items.
The visibility of community repair spaces – and their success in recruiting new practitioners –
is also determined to some extent by their physical location and how they are promoted. The
UC Repair Café has been located in three different venues in its three years of operation. The
first venue was large and well-lit but frosted glass prevented passers-by from seeing into the
room and it was in an area of the campus little used by students. Thirty-six visitors attended
the UC Repair Café over the two semesters that it operated in that venue, and only six were
students. The other 30 were either professional or academic staff, or visitors to the campus. This
was surprising given that students significantly outnumber staff at the university and could be
expected to need to repair damaged clothing to avoid the expense of replacements. In addition,
given concerns about the decline in needlecraft skills in recent decades, students could be
expected to be most in need of assistance with repair skills.
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Arguably, the comparatively low attendance by
students was due to a combination of the low
visibility of the venue and the way in which it was
publicised. The UC Repair Café was promoted
primarily by means of a brightly-coloured poster
posted on most notice boards around the campus,
supplemented by a Facebook page (@ucrepaircafe)
and emails to a staff list. As a result, staff were
reminded nearly every week on the day before the
repair café to bring in items for repair but I did not
have a similar pathway for reaching students.
The second location was smaller and lacked natural
light but was more central, close to a café and
other amenities used by students. The repair café
was promoted in the same way as the previous
venue but the number of students increased
slightly to eight out of 29. (I am only looking here
6 Sewing on an elbow patch.
at the proportion of students among visitors to the
Photograph: the author
UC Repair Café, not overall numbers because the
campus was shut down in response to Covid-19
during the time the UC Repair Café met in that venue. In addition, even when the campus reopened, there were few people around because most classes were online.)
In April 2021, the UC Repair Café moved to be co-located with the Food Pantry, which provides
items such as canned food, pasta sauces and noodles to students free of charge. The room is
large and well-lit, with large windows around three sides. Before once again going into lockdown,
12 students had brought items for repair, out of a total of 20 attendees.
Not just women’s work
Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the UC Repair Café has been the gender of the visitors. As
mentioned previously, repairing clothes has generally been a chore undertaken by women and
the majority of visitors to the UC Repair Café have identified as female. However, nearly 40%
(33 out of a total of 86) identified as male, ranging in age from 18-year-olds to around 80, with
only nine stating a complete lack of sewing skills. The others mostly reported that they had poor
or basic skills, although Connor, an undergraduate student, rated his sewing skills at ‘5/10’, and
several had undertaken or attempted clothing repairs. This raises questions about men’s sewing
skills. Are they more prevalent than generally perceived? Are men’s mending practices invisible
aspects of their domestic existences? Regardless, the number of men visiting the UC Repair Café
demonstrates that men are willing to undertake clothing and textile repairs, given access to the
necessary skills and equipment.
Repair Café impact
Visitors attend the UC Repair Café for a variety of reasons, such as Deborah who seeks a more
relaxing way of doing her mending, away from the demands of house and family, and with
necessary equipment freely available; Trevor, who wants his jumper repaired but lacks the skill
to do it himself; Alex, who is keen to learn how to do their own repairs; and Charlotte, who has
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not only learned how to alter and repair her ‘op shop’ finds but also now shares those skills with
others.
In addition, community repair spaces provide more than assistance with repairs. They are
also social places, with visitors and volunteers sharing stories, including discussion around
sustainability. Visitors leave the UC Repair Café with repaired items and with a greater
understanding of the potential dangers of over-production and over-consumption. They also
talk to family and friends about the experience, which can lead others to visit the Repair Café
with their own damaged items. Sometimes the Repair Café has had an impact simply through
its existence; several people have commented to me that they have completed all their mending
because of my reminders about the UC Repair Café. To return to social practice theory, community
repair spaces thus recruit practitioners to the practice of mending, thereby contributing to
improving the sustainability of clothing (Shove, et al. 2012).
Conclusion
Community repair spaces, including repair cafés, play a significant role in improving sustainability
by moving repair processes from the privacy of the home to the greater visibility of the public
arena. They highlight the value of repairs in reducing both consumption and landfill, foster repair
skills and increase awareness of the environmental impacts around the purchase and disposal
of consumer items. The UC Repair Café illustrates the role of social ties that are important for
recruitment to new practices and demonstrates the value of increasing the visibility of a practice
in leading to greater social acceptance of that practice.

7 A darned sock. Photograph: the author
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Note
1 Pseudonyms are used for all visitors to the UC Repair Café.
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Abstract
Using examples taken from my own text and textile-based poetry, this essay demonstrates how an
aesthetics of repair may suggest both restoration and fragility. The essay starts with a discussion of
Tenter (2020) in which the ‘darned’ and repaired panels of the Bayeux Tapestry suggest a poetics
with which to engage with post-war commemoration. In these poems, collage features as a repair
strategy although the text demonstrates not all wounds can be healed. In Little red mouth (2020),
an extended, contemporary poem based on the ancient Homeric Hymn to Demeter, I preserve the
damaged manuscript of the original within my own text, stabilising the edges of the torn text through
my use of poetic form but also exploring the significance of what has been torn away. The essay
pursues the complexities of a repair aesthetic into a discussion of one of my recent, textile-based
visual poems, Persephone (2021), and discovers that torn fabric may pose different questions to a
damaged text. In the context of this piece, and of visual work by other artists, I discuss the importance
of an aesthetics of repair which keeps visible traces of the often systemic violence which caused the
original damage and acknowledges the fragility as well as the resilience of what has been harmed.
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VISIBLE STITCHES: TOWARDS AN AESTHETICS OF REPAIR
Susie Campbell

1 Susie Campbell working on a study for Persephone, 2021. Photograph: Astra Papachristodoulou, 2021

Introduction
When I tore a hole in an expensive pair of trousers recently, I worked hard to make an invisible
mend. I searched for a scrap of fabric which would match the emerald linen of the trousers,
hemmed it carefully and patched over the hole with tiny green stitches. I am now delighted
when people tell me they can’t see it. It is as though the rip never happened. It is also as though
the undignified fence-climbing incident which led to me tearing my trousers never happened.
This kind of invisible mending is intended to conceal damage, and to preserve an appearance of
the fabric’s integrity.
This is the opposite of the kind of repair discussed here. This paper considers the emergence,
within my own and others’ artistic practice, of an alternative approach: a practice of retaining
damage, or at least making any repair visible. My work is primarily text-based but I also engage
directly with fabric, making textile poetry which incorporates text (as the image at the head of
this paper demonstrates). This paper shows how, over the course of several projects, I have found
a set of highly suggestive similarities or material kinships between text and textile on which to
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base a poetics as well as thematic concerns. Visible holes, stains, darns and patches tend to
appear across the surface of both my text and textile-based forms. However, my practice has
been challenged by a recent project on the torn manuscript of the Homeric Hymn to Demeter.
Through a series of creative engagements with the Homeric Hymn, I have been confronted by
the physicality and violence of certain kinds of material damage, prompting me to reflect on
some of the ways in which the materiality of fabric might respond rather differently to a pagebased art form. This paper teases out what this might mean for an aesthetics of repair and
considers whether all damage can or should be mended.
The wider context for this paper is a critical discourse around material poetics within which it
has become customary to extend the discussion of materiality to language-based art forms such
as poetry. This, of course, is not new. Materiality was an important concern for many modernist
poets,¹ and from the emergence of an experimental Concrete poetry in the twentieth century,
there has been a proliferation of interest in all kinds of visual and material-based poetries
celebrated in exhibitions, anthologies and special-focus issues of magazines. An important new
collection of women’s visual poetry, Judith, edited by Amanda Earl (2021) joins a long line of
anthologies such as Goldsmith, Bean and McCabe’s The New Concrete (2015) and James Stuart’s
The Material Poem (2007) which have established and celebrated a tradition of material poetics.
This is a poetics which, Johanna Drucker persuasively argues, resists a tradition of ‘the unmarked
typographic text’ and its implied claim of ‘an authority that transcends time and place’ and
instead, attends to the materiality of each specific, poetic instantiation (Earl 2021: 9). This is the
context within which I posit a poetry of shared material qualities manifested across both text
and textile and explore how attending to that materiality also suggests some significant ways in
which they differ.
Kinships and intertextualities
Much of my poetic practice has used a text-based methodology to explore what I see as important
similarities between text and textile, or to propose an intertextuality² between them. I have
focused on the fact that they share the same etymological root in the verb ‘texere’ (to weave) to
suggest they belong to a cluster of similar values and characteristics. Each time I pick up a needle
or a pen, I am reminded of their many material kinships. Even as I mend my torn trousers, I
notice that the fingers aching from the needle are already marked with the writer’s callouses
and ink-stains. Sewing by hand or by machine triggers my carpal tunnel syndrome (ironically
with symptoms of ‘pins and needles’) just as handwriting or using a keyboard does. This material
kinship has been suggestive for many poets and artists. For example, Ursula K Frederick (2018)
writes about developing a material poetics inspired by Kurt Cobain’s flannel shirts, Jen Bervin
(2016) has modelled a poetic form on the structure of silk, and Eric Schmaltz theorises a ‘haptic
poetic’ from a poetry ‘that centers on a different type of output: the output of a feeling that
sends sensations to the surface of the skin’ (2019: n.p.). Earl’s interview ‘The Thread between
Craft and Language,’ for her 2021 anthology, spotlights the work of five, important textile-based
poets, Paula Damm, Kate Daudy, Effie Jessop, Seet van Hout and Jessica Bebenek, who all talk
about their work with weaving, text-messages, knitting and embroidery, and in turn name many
other (women) visual poets and artists whose work with textiles has inspired them (Earl 2021:
236–243). Recent exhibition Text-Isles (2021), at the Art Park Gallery in Rhodes, was dedicated
entirely to visual poems exploring text and textiles.³
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Of course, both media share ways of making meaning through their patterning or syntax of visual
signs, albeit the aural qualities of language and the haptic qualities of fabric also offer additional
ways of meaning-making when they are ‘read’. For many poets and textile artists, working with
repetition and variation is a fundamental part of their construction process. Even the more
abstract work of a poet-artist such as Imogen Reid, who has transformed legible text into words
woven into the grid-like texture of the page, shares a kinship with artists such as Sophie TauberArp and Anni Albers who based their abstraction on the underlying grid structure of textiles.⁴
And so, much of my poetic practice has engaged with these kinships, taking literally the familiar
metaphors of embroidery and weaving, so often used to describe writing, and exploring their
potential as a poetics or even a template for text-based practice.
In my most recent book Enclosures (2021) I posit and explore multiple similarities between
the late medieval tapestry series La Dame à la licorne (Paris, France) and a series of my own
prose poems, which respond to these tapestries. La Dame à la licorne is comprised of six large
tapestries, made in France or Flanders circa 1500. In each, a lady and a unicorn are depicted in an
enclosed garden set against a millefleur background.⁵ Each of the tapestries illustrate one of the
senses, Touch, Taste, Smell, Hearing and Sight, apart from the sixth, which is more enigmatically
dedicated to Mon Seul Désir. My prose poetry sequence responds to each tapestry in turn but
also explores aspects of the intertextuality between text and tapestry. The sequence begins
with an exploration of the complex engagements made possible by the tapestries’ physical,
figurative and mystical spaces, and surfaces the intertextuality created by a textual response to
woven textiles. The poem acknowledges the shift from tapestry, made with a shuttle, to a text
which is created with graphic marks:
à la licorne. Typically translated as with but hints of by, at and to, or even in. By suggests
adjacence, or a propinquity, a route. You reach wisdom by. Sharpening your pencil,
narrow shuttle for each mark traced in your notebook. At is a place, to a destination but
in suggests substitution, or a union, a return to an ancient horned and breasted deity,
flickering in the shadows of the thickest beds of flowers. À also suggests a profound
longing for contemplation, la licorne straining beneath an armoured breastplate. (9)
One of the themes explored by this sequence is prose itself, brought into focus by my formal
choice of prose poetry. The emergence of prose as a dominant signifying practice in Europe,
during the same period as the tapestries were designed and made, is the starting point for
this investigation. The tapestry motif of the different senses is in keeping with a late medieval
concern for the reliability and stability of the ‘truth’, and enquiries into how to test and evidence
it. It was, of course, in this context that the apparent ‘plainness’ and ‘unembroidered’ character
of prose seemed to be a guarantor of authority, as opposed to the more elaborate nature of
poetry.⁶ Each of the tapestries features an enclosed garden, any potential danger of the sense
it celebrates contained and stabilised. This is mirrored in the justified little boxes of my ‘plainspeaking’ prose poems responding to each tapestry. However, the apparent opposition set up
between a safely enclosed stability and something less contained (and so more dangerous) starts
to collapse as the tapestries and prose poems, exploiting their kinship, start to generate more
complex and open-ended meanings between them. The sense of touch, for example, is a bridge
between writing and weaving, allowing the La Dame of the tapestries to merge with the speaker
of the poems in their shared longing for a more direct, haptic engagement with the world:
Yearning to touch horizontals and verticals, objects of your love, to warm your hands
with the friction of materials. If anywhere a God, or a mythical being, it is in this dirt
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between your toes, under your nails. An active play of flesh into itching hives, the slip
and pull of silk, this journey threaded into terrain: longing for the epidermis of cloth,
its staggered diagonals, to rub against its grain, finding in its roughness the relief of
combining with the world. (13)
While the tapestries depict an enclosed garden within which ‘touch’ is safely contained, the poem
teases out some of the less easily contained, and dangerously sensual implications of the tactile
qualities of the fabric itself. At the same time, the poem’s own desire for and involvement in the
haptic starts to undermine such authority of prose as is derived from writing and abstraction.
From exploring the creative potential of an intertextuality between text and textile, I found
myself drawn to the similarities and differences in the ways in which they can be damaged and
repaired. The first project in which I pursued an extended engagement with the significance
of injury and restoration was Tenter, a pamphlet of poems exploring the aftermath of war,
illustrated by artist Rose Ferraby and published by Guillemot Press (Campbell 2020a). Tenter
was written as a result of my year as poet-in-residence for Oxford Brookes/University of Oxford’s
Mellon-Sawyer lecture series on post-war commemoration. It is concerned not only with how,
in the UK, we remember and ‘commemorate’ the losses and damage inflicted by war but
also with the consequences of unhealed wounds, public and personal, physical and mental.
It weaves together the ‘injury’ of England’s ancient experience of invasion (the ‘conquest’ of
1066) with contemporary wounds in the national ability (or rather ‘inability’) to reckon with
the consequences of involvement in national and international conflict.⁷ Linking together the
various poems in the book is the faded, torn and patched embroidery, known as The Bayeux
Tapestry, made to celebrate the victory of the Norman conqueror, William, at the Battle of
Hastings. Tenter uses the tears, the unpicked stitches and the worn-away edges of the tapestry
as a poetics for addressing the violence and losses of conflict, as well as the silenced voices
and overlooked accounts missing from sanctioned public narratives and commemorations.
Tears and rips in the tapestry appear as gaps in the text: incomplete, fragmentary sentences,
missing words or punctuation, and spaces gaping in the middle of lines. ‘The text becomes a
site of damage’ comments Lucy Sheerman (2021: n.p.) in a detailed discussion of Tenter’s use
of tapestry as template for the poetry. For example, in ‘Wound’ a poem about PTSD, fragments
of sentences and incomplete syntax respond to the physical and mental injury caused by war:
we will remember   the strain was too great for her   and he was caught between
she was found dead in the river   Up here it is quiet and spread out beneath him
   but the stitching gives way   and wounds appear as holes   gaping in the fabric
(42)
Another poem, ‘Memoration’, follows a running thread of etymology, tracing the roots of the
word ‘commemoration’ through recurring cycles of conflict and ensuing population displacement
and refugee crises, but stalling each time the thread is broken or fails to make connection. Some
of the poem’s sections are sheared off at the end, incomplete or torn away. One section ends:
‘Some stain or residue, some taint of red crossing into blue, follows each turn of your head as
you        ’ (8). The line ends with a blank space, tantalisingly unable to reach a
connection. There may be some repair through commemoration, this poem suggests, but it is
by no means certain. ‘The restorer re-stitches,’ acknowledges another section of the poem, but
notes this is with a different colour thread, and so the pattern is easily missed, even though each
of the stitch holes is a witness to a previous conflict and an ‘earlier design’. The poem ends:
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This part of southern England could be northern France. A white window frame looks
like an edge of grief you tiptoe back from. Something prickles, grazes your skin. A news
story, refugees in the back of a refrigerated lorry. It is the slash of a knife to claim a
few feet of space in the suffocating ice; two children no more than eight or nine throw
stones to preserve a makeshift shelter of plaited branches. Each red and blue freckle,
minute particles of an earlier design (18)
However, Tenter also draws on conservation work, the many darns and mends made to The
Bayeux Tapestry, to suggest repair can sometimes be a healing gesture. This use of repair is
inspired particularly by artist Louise Bourgeois, whose upbringing in a tapestry restoration
workshop suggested to her ways in which repair can be an act of healing; damage and violence
may be ‘replaced by restoration’ (qu. Higgins and Gorovoy 2015: 75). This sense of repair in Tenter
comes out strongly in some of its integral illustrations by artist Rose Ferraby, who describes the
book as ‘poems of loss and losing, but also discovery and growth: rotting and renewal at once’
(2020: n.p.). The following monoprint illustration, for example, suggests the journey of a thread
reattaching the edges of what has been torn, leaving a scar but perhaps also a path through
damaged terrain:
One of the main strategies of repair used by Tenter is collage, addressing and ‘repairing’ what
has been torn out of our ‘authorised’ or public war narratives. Again, Louise Bourgeois is the

2 ‘Tenter’ illustration by Rose Ferraby
using monoprint and fabric scraps,
2020. Photograph: Rose Ferraby, 2020
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inspiration, as she pieces together and re-stitches fragments of old tapestry, garments and
household items to create her fabric pieces. ‘Things can be repaired,’ says Bourgeois, ‘This sense
of reparation is very deep within me’ (73–74). In Tenter, fragments of other texts are patched
into the gaps left by the voices missing from our public war narratives. Unlike the carefully
matched patch on my linen trousers, these are often made obvious, sometimes typographically
highlighted in some way. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the poem Our D-Day which
patches together a deliberately fragmented text with pieces of narrative taken from verbatim
accounts by ordinary soldiers, veterans of the 1944 D-Day, and also from interviews with refugees
living right now in the camps along the northern France coastline or making desperate attempts
to cross the Channel. The first part of the poem focuses on the 1944 D-Day but the second part
reworks much of this material to focus on the 2016 forcible clearance of the so-called ‘Jungle’
refugee camp in Northern France. This operation was also dubbed ‘D-Day’:
‘this is the D-Day’
for M. Puissesseau CEO of the Port of Calais   only 21 miles from Calais to Dover on
this beach we sit down and weep   on the weekend before the clearance there are
violent clashes   refugees throw stones at the police who retaliate with tear gas we
are so tired but we play cricket on the sand and sing   on a clear day we can see
the coast but we are afraid for winter and everyday there is rain   we are soaking
wet so we get ourselves together in an orchard   we dream of the blossom and the
cherry   we sit against a tree and dream of a bird with white feathers   on the
first day of the exodus hundreds of people form a queue in front of a warehouse for
‘processing’   they are shipped out in white buses unaccompanied minors are housed
in freight containers   then there are no trees no help comes   about 300 children
are turned away and many are standing under a nearby bridge not knowing what to
do  there are no trees just a wire fence   Chancellor Phillip Hammond describes
the situation in Calais   there is an ear of corn on our lips and our lips are so dry
‘there are large numbers of desperate migrants marauding around the area’   most
come from conflict zones Somalia Eritrea Iraq Yemen Sudan Syria Afghanistan   we
sleep if we can or even on the ground where we buried him  he was cutting our hair
how we were joyful and sang songs but now we dream of birds with no feathers  in
our tents we sit down and weep  only 21 miles from Calais to Dover  how will we
remember  this is our D-Day (47–48)
The monolithic, official account of D-Day victory is ‘repaired’ with the multiple voices of a text
composed from collaged fragments and patches, forming a chorus of voices, blending the
overlooked voices of ordinary service personnel with the silenced voices of the victims of conflict
and mass displacement in a weave of repetition and sonic echoes. Recurring fragments such as
‘he was cutting our hair how we were joyful and sang songs but now we dream of birds with no
feathers’ appear and reappear in the haunted dreams of both soldiers and refugees. However,
whilst collage is used here for repair, not all the tears are mended as the visible spaces left in
this poem suggest. Many of the gashes and injuries left by war remain unhealed at a national
and personal level as the poem’s (and indeed, the book’s) final glance at an unattainable shore
suggests. Tenter urges the reader to pay attention to these unhealed injuries. Towards the end
of the book, a poem asks the reader to attend to ‘that gap in words. Listen. Hush.’ (43)
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In its use of such textual strategies as gaps, silences and broken ends, Tenter rejects any simplistic
aesthetic of repair and foregrounds those wounds which have not been healed. A subsequent
project based on text and textile consolidated this aesthetic.
Significant tears
The power and significance of visible damage became an important focus of my next creative
project, a series of responses to the torn manuscript of the anonymous ancient Greek poem
known as the Homeric Hymn to Demeter.⁸ This Homeric Hymn tells the story of how Persephone
is abducted by the god Hades with the consent of her father, Zeus. Persephone eventually
returns to her bereft mother, Demeter, but must go back to the Underworld each winter because
she has tasted some pomegranate seeds. And so, the common interpretation goes, we have
our seasons. But the narrative is rather more complex than that. In the Hymn, central place is
given to the power struggle between the male god Zeus and the female god Demeter, and the
‘compromise’ reached over the division of Persephone’s time is not just a simple origin story of
the seasons but has mystical and epistemological significance, much of it now lost to us. As it
is told in the Hymn, this is a potent and relevant myth of the abuse of power with its ensuing
violations and damage, and an ambiguous resolution. The text of the Hymn has been pieced
together by various scholars working from the one extant, but damaged, manuscript version
plus some papyrus fragments. Ironically, the manuscript is torn at very place where Persephone
returns to her mother and tells of her abduction. From line 387 of the Hymn, the moment when
Persephone first sees her mother, to line 404 in which Demeter demands to know ‘By what
guile did the mighty Host-to-Many deceive you?’ there is a tear, and parts of the manuscript are
missing (Foley 1994: 22).
Although the text does preserve Persephone’s later account, given in answer to her mother’s
rather leading question as to how she was tricked, the crucial moment when Persephone first
runs to her mother is fragmented by the tear, creating an ambiguity around what she might
have conveyed prior to Demeter’s interrogation. This makes Persephone herself a rather more
ambiguous figure, but it also takes on a disturbing, contemporary resonance. Approaching this
text as a poet writing now, this tear seems to speak not only of the physical and mental damage
done by a violent sexual attack but also of the many kinds of silencing, shaming and distortion
suffered by many rape survivors, not least when their own conduct is made the focus of any
investigation. Indeed, Persephone’s response to her mother’s question, ‘I will tell you the whole
truth exactly’ (Foley 1994: 22) resonates with the way certain kinds of interrogation can place
the victim in the position of having to prove or demonstrate their own credibility.
Over the last few years, I have returned repeatedly to this highly potent tear in a series of different
creative engagements, some textual, some textile-based and some a combination of both. For
the purposes of this paper, I want to focus on two of these engagements, the first an extended
text-based poem, ‘Little red mouth’, part of which was published in Poetry Review (Campbell
2020b), and the second, a very recent textile-based poetic project made for the exhibition TextIsles, referred to above.
‘Little red mouth’ is a textual response to the Hymn in the form of a ‘version’ (rather than
translation) of the original, but it also incorporates the stories of other, more contemporary rapes
and sexual attacks. It includes some of the testimony of Christine Blasey Ford, who testified in
2018 that Brett Kavanaugh (then a U.S Supreme Court nominee) had sexually assaulted her when
they were teenagers. Blasey Ford was mocked and vilified by (then) President Donald Trump on
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social media, and Kavanaugh’s nomination to the Supreme Court was eventually confirmed. I
quote below a couple of extracts from this poem in which there are echoes of Blasey Ford’s
inability to recall certain specific details, which was then mocked by Trump in his tweets:
What breach what trickery or force? Language can’t fill this hungry
space. When we find each other again what we need to know  
a tear
in the text
              torn at the very moment
at the very moment when we need to know
        I don’t know I don’t know I don’t know.
[...]
        How did you get there?
        I don’t remember
        Where is the place?
        I don’t remember.
        How many years ago was it?
        I don’t know.
        Why didn’t you speak out before?
        I don’t know I don’t know I don’t know. (23)
The tear in the manuscript appears here as a visible space. This precipitates a further
fragmentation which allows in echoes of other testimonies, here Blasey Ford’s. Elsewhere in the
poem, this space is occupied by other voices; voices which also have been ‘torn away’, silenced
by shame or shredded by hostile interrogation. For example, the poem incorporates fragments
from my own grandmother’s experience. As a young girl, she was attacked on her way home
from a dance and then was then silenced by her own shame and a misplaced sense of guilt.
The permanent damage done by this attack was to lead to many years of emotional turmoil and
ultimately her decision to end her own life by drowning, her story ‘missing’ or torn from my
family archive:
A lesson our mothers learned. She’d met him at a tea dance. No-one heard her scream.
                   He grabbed her resisting
    and took her in his gold chariot wrestling in the dark.
Better slip quietly between ironed sheets.
                          (Campbell 2020c: n.p.)
This section of the poem combines some of the most violent lines from the Hymn, detailing
Persephone’s abduction and attempt to fight off her attacker, with spaces left by the silencing of
my grandmother’s narrative. The presence of the tear in the manuscript seems to invite these
other stories, particularly those that have been distorted by mockery or silenced by shame. It
seemed important, therefore, that this gap in the manuscript should not be covered over or
invisibly mended.
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I was inspired to retain some sense of the tear itself by the work of poet and classicist Anne Carson,
who attends to the creative potential of the fragmentary nature of many of the manuscripts
of classical literature. In her translations of Sappho’s poetic fragments, she suggests that the
appearance of a gap in the text offers a space for both writer and reader’s creativity; it opens
up an opportunity for what she calls ‘imaginal adventure’ (Carson 2003: xi). Her translations
appear on the page as fragmentary pieces of language scattered around partial brackets. One
such fragment is barely more than a word:
            ]
            ] sinful
            ]
                 (141)
The brackets mark damage or illegibility in the original. Carson makes no attempt to fill them
but leaves them as a ‘free space’ for the reader’s imagination. For me, the tear in the Homeric
Hymn, is such a ‘free space’. It resists the kind of repair that would obliterate its suggestion of
a history of injury and violation, repeated at the levels of both the personal and the state. And
so, as well as responding to its ‘imaginal’ invitation, I was keen to preserve the marks of damage
within my own poem.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that this has not always been the approach taken to this
manuscript flaw. Scholars and translators have made various attempts to address the missing
twenty-seven or so lines of the Hymn. Some have attempted to acknowledge the tear, using
brackets around reconstructed text or ellipses to show what is missing. Translator Charles Boer
(1970: 125), for example, makes no attempt to reconstruct the damage and simply marks the
tear with ellipses:
            And Persephone,
          from where she was . . .
       her mother, descending. . .
However, other scholars have attempted to reconstruct the text, filling the gaps with their own
words. Helene Foley whilst she uses brackets around such text, incorporates reconstructed text
within her own translation, her note alluding to several generations of such reconstruction:
‘The conjectures added from 387–99 are taken from Allen’s 1912 Oxford edition of the Homeric
hymns, where he adopts Goodwin’s conjectures’ (Foley 1994: 57).
Foley puts brackets around these reconstructions, but this is a very different use of the bracket
to Carson’s ‘imaginal’ beckoning and deliberate preservation of an experience of damage. ‘Even
though you are approaching Sappho in translation’ she says, ‘that is no reason you should miss
the drama of trying to read a papyrus torn in half or riddled with holes’ (Carson 2003: xi).⁹
For Carson, the graphic marking of a tear is an attempt to give readers not only an imaginal
adventure, but also an experience of the fragile yet persistent materiality of the papyruses from
which she is translating. This resonates with poet Kate Siklosi’s work on fragility. Siklosi writes
about accepting breakage and vulnerability as poetic praxis, arguing ‘Vulnerability, as a condition
from which and with which to create, can allow for a greater openness to and engagement with
the world and the conditions that shape it’ (Siklosi 2021: 228). For Carson and Siklosi, damage is
not something just to be covered over or filled in, but is significant in its own right.
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And so, I sought ways to stage the tear and fragmentation of the Hymn manuscript within my
own text whilst trying to preserve just enough stability around its edges to make a cohesive piece
of work. This challenge reminded me of the medieval practice of incorporating any holes, faults
or tears in the parchment into the manuscript design itself, often embroidering around tears
with colourful stitching to stabilise and preserve them or even using them as little windows to
peep through to another page. I am currently experimenting with some of these more elaborate
approaches for a new project, but for ‘Little red mouth’ I mainly relied on the familiar framework
of a sentence to do the work of ‘embroidering around the hole’ and to stabilise, whilst holding,
the fragmentation. The gap and fragility caused by the tear reappear towards the end of ‘Little
red mouth’:
What comes back from the dead wants to go home. Language can’t fill this
hungry space. When we find each other again   a tear in the text
                    torn at the very moment
at the very moment when the mother needs to know
              I don’t know I don’t know I don’t know
                         (Campbell 2020c: n.p.)
The form of this section is prose poetry, however fragmented, working with the poetics of the
sentence. It dramatises the visible gap as a space within the sentence itself, tearing away the
main clause which would complete the sense of ‘When we find each other again’. This leads
to the further fragmentation of incomplete parts of sentences scattered down the page and
stuttering out at the end of the section in the increasingly desperate attempt to escape hostile
interrogation. The damage remains very visible across the surface of the text. Indeed, the tear
appears in the very title of the poem. ‘Little red mouth’ suggests a wound or tear which resists
mending but can, in its potent absence, speak volumes.
Visible repairs
I returned to the Homeric Hymn this year as part of a project to create work for the Text-Isles
exhibition of visual poetry, discussed above. For this exhibition, I wanted to use a more concrete,
textile-based methodology to explore the material values and characteristics shared by text
and textile. Instead of staging the Hymn’s manuscript tear in the text, I wanted to recreate it
physically as an actual tear, and in this project, I also wanted to explore the aesthetics of repair in
more depth. The resulting work was a piece titled Persephone which combines a large diagonal
tear across a dress with a very visible partial repair, and text applied directly onto the garment.
This project returns to my grandmother’s experience of being attacked on her way home from
a tea dance and her belief that she had perhaps somehow invited this attack. Again, I wanted to
combine this story with the torn portion of the Homeric Hymn which deals with the aftermath
of Persephone’s rape, however this time I wanted to explore the implications of working directly
in the medium of a torn garment. The project involved sourcing the kind of dress a young
woman might wear to a party or dance, applying text to it and then experimenting with various
ways of ripping and repairing it. This experience ended up being very different from my textual
exploration of tears and repairs in Tenter and the ‘imaginal’ beckoning of the tear recreated in
‘Little red mouth’.
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3 ‘Persephone’ by Susie Campbell,
2021. Vintage pink dress torn and
partly repaired with visible stitches;
lettering applied with letter stamps.
Photograph: Astra Papachristodoulou,
2021

The difference was apparent from the start. In making this Persephone piece, I had to rip
the fabric forcibly before re-stitching it together again. The sound made by the textile as it
tore, and the effort it took to rip it apart immediately suggested the violence underlying the
appearance of the tear. This suggestion was reinforced by the damaged edges of the cloth,
which no amount of repairing could fully mend. The very intensity of tearing cloth, compared
with staging a tear in text, was apparent even when working on a series of exploratory studies
using an old sheet, ripped up into squares for the purpose. The sound and feel of cotton fibres
physically coming apart felt so much more violent than any textual lacunae. Throughout the
project, I was repeatedly struck by the way damaged cloth seemed much more emotionally
charged than fragmented text, even though this damage was inflicted within the safe space of
an art project. This emotional impact became even more intense when I started to work with
the garment itself.
Other artists have explored in their work how powerfully and directly a garment also suggests
the body wearing it. Louise Bourgeois herself has created powerful and disturbing installations
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using her own garments, while other examples include Tracey Emin’s discarded hosiery, Zoe
Buckman’s boxing gloves and punching bags made from wedding dresses, and Kader Attia’s
disembodied chadors.¹⁰ In her essay ‘Loose Threads’, Ursula Frederick discusses the poignancy
of human clothing, particularly when used in the context of exploring death, bereavement and
loss. She points out that ‘Photographers have long recognised the intimacy and poignancy of
clothing and other personal effects through its capacity “to evoke a physical human presence
without in any way denying … the fact of its absence” (Ferran 2000: 164)’ (Frederick 2018: n.p.).
As well as this poignancy, I was also aware of the very direct suggestion of physical violence and
injury conveyed by the ripped garment with which I was working, and moreover, the positioning
of the tear across the lower body of the dress suggested very specifically a sexual violence to
the point where I felt it necessary to discuss with the exhibition curator whether we needed to
have a trigger warning.
The close association between the garment and the human body also raises other important
issues. Through experimenting on a number of dresses, I realised that the hand application of
text onto the garment worked best on a plain, pale-coloured fabric. For ethical reasons, I used
only recycled dresses sourced from local charity shops, however this was an added constraint
on my choice of garment. I ended up working with a dress made of a pale-pink stretch fabric.
Whilst in some ways this worked well, the shape of the dress suggesting a woman’s body, I was
concerned about the racist implications of equating a pink dress with skin or flesh-tone, thus
appearing to deny the appalling prevalence and history of violence done to bodies for whom
pink is not a ‘flesh-tone’. It became important to surface any false universalising of pinkness as
skin colour on the accompanying label, which points out pink is ‘flesh-coloured only to a white
gaze’. However, it may be that Persephone remains problematic as a standalone piece. It might
be argued, of course, that my choice of a western ‘classical’ text as the basis for my ‘Little red
mouth’ poem is equally problematic and perhaps it is significant that I found issues of race and
colonialism surfaced more immediately in the garment-based piece.

4 Detail of ‘Persephone’ by Susie Campbell, 2021. Close-up of lettering with line of repair stitches.
Photograph: Astra Papachristodoulou, 2021
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When it came to mending the tear, I found the repair itself created a hitch in the cloth, a scar
that defaced and obscured the surface of both text and textile. The repair works up to a point. It
recreates a ‘page’ on which some of the text can still be read and the function of the garment is
returned to plausibility—it can still be worn as a dress, albeit one with a very visible mend. But
what is very apparent is that the damage and ensuing repair to the textile have fundamentally
changed the garment, and the text applied to its material surface. The repair partially reclaims
it from the injury done to it but still makes manifest its violent history.
This suggests a complex aesthetics of repair, one that finds significance in retaining an element
of permanent damage within its attempt at mending, and which may create in the reader/viewer
some ambivalence about any restoration or healing. Of relevance to this kind of aesthetic is the
work of artist Kader Attia who has foregrounded some of these complexities in his work with
damage and recovery. Attia’s post-colonial work illuminates the importance of retaining the
visibility of damage within the transformations of repair. In an interview for Mousse Magazine,
he references the beauty of the Japanese art of kintsugi (repairing broken items of pottery with
gold), but he also says ‘the repair is not always repairable’ (2018: n.p.). He goes on to suggest
that injury is a mark of time and history (including a history of injustice and inequality), and so,
rather than being hidden, it should be a visible part of the repair. Repair can then become an act
of resistance and re-appropriation. Indeed, despite Bourgeois’s claim for art as restorative, the
visible stitches, amputations and mutilations of soft sculptures such as Couple 1, 1996, or Cell
XIV (Portrait), 2000 contradict, or at least complicate, what she says about the healing power
of art. In ‘Invisible Threads’, an essay on Bourgeois, Lucy Askew suggests that the ‘severed or
dislocated body parts recur as indicators of shattered emotions and internal suffering’ (Askew
2013: 80). The injury or damage done to a torn piece of textile haunts its repair with visible
traces of its destruction as well as its creative potential.
In Persephone, I found the repaired garment not only more emotionally intense but also more
ambiguous and open-ended than the applied text. Sometimes, when combining language with
other visual material, I have found it a danger that the text may close down or limit the visual
and tactile openness of the work. I did not find this to be the case with the Persephone project.
If anything, the opposite was true. The openness and ambiguity of meanings suggested by the
garment drove the text in unexpected directions, suggesting edits and emphases that were not
in the original text I had planned to apply. This textual development can be seen in some of the
preliminary studies which have more extensive text than the final piece (5).
I realised, for example, that the visible stitches closing up the tear could be the positive sign of
a healed wound but could equally be the gagging of sealed lips. In the end, the text I applied
was minimal, leaving the garment itself to do most of the work. The ambiguity of the physical
repair is allowed to fold into the text. The poem claims ‘we mend where we can’, but the very
word ‘mend’ is distorted and undermined by the stitching which runs through it. This brings me
back to Kate Siklosi’s poetics of vulnerability. Siklosi explores fragility by applying Letraset onto
delicate surfaces such as leaves and shells, developing an aesthetic of fragility that opposes the
partial and the ephemeral to ‘the masculinist impulse for permanence, immortalisation and
enduring legacy in poetics’ (Siklosi 2021: 229). Instead, she makes room for the broken and
shattered, a space for grief. She finds in this a specifically feminist praxis, an intensity and a
fragility which ‘signal[s] refusal’, and the possibility of community. In her essay, Siklosi quotes
from a lecture by Sara Ahmed on how the multiple meanings and contexts of vulnerability
might together form a joined-up discourse: ‘fragility itself is a thread, a connection, a fragile
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5 Studies for ‘Persephone’ showing
textual development.
Photograph: Astra Papachristodoulou,
2021

connection, between those things deemed breakable’ (Siklosi 2021: 230). Siklosi’s own poetics
are perhaps a response to Ahmed’s question ‘Is there a way of relating to breaking that does not
aim for restoration?’ (Ahmed 2015: n.p.). This offers a context for understanding the complex
response of the Persephone dress to being torn and repaired. The imperfect repair foregrounds
the garment’s fragility, its contingency and yet also its resilience. It is torn, stained and scarred
but it is still a wearable garment, no longer party-frock but battledress, all the stronger for the
lack of ‘give’ now stitched into its stretchy fabric. Its tacit resistance of a culture, that blames the
victim of assault for the way they dress, transforms it into what Siklosi describes as ‘alternative
feminine codes made from the broken pieces of language and coded feminine sexuality’ (Siklosi
2021: 231).
Working directly with a garment has consolidated for me what was emerging as a more complex
aesthetics of repair, one which suggests the possibility of healing, but also signifies fragility,
ephemerality and loss. This is an aesthetics of visible mending which retains visible traces of the
change that has taken place, and also of the violence which caused it.
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Conclusion
It seems, then, that the many similarities and kinships between text and textile provide fertile
ground for the development of a material poetics for a poetry of conflict, violation and harm. The
tears, rips and fraying, to which the fabric of tapestry, parchment and clothing are vulnerable,
are highly suggestive of other kinds of injury and can be staged within a text to bring the reader
closer to a sense of material damage. The poems in Tenter found ways of using space on the
page to signify physical and mental injury and to express grief through missing language. In
this book, I also turned to collage as a repair strategy, a way of patching the gaps in the official
accounts of war commemoration. Text and textile, it seems, can function together to engage
meaningfully with damage and its repair.
However, my practice has also uncovered some differences between the two media which have
supported the development of a more complex aesthetic. A damaged piece of textile may have
a more intense and visceral impact than a text within which damage is staged. This may demand
from its repair a complex response, one which allows space for shock, anger or grief at the harm
done and which acknowledges the irreparability of some kinds of harm. In my Persephone piece,
this has involved the text giving way to the textile: words buckle and become illegible at the site
of the textile’s damage. I have realised the importance of acknowledging what is revealed by the
tear and what is exposed about the system within which a rip or tear takes place. It is equally
important to understand the fragility of that which has been harmed and to explore what kind
of resilience may be possible. By acknowledging that a repair may change as much as it restores,
it may be possible to make something new and to find positive transformation. However, it may
also allow us to mourn the loss of that which has been irretrievably damaged or taken from us.

Notes
1 The interest of modernist poets in a material poetics is discussed in detail by Ariane Mildenberg,
Sandra Posman and others in their consideration of the aesthetics of matter (Posman 2013).
2 By intertextuality, I mean the ways in which the possible meanings of one text may be
inflected by its relationship with another. In my practice, I treat textile as text for the purposes
of exploring intertextuality.
3 Text-Isles was an exhibition of visual poetry, curated by Astra Papachristodoulou for Poem
Atlas, which took place from 17–24 September 2021 at the Art Park Gallery in Rhodes, Greece.
https://www.poematlas.com/text-isles
4 Imogen Reid is a contemporary poet and artist who explores visual and written techniques
to disrupt conventional reading approaches. In particular, she explores ways of cutting, turning
and reorganising pages of writing so that words are woven like cloth. Sophie Tauber-Arp (1889–
1943), one of the foremost abstract artists of 1920s/30s explored combining embroidery and
textiles with a vocabulary of modernist abstraction. Anni Albers (1899–1994) studied weaving
at the Bauhaus before fleeing from the Nazis to the USA and becoming a teacher at the Black
Mountain College. She is renowned for her work on weaving as a modernist medium.
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5 The tapestries are currently installed in the Musée de Cluny, Paris. They are particularly fine
examples of the ‘millefleur’ (thousand flowers) style of European tapestry, prevalent from
about 1400 to 1550, which use a background style of many flowers and plants.
6 The emergence of prose as a dominant signifying system, displacing the authority of poetry,
is discussed and analysed in detail by Kittay and Godzich (1987).
7 An extract from Tenter and an essay that discusses this post-war crisis were published in a
previous issue of Axon (Campbell 2019).
8 The Homeric Hymns are a collection of ancient Greek hymns celebrating individual gods.
Although dubbed ‘Homeric’, they are of anonymous origin.
9 Susan Howe is another poet-artist who explores ways of dramatising tears or holes within
her own text, often herself using brackets as graphic markers. Howe says ‘Sometimes empty
brackets signify a tear or a worn place [...]Our eyes see what’s outside in the landscape in
the form of words but inside, a slash or mark wells up from a deeper place where music
before counting hails from’ (Howe 2017: 22). And for Lisa Robertson, a hole in the margin of a
manuscript, ‘a flaw inherent in the structure of the vellum’, is a significant absence, a material
‘mise-en-abîme’ (Robertson 2012: 22).
10 One example of Bourgeois’s many sculptures using her own garments is Untitled, 2010, in
which she uses breast-like, stuffed berets. Other works referenced here are Tracey Emin’s My
Bed, 1998, Zoe Buckman’s Let Her Rave, 2018, and Kader Attia’s Ghost, 2007.
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Contextual statement
The larger research project which contextualises the creative works discussed in my submission
is a practice-based PhD project at Oxford Brookes University. This project engages with Gertrude
Stein’s experimental model of poetic practice in order to understand and evaluate her influence
on contemporary prose poetries. Whilst this larger project is not referenced explicitly in my
submission, my essay’s emphasis on a material poetics stems from my engagement with the
embodied aspects of Stein’s experimentation. My discussion of the aesthetics of ‘tearing and
repairing’ is part of this ongoing exploration. It is working towards an understanding of the
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linguistic basis for Stein’s own language ‘repairs’ and the creation of a new body of work whose
poetics and structures draw on the way a repaired garment offers a template for a Steinian
approach to history and indeed, poetry.
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Abstract
This essay examines the sewing needle as a tool for reparation within art practice, and reflects on the
capacity for art to heal aspects of self, culture and the environment. Through my multidisciplinary art
practice – stitching, installation, writing, and walking – I consider how attentive care and repair can
transform grief and trauma; specifically, in the wake of the 2019/2020 fire season on the east coast of
Australia; and to a lesser extent, the global pandemic that quickly followed. The work at the centre of
the paper is the creation of a blanket wrapped rock cairn, built in my studio during the months-long
Greater Sydney 2021 lockdown. The action of stitching remnant pieces of blanket around rocks builds
upon Louise Bourgeois’ concept of the needle as an object of psychological repair, bringing individual
fragments of creative practice, grief and trauma into conversation. Walking as art practice is both the
medium that underpins all the others, and the journey I begin in the fire’s wake. Unable to prepare
for a long-planned durational walk while still in lockdown, I instead walk by stitching steps through
wool, temporalities and across landscapes, real and imagined, demonstrating how I see walking and
the needle as synonymous.
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STITCHING ART PRACTICE:
AS ACTION AND METAPHOR FOR CARE AND REPAIR
Lizzie Buckmaster Dove

I am building a cairn. The significance of building a cairn while in months-long lockdown is
not lost to me. As the rocks pile in my studio the cairn asserts its presence, as a navigational
wayfinder and marker of place. I am resolutely in this place. It is impossible to be anywhere else.

1 Studio view, cairn:
sea-washed concrete, woollen
blanket, thread
Photograph: the author

Cairns are human-made rock piles built across time and cultures to mark a place of significance—
a ceremonial ground, a burial site, or a memorial. The Inuit and Saami build cairns that resemble
people, to hold loneliness at bay. In the European tradition cairn making is a ‘performative
physical process’, often used as a marker for trails and summits (Maddrell 2009: 684). Walking
artist Chris Drury builds cairns ‘to mark a moment and place in time’. For Drury, cairns act as a
pause ‘within the rhythm of a walk’ and mark a moment of ‘exhilaration’ within the ‘meditative
action of walking’ (Drury and Syrad 1998: 58).
Like Drury’s, the cairn on my studio floor marks both place and time. It also marks the beginning
of a 180 km durational walk, now postponed, that I have been planning from Coledale on
Dharawal Country where I live, to Manyana on Yuin Country where my family have a small shack.
We have had the shack for only three years, yet Manyana has been pushing me toward a way
of being that is grounded and connected. Manyana consciousness is rooted in the body and it is
the body that leads me when I am there. It is months since I visited.
Fires ravaged the east coast of Australia from mid 2019. The Currowan fire ignited on November
26th and burned for a total of 74 days, across 499,621 hectares. On December 22nd, it joined
forces with the Tianjara fire to create an 80-kilometre fire front. I was trapped in Manyana with
my family, when the Currowan mega-blaze cut off the coastal villages of Conjola, Manyana,
Bendalong and Cunjurong Point on New Year’s Eve. We were police-escorted out three days
later ahead of a second forecast catastrophic day, which saw fires burn right to the water’s edge.
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2 Police-escort along
Bendalong Road out to Princes
Highway, January 3rd 2020
Photograph: the author

Being trapped by fire shifted my axis from a heady disembodiment, to an internal, rooted body
knowledge, of physical threat to life; and a guttural depth within my own psyche. I had to get
down low in order to hold the space for my family and also for a child who did not belong to me,
and whose parents were in another country at the time.
You are a parent
and must hold the space

3 Flat Rock Beach, Bendalong
March 2020
Photograph: the author

Unwilling to refill my eyes with images of that devastated landscape it was two months before
I returned, in early March 2020. There was just enough regrowth to prompt feelings of hope.
I returned every week, until the pandemic shut down the ability to travel. I responded to my
surroundings without thought, walking bare foot across dunes and behind the beach in the bush
where razed ground offered no impediment. I spent hours and days lost to self and place.
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Walking opened a space for a prolonged engagement with land, flora and fauna, based upon
being with, in and listening (Lake 2021; Springgay and Truman 2018) rather than inscribing my
own intentions upon the land. It suggested non-linear and liminal ways in which I might inhabit
land and place, and how the land might accommodate me.
The rhythm and cadence of walking prompted the arrival of words, and I walk-wrote the second
part to a poem hastily drafted while trapped by fire: about the reconciliation of return, the
words flowing as I walked, illuminating a path I might follow.
you plant bare feet upon the ground
weave in and out of dunes and trees
along tidelines traced with ashen leaves
you follow intuition, a thread, a spark
suggestions, of once-paths
while all around, the ground feigns sleep
you dare the dormancy, be lying, in wait
charred sand snakes between your toes
on and on along the coast you trudge
I recently became aware of the Yuin ontology of oneness which describes how every living
thing is intimately connected to every other living thing, that ‘people and nature are Country’,
and ‘acknowledges the co-creation of wellbeing between trees and people’, (Arnold, Atchison
and McKnight 2021: 132, 131). It was while with Yuin Country that I entered a body-centered
consciousness, propelled by the land itself, in conversation with trees.
scribbly gums shake off their skin
shed scorched bark no longer serving them
stitched hemlines come undone
slunk to feet, become a skirt, encircling trunk
still standing, sure, shored up, revealing
raw flesh, a flash, whip lash
gums re-right, align, re-write
themselves, new narratives

4 Conjola National Park, March
2020
Photograph: the author
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5 Conjola National Park, March
2020
Photograph: the author

Stitching is an action and metaphor for repair. Artist Louise Bourgeois, who spent a lifetime
making art to process early-life trauma, imbued the needle with magical properties. Bourgeois
maintained the needle was capable of psychological repair (Levy 2018), ‘used to repair damage.
It’s a claim to forgiveness’ (Bourgeois, in Harris 2020: 328). Bourgeois’ biographer associates,
sewing ‘with the positive action of binding together or mending’ (2004: 48).
Walking stitches a line through landscape (Solnit 2001), bringing a fragmented self and place
into repair, while also threading connections with a history of walking artists including Richard
Long, Marina Abramović and Ulay, and Australian artists Sarah Rodigari, David Watson and
Rebecca Gallo; and First Nations Australians who before the arrival of Europeans, predominantly
travelled by foot.
Even now, I’m stitching fragments together while I write. It can be difficult to compile the
fragments of my art practice into one place, as my practice is multidisciplinary, encapsulating
object, installation, writing, walking and movement.
Often I am in conflict about exactly what I should be doing. When I am writing I feel the tug to
make, when I am making I feel the tug to write (Baume 2020). When writing takes me too far
into thinking, I am compelled to walk or swim at my local sea pool. In the fires’ wake, movement
became the centre of my practice. Movement is the stitch that binds the separate strands
together.
My multidisciplinary, movement-based practice springs from within my studio, which is inside
my home. I have been locked down with my family inside my home for almost three months. My
practice is therefore currently sited inside the domestic sphere of family care. I must constantly
set aside stitch work to attend to the other things requiring my care, children mostly.
I furnish my son with hot chocolates as he completes his trial HSC exams online. I help my ten
year-old daughter make sense of millilitres, millimetres, grams and kilograms.
I weight myself to place by swimming a kilometre in the sea pool.
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One day when walking with a friend and collaborator she informs me that water is the universal
measure of mass: a kilogram of water has the same mass as a litre of water.¹
I allow this poetic wateriness to seep into my psyche. Water douses fire. Every day I plunge into
the sea.
I am tentative to share this new knowledge with my daughter whose fledgling comprehension
of mass is already precariously balanced. I collect sea-washed pieces of broken concrete on the
way home from the sea pool from a rocky cliff in front of my house. I stitch them into fragments
of a childhood blanket as an action of care and repair and to maintain balance.

6 Studio view: sea-washed
concrete.
Photograph: the author

My moving body is the mass and axis inside the house around which we all revolve. When I am
stationary or too long in the studio, the balance tilts.
I lever the heft and weight of concrete in my lap.

7 In the making:
sea-washed concrete, woollen
blanket, thread.
Photograph: the author

I trace routes across paper maps (8).
My fingers stand in for feet, absorbing the brunt of labour, making and unmaking my un-walked
route with needle and thread across landscapes clothed in wool. Pins hold tentative steps in
place (9).
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8 Studio view: wrapped rock,
ordnance survey maps
Photograph: the author

9 Studio view: sea-washed
concrete, woollen blanket, pins
Photograph: the author

The cairn grows on the studio floor, where on occasion, I forget and back into it or stub my toe,
immediately shunted from imaginary futures to the resolute present.
My middle child calls from another room, needing help with his geography assessment. We
shoot video in the garden where he reports on startling inequalities in living conditions in both
Brazil and Australia. Back in the studio I attend to wrapped rocks with a reinforced stitch.
This wayfinding cairn is propelled by what Lucy Lippard calls the locus of desire, a foundational
sense of place formed most often in childhood (1997). Geographer Edward Relph describes the
human sense of place as ‘a synaesthetic faculty which combines sight, hearing, smell, movement,
touch, imagination, purpose and anticipation’ (2008: 318). The cairn tethers me to a relational
series of places, bringing the past into the present, while suggesting an interconnected future.
The cairn is made from post-construction concrete, which may once have been walls, parts of
pools, or bases for pipes carrying effluent and other waste from Coledale Hospital into the sea.
I stitch these ‘rocks’ into a mossy coloured childhood blanket. It is easy enough to imagine an
accumulation of real forest-floor moss taking hold, covering and camouflaging the cairn over
time (10).
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10 Mossy rocks, Illawarra
escarpment walk.
Photograph: the author

11 Coledale cliff fall.
Photograph: the author

The rocks in the channel are home to microscopic ocean communities, but there is something
about the concrete’s constituent that prevents life taking hold on its surface. So I wrap life
around it as an action of repair, remedy and reconstitution, to bring it into care (11).
I wrap a forgotten childhood blanket around carelessly discarded concrete, and deliver it to a
metaphorical, yet elemental state of wholeness, aligned again, with every other living thing. The
cairn becomes charged, an active site for energetic exchange. I am doing to the cairn and the
cairn is doing to me.
I work without plan. The materials come together over time, the idea to combine them manifests
as nudges from my subconscious. I am the conduit through which they begin to speak (Elliot
2021)—rocks with blanket with needle with thread with lockdown with time with time passing
in the fires’ wake.
The needle’s tug and pull in and through the wool is soothing. In the making a space expands,
and intimations and narratives rise.
Like Bourgeois’ stitch, mine is both reparative and subversive. It is centred at the heart of the
domestic sphere yet does not mend clothes or other household items, as has been the tradition
of a woman stitching inside a home (Spelman 2002). This stitch reconfigures a purposefully
unmade blanket together with reclaimed concrete, as a bid at making something whole from
the debris of a broken world.
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12 In the making: sea-washed
concrete, woollen blanket.
Photograph: the author

13 Woollen (childhood)
blanket.
Photograph: the author

Warm felt-like-wool tenderises the rocks; the rocks become tender. I hold one of these care
objects in my hands, letting it rest loosely in my lap. It easily reshapes to fit the contours of my
body. We settle together on the veranda in late winter in the morning sun. My children know to
find me here (12).
As a child my mother would pull this very blanket up around my shoulders as she tucked me
into bed at night, and its surface would brush against my cheek. Primal; a baby’s cheek to the
mother’s; cheeks against breasts as we feed; skin against the skin of the person we do not yet
know we are separate from (13).
For years the blanket languished at the back of a cupboard, wrapped around a painting, held in
my care for a brother living in New Zealand, to whom borders are now closed. The portrait of
our Great Grandfather once hung in my Grandparent’s house located up a short well-worn dirt
track from my childhood home, on Darling Road, Gruyere, in the foothills of the Dandenongs, in
Victoria, on Wurundjeri Country; also home to another two households of cousins. At six years
old, divorce shunted me far from this intergenerational idyll,² a place that was once also referred
to as Buckmaster country (14, 15).
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14 (above) U.B.D. Dandenongs map.
15 (below) U.B.D. Dandenongs map, showing
Darling Road, Gruyere.
Photographs: the author

16 Moss landscape, Illawarra
escarpment walk.
Photograph: the author
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This locus of desire informs my every day. When reading, I am often inside my Grandmother’s
garden; my heart country.
on and on you trudge, feet pound
sand, stone, bone, long time ago discarded shell
stitching, reminding, remaking, refinding
heart, hearth, home, on and on and on
I tack a temporal line through multiple landscapes, gathering them into one place. Fingers track
journeys over felted wool, mossy ground and across the keyboard (16).
Land, memory and language are intimately entwined and I accept the shared responsibility
of being a caretaker of place, ‘entrusted with a diversity of rooted texts in local code’ (Jujol
2018: 56).
you walk to budge, thick tar-like grief
sticky, staining, tricky, blaming
on day one you walk farthest north
day two you edge the estuary, down south
on the third you face due west, stare down
remains, recent memory of a fiery beast
you witness the high ridgeline, reduced
left listless, leafless, skeleton trees
you stand firm, upright, you feel the breeze
with tender eye, you see right inside
land, flora, fauna, your self
you apologise
I pile wrapped rocks on the studio floor but the blanket is slippy. Rocks slide out from beneath
other rocks; over and over collapsing the cairn. I must place each rock with deliberate intent,
taking great care to lever weight and mass.
Deborah Levy writes of language as a building site, ‘It is always in the process of being constructed
and repaired. It can fall apart and be made again’ (2021: 291).
I shuffle words about the page. I make and unmake fabric seams. Every day I walk from my home
to the sea pool, echoing the larger walk which lockdown prevents me from taking. I swim as a

17 Coledale sea
pool. Photograph:
the author
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18 Vessel stanzas from the poem, When the Fire Comes 2020. Image: the author

19 Studio view: journal sketch.
Photograph: the author

20 Studio view: initial ceramic
vessel tests.
Photograph: the author

body of water held inside a 50-metre body of water, excavated from within the rock platform
itself (17).
Water takes the form of the container holding it. I ferry a glass of water to my daughter who sits
at the kitchen table completing her schoolwork remotely. When centred, the poem’s individual
stanzas resemble vessels (18).
I imagine crafting vessels from clay sourced at a cliff beside the sea in Manyana; each vessel a
container for one stanza. In these imaginings I don’t know if they are fired in a kiln (19).
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Unfired they remain at the will of the elements. Water is held, but it slowly seeps through sundried clay and returns to earth. Water douses fire; clay is ground to earth. Poems become trickling
tributaries, taking the found form and contours of the land, shaping new pathways along which
we might all traverse; to reconcile trauma, reconnect with self, one another, community and to
repair and restore landscape (20).
I sit in the sun on the veranda in late winter, holding family and community close, entangled
with the eco-materiality of which we are all a part. I stitch a threadbare blanket around itinerant
concrete, as a way of maintaining equilibrium. I am tending to small, intimate, important things.
I am asserting my place. I am taking care of myself.
The action of pushing, tugging and pulling the needle through a thinning fifty-year-old blanket
threads filaments of personal, geographical and cultural history together, bringing them deftly
into the present in an act of compassion, repair and care.
At the cliff fall in front of my home I am drawn close with rocks, birds and sea-life, attuned to
the ramblings of the tide. Despite human carelessness, the more-than-human world still emits a
strong pulse—present, resonant and available. Repaired into a cairn, the broken concrete seems
to be actioning a tremulous offering, a hand held out, to be taken; demonstrating how to live
with uncertainty, upheaval and the complexity of twenty-first century life.
The rocks pile in my studio and the cairn asserts its presence, as a marker of place. We are all
resolutely in this place, in this moment, and this one, and then this one. It is impossible to be
anywhere else.

21 You are Here 2021, approx. 70 x 60 cm, sea-washed concrete, woollen blanket, thread. Photograph: the author
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Notes
1 When measured at maximum density, which is about 4˚C.
2 The idyll was real, perceived and temporal, as all idylls are. There were of course forces at play
that my child self was unaware of.
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Contextual statement
This paper examines the sewing needle as an actual and metaphorical tool for reparation
within art practice, and reflects on the capacity for art to heal aspects of self, culture and the
environment. Through my multidisciplinary art practice, comprised of stitching, installation,
writing, walking and movement, I consider how attentive and deliberate care and repair can
transform grief and trauma; specifically, in the wake of the 2019/2020 fire season on the east
coast of Australia; and to a lesser extent, the global pandemic that quickly followed.
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The work at the centre of the paper is the creation of a cairn. Cairns are human-made rock piles
heaped across time and cultures to mark sites of significance, mostly out of doors. This cairn
is built inside my studio and acts as a wayfinder, marking place and time: construction begins
soon after the Greater Sydney 2021 lockdown commences, and it is completed during the week
lockdown lifts 107 days later.
The cairn combines materials that had gestated in my subconscious over a long period of time:
post-construction sea-washed concrete collected along the coast where I live, thread, and a
forgotten childhood blanket. The blanket was unearthed from beneath the stairs after lockdown
began, while looking for something else; and had been used as a protective layer around a family
portrait by the painter Ernest Buckmaster, which once hung in the kitchen of my Grandmother’s
house.
The materials carry fragmented histories across time into the present. The action of stitching
remnant pieces of blanket around rocks alongside stitched poem extracts throughout the paper
builds upon Louise Bourgeois’ concept of the needle as an object of psychological repair. It
is stitching which binds the media of my multidisciplinary practice together—poetry, prose,
sculpture, ceramics and photography, bringing individual fragments of creative practice, grief
and trauma – recent and inherited – into conversation.
Walking as art practice is both the medium that underpins all the others, and the journey I
begin in the fire’s wake. Unable to complete or even prepare for a long-planned durational
walk while still in lockdown, I instead walk by stitching steps through wool, temporalities and
across landscapes, real and imagined, building upon Rebecca Solnit’s concept of stitching a line
through landscape and demonstrating how I see walking and the needle as synonymous. In
effect, this paper becomes itself a new work, illuminating the effects an articulated art practice
can have upon the maker and in the wider world.
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WHEN OUR WORLD BREAKS WE BEND WITH IT
Sandra Renew

I. What was broken?
One of the breakages experienced during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic was that of
intimacy, friendship, acquaintance. The separation of the person, especially the body, from one’s
own awareness and from others, removed the spontaneity of sharing space. Touch, closeness,
breath, whispers, were all casualties when we were confined to the home space. ‘Locked in’
we described it, alone, with room/flatmates, close family. Relationships were redefined,
interactions were reconstructed with new meaning, sometimes problematic or unexpected. The
performance of gender remains the ubiquitous issue. Old wounds, old hurts, old stories remain
even if the world is turned upside down. Misogyny, patriarchy, violence and abuse not only did
not go away under our new circumstances, but in fact escalated and showed themselves clearly
(Galloway 2020; Mills 2020).
When we ventured out of the domestic space it was into a strangely quiet, uncluttered world
where avoidance of other bodies and breath was the edict. And, as some of the poems describe,
when we did venture out we still encountered some of the ills of that previous time. As much
as the strictures of lockdown chafe and abrade, outside is not the Eden of a trouble-free
environment we recall in our fretting.
Philosophical theorising which could have been interrogated for this essay include Michel
Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison (Foucault 1979) where he focusses on
the body in relation to punishment, the political and as a force of production. However, the
premise of this piece owes much more to Audre Lorde who famously said in 1979:
those of us who stand outside the circle of this society’s definition of acceptable
women; those of us who have been forged in the crucibles of difference – those of
us who are poor, who are lesbians, who are Black, who are older – know that survival
is not an academic skill. It is learning how to take our differences and make them
strengths. For the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house. They may
allow us temporarily to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to
bring about genuine change. And this fact is only threatening to those women who
still define the master’s house as their only source of support. (Lorde 1984:112)
Lorde charges us to dismantle that which holds us imprisoned in the traditional, policed and
sanctioned poetic structures, and to find creative ways to enact our own redefined and storied
constraints and freedoms.
And, further, a debt is owed for the underpinnings of this essay to Judith Butler (1990) who
argues for a reshaping of gender relations through the performance of the body, unconstrained
by the dualism or form (the house in which we are quarantined) which has previously been
policed as appropriate for the presentation of the acceptable feminine (or masculine) body
(Gessen 2020).
In playing with poetic form in a light-hearted way we can momentarily reframe our chafing,
unease and dissatisfaction with necessary curtailments into a lighter narrative of retelling: the
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wry, the humorous, the joke. This reflection on practice paper recreates but slant, rewrites but
different, to recast the themes of four of these stories in the creative essay following this paper.
II. Writing and playfulness and story-making for mending
There is a strong therapeutic practice of using play and story to assist recovery after major
traumatic incidents, natural disaster, war and armed conflict, and after long term violence and
abuse.
Writing and poetry (both oral and written) constitute a critical aspect of these recoveries.
Indeed, reading and creating poetry is used in mental health therapies, both at the professional
level and as a social activity through a range of writing and support groups. Importantly, creative
practice assists in reforming narrative to challenge the medicalised treatment or therapy of
someone who is defined as ill, and enable them to re-create narrative space for healing and
repair. It is a new narrative space that is directly under the volition of the story-maker, someone
who has agency and positivity, while acknowledging the seriousness of events.
Writing allows a reinvention of a difficult story, a new narrative told from the writer’s/story
maker’s own perspective or position. Humour and playfulness can add emphasis, layering, reviewing without taking away from the fundamental playing out of events. Weale (2021: n.p.)
called for a ‘summer of play’ to help English pupils recover from COVID-19 stress. And White’s
narrative therapy process calls for rewriting/re-authoring our own stories (White 1995).
This approach is well researched and validated through the practice of institutions dealing with
community rebuilding after emergencies, such as the Crisis and Trauma Resource Institute, and
Emily Faith (2020) whose findings include that ‘narrative therapy is an effective method to treat
trauma’.
Hutto and Gallagher (2017) showed that narrative practices have the potential to play a robust
part in strategies for self-managing psychosocial well-being. Narrative therapy in particular seeks
to empower groups and individuals, providing them with the resources and skills needed to
positively improve their own well-being and capacity to cope with a wide range of life challenges.
Rewriting/recreating one’s own experience of living under the restrictions of lockdown or
quarantine to a less negative interpretation/storying where some control is exercised over the
story in effect changes the memory without changing the facts (if indeed facts are concrete and
immutable). In this sense, the story (or poem) becomes the memory and then overlays, or even
replaces it, in retelling the narrator’s experience. That is, when our world breaks we can bend
with it, rather than breaking with it.
III. Form
My creative essay uses form as metaphor: some free riding expression at the beginning segues
to traditional forms, and sonnet, tanka and villanelle which can constrain, restrict, contain, with
little opportunity to escape. Until play leavens and frees.
Annie Finch writes of a poetry that ‘still defines itself in opposition to tradition...the choice to
use poetic form, including traditional poetic structures, was in fact the most innovative choice I
could imagine having made as a female poet’ (Finch 2005).
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Adrienne Rich (2010), addressing the purpose of poetry, the possibilities of language, and the
role of the poet in the world says:
At a certain point, a woman, writing [this] poem, has had to reckon the power of
poetry as distinct from the power of the nuclear bomb, of the radioactive lesions of
her planet, the power of poverty to reduce people to spectators of distantly conjured
events. She can’t remain a spectator, hypnotized by the gorgeousness of a destructive
force launched far beyond her control. She can feel the old primary appetites for
destruction and creation within her; she chooses for creation and for language. But to
do this she has to see clearly—.
The forms selected for this creative essay include free verse, tanka, villanelle and a newly
devised form of the traditional sonnet, the coronasonnet. Apart from free verse where the
imperative is not to bore the reader, all have formal requirements for structure, use of language
and sometimes, for acceptable themes for the form. These forms can be read as metaphor for
the constraints imposed by lockdown requirements to stay at home, stay within 5kms of home,
stay within the local area boundaries.
Tanka has strict rules for construction and containment in the original Japanese context but
exploration and development of the love, loss and longing themes in the contexts of lockdown
and quarantine allows for some taking of control and breaking out of character. Tanka are short,
structured, to the point, manageable in terms of getting through the day.
Similarly, the villanelle, while seemingly offering no escape from the walls of form, allows
expression of an analysis of freedom and the ways women’s bodies are constrained both within
and without the home, as well as a reflection on the busy noise of the world as drowning out
what is important. The villanelle written for this essay explores the notion that being outside the
structure is not necessarily a panacea… the gendered strictures of the past language and actions
are played out again even in this time of crisis. The constraints of the form of the house or flat
are reflected in what can be said, repetition of lines and sentiment keep it directly focussed on
the viral issue, reflecting the tempo of the life inside.
IV. Form: Coronasonnet
The Corona Sonnet form was first conceived by a group of Singapore Poets, SingPoWriMo.
(Singapore Poetry Writing Month) during the COVID-19 pandemic. The form reflects the sonnet
as a recognised poetic form, which is then repurposed to reflect some of the key features
of health and social responses to the behaviour of the virus (Pang 2020). The coronasonnet
riffs with delight on the traditional form of the sonnet. A sonnet is ‘literally a “little song” and
traditionally reflects upon a single sentiment, with a clarification or “turn” of thought in its
concluding lines. There are many different types of sonnet.’ (Poetry Foundation n.d.) And it is an
unavoidable temptation to make much of the pun of the traditional sonnet corona in relation
to the coronasonnet: a ‘crown of sonnets or sonnet corona is a sequence of sonnets, usually
addressed to one person, and/or concerned with a single theme. Each of the sonnets explores
one aspect of the theme…’ (Language is a Virus n.d.).
The repurposing of a formal form (sonnet) to reflect the context of corona times has allowed
for a playing with mood, perception and story. The seriousness of the formal traditional sonnet
converts to fun, light-hearted analysis of events which can then have their original hardship
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seasoned with humour and tongue-in-cheek retelling. The sonnet, with line requirements and
traditionally expected thematic interests, provides a structure to write against.
There are some rules for constructing a coronasonnet, some of which I followed and some I
loosely acknowledged. But importantly:
• The coronasonnet has 14 lines but need not follow any other rules of the sonnet
form.
• The coronasonnet has been infected by 2 lines from another poem(s) and includes
them verbatim as part of its 14 lines.
• The coronasonnet is asymptomatic for the first 8 lines, but from line 9 onwards,
every word is written in all caps (or, in my case, a different font).
• The coronasonnet ends with social distancing, with more and more space in each
line. From lines 12–14, it only uses one-syllable words (only loosely adhered to).
Where I deviated from these rules it was not so much on an analysis of juxtaposing the work
manship of risk vs the workmanship of certainty where the driving impetus is to control the
resulting outcome through taking risks or by agreeing to imposed form or templates (following
Pye 1968). Rather, I deviated driven by the compulsion to dissent, or to enact the right to
reject a form or aspect of a form because dissent in itself is an important aspect of expression.
In this interpretation of my choices in selection and flaunting the rules of the form, I subvert
the form as an action required for revolution, dissent and protest rather than as risk (Lorde
1984, Rich 2010).
• • • • •
In selecting already constructed sonnets in order to extract couplets for viral infection, the
three original sonnets were chosen because they were available and useful. Others could also
have been re-purposed with greater or lesser effect. In this case the choice was not random,
similar to the virus when it ravages all in a community—it finds the bodies of those who lack
the resources to purchase more defences. When pillaged for repurposing as coronasonnets,
the selected sonnets each provided couplets that were relevant to the COVID-19 context, to
the circumstances of the pandemic and how we live during this time. The issue of bodies being
dangerous, relationships being reset with new foundations and the outside being yearned for
but then found to be wanting was in each case a possible interpretive dissenting act.
The repurposed sonnets are:
Patrick Gillespie ‘a la Maison’:
He polishes a last insouciant riff
He stands. He kisses her hand. She says ‘as if’
Patrick Gillespie is a poet playing with poetry, inside a house or home (Gillespie 2010). The
partying portrayed in this piece may now be read with some nostalgia.
The second sonnet is:
Edna St Vincent Millay (n.d. [1920]) ‘What lips my lips have kissed and where and why’ (Sonnet
43).
What lips my lips have kissed and where and why
I have forgotten and what arms have lain
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Millay wrote ‘What lips my lips have kissed, and where, and why’ during a critical
period of the women’s rights movement in the United States, and at the time when
many women writers were rising into prominence… The speaker is inside her house.
The poem seems to suggest the speaker is in her bedroom, perhaps lying in bed, as it
is night-time. (LitCharts n.d.: n.p.)
This couplet may be construed, out of context and in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic as
an anxiety around personal contact rather than, as in the original sonnet, not remembering past
romantic encounters.
The third, Christina Rossetti ‘Remember’ in Goblin market and other poems (1862):
Remember me when I am gone away,
Gone far away into the silent land
In ‘Remember’, Christina Rossetti writes themes of life, memory, forgetting, loss or death, and
love. In the new narrative of this piece the permanence of the tattoo and tone of resignation in
the message made possible by leaving the home refuge brings up some of the complex emotions
of the lockdown.
The three new coronasonnets in the creative essay play with the borrowed couplets to produce
a narrative of lockdown and quarantine that is not terrible. Not inconsequential or trivial, but
not terrible.
The villanelle, ‘Content warning: biggest reduction in the noise of human activity, as natural
noise is heard again above seismic noise’ (Renew 2021), expresses the contradiction that
after lockdown and quarantine, when we venture again into the world, there has not been a
miraculous improvement in gender relationships, violence has not disappeared, there is still
threat outside, even after the ‘opening up’, the ‘Freedom Day’. That freedom we yearned for
does not manifest in an ideal and wonderful world. It is the same world, and our protest and
dissent is still necessary.
V. Summary
The lived experience of the virus is not as selective as those who are privileged would like. While
it can be said to strike at demographics of social concern, poverty and the need to work, in fact
it does not care if one is well known and famous, or unknown and struggling. Some of us are
better placed class-wise to protect ourselves from the unauthorised pillaging and occupation
by the virus of our bodies as host. The narrative of randomness, uncertainty, the unknown, and
lack of an endpoint or resolution is what has cast our collective mental state as a world that is
broken.
The poetry, devised as playful during a period of forced lockdown, reflects the pandemic at
large outside the house, the contradictions and uncertainties evident in the stories we construct
for ourselves to record our experience. The play we played in building our own narratives is
fundamental to how we come to ourselves in the aftermath. At issue are relationships with
others, relationships with the inside and outside world and our grappling with contradiction and
uncertainty.
Poetry, although construed within set rules in traditional usage, has been used fluidly and
repurposed in the three coroasonnets and the villanelle for fun and to construct positive but
humorous and wry comment on our lived experiences.
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CREATIVE ESSAY
When our world breaks we bend with it
Our world breaks and separates, we fret about mending it, darning, gathering, edges frayed,
torn, ripped, rent, shredded, snagged…
I am writing through this end of the world, turning on a threepence, turning form into defiance,
into cynicism, into challenge
turning language to humour is undercurrent
you get the drift? Driftwood or driftward?
the rending of what we had never questioned, we felt the most,
seeing but not touching, not seeing but hearing, hearing
but only through the distortions of zoom
On what frequency are we vibrating? High or low?
Hearing through touch verboten. Through earbones, the drum
Many things can be true at once
lock downs, lock outs, they all shout meaning.
Humour gleams through, a seam of opal; we’re on the mend;
we make stories of the months that hurt us.

re-stories restore us
re-purpose gives purpose
reform is reformative
meaning and stories, stories and meaning
this is the mending

In self-isolation with his flat-mate, he is fortified by drugs, which gives him courage to try
it on . . .
When parrots alive in beauty take flight
Her in-drawn breath, their momentarily forgotten tiff
Gives reason, then, to share a spliff.
A glass is poured and raised, the wine is right
Enlists guitar— his last hope she’ll see the light.
He polishes a last insouciant riff.
He stands. He kisses her hand. She says ‘As if’ 1
And laughs, walks out, enjoys his plight.
A fog of cannabis distorts his eye
He weeps but his voice he barely can command
He’s also drunk. And she is high.
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In lock down drugs are on, at hand
But sex is off — She says ‘I’d rather die.’
Her note to self: He’ll try once more. And then I’m damned.

The overblown and overheated heightening of emotions during corona virus restrictions
causes extremes of feeling and possibly dramatically inaccurate and overwrought
correlations
What lips my lips have kissed and where and why
I have forgotten and what arms have lain 2
Beside us in the battle line ready to take aim.
I do remember looking at the sky
Not knowing which moments, if any, are left before I die.
Playing fast and loose with love in war is easy to explain,
It’s all impermanence, all ill-gotten gain.
To live the moment, no consequence if I
Kiss and kiss where-ever there’s a will
But now new science shows that even if we only kiss our own
We all could die in death-wish thrill.
Because now a vi- rus tries to bring us down
As dead as one my guns were wont to kill
So live and live and kiss and love
where your love is sown

An inky, tasteful message
Remember me when I am gone away
Gone far away into the silent land 3
Of lock-down, where the town is at a standStill and you, home alone, must stay.
One of us, out for a shopping expedition may
Go, and at the tattoo parlour I show my hand,
An inky, tasteful message of defiance I demand.
COVID Virus is not welcome, not something that we planned.
What better way to feel alive
Than tattooing C’est la Vie on tender wrist!
Insouciance is what will drive
Us all to die in Fate’s cruel twist.
Pray our tests come back in two days neg a tive
So my C’est la Vie is a COVID gift, you get the drift.
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Content warning: biggest reduction in the noise of human activity, as natural noise
is heard again above seismic noise
I stay at home, the whole world drops away
Go out, the whole world’s in my face
Seismic noise keeps natural sounds at bay
Noise that meant my life went all one way
when you look like that you’re just a waste of space
I stay at home, the whole world drops away
Girls are forced to notice fear when they
refuse to go out dressed in bows and lace
Seismic noise keeps natural sounds at bay
Blokes say your look’s an invite, they must go all the way
My fists are clenched around the can of Mace
I stay at home, the whole world drops away
In overalls I’m held up to the light of day
Blundstone boots are armour, a body’s carapace
Seismic noise keeps natural sounds at bay
Disparagement and frowns did not hold sway
I stand my ground in how I take up space
I stay at home, the whole world drops away
Seismic noise keeps natural sounds at bay

Insouciance, overtaken by joy, this is the mending, an ending
blood pounds through heart
and veins, cold, clean forest air
inhaled, every fibre
explodes, star-jumping
in early Spring release

264
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Notes
1 #Content tracing (couplet): Patrick Gillespie ‘a la Maison’
He polishes a last insouciant riff
He stands. He kisses her hand. She says ‘as if’
https://poemshape.wordpress.com/2010/08/15/a-la-maison-❧-un-sonnet-delicieux/
2 #Content tracing (first couplet): Edna St Vincent Millay ‘What lips my lips have kissed and
where and why’
What lips my lips have kissed and where and why
I have forgotten and what arms have lain
3 #Content tracing (first couplet): Christina Rossetti ‘Remember’ in Goblin Market and Other
Poems 1862
‘Remember me when I am gone away,
Gone far away into the silent land’
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Contextual statement
This reflection on practice paper explores the role of form and playfulness in the serious
business of poetic narrative to create stories we can access and understand, in order to recoup
and recuperate after times of hardship and change. It is a process of cutting fear and anxiety
down to size. In the process of constructing this essay, the strictures of the poetic forms of
the sonnet, villanelle and tanka are conflated with the restrictive, confining walls of the home
during the COVID-19 pandemic. And the transgressive nature of change in the way we live
during confinement within the lock-downs is interrogated through the playfulness, irony and
wry resignation of content located within the confines of the predetermined formality of the
sonnet, villanelle and tanka.
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STITCHES FOR SURVIVABLE FUTURES
Sera Waters

Abstract
Through a visual art project titled ‘Future Traditions’ I have developed a framework structured around
restoring and revaluing textile traditions as skills and care-full methods critical to future survival.
In the last centuries the value of these intergenerational traditions have become obscured enough
to cause their erosion, obsolescence and even perishing. The following five stitch-explorations
extrapolate upon why we need these specific hand-embroidery techniques, expanding their reach
into the bodily, ecological, truth-telling and survival terrains they inhabit.
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STITCHES FOR SURVIVABLE FUTURES
Sera Waters

Through a visual art project titled ‘Future Traditions’¹ I have developed a framework structured
around restoring and revaluing textile traditions as skills and care-full methods critical to future
survival. In the last centuries the value of these intergenerational traditions have become
obscured enough to cause their erosion, obsolescence and even perishing. The following five
stitch-explorations extrapolate upon why we need these specific hand-embroidery techniques,
expanding their reach into the bodily, ecological, truth-telling and survival terrains they inhabit.
BASIC STITCHES
Running stitch: a stitch for retaining survival skills and past pathways

Running stitch is the simplest of hand-embroidery techniques yet arguably the most in
dispensable. These stitches run across substrates in repetitive diving and surfacing actions to
join, layer and hold. Speculatively,* the origins of stitching could have been borne from this
simple stitch; a human technology sprung from necessity. I imagine running stitch emerging
from early experiments with sharp bone fragments and lengths of string or sinew used to fashion
furs or bark into protection for bodies, shelters for families, or carriers for collecting and storing
food. Over generations running stitches have spread, flourishing into cultural traditions, many
of which use accumulative running stitches to layer textiles into padded comfort, to repurpose,
strengthen and extend the lives of valuable fabric fragments. That running stitch has continued
for thousands of years is testament to this ancient tradition and its consistent role in survival
for human ancestors. Keeping it on- and in-hand remains pressing for the survival needs of an
unknown future.
In addition to meeting utilitarian needs, running stitches leave trails of expressive marks, retain
ing traces of a stitcher’s movement and myriad ways of navigating materials and places. They
read like dashes, a visual and tactile language that correlates with other marks left upon places;
footprints upon traipsed paths, broken-up lines on bitumised roads, the recurrent insertion of
fence lines puncturing the outer crust of Country. From the surface, running dashes appear to
rhythmically delve unseen to an underside before resurfacing into visibility. Upon a colonised
* ’Speculating’ is required as the earliest ancient roots of stitching have long disintegrated.
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land the cacophony of surface marks of surveying, mapping and claiming have been highly
visible, yet the rich activity of undersides is ever present. Running stitch acts as a reminder to
look beneath to less visible pathways.
COMPLEX KNOTS
Colonial knots: a knot for discomfiting colonial comforts

A colonial knot wraps around a needle like a French knot but differs for its extra added twist. This
particular twist entails just how little stitching has been considered when it comes to examining
the ‘comfortable’ spread of humans and the discomfiting brutalities of home-making upon First
Nations lands. The colonial knot is regularly traced back to American settler colonists who used
candlewick thread to pattern their home-making. Colonial knots and thicker threads created
sturdy, hard-wearing and economical (in terms of thread and efforts) whitework embroidery; a
coarse adaptation of fine European traditions. Beyond America, colonists across many continents
have made themselves comfortable, both practically (with blankets or cushions) and symbolically
(with familiar motifs). Colonial knots have carried along a coded colonising language; signalling
in a blossoming flower, a wreath or dove, the motivational symbolism toward growth, prosperity
and freedoms being sought from unceded lands.
Examining colonial knots can lead to methods of decolonising. This intentional knot has been
entangled in a methodical way as to create a bulge, a knobbly circling of thread, which sits tight,
intended to never be undone. In Australia’s colonial history there have been intentional knots as
well as unintentional accidents of twisted threads. Either way, the lines of all knots can be traced
for their lineages, loops and entanglements which reveal past events and details which formed
these knobbly bits. While not all knots can be undone, understanding the resistance and hidden
pasts they sustain, offers modes of revelation.
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DECORATIVE STITCHES
Blackwork embroidery: a technique for restoring the knowledge of patterns

Blackwork embroidery is a counted-thread technique used to create and recreate multigenerational stitched patterns. Across centuries, regions, communities and beliefs, patterns have
bloomed into thousands upon thousands of variations, expressed via stitched angles, lengths,
colour, and texture. Blackwork is one form of this meaningful decoration rife with inherited
patterns, symbols and motifs which signify information that humans cannot do without. Though
their origins are often obscured by time and migratory pathways, the roots of patterns contain
such knowledge as local medicinal plants, food species, family lineages, seasonal cues, or
weather manifestations. Symbols might individually seem superfluous but in a time before such
global muddle they taught and reminded humans of events in their region, of the passing of
time, and drew attention to when those events might have shifted. Now it is time to notice that
blossoms are coming earlier, rain is falling where it has never, and currents are slowing. The
word ‘need’ ought to be pressed up tightly against ‘decoration’, for like verbose language or a
musical flourish, decoration creates a fullness that fill gaps with visual knowledge and expressive
possibilities needed to pass along storied interconnections.
INVISIBLE STITCHES
Darning: a method for remembering the strength of togetherness
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Surface stitches are to be seen but their movements within folds – out then back to loop and
entwine, mend and adhere – are where the labour occurs. Invisible stitches perform unseen
work, often collectively. One stitch has its limits, whereas numerous well-placed stitches
can work as a community of holding, sustaining a tension between planes and adding lines
of strength to toughen weakened spots. When darning, lines of thread weave in, across and
amongst to tend to areas worn out from living.
Stitches hold knowledge that if not performed remain invisible and unknown by hands. Stitching
has been a repository of matriarchal knowledge and each variation extends patterns, skills
and knowledge nurtured in the practical hands of mothers, grandmothers, sisters and aunts.
Stitching need not be gendered but the past centuries have more often witnessed needle and
thread in the laps of women … whether they wanted it or not. They maintained these traditions
from ancestors, who for thousands of years carried stitching and stitches forward because they
were essential to sustaining care, comfort, protection and hope. Communities rely upon stitches
and stitchers too regularly rendered invisible.
FORGOTTEN STITCHES

Sailmaking stitches: an art for remembering bodies and regions
I met a man known as Australia’s last sailmaker. He is the ‘last’ as this knowledge ceases with
him. His language is borne of the South Australian seas, unique to each vessel, passed along
from his father, and hard won in his hands and body for over seven decades. Like much stitchrelated forgetting, his skills have been displaced by machines, affordable mass production,
synthetics and distractions which added together have lessened the current ‘need’ for survivalbased stitching. With rising sea levels and waves of climate catastrophe a pertinent question
arises: will these ‘needs’ come back, and if they do what has been lost alongside/within our
ancestor’s traditions? What is a future without specifically evolved stitches, eyelets and knots?
Stitching by hand is often romanticised as building into a pace and rhythm that is of the body,
the movements of breath with elbows, shoulders and pinched fingertips. Any stitcher will tell
you that in reality this pace is punctuated by tangles and wrong angles, pauses, unpicking and
restarts. It is here in the stitcher’s resilience and persistence where stitching mirrors reality; in
messy undersides, learning to live with the unintended, and drawing upon ancestral skills to
survive.
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Note
1 The ‘Future Traditions’ project has been enabled by the Guildhouse Fellowship 2020, in
conjunction with Art Gallery of South Australia and supported by the James & Diana Ramsay
Foundation. The framework identifies and explores eight textile traditions, ranging from ‘Timetravelling’ to ‘Familiar Activism’. More information can be found at www.serawaters.com.au
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